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Preface. 

The six ~hapters of this thesis contairt the results of four 

years spent in the investigation of old open clusters at the S A A O. 

Each chapter is a preprint of a paper which has been submitted or 

accepted for publication and is therefore an independent entity with 

its own list of acknowledgements and references. Since each chapter 

is intelligible without continual reference to its fellow chapters, 

considerable overlap has sometimes occurred. As a thesis, the end 

product is of necessity a little disjointed. This approach has been 

adopted becaus~ 'the publication of the results ha~ higher priority 

than the presentation of a thesis. The style is as compact as seems 

consistent with reasonable clarity and I hope that reading it will 

not present too great a problem of d~gestion to those interested in 

the evolution of solar-Type stars. 

In addition to the acknowledgements made after the several 

component papers, I wish to express my gratitude to Mrsll.H.f.Hey who 

bas typed almost all of the six: :obs~rvational chapters at least once. 

To my wife I also owe a great deal: to her this thesis is affectionately 

dedicated. 
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Preface. 

The six ~hapters of thia thesis contain the results of four 

years spent in the investigation of old open clusters at the S A A O. 

Each chapter is a preprint of a pafer which has been submitted or 

accepted for publication and is therefore an independent entity with 

its own list of acknowledgements and references. Since each chapter 

is intelligible without continual reference to its fellow chapters, 

considerable overlap has sometimes occurred. As a thesis, the end 

product is of necessity a little diSjointed. This approach has been 

adopted becaus~ 'the publication of the results has higher priority 

than the presentation of a thesis. The style is as compact as seems 

consistent with reasonable clarity and I hope that reading it will 

not present too great a problem of d~gestion to those interested in 

the evolution of solar-Type stars. 

In addition to the acknowledgements made after the several 

component papers, I wish to express my gratitude to lfJ.rs ~.H.f~Hey who 

bas typed almost all of the six ubs?rvational chapters at least once. 

To my wife I also owe a great deal: to her this thesis is affectionately 

dedicated. 
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I. 

i. The Field of Research and Possible Methods. 

Certain fields of Astronomy become unfashionable relatively 

rapidly. This can be a consequence of many factors - the deflection 

of interest to newer and more "excitin~" fields, the laborious and 

sometimes lon~ enduring work involved in making new contributions to 

knowledge once the initial and more spectacular results have been 

obtained by the pioneers, and also the "depletion of resources" which 

occurs if the objects under study are relatively thin on the ground. 

All th~se factors have operated in the field of study of the 

oid open clusters. In the twenty years which have aimost elapsed since 

the colour-magnitude diagram of M67 was published by Johnson and 

Sandage ( 1955), studies of ob,jects "older than the Hyades" have appeared 

at long intervals. When the work here reported was commenced it was not 

e~pected that many further projects along these lines would be likely 

to be undertaken by other astronomers. The survey of southern clusters, 

indeed, was intended essentially to close the field insofai as the 

discovery of unknown and spectacula4'old systems wa.s concerned. So far 

~s I am aware only one cluster of respectable age South of the Celestial 

equator was omitted from the survey discussed in Chapter 2. 
! 

Contrary to what was anticipated, at least two groups have I 

also continued the study of old open clusters. In addition the theoretically l 
uncomfortable result~of the Solar Neutrino experiments have strongly 

l 

suggested that all is far from well in our theoretical understanding of 
i 

I 
' 

~ven such simple problems in stellar structure as the interiors of low 

mass main sequence stars. An earlier study by this writer bas suggested 

that while our knowledge of the general processes of evolution off the 

~ main sequence may be qualitatively sati~factory, attempts to predict . 

i. 

f. 

i. The Field of Research and Possible Methods. 

Certain fields of Astronomy become unfashionable relatively 

rapidly. This can be a consequence of many factors - the deflection 

of interest to newer and more "excitin~" fields, the laborious and 

sometimes lon~ enduring work involved in making new contributions to 

knowledge once the initial and more spectacular results have been 

obtained by the pioneers, and also the !!depletion of resources" which 

occurs if the objects under study are relatively thin on the ground. 

All th~se factors have operated in the field of study of the 

oid open clusters. In the twenty years which have almost elapsed since 

the colour-magnitude diagram of M67 was published by Johnson and 

Sanda~e (1955), studies of objects "older than the Hyades" .have appeared 

at long intervals. When the work here reported was commenced it was not 

e~pected that many further projects along these lines would be likely 

to be undertaken by other astronomers. The survey of southern clusters, 

indeed, was intended essentially to close the field insofai as the 

discovery of unknown and spectaculariv0ld systems wa,s concerned. So far 

as I am aware only one cluster of respectable age South of the Celestial 

equator was omitted from the survey discussed in Chapter 2. 
[ 

Contrary to what was anticipated, at least two groups have I 

also continued the atudy of old open clusters. In addition the theoretically l 
uncomfortable re8ult~of the Solar Ne~ino experiments have strongly 

I 

suggested that all is far from well in our theoretical understanding of 

~ven such simple problems in stellar structure as the interiors of low· 

mass main sequence stars. An earlier study by this writer has suggested 

that while our knowledge of the general processes of evolution off the 

~ main sequence may be qualitatively satisfactory, attempts to predict . 

i. 
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.2. 

in quantitative detail the features of this evolution are largely 

unsuccessful when confronted with the finer features of the lr.nown 

cluster colour-magnitude diagrams (Hawarden, 1970 and 1971; Demarque · 

and Heasely; 1971). 

It is thus that I have no trepidation but a certain feeling 

of haste in presenting a fairly substantial block of observational 

data in a field reguarded by many as unexciting and by some, who shall 

be nameless, as scarcely rewa~ding of furiher study. 

In subsequent chapters, detailed observational material is 

presented for the fodr open clusters NGC 6259, Malotte 66, NCC 2243 and 

NGC 2204. The first is, for present purposes, a young 

ob~ect and its detailed study was only undertaken in order to establish 

this fact without ambiguity. It does not, therefore, contribute to 

the field of prime interest in this thesis but is included since its 

analysis was a necessary part of the greater project and provided a 

proving ground for the methods - necessarily somewhat mass-production 

in nature - used in the study of the older, more challenging and more 

interesting objects. 

The study of these clusters has been undertaken along the 

·classical lines of photographic photometry calibrated and further 

illuminated by photoelectric observations. As in all "well established" 

methods, various pitfalls and chimaeras exist to delay and distract 

the worker. 

After a brief flirtation with electronography I rescilutely 

eschewed such high-efficiency te~hniques regardless of their potential 

.advantages. The difficulties in their practical application foreseen 

then have been amply illustrated in the labour of certain of my 

colleagues and would without doubt have added a year or more to the 

time required to complete this ~roject. I believe ~hat its earlier 

completion and publication compensates for the additional data which 

in quantitative detail the features of tbis evolution are largely 

unsuccessful when confronted with the finer features of the known 

cluster colour-magnitude diagrams (Hawarden, 1970 and 1971;·. Demarque . 

and HeaselYi 1971). 

It is thus that I have nO trepidation but a certain feeling 

of haste in presenting a fairly substantial block of observational 

data in a field reguarded by many as unexciting and by some, who shall 

be nameless, as scarcely rewarding of furiher study. 

In subsequent chapters, detailed observational material is 

presen ted for the fOdr open clusters NCG 6259, Melotta 66, NGG 2243 and 

NGG 2204. The first is, for present purposes, a young 

object and its detailed study was only undertaken in order to establish 

this fact without ambiguity. It does not, therefore, contribute to 

the field of prime interest in this thesis but is included since its 

analysis was a necessary part of the greater project and provided a 

proving ground for the methods - necessarily somewhat mass-production 

in nature - used in the study of the older, more challenging and more 

interesting objects. 

The study of these clusters has been uhdertaken along the 

·classical lines of photographiC photometry calibrated and furtber 

illuminated by photoelectric observations. As in all "well established" 

methods, various pitfalls and chimaeras exist to delay and distract 

the worker. 

After a brief flirtation with electronography I rescilutely 

esOhewed such high-efficiency tebhniques regardless of their potential 

. advantages. The difficulties in their practical application foreseen 

then have been amply illustrated in the labour of certain of my 

colleagues and would without doubt have. added a year or more to the 

time required to complete this ~rpject. I believe ~hat its earlier 

completion and publication compensates for the additional data which 
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miebt have been obtained but which at the time of writing have not 

yet become even potentially accessible. 

With more reluctance I abandoned hopes of using photographic 

calibration techniquei as a substitute for the grinding necessities 

of rhotoelect~ic photometry. Some of the methods appear theoretically 

unsound e~cept under ideal conditions and do not lend themselves to 

i.;.nspectacular j-,ro,1ects where "a few tenths of a magnitude" is 

inadequate precision~ Such a method is the use of an objective 

grating such as hqs been applied with gratifying results to 

cuCentauri by Harding, H·;\'"'bcur 4Tr:rtton (1971) in the face of 

considerable difficulties. The method of extrapolation based on 

densitometric profiles of star images, proposed by; King and H;nrich.s 

(196:7) was ruled out by the absence of suitable calibration .equipnent 

at the telescope and of suitable measuring equipment 

in the laboratory. Those few applications of this technique which 

have been made by Eurkhead (1969, 1970) do not suggest that great 

precision can be obtained by its use, although the method is doubtless 

valuable when no alternative is available. 

The method of the "small prism" developed by Racine (1969) 

showed more promise and could very likely have been applied to the 

current problems with rewarding results. That it has not been so 

bit 
used is a ttri~able to a natural caution and a reluctance to undertake 

personally the delicate optical work involved in its construction. 

Various other techniques were considered and rejected on 

the grounds of limited applicability and awkwardness of proper 

cqnstruction, or of excessive light loss. The last consideration 

together with that of expense led to the rejection of. ·t'hc 

Calcite P.late technique· ( Briic.k » 1970). A scheme for intermittently 

·displacing image~ by means of a rocking-plate beam shifter was 

seriously considered but rejected as the mechanical problems were 

mi t have been obtained but which at the time of writing have not 

yet become even potentially acces6ibl~. 

With more reluctance I abandoned hopes of us pbotogr8.phic 

cal tion techniquei as a substitute for the grinding necessities 

of rhotoelectric photometry. Some of the methods appear theoretically 

unsound e~cept under ideal conditions and do not lend themselves to 

unspectacular pro,l8cts where !!a few tenths of a magni tude!! is 

inadequate precision. Such a method is the use of an objective 

grating such as has be(';n applied with gratifying results to 

0Centauri by Harding, H';)'"'De:ur 4-Tr:lITOn (1971) in the face of 

considerable difficulties. The method of extrapolation based on 

densitometric profiles of star images, proposed b~ King and H~richs 

(196:7) was ruled out by the absence of sui table cali bra tion .equi:pl.1en t 

at the telescope and of suitable measuring equipment 

in the laboratory, Those few applications of this technique which 

have been made by Eurkhead (1969, 1970) do not suggest that great 

p~ecision can be obtained by its use, although the method is doubtless 

valuable when no alternative is available. 

The method of the "small prism fl developed by Racine (1969) 

showed more promise and could very likely have been applied to the 

Current problems with rewarding r~sults. That it has not been so 

brA 
used is attri~ab1e to a natural caution and a reluctance to undertake 

personally the delicate optical work involved in its construction. 

Various other techniques were considered and rejected on 

the grounds of limited applicability and awkwardness of proper 

cqnstruction, or of excessive light loss. The last consideration 

together with that of expense led to the rejection of, the 

Calcite Plate technique ( Br~ck; 1970). A scheme for intermittently 

'displacing image~ by means of a rocking-plate beam shifter was 

seriously considered but rejected as the mechanical :problems were 

I' 
I 
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4. 

considerable and the develop~ent tim~ threatened to exoeed the reasonable 

duration of this thesis~ 

In the event, the well-known techniques of photographic 

photometry provided enough unexpected difficulties of method and of 

data processing to convince me that the decision to avoid newfangled 

methods was a wise one. 

considerable and the develop~ent tim~ threatened to exceed the reasonable 

duration of this thesis. 

In the event, the well-known techniques of photographic 

photometry provided enough unexpected difficulties of method and of 

data processing to convince me that the decision to avoid newfangled 

methods was a wise one. 
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~. The Iris Photometer. 

The photographic material was all measured on the Askania 

Iris Photometer at the SAAO, a type of instrument originally designed 

by Eecker for the measurement of rather small-scale plates such as 

those obtaineQ. on large Schmidt telescopes. Its design precludes the 

use of low magnifications which would be of advantage in measuring 

the plates of larger scale which are produced by the long-focus refractors 

and reflectors used in most high-precision photographic photometry. 

The instrument is of the double-beam "null" type. Light from a 

high-intensity, ai~-cooled filament lamp is divided into two beams of 

approximately equal intensity by a beamsplitter. The reference beam 

is passed through an optical wedge and refocussed on a rotary chopper. 

The measuring beam is focussed on the specimen by a .microacopo objective. 

After passing through the plate, it is refocussed· by a second rr.icroscope 

objective on the iris aperture which lies a few inches away from the 

large ground-glass viewing screen. A fraction of the beam is reflected 

from an unsilvered glass mirror after passing through the iris. This 

portion of the beam is twice reflected before being focussed on the 

rotary chopper. Thereafter it is combined with the reference beam and 

both beams are directed onto the photomultiplier. 

In use, the optical wedge is adjusted to a convenient position 

and left clamped, while the specimen beam is attenuated by closing the 

iris around a (previously centred) star image. When the twd beams are 

equal the pbotomultiplier output (displayed on an oscilloscope)·appears as 

a single line; imbalance produces a double line of varying separation. 

Jiil".alad:iustment of the chopper with respect to the two beams produces 

momentary spikes on the signal as the beams reinforce one another 

while, if the beams are not coincident at the photocathode considerable 

noise is generated. making the null ill~defined. 

:2, The Iris Fhotometer. 

The photographic material was all measured on the Askania 

Iris Photometer at the SAAO, a type of instrument originally designed 

by Eecker for the measurement of rather small-scale plates such as 

those obtaine~ on large Schmidt telescopes. Its design precludes the 

use of low magnifications which would be of advantage in measuring 

the plates of larger scale which are produced by the long-focus refractors 

and reflectors used in most high-precision photographic photometry. 

The instrument is of the double-beam "null" type. Light from a 

high-intensity, air-~ooled filamen~ lamp is divided into two beams of 

approximately equal intensity by a beamsplitter. The reference beam 

is passed through an optical wedge and refocussed on a rotary chopper. 

The measuring beam is focussed on the specimen by amicroaccpo objective. 

After passing through the plate, it is refocussed by a second rr.icroscope 

objective on the iris aperture which lies a few inches away from the 

large ground-glass viewing screen. A fraction of the beam is reflected 

from an unsilvered glass mirror after passing through the iris. This 

portion of the beam is twice reflected before being focussed on the 

rotary chopper. Thereafter it is combined with the reference beam and 

both beams are directed on to the photomultiplier. 

In use, the optical wedge is adjusted to a convenient position 

and left clamped, while the specimen beam is attenuated by closing the 

iris around a (previously centred) star image. When the twd beams are 

equal the photomultiplier output (displayed on an oscilloscope) 'appears as 

a single line; imbalance produces a double line of varying separation. 

1!alad.iustmen t of the chopper with respec t to the two beams produces 

momentary spikes on the signal as the beams reinforce one another 

while, if the beams are not coincident at the photocathode considerable 

noise is generated, making the null ill-defined. 
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When proper adjustment is attained two sources of error 

remain. Considerable noise is inserted into the specimen beam by 

vibration of one of the directing mirrors which is also sensitive to 

slight jars of the instrument, so that delicate op~ration is demanded. 

The error arising from this source is similar to that introduced by 

the operator in centering images and is therefore not especially 

serious. A more significant problem is generated by the tendency of the 

response of the photometer to drift with time in a randon fashion. The 

reason for this is unclear as it does not correlate with temperature 

and does not, so far as can be asce~tained, originate in progr~ssive 

malad~ustment of the optical system. The nature of this drift has been 

studied at various times with a view to its calculation and correction 

from repeated measures of selected stars. On occasion the amplitude 

appears to be a linear function of iris reading but for the most part 

it appears to affect images of all sizes equally. 

The amplitude. of this d;rift is normally such that errors of 

around 0~05 may result over a period of about 2 hours. On occasion 

larger variations occur Ln a discontinuous fashion; such events are 

fortunately rare. An attempt to study the drift over short periods of 

time suggested that smaller amplitude (ca. 0~03) variations can occur 

with a time scale of a few minutes; such variations are impossible to 

correct and must be accepted as inherent errors in photographic 

photometry. The longer-period drift is routinely monitored by remeasure

ment of four images of intermediate brightness at intervals of not 

more than an hour throughout a measuring run. 

The meas~ring process involves the identification and centering 

of the desired star followed by the adjustment of the iris for a null 

signal on the oscilloscope and the recording of the reading. This last 

is quite time consuming and considerable improvements in measuring 

When proper adjustment is attained two sources of error 

remain. Considerable noise is inse~ted into the specimen beam by 

vibration of one of the directing mirrors which is also sensitive to 

slight jars of the instrument, so that delicate opSration is demanded. 

The error arising from this source is similar to that introduced by 

the operator in centering images and is therefore not especially 

serious. A more significant problem is generated by the tendency of the 

response of the photometer to drift with time in a randon fashion. The 

reason for this is unclear as it does not correlate with temperature 

and does not, so far as can be asce~tained, originate in progr~ssive 

malad~ustment of the optical system. The nature of this drift has been 

studied at various times with a view to its calculation and correction 

from repeated measures of selected stars. On occasion the amplitude 

appears to be a linear function of iris reading but for the most part 

it appears to affect images of all sizes equally. 

The amplitude, of this dt:'ift is normally such that errors of 

around O~05 may result over a period of about 2 hours. On occasion 

larg~r variations occur Ln a discontinuous fashion; such events are 

fortunately rare. An attempt to study the drift over short periods of 

time sugges ted that smaller ampli tude (ca. O~03) variations can occur 

with a time scale of a few minutes; such variations are impossible to 

correct and must be accer)ted as inherent errors in photographic 

photometry. The longer-period drift is routinely monitored by remeasure

ment of four images of intermediate brightness at intervals of not 

more than an hour throughout a measuring run. 

The measUring process involves the identification and centering 

of the desired star followed by the adjustment of the iris for a null 

signal on the oscilloscope and the recording of the reading. This last 

is quite time consuming and considerable improvements in measuring 
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7 

speed would be offered by a digitised readout of the iris setting. 

Sources of gross error arise in. the possible ~isidentification 

of stars and in the misreading of the iris position. The last would be 

eliminated by the automatic readout suggested. Small errors in the 

results can be generated by.incorrect centering of image~,· a fact which 

is aggravated by the slight elasticity and "stickiness" of the plate 

transport. system. An error in centering must have the effect of making 

the star aprear fainter; however such errors are probably roughly 

random in nature and are in any case generally less than those intro-

duced by the uncorrected short-term drift. 

A careful measurer using the equipment as at present set up 

can achieve a measuring rate of around 500 images per hour. This speed 
'-' 

could perhaps be doubled. if the iris readout were digitised as advocated 

above. 

7. 

speed would be offered by a digitised readout of the iris setting. 

Sources of gross error arise in. the possible fuisidentification 

of stars and in the misreading of the iris position. The last would be 

eliminated by the automatic readout suggested. Small errors in the 

results can be generated by. incorrect centering of images, a fact which 

is aggravated by the slight elastici ty and "stickiness'l of the :;:late 

transport, system. An error in centering must have the effect of making 

the star ap~ear fainter; however such errors are probably roughly 

random in nature and are in any case generally less than those intro-

duced by the uncorrected short-term drift. 

A careful measurer using the equipment as at present set up 

can achieve a measuring rate of around Qeo images per hour. This speed 
"-I 

could perhaps be doubled if the iris readout were digi hsed as advocated 

above. 
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~ Reduction of Photographic Iris Photometry. 
ct-Seeols 

Recent publications by Hardie (1964) and Eurkhead/\(1971) 

have discussed in some detail the process of deriving magnitudes on 

a standard system from i:·hotographic iris readings. furkhead, in 

particular, has concerned himself with the mechanics of curve fitting 

and the determi.na ti on of colour equations and concludes that hand-drawn 

cali bra ti on curves' give ·significantly more accurate and consistent 

results from plate to plate than the rival process of fitting a 

polynomial to the standard points by the method of least squares. 

Several aspects of these ~recesses are inadequately treated in the 

literature, however, and bear mentioning here. 

Eurkhead's experiments were performed using a sequence 

containing very many stars with a wide range of colou:r; most photo-

graphic photometry must be done with sequences which are sparse, 

patchy and which - ·especially in cluster fields - show a strong 

systematic dependence of .colour on magnitude. 

The effect of such a dependence is to mask any colour 

equation present by small distortions of the calibration curve, at 

least when the curve is hand-drawn with no previous knowledge of 

the colour equation of the plate-filter-telescope combination relative 

to the standard system. 

Under these circumstances, proper detection of the colour 

defendence of photoiraphic measures will involve a quite lengthy 

process of trial and error unless the sequence includes some segments 

covering a wide range in colour within a small range in magnitude 

(Hawarden, 1970). 

In the investigations reforted in later sections of this 

thesis a large and rather heterogeneous collection of plates have 

been analysed. Several general principles have emerged and have led 

? 

B 

"f- See~5 

Recent publications by Hardie (1964) and EUFkhead ....... (l97l) 

have discussed in some detail the process of deriving magnitudes on 

a standard system from photographic iris readings. furkhead I in 

particular, has concerned himself wi th the mechanics of curve fi tting 

and the determination of colour equations and concludes that hand-drawn 

calibration ct..lrves 'give -significantly more accurate and ,consistent 

results from plate to plate than the rival process of fitting a 

polynomial to the standard points by the method of least squares. 

Several aspects of these ~rocesses are inadequately treated in the 

literature, however, and bear mentioning bere. 

Burkhead's experiments were performed using a sequence 

containing very many stars with a wide range of colour; most photo-

graphic photometry must be done with sequences which are sparse, 

patchy and which - 'especially in cluster fields - show a strong 

systematic dependence of ,colour on magnitude. 

The effect of such a dependence is to mask any colour 

equation present by small distortions of the calibration curve, at 

least when the curv~ is hand-drawn with no previous knowledge of 

the colour equation of the plate-filter-telescope combination relative 

to the standard system. 

Under these Circumstances, proper detection of the colour 

derendence of photographic measures will involve a quite lengthy 

process of trial and error unless the seQuence includes some segments 

covering a wide range in colour within a small range in magnitude 

(Hawarden, 1970). 

In the investigations reforted in later sections of this 

thesis a large and rather heterogeneous colleciion of plates have 

been analysed. Several general principles have emerged and have led 
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to the reduction rnethods described below. 

Least-squa.res fitting of a function which includes a linear 

colour term yields consistent and reliable colour coefficients provided 

that the "monochr6ma tic'' curve can be re presented to a good api::.roxima ti on 

by a cubic or quartic polynomial. Should a sixth or higher~order curve 

be needed to eliminate "runs" of positive or negative residuals, the 

colour term is likely to prove unstable, heavily dependent on the 

order of polynomial selected and very variable from plate to ;late. 

Under these circurr.stances a hand-drawn c~rve using corrected magnitudes 

ad.-iusted according to an assumed colour coefficient will usually yield 

the best results. 

If the photoelectric calibration includes many points · with 
~econd 

lal'.:ger-than-normal deviations, theAproceedure of the previous paragraph 

will once again yield the best results. It may be noted here that 

occasional photoelectric measures may stand off the calibration curves 

of several plates in a consistent fashion, indicating a systematic 

difference of one or more tenths of a magnitude between photographic 

and photoelectric results for this particular star. This may occur· 

notwithstanding the apr:arently successful removal of colour effects. 

The phenomenon has been noted on test plates of such impeccable 

photoelectric sequences as those in the Havard E-regions where internal 

errors can scarcely exceed a hundredth of a magnitude. In some cases 

new photoelectric observations have verified that the earlier results 

are still valid and that the photographic discrepancies are not a 

result of variability. Such cases I believe to be quite common in 

the experience of photographic photometrists (I have heard A.R.Sandage 

comr;la:i.n of them) but they are largely unremarked upon in the li tera tu re. 

Stars such as t~ese may represent several percent of the 

members of well observed photoelectric sequences.· Several have been 

to the reduction methods described below. 

Least-squa,res fi tting of a function which includes a linear 

colour term yields consistent and reliable colour coefficients provided 

that the "monochromatic!1 curve can be represented to a good ap:r;;roximation 

by a cubic or quartic polynomial. Should a sixth or higher.;..order curve 

be needed to eliminate !lruns" of positive or negative residuals, the 

colour term is likely to prove unstable, heavily dependent on the 

order of polynomial selected and very variable from plate to rlate. 

Under these circumstances a hand-drawn curve using corrected magnitudes 

ad~usted according to an assumed colour coefficient will usually yield 

the best results. 

If the photoelectric calibration includes many points· with 
~ond 

la1:;ger-than-normal deviations, the"proceedure of the previous paragraph 

will once again yield the best results~ It may be noted here that 

occasional photoelectric measures may stand off the calibration curves 

of several plates in a consistent fashion, indicating a systematic 

difference of one or more tenths of a magnitude between photographic 

and photoelectric results for this particular star. This may occur 

notwithstanding the ap~arently successful removal of colour effects. 

The phenomenon has been noted on test plates of such impeccable 

photoelectric sequences as those in the Havard E-regions where internal 

errors can scarcely exceed a hundredth of a magnitude. In some cases 

new photoelectric observations have verified that the earlier results 

are still valid and that the photographic discrepancies are not a 

result of variability. Such cases I believe to be quite common in 

the experience of photographic photometrists (I have heard A.R.Sandage 

comrlain of them) but they are largely unremarked upon in the literature. 

Stars such as these may represent several percent of the 

members of well observed photoelectric sequences.' Several have been 
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encountered in the present work and have been "smoothed" o.r omitted 

with no compunction. Their mysterious behaviour may perhaps be 

explained as a subtle effect of hidden duplicity or of some Astrophysical 

property interacting with the peculiarities of the photographic process. 

It remains only to remark that a too-tender conscience in 

the handling of such maverjcK measurements can seriously degrade the 

precision.of other, better behaved, measures especially if these 

discrepancies involve ob~ects of fairly extreme colour. I~ should be 

stated that this problem arises only in the use of sequehces of high 

quality and becomes trivial in those programmes where many relatively 

inaccurate photoelectric standards are used in place of fewer stars 

with high-precision measurements. The widespread practice of "smoothing" 

such low-precision sequences to take out systematic discrepancies 

between photographic and photoelectric results is undoubtedly a 

process of improvement and is probably essential in really crowded 

fields. It has been avoided in the present work except in a few cases 

which are pointed out individually as they occur. 
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A SEARCH FO.R OLD SOU'rEmRiJ OPEU CLUSTEHS 

by 

T.G. Hawarden 

South African Astronomical Observatory 
P 0 Box 9 

Observatory, 7935 
Cape 

Summary 

The methods used to identify old open clusters are described and 

results are given for the clusters studied. A catalogue of clusters 

8 older than ,-v 4 x 10 years is presented. There appears to be a 

deficiency of old clusters in the direction of the galactic 

centre and an excess in the anticentre direction. 
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Summary 

The methods used to identify old open clusters are described and 

results are given for the clusters studied. A catalogue of clusters 

older than r...; 4 x 108 years is presented. There appears to be a 

deficiency of old clusters in the direction of the galactic 

centre and an excess in the antic entre direction. 
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1 Introduction 

Open clusters older that the Hyades are important in the 

provision of observational tests for theories of stellar 

evolution. They serve as indicators of the evolution of the 

chemical composition of the Galactic disk (Eggen and Sandage, 

1969) and of variations in composition with position in the 

galaxy (Arp, 1962; McClure, Forrester and Gibson, 1974) •. 

Th~y may also provide information about the dynamic evolution 

of the Galaxy (Keenan and Inanen, 1974). It is therefore 

desirable that any incompleteness of the knovm sample of 

these clusters_, particularly in the South, should be rectified. 

In 1970-71 a search for clusters older than the Hyades was 

carried out at the Royal Observatory, Cape (now the South 

African Astronomical Observatory). 

2 Selection and Recognition 

A list was drawn up of clusters accessible from the Cape 

which had no published photometry. King (1964) published a 

list of clusters which might, judging from their appearance 

on the Palomar Sky Survey, prove to be older than the Hyades. 

He assigns . to these clusters a number between 1 and 5 to 

indicate his estimate of the likelihood that the cluster is 

old, clusters marked 5 being the least likely. He further 

provides estimates of. the magnitudes of the brighter cluster 

members. Clusters from King's list were included in the 

search list if they were of likelihood 1, 2 or 3 and were 

South of the Equator. The last criterion was relaxed to 

include Trumpler 5, which could be photographed together with 

a sequence near NGC 2264 on the same plates (Dow and Hawarden, 

1970). After some experimenting, clusters fainter than King's 

... / 
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"mb" (=medium bright) category were excluded as too faint for 

convenient study. 

The list was supplemented by a selection of clusters which 

appear rather .faint for their angular diameters on.the plates 

of the Atlas of Southern Open Clusters (Hogg, 1965). 

The clusters selected were photographed in V and in B with the 

McClean twin refractors at the.--S.A.A.O. and star counts on the 

V plates were used to select areas in each field where the 

number of probable members was highest. All uncrowded images 

in the selected areas were measured with the Askania Iris 

Photometer at the S.A.A.O. and the iris readings were used to 

construct a pseudo colour-magnitude (CM) diagram for each area. 

Clusters somewhat older than the Hyades can be recognised 

unambiguously on such diagrams - provided they are rich enough -

by the presence of a clump of stars somewhat brighter and 

redder than the termination point of the main sequence 

(Cannon, 1970). Photoelectric photometry is necessary in 

younger clusters if Hyades-like systems are to be distinguished 

from those resembling Mll (Johnson, Sandage and Wahlquist, 1956) 

as both types have red giants at the same luminosity as the top 

of the main sequence. The Mll-type cluster NGC 6259 was the 

subject of an investigation of this sort arising from the 

search. ) 

The results for all the clusters surveyed are listed in 

Table I. The age classifications shown have been confirmed by 

detailed photometric investigations in all cases except that 

of NGO 5999 which was clearly young. The clusters Melotte 71 

... I 
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TABLE 1 

Details of Clusters Investigated. 

0( (1975 s 
Cluster h m 0 10 bo age Reference 

NGC 2204 06 14.6 -18 38 226.0 -16.1 Old 

KGC 2243 06 29.e -31 16 239. 5 -18.0 old 

T:;umpl¢r 5 06 35.4 +09 28 202.9 1.0 Old Dow & Hawarden 1970 

Melotte 66 07 25.6 . -47 41 259.6 -14.3 old 

Melotte 71 07 36.4 -12 00 229 .o 4.5 Inter-
mediate 

NGC 3960 11 49.6 -55 33 294 .4 6.2 Inter-
mediate 

NGC 5999 15 50.2 -56 23 326.0 -1.9 Youne 

NGC 6259 16 58.9 -44 38 342.0 -1.5 Young Hawarden, 1974 

TABLE 1 

Details of Clusters Inves tiga ted. 

Cluster h m 0 1° bO age Reference 

NGC 2204 06 14.6 -18 38 226.0 -16.1 Old 

NGC 2243 06 29.8 -31 16 239.5 -18.0 old 

T:;umpl~r 5 06 35.4 +09 28 202·9 1.0 Old .Dow & Hawarden 1970 

l'1elotte 66 07 25.6 ' -47 41 259.6 -14.3 old 

He10tte 71 07 36.4 -12 00 229·0 4.5 Inter-
mediate 

NGC 3960 11 49. 6 -55 33 294·4 6.2 Inter-
med iate 

NGC 5999 15 50.2 -56 23 326.0 -1.9 Youne 

NGC 6259 16 58.9 -44 38 342.0 -1.5 Young Hawarden, 1974 
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3 

and Melotte 66 have been studied previously by Guffey (1942) 

and by Eggen and Stoy (1961) respectively. They have been 

reinvestigated in detail during the program of which this 

search formed part and. ae;e classifications are given in Table I · 

for completei:1ess. Clusters classified as "intermediate" in 

the table are probably less than 109 years old. 

3 List of Clusters Older than~ x 10
8 

years 

The list of clusters given by Cannon (1970) has been 

supplemented with the 6 old and intermediate-age objects from 

Table I and from recently published photometric investigations. 

The latter categories are identified in the resulting catalogue., 

Table II, by the appropriate references. 

Fig. 1 shows the distribution of these clusters in 

Galactic longitude. A deficiency occurs in the general direction 

of the galactic centre and the distribution has a maximum in the 

anticenter direction, although both features are displaced about 

30° from the reference directions towards larger longitudes. 

Dal tabui t and Meyer (1972) have published distri bu ti on 

curves of neutral Hydrogen at various galactic latitudes. Their 

curves for b = +15° and +20° are strongly reminiscent of Fig. 1 

in that the number d~nsity peaks in the vicinity of 1 20° and 

has a minimum near 1 = 200°-220°. A subsidiary minimum near 

1 = 80° agrees well with the location of the secondary maximum 

in Fig. 1, suggesting that the observed cluster distribution is 

principally a consequence of the effects of interstellar 

absorption, rather than of a real tendency for old open 

... / 
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I Tl,3U; 11 8 
I List of Clgf:;~ers olde_r_ thnn ~4 _x 10 yea.rs. 

··1 
fot:r.e (i·iGC) lo bo Reference 

!: 
I 

6633 36.1 8.3 
6885 65.5 -4.1 
68132 65.6 -4.0 

6940 69.9 -1.2 
6791 70.0 11.0 

6819 74.0 8.5 Auner, 1974 

6866 79.4 6.8 

6811 79.4 12.0 

7062 89.9 2.7 Jones & Al tena, 1970 
7142 89.9 -2. 7 

6939 95.9 12.3 

7226 101.4 -Q.6 Yilrnaz, 1970 . 
7245 101.4 -l.9 Yilmaz, 1970 

7789' 115 .. 2 -5.4 
1B8 122.8 22.5 
·559 127.2 0.8 

IC 166 129 .5 o.o Burkhead, 1969 

752 137.2 -23.4 
1245 146.6 -8.9 
1342 155.0 -15.0 
1664 161. 7 -0.4 Kerridge et al, 1973 

1907 172.6 o. 3 
Hyades 180.0 -22 .4 ' 
1817 186.l· -13.1 

2158 186.6 1.8 
2266 187.8 10.3 

2194 197.3 -2.3 
2141 }9~.1 -5.8 . ~u:r:-khead e_t al, 1972 -·-·--·--- - .. - . 

Ti,3Li'; 11 
List of_QJ~sters older th<l ~.tl x 108 

Iia:;,e (;'iGC) 1" b .... Reference 

6633 36.1 8.3 
6885 65.5 -4·1 
6002 65.6 -4.0 

6940 69.9 -7.2 

6791 70.0 11.0 

6319 74.0 8·5 Auner, 1974 
6866 79.4 6.8 

6811 79·4 12.0 

7062 89.9 2.7 Jones & Al tena, 1970 

7142 89·9 -2.7 

6939 95.9 12.3 

7226 101.4 -0.6 Yi Imaz, 1970 . 
7245 101.4 -1.9 Yi1maz, 1970 

7789' 11502 -5.4 
188 122.8 22.5 

559 127.2 0.8 

Ie 166 129·5 0.0 Burkhead, 1969 

752 137.2 -23.4 

1245 146.6 -8.9 

1342 155.0 -15.0 

1664 161. 7 -0·4 Kerridge et aI, 1973 

1907 172.6 0.3 
Hyades 180.0 -22.4 

lS17 186.1 -13.1 

2158 186.6 1.8 

2266 . 187.8 10.3 

2194 197.3 -2.3 
2141 1913.1 -5.13 Burkhead et aI, 1972 ... ,,-, . ----~. 
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@) 

Tobie. II ( (.O'"I r;· Y'\\) e. d 

I Name ( r-:cc) lo bo Hefer~nc~ 

I 2420 190.1 19. 7 
i 2236 204.4 -1. 7 Rahi::i, 1970 
' ' I 2362(Praesepe) 205.8 32. 5 ' I 
! 2324 213.5 3.3 
i 

l 2682(M67) 215 .6 31.7 
I 2215 216.0 -10.l 
I 
I 
I 

2204 226 .o -16.l Table 1 I 
! 
I 
! 

Heffner 8 227 .5 1.3 Fenkart et al, 1972 
j Haffner 6 227 .8 0.2 Fenkart et al, 1972 l 

Melotte 71 229 .o 4.5 Ta.ble l. 

2360 229.8 -l.t1 

2423 230.5 3.6 
\.' 

2506 230.6 9.9 

Ruprecht 46 238.4 5.9 Vogt & Ifoffat, 1972 

2243 239. 5 -18.0 Table l 

i 2477 
I 

253.6 -5.8 
r Melotte 66 259 .6 .:.14.3 Table 1 I 
I 2818 262.0 8.6 Tifft et al, 1972 ' 

2660 265.8 -3.0 Hartwick & Hesser', 1973 

3680 286.8 . 16 .9 

3496 2s9.6 -0.4 

3960 294 .4 6.2 Table l 

5823 321.2 2.5 

i 5822 . 321. 7 3.6 
I 
I 

I 6208 333.7 -5.8 L:indoff, 1972 
I 

! 6134 334.9 -0.2 Lind off, 1972 i 
i I 

I 
I . i 
I IC 4651 340.1 -7.9 :Ec€·en, 1971 I I ! 
i j 

I 

6281 347 ~8 2.0 .Feinstein & ~o;te, 1974 I I 

I. 

T"blC!. II (w",ii""ve.d 

21\20 190.1 19.7 

2236 204.4 -1.7 Rahim, 1970 

2362(Praesepe ) 205.8 32.5 

232'1 213.5 3.3 
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2215 216.0 -10.1 

2204 226.0 -16.1 Tc;.. bl'e 1 

Heffner 8 227·5 1.3 Fenkart et aI, 1972 

Haffner 6 227.8 0.2 t at J 1972 

Nelotte 71 229.0 4.5 Table 1. 
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6.2 Table 1 
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./i ..... 
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Fig. 1. The distribution with galactic longitude of open clusters older than~4 x 10
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clusters to avoid the half of the sky towards the &'a.lactic centre. 

It should be noted, however that the distribution curves for neutral 

hydrogen south of the galactic equator show no agreement with 

Fig. 1 and appear. almost featureless. 
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SV:\I:\I Ai{Y 

l'hotodc:etric U /) V and photographic IJ V photometry ni stru·s in the: op~·r, 

duster :'\GC 6259 have hcen used to dctcriY,ine the redd..:ning, c\i~unce c•.r;J 
agl' of this ohjcct. lt h:is a colour excess E(IJ-V) = 0·65 ±0"'·01 :md true 
di~tancc rnndulus (111--Ivl)o = 11m.3±011L3. Its ag~ 'is about 2 x loh yr. 'T~hc 
c\u:;t.;r is closely ~imilar to l\1r 1 in age and in the <lc;:aiis of the colour
magni tudc <liagrnm. 

I?\TRODVCTIO::-\ 

The rich open cluster NGC 6529 is located at ix= 1611 58 111 ·9, & = -+;. 0 38' 
.(I 97 _;) with galactic coordinate::;; l = 34.2 "·o, b = - I 

0 ·5. It is number 996 in the. · 
C;>talogue of Alter, Ruprec,:ht & Vanysck (1970) <md is inclu<lccl in the Alias of 
So11//1ern Open Clusters (Bogg 1965) wherein it appears rather faint for its anguiar 
di:1111ctcr. It was therefore included in a search for old opcn clusters which V>'as 
conducted at the Royal Observatory, Cape (now the South African Astronomical 
Observatory). 

ln thc ~Ol;rse of this Search a preliminary Study was made Using photographs 
Llken with the +6- and 60-cm NicClean refractors of the SA.AO in yeilow and blue 
light, rcsp.:ctivcly. The yeiiow plate was a Kodak ro3aD with Omag 3or fiiter 
and the blue was an unfiltered IIaO plate. The exposures were both 45 min. Star 
counts to the limit of the yellow pl:ite were made over an area 32 min square and 
the tcsulting density distribution .s\lggcsted that the cluster has a limiting radius 
of about 8'. !Vlcasuren1cnts were made of ali stars lying within a region of 4' r::cdim 
centred on the peak of the density distribution, using the Askania fris Diaphrag::n 
photometer at the SAAO. The resulting pseudo-colour-magnitude diagram 
suggested that the cluster resembled Mn but an unambiguous age estimate.proved 
impossible. A more detailed study was therefore required. 

PHOTOMETRY IN THE CLUSTER 

Photoelectric UBV photometry \vas obtained for 23 stars in the cluster vicinity, 
using the 1-m reflector of the SAAO in l97o' and 1971 before its transfer to 
Sutherland and the 0·5-m reflector at the Sutherland station in 1972 and 1973. 

Zero-point determinations were made by observing stars in the nearby Har\,ard 
Region E7 between each series of cluster stars. The 1970 measures were related 
initially to the stars Q46, and Q23. The latter was found to have varied since the 
observations summarized by Cousins & Stoy (r96f). As a result three nights in 
1970 >vere reduced relative the Q46 only, although no variation of Q23 has been 
.detected since t~is observing run. New values for Q23 were determined and. these 

ehc...rtelC TI 
?\ G C 6::: S 9: SO 1.j T II!~ R:-: DL\ G E 0 F 7\ I I I 

T. C. HII'i(;({i'dcl/ 

(R~ecjvcd 197+ July 

SV"Di AHY 

Photo,,:lL>ctri~ [,Ii) f/ and phntogr:tphlc /J [/ in the op~:n 
du~tcr ,;-\C;C· 6259 ha\'c heen 'l:,,;;cd to dcterrrlint.: the dis1.;QiCC :"'.nd 
ai-':" or this nhjcc:t. ft ha$ a coiour excess 11'(13-1/) 0·65 ± O""OJ :-tnti rnJC 
distance rrHH.!ulu$ (Jll-,/vl)n =:: I r m,] ± OW.::;. Its ag~ 'is about :2 x IO~ yr. 'rhc 
dll~tcr i" do",,]y sln1ilal' to i\'1r 1 in age :md in thl' details of the colour
magnitude diagram. 

INTROD1JCTIO;:-." 

The rich open cluster ~ GC 652.9 is locntcd at ix r6:\ 58:-:1'9, & - 44 c 38' 
.(1<)7.:;) wi~h galactic coordinate:; 1= 3{Zo·o, b = 1

0 '5. It is number 996 in the, 
cllt:l\()gue of Alret, Rllprcc;ht & Vanysck (1970) ,mel is inebded in the ALias oj 
SOli/hem Open Cll/ster,I' (Bogg 1(65) wherein it ::lppcars r;;ther faint for its 
di:H11cter. It was therefore includ.ed in a search for old cpLn clusters which was 
conducltd at the Royal Observatory, Cape (now the South African Astroricmica! 
Obscrv:1tory). , 

I n the COllr~e of this search a nrdiminarv study was made using ~)hotogranhs 
t~.J,:c:n with the +.6- and 6o-cm NlcClcan l'efra~tors of the SAAO in yc:il~w ancl blue 
light, respectively. The 'leilo\\' platc was a Kodak 103"D with 30r illter 
and the blue was an unfiltcred IIaO ?late, The exposures were both 45 min. Star 
COLiJ1ts to the limit of tbe yellow ?bte were made over an area 32 min square :md 
the re5ulting density distribution :5Pzgested that the cluster has a limiting radius 
of about 8', Measurements were made of all stars withiil a region of 4' radius 
centred on the peak of the density disttibution, using the Askania Iris Diaphrag:-:'l 
photometer at thc 8.'1AO. The resulting pscudo-colour-magnitude diagram 
sugt;estcd that the cluster rescmbieci IvIII but al1 unambiguous age estimate,proved 
impossibic. A more detailed study was therefore required. 

PHOTOMETRY Il'J THE CLUSTER 

Photoelectric UBV photometry was obtained for 23 st:irs in the cluster 
using the I-m reflector of the 3AAO in 1970' and 1971 bc:rol'e its 
Sutherland and the 0'5-m reflectOl' ,1t thc Sutherland st:1tion in 1972 and 1973. 

Zero-point determinations were made by observing st,1l"S in the nearby Har\!ard 
Region E7 between each series or cluster stars. The 1970 measures were rdated 
initially to the stars Q46. aDd QZ3. The: h,tter was found to have varied the 
observatio;1s summarized by Cousins & Stoy (196:0. As a result three night5 in 
1970 \vere reduced relative the Q46 only, although no v:.riation of Q23 h2,s been 
detected since t~is observing run. Ncw values for Q23 were determined and these 
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.1.:.:i.l'l' lo \\'i~hi;1 01t;·o1 \\'itl1 ,·~dill'S. ()ht:1ir: ... .-d su!·):-:\.:<:P~'iYi·ly h.\' Cn~;:-·.in3 (; (; 7-.~) pri\·.~:\· 

\iliL1<11111iL·::,i1i11). Tlh: ill'\\' 1·:1l\lcs :\rl;: V = t'"22, H-V ,_. 0 1"·C2, l'-/; - C/".~.;.. 
\\'i1ik tlw 1·:;ri:1;_ions o( (2:3 :ire <.:\'ilkn~ly fell' :rn<l p;·r,1·d1iy s'.01\-, ~he o·,.,;· '.s t::~

s:1i~ .. ihlc i'o:· 11sc :1s a sl':rn,!ard. Obscrva~ions in ii.)71 :mcl btc:r yc:::;-:; 11·cr..: t(.:c:•,·..:cc 
r,·l:i;·i1·,· \() Q.~f. :11\ll Qv .. 

Tr:1;1sfonnation of instn:mcntal r:1:1g;1itudcs to thL: UDV system l':as ('.o:-:..: i)y 
rnv:1ns o:: ohsl'i'\':·,tions of st:ir~ in s..:n;:·:\\ E r..:gions m:1l:e co;1c1;:·;·e;r,:ly with th..: 
me:1sml'~ in ?\GC (J259. The tr:rnsform:1tions :ire :l\\)~trc:ntly linc:1;· ~:nC. k:Y<.: 
C\°Jt.·ft1Cit.:nt!' less th~1n om·o4. 'fheir dctcnnin:1tion for vc~·y n.:d st~r~ is nr;~ ~1~ ~;~cL~~c 

as might he desired O\\'ing to the hck of stand:Hds \1·ith large H-V. The in~cr.-;;,; 

cnnsisrcncy of the present reddening n:suits suggest. that ::;ystcm:1t:c errors c!o r.i;t 
ex..::l·~·d :i fc\\' hundrcdtb of a rn:1~nitllde in th<.: vicinity of B-V = r 1• .. s. 

;\·k:rn extinction codlicients were assurnc<l, based on tLe same E i'l:~ion ob:-.crv;;
tions t:sed ro determine the system transformations, The zero-poirn s~:1rs ;,r<.: not far 
fron; the duster so th:it air rn:tss differences n<.:vcr c.:xceeck:d onLz. Sr:-iail c:rro:s i::. 
the assumed extinction coefficients can the»cforc hav<; had iittlc el:'cct. 

The photoelectric results arc given in Table I. The formal int<.:rr.al s::1;10,:rc'. 
errors of.the V and B-V values vary from about om·o1 at V = i3rn·o to o'L·OJ «t 
V = 1 511i.o. This is also tr'ue of the errors of the U-B values excepting t:10;:,e for 
the red stars which have formal SE's around 0 111 ·03. 

The distribution of colour with .magnitude in the scque;;cc h:1s b~en chose'.! to 
permit a good determination of the colour cocrncicnts of the photographic plates .. 

TAD LE I 

Star v B-J/ U-B J:'\ights Source 

2023 ·11 ·64 0 ·34 o· :2 c 
4039 I l ·76 2·08 2 . ..,.., 2 s 

A I I' 89 l · 89 r-.98 4 C,S 
2007 12'45 0·60 0·37 c 
ro13 12'+7 l ·76. 1'71 3 C, S 
3017 12·66 1'64 l · 5 I 2 s 
'fOl.1- x2·80 1 ·Sr I '79 s 
ro3S 12'92 0·66 0·32 c 
1008 l3'II 0·62 0·38 2 c 
3037 13·26 o· 58 0·32 2 c 
4040 13 '41' 0_·72 0·51 2 c 
2032 13·58 0. 59 0·40 s 
30.J.4 13. 63 0'74 0·39 c 
JOO! x3·71 o· 52 0·32 3 c 
3025 13 ·77 0·62 0·35 2 s * 
1027 13·77 0·87 0·43 2 s 
2030 13'91 0·60 0·4r s 
4029 14·00 0·56 0·35 c 
4031 14' IO ~·60 0·42 2 s * 
4038 14. 14 0·62 0·44 2 s 
4028 14'37 0·74 o· 50 2 s 
3035 14'<)1 0·75 4 s 
3018 14·98 o ·6c; 4 s 
2037 1$'2<) 0·86 4 s 

Notes: 

-¥ Vpc discordant with ,Vp~, not used in piate reductions. 
Source: C = Cape observation; s = Sutherland observation. 

,t,:.:n'c lo \I.'i:hij) Oll;'Oi \~:ilh \·;di!l·~,l}hl~lir:l..'d ~~ub::,\.·<:p~rnly b~\r C~'~~;:-'.jn3 (;{)7:~'} ."d 

,nn;!:)\II1\c';;,i<ll1), The: 11('\1' \';lhll'S ;\i'c: V "" ;:11,::::, .1r-V (',,/; ",- v'''5'~, 

\Y;ltil.· \tH' \';iri:ILi(;n~ of (J:!.1 :\1\.: c\'idl'n~ly fc\\' :lt1(l :hc ~:(i:· ::; l::~-
:-;:)i~ .. thic for \~sc :\~ ;l sl:;lrhL.ll"d~ Obs('rva~i()ns ir~ ,r()71 ~~nd L~t~r yc;:i'21 \·· .. cl'L:. :r("7C~jl,,"',l'l; 

r,j;liill' to Q.;h al~d QT2, 
'l'rai)~:,ronn~1tiot; of in~trl111)('ntal rn:1gn:tuctes to th~ [./13[/ sys~(:nl \';;·lS (~{j;-:t.: 'hy 

llH::lilS 0:: oh:'l'rV~"tions of star~ in t)~\'c;'al J:: r~gions n::';c:c conCt;:";'(;r~:;y -\vid~ th~ 

1il(,;l~ilI'L~~ in ?\GC ()259. J'fhc. tran.sfu:·rn~:ti()ns ~·lr(; ~lp:)~ircntly Ll~c~t ~_~nu h~:\'(; 

c(jvElc;l'ni'~ lc~s th~~n om·of _ ¥fhcif dctcnnin~ltion fer very red st1rs is :nr;~ ~;::' ;;",~CL:i·t..: 

as n1i~ht hL desired o\\'ing to the L1Ck of ~tan(L-i'rds \\'ith L\~'g(; f:}-ll", 'fht.: in::er,:'";~~~ 

con::.i;:.t"CllCY of the pn,:sL:nt reddening results Sl~ggC:st, th(H errors (!D r;Ci~ 

C"L'l'~'d ;\ fcw hundr-.:c\ths 0(;\ m;lg-nitmk in thc vicinity of" IJ-V r''-''S, 
~·II..:~H1 extinction cOI..:i-11c1cn ttic \vcrc assun:cd, bas~d on tl~.c S:l1TH': j~ rl:~iofi ()b~")cr\r'l

tion~ t:scd to dctcrn",Ine the sy!-~t<':tn tran;;forrn~~jti()n;'r fl'hc %l:fo-peinr 5:;1:S ~tn:.: not far 
fron; the du::;ter so that nil' m;lSS cliH:ercncc5 never <'::l:ccc(:ed Of';'2, Sr;"lai, erro,s i::, 

the ;l;,sumni extinction co<.:ffic;~nt~; can the;'(;·fof<.; n;wc had Enk cf;:.:;ct, 
The photoelectric r<.;~ults ~r<.; given in Tabic 1. The formal inter~\rtl s:a;lci,:rc! 

errors oi.the Vand V v,11ues vary from ::tbout Om'OI at V '" 1:;1'11'0 to 0"("OJ ;,t 
V = 1,:;m,O, This is also u-uc of the "nors of th" U-B values <.;xccpting t;'10se fo;' 
the red st;I;"S which h;lve formal 6E's ai'our;c\ om,oJ, 

'fht.: distribution of COiO;Jf \liith ,magnitude in the scquc;;cc h;;s b~cn chose:, to 
permit a good determination of the colour codncients of the photo;;raphic p;atc;;., 

T"m.E I 

Star V B-,j/ U-B J:\ights SOlt~CC 

202 3 'II '64 0'34 0' --, C 
4 0 3') I I ' 70 2~OS 2'''''' Z S , 

II'1)0 r ' S!) 1"<;3 4: C, S ...... 
2007 12'45 0,60 0''''"':' .)1 C 
101 3 12'+7 1'76 I ' 7 I ~.) C , S 
3 01 7 1z"66 1'0+ 1 ' 5 I 2- S 
4 0 1.1- 12'80 1 . 81 I '7!) S 
;0]8 J Z'!)2 0,66 0'32 C 
Icot; 13'I! 0'62 0'3 3 -, C 

3C ]7 13'26 0'5 8 0'32, 2 C 
4 04 0 '3'4" 0"72 O'SI :2 C 
2, 0 3 2 13'58 0' 59 0'40 S 
:;0'1-4- 1-3' 63 0'74 O'3!) 1 

,.., 
\... 

1001 13'71 0' 52 0']2 3 C 
302 5 13'77 0'62 0'35 2 S * 
1027 '3' 77 0'87 o'.!.' ,.) 2 S 
20]0 13'<)1 0'60 O'41 S 
4029 14'00 ,0' 56 0'35 C * 
4 0 3 1 14' 10 0'60 0'42 ::: S 

'40 :.;8 14' 14 0,62 0'44 2 S 

4023 14'37 0'74 0'50 2 S 

30 35 I4'!) 2 0'75 4 S 
3018 14'<)8 0' 6,) 4 S 
20]7 15'29 0'86 4 S 

lVoles: 

*' Vi''' disc0l'dant with ,VJ)/not lised jn plate l~eductions. 
Source: C - Cape observation; S - Su~hcdand observation. 
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PLATE I. NGC 6259 and vicinity, taken from a 45-mi11 V exposure with the 18-in. 
refractor. 
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PLATE 1. NGC 6259 and vicinity, taken from a 45~min V exposure with the IS-in. 
refractor. 
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PLATE II. Central region of NCC 6259 showing stars for which results are given m 
·Tables·-! and II. ·Tahen.from the same plate as Fig. I. 
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PLATE II. Central region of NGC 6259 showing stars far which results are given m 
-Tabler! and II. ·TahclIfrom the same plate as I. 
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Ci:·cu!~~r ~~:·t·a ~·11!:-, 

:l ~·::liil:s nf .+' ~l:lll is CL'ntrcd on the pc~1k of tht: projected st:u· density d::.~tii)~!~icJn~ 
\1 hik the sc1nicirc11hr cornp:1riso;1 st:1rs :1re :ocded 11·i;:h their ce:~trcs 2 :~·1:n :::·c 
insid,· the dv?i. .. ·L:t:1bk· edge nf the st~1r density c.;xccss as~oci:1tcd \vith the clus:l'.:·. 

:\hn<n·l all uncro\\'tkcl sr:irs within these. regions, do\\·:: to V = l )''"3 \'.·ere 
n;l':ls1:rl·ci 011 rn·u v :111d two/) p::1tcs 11·ith ::he :\sbnia Iris r)hotorncll;:· .. Ct!ihLttion 
\\·:~~ pcrforn1ct! by n1~1king a ll'i1St sciuc1r<:s fit of a no1vnorr11Jl to the ~:-~s-nlcH.:;n:tuclc 
rci:rtinn .. .\ li1~c;1i·. '-.:o1our' tcrn1 \\"~~'included ln ~~1cl; solution .. :viu!ti;;!c s;~iuti(Jn~ 
\l'L'l'e iwrformcd u~ing tht.: :'\OV:\ 1220 computer at tl:c S.:\AO. Goodness of n' 's.u; 

jt:d.c:l'd from the \';1iuc:; of the rn1s de1·i:;t:o:1 from tht.: photoclccuic vai:,cs of the 
11i:1g:1itudcs computed fro;11 the i:·is re:td.ings and from the prcsenec o:· othc:·v.'isc 
oi' :-;:,-:-::·c:natic' runs• of :Hi,iacent re::;iduals. In;:]! cases a ;1CJ!ynomi«:i ()f orJ.cr 3 W:i3. 

svlcc;-cd for lhc iird solution. The con1bined rcsuits for the stars ;;i the ccncral 
region arc listed in Tabk 11 and the stars :1re i(kncihed on Pbte II. 

'I' 11 E FE;\ 'I'll I( ES () F ·r Ir E c; L vs TE I( c ;v1 I) 11\ (; H ,'\ :Vl 

Fi'g. 1 (a) :ind (b) ::;how th<..: CM d iagrarns of the central region and the two 
comp:1ri~on regions, respectively. 1n Fig. i(a) a well-defined, wcll-popuhtcJ ff,;tin 
scq:1cne..: exlc:nds from V = 12 111 ·1 to the calibration limit. The curvature of ti1is 
scgm:ncc indicates that all or most of the ;:;t::irs inclu<lc<l arc significantly evolved. 
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F:r,. r. Colo111·-111agnit11de d£agra;n of the plwtograp,11ic results in NCC 6259, (a) Central 
.4' radi11s region; (b) co111bi11ed outer· regions. Each diagram represents stars from an equal 
area of shy. . 

3 

'rht.: l'il\'ii'(,i1s of >:C;(~ ()259 stHl\\'n in T. 'r:'j(: 
:~ r;:lli\t~ of +' and i~ c\.'P.tl'cr.l on the pc~d\: of thl" (E:,~rii)',!:.i()n~ 

\\ hik' the ~t:r::i~irc!lLlr ~t~lr:~ ;lre :oc,~tl:d \,'ith their ccr:trcs ::: :~~1:f1 {!:"C 

;n~~ldl.· the (lL'tCl:t:lbh: edge the star density (;XCl'SS tlssoci~ltcd \vith. the CJUS~~;-. 
:111 llIlCrO\\'lk,l s,ar;-; w:tLn thc::ic, dow:: to V 

n~l':lsnr~'d on tlI'U V :lnd two n with the :\Sk:llll<1 Iris Photof1lctc:;', 
\\';I~ j"Lrforn1cd ;~Iaking :1 ll'ast squ~rn.:s fit of a 
rcl:ltinn~ }\ liriC;li" ~OiOUi' ternl \\'~~; included in c~1ch solution. 

usi ng the 0()V:\ 1220 at the SAA 0, Goodness of fit ':;;lS 

the \':llucs of till: rms vaii,cs o;'thl: 
~Oillputcd thL: prc~l:ncc: 0:· 

. runs 1 of n:::;iduals, In ;;l! eascs a of o:'<.1cr 3 \V,lil. 

~('lccted for the i1n:d ;>(,}urion, Th<: combincd (or The stars i:l thc c(:ntral 
region are listcd in '!'able II and the stars are identiild on Platc II. 

TilE FE:\TCHES OF TilE CLUS'J'i!j( C!'vl DIACH,\;V[ 

Fi'g, l(a) :llhi (b) show the C;Vl diagrams of the cCl1tr;11 

comp:l(isol) regions, rcspcctivdy. J n Fig. 1 (a) a well-defined, lTl:tin 

scq;Il',nec c:\lI:llds from V = JZIll'1 to the calibration limit. Th<: curvarui'C of this 
scquence indicates that all or must of the ;it;:)rs included arc significantly evolvc:d. 
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Fw, r. Golow'-1I!a!jnillide J£ogi'wn of the pllOtogrop'hic rend!s in NGG 6250, (a) Genual 
,4.' radills region; (b) wlllbfmd olltar'rcgiolls, Each diagram represents stars fNiii'> an equr:;l 
ar~a 0/ shy. ' 
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T:. blG II. I'ho tocrc:ph ic resL~l ts for stors it: -:-,1,...,,.., .... -.vv 6259. 

STAR v B-V STAR v B-V STAR v B-V 

1 0 0 l 13· 65 0·56 1 0 I 5 14· 43 o. 69 1 029 13. 8 7 0-84 
: 0 0 2 14· 52 0. 60 101 6 12· 3 0 o .• 60 103 0 12 .- 2Ll l • 3 3 
1003 l 3. 9 2 0 • 6Li 101 7 12 .- 12 o. 66 1 G 3 l lLl·· 46 0.:32 
1004 13.Ll4 o.- 65 1018 13;93 l. 70 1032 l 3.- 52 i .- 3 7 
1005 12· 79 o. 59 1019 ! Lio 8 6 l .- 24 1033 13.-53 0.-9 7 
1006 14·"8 4 0.99 1020 l 4.- 41 o. 74 1034 18-38 I ; l 0 
100 7 13· 6S o.- 69 l 0 2 i is.- 04 o.- 76 1035 ll.-83 i .- 12 
1 0 08 13.-13 0. 6 0 1022 13· 24 o. 64 1036 12.-37 0 .- 76 
1009 14-84 0.61 1023 12; 79 2.33 1037 13; 54 o.- 59 
1 0 I 0 13.-81 0 .- 6 0 1025 i 2. 67 0. 70 1033 12;93 o.- 64 
l 0 1 l 13· 49 o. 56 1026 13; 78 0 ~ 70 1 039 1 2• 6L; o. 77 
1 0 12 14· 14 1. 0 2 1027 13.- 72 0.39 1040 -13.-64 0; 3 l 
l 0 I 3 12. 48 l • 7 4 1028 1 Lio 79 0. 70 

2001 14· 71 o. 76 2018 14.73 0. 60 2038 14· l 6 0 • L19 

2002 1 5. l 0 o. 76 2 0 19 13.·92 o. 63 2039 14.-8 0 o.- 75 
2003 14· 60 o. 75 2020 15· 09 0. 8 3 2040 13· 70 1.- 79 
2004 12-57 o.- 63 2022 13· 61 1. 8 7 2041 14.-07 0 ;9 6 
2005 14 .. 9 3 o.- 68 2023 l le 65 o.· 35 2042 14.-9 1 Oo- 65 
2006 13· 8 1 o.- 75 2024 13 .. 8 0 1.- 6 0 2043 i 3;9 6 1 .- 7 4 
2007 12.- L\3 0 .- 61 2027 14;67 0 .- 73 20Li4 15.- 21 o: 67 
2009 14·24 o.- 56 2029 12.- 29 10- 73 2045 }14;92 0; g 1 
2 0 11 13-88 0 .- 78 2030 i 3;9 3 o.- 60 2046 12:00 0;39 
2012 14;8 5 o. 8 2 2031 13;11 o.- 5 7 2047 14.-51 0 .- 71 
2013 12.-s 1 o. 62 2032 13.- 63 Oo. 53 2048 14.- 0 0 1.-9 5 
2014 12.-88 1.- 45 2033 13.-88 o. 65 2049 13: 78 0.-12 
2015 14.- 1 7 Oo- 78 2034 l3o45 0 .- 59 2050 14; 38 o.- 57 
2016 12.-90 o: 65 2035 14.- 39 0~57 
2017 14· 15 0 ;9 4 2037 15;29 o.-s 3 

3002 12. 19 l • 8 1 3016 14·50 0. 61 3030 14.44 Q. 8 5 
3002 14; 44 Oo-9 3 3017 12.- 65 1: 65 3031 15.-17 0 .- 65 
3003 12.- 8 1 o: 62 3018 14.·99 o.· 12 3032 13.- 75 o: 60 
3004 13.- 48 o.-63 3019 15· 09 0 .- 79 3 0 3L! 13:31 ::;.- 69 

3005 14.-44 o.- 67 3020 14·- 44 0 .- 73 3035 14.-88 o.- 75 
3006 1 Ll• 5 6 o. 75 3021 14· 66 o. 65 3036 14.- 54 Oo-8 6 
3007 1 2.- 59 1.- 77 3022 14.-93 0 .- 7 0 3037 13.-27 o.· 54 
3008 14 .. 34 0. 70 3023 14.- 79 o.·s 5 3038 12.-36 o.- 64 
3 0 09 14· 94 i .- 0 4 3024 12.- 58 o.- 66 3039 14·- 58 o.- 74 
3010 l L1.- l 6 0. 7 0 3025 13· 66 o.- 70 3041 14.- 76 0 .- 61 
3011 15· 05 0 .- 76 3026 15; 13 o.- 74 3042 l5o- l3 o.- 79 
3013 15.-25 0 .- 73 3027 14.-76 0 .- 67 3043 14.-10 i .- 68 
3014 15; 1 0 o.- 65 3028 I 2.- 89 0 .- 59 3044 l 3; 64 0 .- 70 
3015 14.-32 0 .- 65 "3029 1 3 .- 38 o.- 52 

4001 15· 0 6 0.39 L! 0 l 6 13· 18 o. 67 4031 lLi•ll 0 • 6L! 
4002 1 3 .- 2 0 0 .- 5 l 4017 lL!.- 0 6' 0. 6 ! 4032 13.-22 0 •· 60 
4003 12.-9 7 o.- 52 4018 13.- 32 0 .- 61 4033 13.-34 0.; 58 
4004 15.-05 Oo 66 4019 l L10· 24 o. 75 L!Q34 14.-33 0 .- 61 
4006 13.-02 0 .- 7 0 4020 i2:55 o.- 62 4035 lL!.-43 1.- 52 
4007 13.-9 6 0 .- 62 4021 1 2.- 39 0 .- 5 1 LJ037 1 LJ; 42 1.-73 
40 08 14.- 7'-1 0 .- 7 0 4022 11.1.- 39 0 .- 60 4038 14.- 1 2 o; 63 
4009 14.- 52 0 .- 66 4023 13.-74 0 .- 61 Li 0 39 11.-76 2.- 0 6 
4010 l 5; 2 7 0. 6 0 4024 12·- 2 0 1.- 7 4 4040 13.-53 o.- 68 
4011 14·- 13 2.- 0 0 4025 1 4. 4L' o.- 59 4041 14.- 74 0 .- 63 
4012 1 4; 19 o. 64 LJO 2 6 13.-97 o.- 66 4042 1 4.- l 1 0 .- 57 
4013 14· 18 o;s4 4027 12.- 62 l • 73 4043 13.- 09 0 .- 61 
4014 12· 8 1 l • 8 1 4028 1 Lie- 42 o.- 66 L!044 l LJ .-8 5 0 .- 71 
4015 13.- 73 o.- 66 4029 13."88 Oo. 66 

ev 
T~ble II. T'hoto[7l'c:phic resL:lts for stBrs ir: ~1 r't ""' .I,\vv 6259. 

STAR V B-V STAR V B-V STAR V B-V 

100 1 13. 65 0.56 1015 14.48 O. 69 1029 13. [) 7 0.8 L; 

1002 14. 52 O. 60 1 016 12.80 0 .• 60 1030 12:24 1;, 3 3 
1003 13.92 0.64 1 0 1 7 12" 12 O. 66 1 G 3 1 1 Lh' 46 0': (32 
1004 13. Ll4 0; 65 1 0 18 13.93 1" 70 1032 13;52 1 .: 3 7 
! 005 12. 79 O. 59 1 0 19 ! Lj: £3 6 1.24 1033 13.53 0:97 
1006 14.'84 0.99 1020 14;41 O. 74 1 03 LI 13.88 1'- 1 0 
1007 I 3~ 63 O. 69 1021 15: 04 0; 76 1035 1 1. S 3 1;12 
1008 13.' 13 O. 60 1022 13.24 0.64 1036 12:37 0'- 76 
1009 14.84 O. 67 1023 12: 79 2.33 1037 13.' 54 0.59 
1 0 1 0 13;61 0" 60 1025 12. 67 O. 70 1038 12:93 0.64 
1 0 1 1 18. 49 0.56 1026 13; 78 o e' 70 1039 '12 .. 6L~ o. 77 
1012 14. 14 I. 02 1027 13. 72 o ~ 89 1040 13;64 O. (3 1 
1013 12. 48 1. 74 1 028 1 Llo 79 0 .. 70 

2001 14. 71 O. 76 2018 14.73 O. 60 2038 14. 16 O. L19 
2002 1501 0 0.76 2019 13.92 O. 63 2039 14.-80 O. 75 
2003 14. 60 O. 75 - 2020 15. 09 0.83 2040 13 .. 70 1. 79 
2004 12.57 0: 63 2022 13. 61 1.87 2041 14:07 0;96 
2005 14;93 0.68 2023 1 1. 65 0.' 35 2042 lLJ';91 00- 65 
2006 1 j. 8 1 0" 75 2024 13;80 1'; 60 2043 13:96 I: 74 
2007 12.LJ3 0'- 61 2027 i 4.67 O. 73 2044 15';21 O. 67 
2009 14.2LJ 0.- 56 2029 12'; 29 1 Q 73 20LJ5 1/-1;92 0:81 
201 1 13.88 O. 78 2030 13.93 0: 60 2046 12;00 0;89 
2012 1 LJ.- 85 0.82 2031 13. 1 1 0:57 2047 14.51 0: 71 
2013 12.81 0.62 2032 13:63 0;53 20 LJ8 14';00 1;95 
2014 12;88 1.45 2033 13.-88 o. 65 2049 13: 78 0: 72 
2015 1 LJ." 1 7 0.; 78 2034 13.45 0: 59 2050 1 LJ :38 0'- 57 
2016 12.90 0" 65 2035 14.- 39 0': 57 
2017 14. 15 0.94 2037 15: 29 0:83 

3001 12. 19 1 • 8 1 3016 14.50 0 .. 61 3030 14.44 0.85 
3002 14;44 00'93 3017 12: 65 1: 65 3031 15." 17 O~' 65 
3003 12:81 0:62 3018 14e99 O~ 72 3032 13; 75 0'; 60 
3004 13: 48 0:63 3019 15. 09 0: 79 3D3LJ 13.-81 G.- 69 
3005 14.44 0:67 3020 14.LJ4 O. 73 3035 14.-88 O. 75 
3006 1 Ll. 56 o. 75 3021 14= 66 O. 65 3036 14'-54 0:86 
3007 12: 59 1.- 77 3022 14:93 O. 70 3037 13.-27 0.54 
3008 lLJ:34 O. 70 3023 14." 79 0;85 3038 12:36 0" 64 
3009 14.94 1; 0 LJ 3024 12: 58 0.66 3039 14:58 0; 74 
3010 1 Lj. 1 6 0.70 3025 13.66 o ~ 70 3041 14:76 0" 61 
3 0 1 1 15. 05 0.- 76 3026 15: 13 0:74 3 0 L~2 15Q"13 0: 79 
3013 15;25 0; 73 3027 14':76 0': 67 3043 1 LJ e' 10 i; 63 
3014 15'- 10 D.' 65 3028 12.89 O. 59 30LJ4 13;64 0" 70 
3015 14.32 0.65 '3029 13: 38 0:52 

4001 15. 06 0.89 4016 13. 18 O. 67 4031 1 Li. 1 1 O. 6L! 
4002 13.' 2 0 0'; 51 4017 14; 06' O. 61 4032 13." 22 0'; 60 
4003 12.97 0':52 LJ018 13'; 32 o ~ 61 4033 13.34 00· 58 
4004 15:05 Dc 66 4019 14;2LJ 0 .. 75 4034 14 ~- 33 0: 61 
4006 13;02 0'- 7 0 LJ020 12:55 0: 62 4035 1 L1. 43 1':52 
4007 13.96 0'; 62 4021 12; 39 0;51 Lj 037 1 Ll': 42 1 ;73 
4008 ! 4. 7LJ O. 70 4022 1 Lt.; 39 0: 60 4038 14:12 0" 63 
LJQ09 14: 52 0': 66 4023 13':74. 0" 61 L1 0 39 1 1: 76 2 .. " 0 6 
4010 15; 27 0.80 LJ024 12':20 1'; 74 4040 13.: 53 0" 68 
4011 14. 13 2: 00 4025 14.4L, 0'- 59 4041 14. 74 O. 63 
4012 14. 19 O. 6LJ 4026 13.97 0'-66 4042 14. 1 1 0" 5 7 
4013 1 LJ. 18 0:84 4027 12.62 1. 73 4043 13" 09 0" 61 
4014 12.131 t'(31 Ll 0 28 1 Llo 42 O. 66 L1044 1 Ll.8 5 o ~ 71 
4015 13. 73 0'- 66 4029 13.' 88 0.66 
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. .\ c;o1\1p;tz.'t .~~;·i1U!1 of') (Jr IO st:1rs lie:; 1c.:\·,J \Vith ti1c 1..(JP <Ji° t::c ;·;:~11:·; :-..;cq1ic:;~c:.; .:1 

Fi~. i(:l)) c\:r~trcd nc;11· J-J ... Tl':...::: iL1.8. '!'hc.:~,L: ~)t;lrs £1:·i..: \·c:·y prc;'.)t!h;~.: ;·~(: ~;i;t:11: 

nii...· 1nhcrs ol. thc cl~i:·.t·l·r, :tn ~1:.;.scrl·lon Sl:pportcd by tLc ah,.;cncc o:· .:-,t:cL ;,; .~n, 1 :;;'.;·.:~ <,:· 
..:.:·1··s; 'l 1:i,,· 1' 1)) {\l'i\'Cl'SC1V tt'" S•"\H"rinp· of :;t··p tri t'·c , ... : I)' 1)-f' '·" '"1·r· ...... li :-:-' , .•• \....-. ~ 1 •. 1_ ............ \.. ··.;, '•l ~' ,, •\...I..• •. .• l J 

\\·ithin :1h<)Ul 1 n;:1g o( the pL1tc Jin1it 1-r1atchcs in both nuiribcr and :..§Cncr~:i \.:i:..,~ribu-
·L·1·,i·' 'I ,;1' 111:1'·11· '>·''\l 0<"'' 0 !

0

l'" i·1 '1'.'1'r,· ,'l)) :"(1!·, ... ,.:I'''. +;,.,,. 'l-·( -·l· O" .,I[ 01: "hr•'(; ~··1rs '"(; 11, .................. 1
0 

l . b' •\' , 111, ...... ~ L1. 10 ............. Jv ~ d• 1.. ...... ~.., ••• H ..... , ,(J 

nut clus\,·:· i\1cmhcrs. 
The rid1 imin scq«cncc of Fig. 1(:1) is still detectable i;1 Fig. i (b) \1·),c:-c the: 

i':1thcr sp:ll':il'l' SCCJclC:iCc h;ls j!i·ecisciy the: samc po.;it:o:1 «nt! :;}·:ape: i:1 :!Jc C.\i; 
di.1gr:1n1. This su;.;·gcsts th:1t no syst:cm:1tic v:iri:1tion of reddening occurs across t~:c 
\\'i,!th o;' the: clu:;tcr. Abo,~' sprinki!ng of stlrs occurs in Vi;;. r(a) bc:lGw V = r3 1"·5, 
!yin;.; up to sc\'cral tc:nth'> of a rn:ignitudc to thc rcd of the main seqL:cncc prc;pc:". 
'!'his ,!'.;roup i11ay h:n·c :1 sp:'.rs1.: cour:tcrpart in Fig. r(b). If so the stars in quc:,ti<in 
.:m.: prob:1bly main sequence members of the duster afHicted with <mon1<tiously 
hca\'y reddening. 

'fl! 1·: H tD DENT!': G 0 F Tl!E CLUSTER 

l· 1g. 2 sho11·s the: two-colour di:1gram for those stars with photoc!ccr:·ic U-B 
rnc:1surcs. :\ comp:1ct group of mai11. sequence stars lies near B-V = om·6o with 
U-13 bct\\'ccn oin·30 and om·45. Somewhat to the rtd lie sc:vc:rnl stars which may be 
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Frc. 2. Photoelectric tn·o-colo11r dt"a[p'wn Jo;· stars in NCC 6::.59. Oj;r11 circles represent 
stars observed on one night only. Oj).en circles with ap,'>e11dcd crosses are double stars. 

T, 0, Jlir:UlIrt!CiL \/(;L 

;\ ~O'iiiP;l(~t f:rou!) ot'" I) ul' 10 sL:1C"~ lit:.; h;\'Ll \Vilh tIle tep {)( t~:c ;~:':~~;:-I SCqlrC:-:C;'; .;; 

Fi~. 1(:t), [\::':ti'cd IH'ar l1-+·Ti':..;..; 11:l.fL 'rhl,~,l: ~ .. Llrs a:'(; "'C:"Y ;\_:c 

nll' lnbl'rs Ol'tll\.: Chi:~tL'r) ;111 ~I:,:,~cn·lnn by i:Lc (ih,':,c;;(:c 0;' .:')~;cL :.: ::,r(,:~;;:~'<--; 

:;i:lfS l n til''': sC:l~::cring of t(J l::c rz.:l..: ()1 i)~i~ ;.:.: "i ;(';°0 

\\'ithin linjlt 111:ttchcs In both nl~rr1bcr :tnc! 
, •• 1 

tH} 11 a ~in;il~lr l(b), lndicat~ng th~;t :nCjst or :d1 of th~3(: S~~lrs ~;re 

nut c!U:;\l':' memhers, 
Th~' ridl m:lill sequence of Fig, 1(a) is stili clctcctabk \\j~c:'C the 

l~:!th cr ~p~lrs.i..'r scqur:1CC hns }))"l:cl$l'l:,r the,; SJrnl: po . .;lt:o;-" <-1;1l: 1:1 :hc' C.V: 
This til:lt no systematic V~ll'i:lt:()n of reddening oc:.:urs aeros:, t};e 

\\'i,!th OJ' th(; clu"tcl'. Abc),:1 ng of "tars occurs in 1(a) b(;kw V = T 3""5, 
Iy in.'.: up to ~<':\'r.:r;11 t\~nthh of a magnitude to the red (,f ,he ma;n SC(!l:cn(.;(; prr;]!.:;', 

rrhis group n'1ay h~l\,C a sp;1rst: counterpart in F'!6' l(b). If:;.o the stars in qiJl~tjnn 
,:ll'e prob:,bly main sequence members of the cluster amictcJ with :mGm'aiously 
IlL:a"y rcddt:ning. 

TIlE Id~DDENl:\G OF THE CLUSTER 

2. :;ho\\'s the two-colOl:r di:lgram for those stars wlIh photo,:;!cct:'lc U~B 
mC:1SUl'CS. A compact group of maill sequcrlce stars lies neat JJ~V = OlD.(jO with 
U-B bd\\'ccn om'30 and onl'45. Somewhat to the n:d lie several s'Cnrs which may be 
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. FIG. z. Photoelectric tH'o-c(llCJ1I1' dr8fftr'CillI jvi' s/.ats in NGC 6:059. OJ)cn circles rC.Drcsent 

stars observed Oil 011e night only, OJ)'e?: circles 7uith appc!!dcd crosses arc dOl/bie stars. 
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tt(1JJ-;l1L'li:1h:r:.:. ur ;u~1);n~1int:sly :·cddl·nct~ rn.ain st:<;l:cnc~ ohj1.:cts. 'l"hc..:\· i"'i1~\'c i)ccn 
.. :.\.h:1.:\.·1..; :·r(1ii": t;H..: li1.:tL':·:nin~iLi(Jn of ~·he rcddt...:n1n.~ of the n·1~1in ~cLpil'ilCc, \ 1::·,ici1 ha~ 
!)c1.·n d'-·:·i\·(·.,1 :·~"<Hn ~;IL' iiinc sin~·ic ~~t:lrs \\'ith JJ-II. btt\\·c..:cn 0:11 ·50 ~tr-:t: 0 1i1·7c. · 

I:~ i);'L"..;.._·i1ri:1,~· ;i rc\·i~cd rc1:1lior:sh;:.1 h(:t\\'c,.-n ( [J-/;) 0 ;1i1d (/J-fl)d for Uill:\'(1:\·cd 

,,, .. i•i s ·t"1v1w ·st ...... '-'·niZ\'S ~ i\.w·· 1;·11·s1··1:tc (re(-) j, .. ,.,. ·)( :.,t,.,i c Li·· "11·'" , .. ,,.i; .. ,. 111,., •\ ,, .• .._. "'•"", •.1~,,,, ~ J.' ••••• l._;\..I )'/ ,,\ "i JI.,.,..._,.._..) L .... u1.\,,.-C.01;C• 

,.,. .. sir; .. s'o,: ''1is "c;,\\.:G" rl>·r "O st·11·s ,.,·1·1\cl1 ·1' .. ,. 1'11 • .. -" .. ;,.,~:,-1_..,,.,.:\:· ,.,,;.;,,·.l.: ·t·· 
' '' II, I ll , I 1< I}" 11..,. L •. < .._ \ i !'-' ld\....l .:-,,,':)1~1, \...td1l1,.. \...~\), \.; 1) '- l. 

!,·;1:-;t to r;:c hl1:t' ni' (IJ-J.') 11 = orn·.;.o. Since the cmvai:urc of ti-.c r.1:\in sequ.::;1ce in 
Fig. •(:1) i11dic:1tc:: th:1t :111 nine st:irs av:1ibblc here :1:·e evolved, ~he sLrnL-.rc: /,:\:'II~ 
l\\·o-C1)!tH:r rl..'.L1tio~1s:1ip pul)lishcd by 1~ggc.;n (19(5) has b~cn use;d in p~acL: o~~· JL:1at 

ot· ::-ltr;iizys ~ K:\\':1ii:tus\:1itc. · 
E:1ch of t:1c nine surs w:1s moved along thc reddening tr:1jcctory 

E( C-B) = 0·72 H(JJ-V)-;- 0·05 JC:'2(JJ-V) 

onto th:.: st;;;hbrd c11rvc. The mc1;1 of the resulting dio;pbccn~l'nts givco. 
/~'(11-V) '"" 0 111 ·()5 which h:ls been <t(!optcd :is the :11ain sequcncc reddc.-.in::; r;f 
;\( ;c r,.2.~<). Ti1c ;;oiid curve in Fig. 2 is the standard rcbtion of Eggen (: 905) 
H·t!dcnL·d hy this a11w11nt. 'l'hc doacd ct1rvc sh()ws the two-cnlo1.:r stand;trd rc!ation
,.,hii1 given hy Str:1ii'.ys & K:1\·:di:111sbitc, similarly displ:tccd. 

The positions M' six giant stars arc also plotted in Fig. 2. The aU:ichcd error 
bars represent t\\·icc the ~E of thc mean rcsult for c:1ch star. Each of thc five single 
giant stars \\'<ls movl'd along the i·cddcning trajectory until it coincided with the 
sLmdard t\\'o-colour relationship for lurninosity class III stars given by Johnson 
(r</lG). The resulting mean reddening is E(/3-V) = om·54. The clashed curve in 
Fig. 2 shows the standard relationship, reddened appropriately. 

1-L:rt\\'ick & ?vlcClure (1972) pointed out that reddening estimates for giants 
gi\'c systcmatic:illy srna!:cr values than those for dwarfs in ~he same cluster. Using 
their cstirnatc of 0·82 for the ratio bct\'it:cn E(B-V) for giant ancl mair, sequence 
star,; gi~cs a value for the dwarfs in ::\GC 6:::59 of E(B-V) = orn·66 in very good 
:;grccnKnt \\'ith th;1t derived :1bove. The redckning can be regarded as well detcr
pined for the m;ijori·Ly of main sequence stars and lies very nea;· to E (B-V) = orn·6 5, 

RE SUL TS: AGE A~D DISTAi'\CE 

The colour-magnitude diagram (Fig. r(a)) bears a strong resemblance to that 
of l\'I11 (Johnson, S:irnbgc & \Vahlquist I95'6). The schematic C-:.VI diagrarr1 of 
t;1<.: latter cluster is shown in the figure, where it has been displaced om·23 ;·cdwards 
and orn·75 fainter in order to obtain the superposition shown. If it be postu!ated 
that the intrinsic colours of the vertical main sequences of these clusters are 
identical, a reddening E(B-V) = om·+2 is derived· fof' MII, in rather good 
:igrccrncnt with the value E(B-V) = 0 111 ·45 obtained for this object by Hartwick 
& :.\1cClurc ( 1972 ). 
· The very exact agreement between the shapes of the main sequences, between 

the relative positions of the main sequences and giant branches and the near 
~ign:crnent b<.:twcen the intrinsic main sequence colours of these two objects suggest 
that they arc closely similar in age and probably also in chemical composition, an 
interesting result in view of their differing locations in the galaxy. Their prin-'.ary 
difference seems to be in numbers of stars, Mn being richer by a factor of about 2, 

judging from the relative numbers of giants. . 
The standard r.ei;o age main sequence of Eggen (1965), appropriately rcddei1cd, 

- r .1, I J 

~l();j·';(ll·l~:l') .. ;l·,~ \)1" !~1);1'1;ti,l}1;:';!\' tCl!(~l'nl~'{: i·l)~l;n SC(;l:e1)C"'; 
, , ,- " " . 

\.:.\i~!i.;I.'''-; ;rUin t;H.: li\:t~'r:n!n;111()n 

Ll';,'i~ dt.";'I\'l,\,1 (;'U:11 :;~l' i~ill;": IJ-V bnwecn 0:ll'50 ;il~l: 

i.: ; h~.:i:\\'t.'L·n ( ~lild [I);) f Uill:\'(;;\\;d 

l~':;~in ,:-"I.,'q:ien l: .. : st:~~·:~) ~~r.l1%ys s.: j\.av~~;i~H;S:\':11tc (I Sl(}7) h~'t\'c ii(Ji:-:tcd ou~ th~1t 
\·\':·:-:.inn~ of ~111S ;\.::~lt;on 1:0 s1::;r~ \Vh1Ch ,1re in ' 
il..·~l::t to t;:..:..~ bii:C of (fi--li = om~~to. Since ~~hc curvature of 

i (;i) 1ndic;itc~ th;1~ :!ll nine S~;lrs tlV~1l1~1blc h(;tc ~l~'(; the st~1n(:(ir(: 1::\:\lS 
lWIl-C');'il:r )".:];1t1011,,;11p jlu:)li~hcl: by Eggcn (j()( 5) has b:.:er. usccl in 0; tn<:r 
o( ~tr~liz)'~ ~ !(~l\"idi~t~lS:~:litc. . 

l~:h:h of rile nine ~tlrs \\";i5 n)ovcd along th(.; 

E(C'-·B) "" 0'72/:-'(13--V)+0'05 

onto til:.: sL;;hLrd curvc. The !lie", of the 
!:'(Ji-V) c" cll).(iS which h:l'; been ~dopt:cd as the :nam sequence 
;-:(;C ()2,.!jI). The ~,{)iid curve in Fig. 2 is ri:(: st:lIl<i;ml relation of E;.;gen (1 

n·.ldcl1cd hy this ;\mOllJ1t. 'i'he dOlled ,illrvc shows the two-colour standard relation-
"hip gi,Tl':l hy StTaii.ys 1(;\\-aiiall"k;liLCT simihrly 

TilL' jlosii.:om; (If six )..(1;;nt si.;lr>; ;\,'e also plotted. in Fig. 2. The i.llta;:;hed error
b;ll''; rcprescnl' t,,-ice the SE of the ilIc;ll1 result for each star. EllCh of the five ~ingle 
gi;l11t :-;(;m; \\,;IS moved along the teddening trajectory until it c()incide(t with the 
st;mcbrd t\\G-cnlollJ' relationship for hl1~lino:-;ity class 1 II still'S by J o1Hl50i1 
(lI)MI). The rC~111tj;'16 mcan reddening is E(I3-V) = The clashed curve in 
Fig. 2 shows the :-;t,:ndard tchtion~hip, reddened. appropriatciy. 

}·[;;nwick &. ;'VIcCiure (HJ72) pointed out that reddei1ing estimates for giants 
give sptelnatically :"mal:cr values than those for (l\yarfs in the same cluster. 
their ec;timatc of o·ih for the ratio between E (13- V) for giant and main 
sUr" givcs a valuc for the dwarfs in i\CC 6:::'59 of E(B-V) = c rn'66 ill very good 
~igrcement with that derived above. The reduenini; can bc reg-arded as well deter
pined for the m~jority of m,iill sequence stars and lies very nea;' to E(B-V) = om·65, 

HESULTS: AGE A='iD DISTAXCE 

The colour-m"gnitucie diagrarn (Fig. 1(a)) bears a resetYlblance to that 
of IVill (Johnson, Sand,lge &W.lhlquist 1956), The schematic C-M diagrarn 
'I',e latter cluster is shovm in the figure, where it has been displaccd ted wards 
and om'75 fainter in order to obtair" the superposition ShoWh. If it be postulated 
that the ii1trinsic colours of the vertical mJin ScqUe11Ces of these clusters are 
identical, a reddening E(B-V) = Onl'+2 is derived for MIl, in rather good 
a;,;recment with the value E(B--V) = om'45 obtained for this object by Hartwick 
&; ::VTeClurc (1972). 

The very exact agrcc:-nent between the of the main sequences, between 
the;'clalive positions of the rnain seque;1ces and giant branches and the neal' 
;"grecment bctween the intrinsic main sequence colours of these two objects suggest 
that they are closely similar in age and probably also in chemical composition, an 
interesting result in view of their differing locations in thc galaxy. Their priniary 
dilferencc seems to be in numbers of stars, MII being richer by a factor of about 2, 

judgin::; f.·om the relative nunlben; of giants. 
The standard zero age main sequence of (1965), appropriately reddened, 
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'-. 1:1 11 · i .. ''1..· l 1, ·~1 1 • 1"'"' •• :., • l' 1·1·"1"t· t·1 ... , .. · =1 ... ·r:-:,. '.:·. ~- · · 
• j '- l•l' ..... : .. '" ..... 11, ..... ~ 1 1...~ \... .. ·' .. 1..,.. l .J :,..;. 1, .. / .J)' ;1;-;~t~~;1;!-:,!..C ::r: 1:pp;1.1c;;L 

d.~!.tl:\..\.: iiHH.:11:t:s JU .1!:......:. lj'·t-.)_i.:o·;_) (c~.:.t1:·:1~ac-J ~ .. :·ic~:·t:ijnLy). J; lhc ~-~!U\.1 
!\ ··- ,J ,.·::\:,i· '') ·· ·'·o •,]·, · ··l· .. 1·"1:''1" 1·1·L'·· c'1·,.,.,,,c·· ··,·c ·i· ·u, 1' 111 11·.. .•: ·.~o 
• • • \ ' ' • .; I - :/ I.,.. l ,., 41 I< ,;. L '""' .._, HI• V •J l )\..,.\.JI ~J .""! \ {,-•I )iJ ~ 1 

1...· 1:T{':'}""1Hhl~n.~·: :~) ~~ d1:~t:1:1cc c,f 2·02 kpc. 
'l'h1...· ~l~~l' of t'.il' cluster n1u~l. he very close to th:n: of ~I1 I for \\'hich c~~:~ri'J~-~. 

( 1 t1;c) .'.:i\·,·s :1 \·:i!u<.: of 2·0 )< r o~ yr, h:1scd on c\»1!ctionary cakt;l:«~irJns by Ibe:1. 
Ti1is \';\luc c:m :licrc:·or-: be :1doptcd for '.\GC 62_:;9. 
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T!1c Old, l·':e taJ. - Poor Oocn CJ.us ter r·:Gc ?.213 

by 

T .G. ·Hawarden 

Sou.th P.frican Astronomical Observatory 
P 0 Box 9 

Observatory 7935 

Surrnnnr;y: 

Photoelectric UBV and photographic BV photometry of the Southern 

open cluster NGC 2243 is presented. The reddening and ultraviQlet excess 

are determined by a general method which has been tested on several·better-

observed clusters. The adopted values for NGC 2243 are E(B-V)= 0:06, 

~ (U-B) 0 • 6 = 0.15 ± 0~035 •. The latter result indicates a deficiency in 

heavy elements exceptional among open clusters. The metal abundance is 

estimated to be [Fe/H] = -0.5 relative to the sun. The cluster CE die.gram 

shows sparse giant and subgiant branches and a giant branch clump or red 

rn horizontal branch containing about 10 stars at V=l3.9, The upper main 

sequence is well defined and a gap appears therein notwithstanding the low 

heavy-element abundance an.d the unusually large age, (5.o±o.s)xl09years, 

deduced from the colour of the main sequence turnoff for an assumed helium 

abundance Y=0.30. 
~,.,........,...,,.~~- ;.-;:..,-------.'.<.<..., __ "'··=---·· '---...!_ 0 ~ ~ ~ • ~· -~:- -~ -~~-- -o.,;.::;...:.;._._,~- ,__ 

~~-=-- --~:_:-~ :--~~ ,"'_;~ ---~-c: -:;,. ·~~- '~~--=--=-=~ - -.:~- -'\ 
----=:::.=-~:-.::-::'...--'-- -- _. __ ._-:_-....;,__,__.:.-.= - ---.- t _--~;(-~~"-:· 

\ ... '""--------~-- --~ ~.-:.:.....-:_::~_::,_~_P ___ :._~-~----~~~~~-~~~-~~-:=::--~_..~ A distance modulus 

(m-M) =12~8 is derived but the luminosity of the zero-age main sequence is 
0 

very uncertain for thi·s composition. The adopted value implies that the 

cluster lies more than a kiloparsec from the galactic plane. The need for 

more detailed investiGations of the. cluster is stressed. 

by 

T.G •. Ha1tlarden 

SOllth African Astronomical Observatory 
POBox 9 

Observa.tory 7935 

Photoelectric UBV and photographic BV photometry of the Southern 

open cluster NGC 2243 is presented. The reddening and ultraviQlet excess 

are determined by a g'eneral method which has been tested on several' better-

observed clusters. The adopted values for NGC 2243 are E(B-V)= 0:06, 

S(U-B)0.6 = 0.15 ± 0:035. The latter result indicates a deficiency in 

heavy elements exceptional among open clusters. The metal abundp...l1ce is 

estimated to be [Fe/H] '" -0.5 relative to the sun. The cluster eN diag:r2Jl1 

ShOHS sparse giant and subgiant b~anches and a giant branch clump or red 

horizontal branch containing about 10 stars at V The upper main 

sequence is well defined and a ga.p appears therein notwi thstancing the low 

heavy-element abundance and the unusually large age, (S.0±0.S)xI09years, 

deduced from the colour of the main sequence turnoff for an assumed helium 

abundance Y",0.30. 

A distance modulus 

(1'il-l'T) :.:12~8 is derived but the luminosity of the zero-age main sequence is 
o 

very uncertain for thi's composi tiona The adopted value implies that the 

cluster lies more than a kiloparsec from thegals>ctic plane. The need for 

more detailed investiGations of the cluster is stressed. 
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.1. 1~1troduction 

h m 
The open clus·ter NGC 221r3 is located at o( = 06 28. 7, 

S = -)1° 16' (1975) with galactic coordinates 1=239°.5, b=-18°.0. It 

is number 644 in the list of open clusters in the catalogue of Alter, 

Ruprecht and Vanysek (1970). NGC 2243 wD.s included by King (1964) in e. 

Hst of clusters likely to prove older than the Hyades. It was therefore 

investigated during a search for old open clusters (Ha·darden, 197:5'/i:~ the 
'-·-"' 

results of which suGgested a.n age substantially larger than 109 yea.rs. 

Such a.n object is in :itself worthy of detailed investigation, 

the more so as no previous lihotometry has, to my know·ledt;e, been published. 

On the Palomar Sky Survey charts, moreover, the cluster ho.s an unusually 

small ant;LJ.lar diameter - about 7 minutes of arc - which, combined with its 

high Galactic latitude, suegests that it lies exceptionally far from the 

galactic plane. The present paper reports the results of photoelectric 

UBV and photographic BV photometry and confirms the suggestion that NGC 

224) is an exceptionally interesting cluster. 

1. 

I 

h m 
The open clus-cer NGC 22t13 is located uta<"" 0628.7, 

S'" _.:)10 16' (1975) vdth c;alactic coordinates le239°.5,b=-18°.0. It 

is number 644 in the list of open clusters in the catalogue of J\lter, 

Ruprecht and Va.'1.ysek (1970). NGG 2243 WD.S included by King (1964) in 2. 

list of clusters likely to prove older than the Hyades. It \-12.3 therefore 

~ .", .. -\~ 
investiga,ted dllring a search for old open clusters (Ha';Jarden, 1975lij the 

''\...5 

results of which sUGgested an age substantially larger than 109 years. 

Such an Object is in itself \olOrthyof detailed inv8stigdti0J1, 

the more so as no previous photometry has, to my knQl.!ledce, been published. 

On the Palomar Sky Survey charts, moreover, the clui3ter has an unusua11y 

small an[;"Ular diameter - about 7 minutes of arc - Hhich, combined with its 

high e;alactic 1a ti tude, suggests that it lies exceptionally far from the 

galactic plane. The present paper reports the results of photoelectric 

UBV al'!d photographicBV photometry and confirms the suggestion that NGG 

2243 is an exceptionally interesting cluster. 
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2. Pho toelcctri.G Obscrvat;i..ons 

Photoelectric me~1.sures in the UBV system have becm obtcd.ned fo:-c 

22 st:irs in NGC 2243. '!'hese ob.servations form ;x1rt of a rr.ore extensjve 

prot.-ram which includes several other clusters. 'rhe observations compr:i sing 

this proc;rf1.m were made with the lOOcrn telescope at . the Cape in 1971, w:. th 

the Radcliffe 188cm telescope in 1972 and with the 5lcm and lOOcm telescopes 

at the Sutherland observine,- station of the S.1~.A.O. durin,z 1973 and J.974, 

Djfficulties with the equipment and with the determination of instrur:iento.l 

colour equations have led to the exclusion of the Radcliffe observations 

from the published results. Nonetheless these observat:l.ons were of great 

value :or preliminary cali bra ti on of photographic material used in the 

selection of stars for later observation at Sutherland. 

A Hadcliffe plate reaching to a.bout V=20m was.used to select 

stars free of companions brighter than this limit and to find nearby sky 

holes similarly uncontaminated. A preliminary photographic CM diagram 

was used to identify probable cluster members. Photoelectric measures of 

both main sequence and ~).ant members are nee.ded for the determination of 

the reddening and ultraviolet excess of the cluster. A high proportion 

of cluster members among the photoelectric standards also helps to define 

correctly the colours of the principal sequences, in the presence of 

uncertainties ih the photogra:phic colour equations. Conversely, the 

proper determination of these colour equations requires the incJ.un:Lon of 

stars with a wide range in colour within a limited range in magnitude. 

First priority was given to those stars lying within the coma-free field 

of the Hadcliffe telescope when the latter is used at the Newtonj_an focus 

for photography at full aperture. The dearth of blue stars within this 

.region has meant that the present s~quence is not adequate for determining 

· the photographic colour transforrr.a tions. 

2. 

Photoelectric measures :in the UBV system have been obtL:j.nEd for 

22st:lrs in NGC 2243. These obr;ervahons form ~)3.rt of a rr:ore ex.tensive 

proLTilm "'hich incl1)des several other clusters. 'rho observations c 

this proc;rnm Here made .... Ii th the lOOem telescope at the Cape in 1971, "i th 

the Radcliffe l88cm telescopE~ in 1972 and Hi th the 51cm and lOOcm telescopes 

at the Sutherland observinG station of the S.ft.A.O. during 19 anr] 1974. 

Difficulties "'i th tho equipmer.t and with the determination of instrUT.~enbl 

colour equations have led to the exclusion of the Hadcliffe observtJ,tions 

from the published results. Nonetheless these observab:ons .... Iere of 

value :or preliminary calibration of photographic rna terial used in the 

selection of stars for later observation at Sutherland. 

A Hadcliffe plate reaching to about V",,20
nl 

was.used to select 

s tars free of companions brighter than this limit and to find nearby sky 

holes similarly uncontaminated. A preliminary photographic CI·1 

was used to identify probable cluster members. Photoelectric measures of 

both main sequence Dno f,'jJ.lnt members are needed for the determination of 

the reddening and ultraviolet excess of the cluster. A high proportion 

of cluster members among the photoelectric st<1ndards also to define 

correc tly the colours of the principal sequences, in the presence of 

uncertainties in the pnotoiiTaphic colour ons. Conversely, the 

proper uetermination of these colour eCluations reCluires the incluf3ion of 

s tars Vii th a wide range in colour ,.ri thin a limited range in megni tude. 

First pri ori ty was g-i. ven to those stars lying wi thin the coma-free field 

of the Hadcliffe telescope when the latter is used at the Newtonian focus 

for photography at full aperture. The dearth of blue stars within this 

. region h8.:3 meant that the present s~quence is not adequate for determining 

. the photog-raphic colour transfo::>:'rr.ations. 
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All olJ!>crvations were made using Eril 6256A photom1.J.l hpJ.ierri v1hich 

~vere thermo-electrically· cooled to -l0°C d.urine the Sutherland observ<' ... tions. 

'rhe filters used were c.G 51) ( 2mm) fo:r. V ;i3s. 12 (lm;n) + GG 3135 (2r;-.:n) for B 

and UG 2 (lrnrn) for U. Four filter sets, in all, were used. 

The bulk of the Sutherland measures were made with a 2 channel 

11Peoples 11 photometer us·ed in single channel mode for fJ.exibili ty in the 

selection of stars, with signal recording by DC integrations. !'-'.'any 

observations were also made with a semi~automatic sine-le-channel photometer 

(van Breda, Carr & · Kelly, 1974) using pulse-counting techniques. The 

observations with the 51crn telescope were made with diaphrat,rrn apertures 

of 17 arc seconds while those with the lOOcm telescope were generally me.de 

with apertures of 12.6 or 11.0s. 

Both photometers used at Sutherland have "been modified and 

equipped with Varo type 84658 image intensifier tubes which can be 

used to view the relayed image of the focal plane from below the aperture 

plate~ On the lOOcm telescope under optimum conditions these tubes permit 

m 
stars a.s faint as V=l8. 5 to be seen and centred. Provision is made in 

both instruments for a wide-aperture position so that the observer can view 

a star field some minutes of arc across. The long afterglow of the output 

phosphor allows him to generate an after-imaG"e of the working aperture by 

briefly switching on the field illumination at high intensity before 

changing to the wide-field aperture. This after-ima5e decays to 

invisi bill ty in about 30 seconds and during this period it is seen 

superimposed· on the star field. The ability to see the actual size and 

instantaneous position of the working aperture relative to the star 

background is of great advnn tage j_n the rapid centering ·of faint stars and 

i.n the pon:i. ti oninG of thE: ape.rt ttre at the n elec t_ed sky holes. 

The cluster stars were tied to the: UBV system by a hybrid 

technique. Initially two stars in the vicinity of the cluster were tied to 
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All o1Jscrvations Hex'e made using EriI 6256A photornul UplierfJ which 

were thermo-electrically' cooled to -lO°C the 3u the r land 0 bs erva. ti OJ) S .. 

<rhe filters used \{ere 0::; 51:; (2mm) fo:;:- V,l3G 12 (lmm) + GG 385 (2r.i:fl) for B 

and UG 2 (llT,m) for U. }'our filter sets, in all, \"ere used. 

The bulk of the Sutherland measures 'viere made wi th a 2 channel 

"Peoples" photometer used in single channel mode for flexibility in the 

selection of stars, wi th sienal recording by DC integrations. r'(2my 

observations were als6 made with a semi-automatic sin~1e-channel photometer 

(van Breda, Carr &. Kelly, 1974) using pulse-counting' techni 

observations wi th the 5lcw telescope ,tere made wi th diaphragm apertures 

of 17 arc seconds ',Ihile those with the lOOcm telescope were generally made 

with apertures of 12.6 or ll.0s. 

Both photometers used at Sutherland have been modified and 

equipped wi th Varo type SiS 8' irr.age intensifier tubes ',hich can be 

used to view the relayed image of the focal plane from below the aperture 

plate. On the lOOcm telescope under optimum conditions these tubes permit 

stars a.s faint a~> V=18r~5 to be seen and centred. Provision is made in 

both instruments for a wide-aperture position so that the observer can view 

a star field some minutes of arc across. The long afterglow of the output 

phosIJhor alloHs him to generate an afte of the working aperture by 

briefly sHi tching on the field illumina tion at high intensity before 

changing to the wide-field aperture. This after-imaGe decays to 

invisibih ty in about 30 seconds and this period it is seen 

superimposed On the star field. The ability to see the actual size and 

instantaneous pOSition of the working aperture relative to the star 

background is of great advan tage j.n the rapid centering 'of faint stars and 

in the POI3:Ltioninc; of thE, flpcrture at the nelect.ed 8Y.y holer~. 

The cluster stars vn::re tied to the? UBV system by a hybrid 

technique. Initially two stars in the vicinity of the cluster were tied to 
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ncarlly E rer;i.on stnndards (Cousins, 1973) by observations at eo.uo.l altitudes 

on sevc~ro.1 nights, with apparently satisfactory results. Du.rine; the 

ob~-;crving at R.adcliffe, however, the chief local staridard (:rm 45095) was 

found one night to be _ much fa:i_ n ter than expected. The star 

io bcl_i eved to be an eclipsing binary o.f J.one perioci. The masni tuue and 

l t V 7wc: 2 B V ""' ....., co ours a maximum are = .:; , - = -0.03, U-B= - 0.02. 

The re111a.ining local standard was used exclusively thereafter. On 

all nights but one it was supplementeci by observations from time to time of 

E region stars and standard stars in other c1us ters, observed at ec_:ual or 

symmetric altitudes. Thin second standard, star A in Table III, appca:rs 

constant to within the errors of the 9 trans.fer obse:rvations. The mer.en 

results given have internal sta.ndard errors of d~OCl/~ in V and in B-V a.no 

d~ooo in U-B. In the final rcductiona the zero points in each run wore 

adjusted to this star, a process which has in no case altered the results 

m 
for a e;iven night by more than 0.02. The stated uncertainties reflect the 

internal precision of the tie-in of the z.ero 1:ioint0 of the present results 

to the UBV system. 

The observing method described is not sonsi ti ve to errors in the 

extinction coefficients and mean values were therefore adopted throughout. 

Transformations from the various natu.ral systems were detern:i.ned fror.i 

numerous observations of E region stars made with the same instruments 

from time to time by the regular observers at Sutherland. These 

transformations are sta~le with time a...'1.d are very nearly linear. It must 

be noted, however, that, owing to the dearth of standards of these types, the . ' . - ~ . 

UBV system is poorly defined for stars vvi th (E-V) ~-i.-5 and for stars 

of ab~ormal composition. As has been pointed out by Cannon & Stobie 

(1973) uncertaintie~' of d~os migc1t be anticipated for extremes of both sorts, 

at least in U-B. Heasu:r.es of stars in the very metal-poor globular cluster 

.... / 

rW8.l'hy l'~ rer;ion GtundB.rds (Cousins, 1973) by observations at eO,ual <.tai tudes 

en S8v(;ro.l nights, with apparently satisfactory results. During·the 

observing at Radcliffe, hOHever, the chief local standard 

found one n t to be _ much fainter than expected. The star 

it:) beLieved to bo an eclipsing binary of lone perioo. The magnituue fmd 

colours at maximum are V=7~52, 
,.., "" 

-0.03 , 11-£= - 0.02 • 

The remaining local standard vlas used exclusively thereafter. On 

allnights but one it vlaS supplemented. by observations from time to Hme of 

E region stars and standard stars in other clus ters, ohserved at equal or 

sywmetric altitudes. Thin second standard, star A in Table III, clppcars 

constant to within the errors of the 9 transfer observations. The mean 

rp,sul ts given have internal standard errors of d~O()4 in V and in B-V 8.nd 

d~ooo in U-13. In the final rcductionG the 7.8rO points in each run .!GTe 

adjusted to this star, a process which h2.8 in no case altered the results 

m 
for a tr-,-ven night by more than 0.02. The stated uncertainties reflect the 

internal preCision of the tie-in of the of the present results 

to the UEV system. 

The observing method described is not sGnsi tive to errors in the 

Gxtinction COefficients and mean values \4ere therefore adopted throughout. 

Transforms. tions from the various na tu.:ral systems \Vere deterr:lined IrOQ 

numerous observations of E region stars made with the same instruments 

from time to time by the rel3ular observers at Sutherland. These 

transformations are staqle wi th time 8.l1d are very nearly linear. It must 

.b7 noted, rlO\Olever, that •. owing to the dearth of s.tandards of these types, the 

UBV system is poorly defined for stars wi th (,l3-V) ?,1.-5 and for stars 

of abnormal compo:,:fition. As has been pointed out by Cannon & Stobie 

(1973) uncertaintie() of d~()5 might be antiCipated for extremes of both sorts, 

a~ least in U-ll. j'.'Ieasu.r.es of stars in the very metal-poor globular cluster 
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w Cer1 show t;ood at_,,-rce:ncnt in V o.nd 1-n B-V with those of Cannon and Stoi:Ji.c. 

In the present pro~ram stars of extrrnne colour have been observed in rno:rs 

than one instrumental system wherever possible. The results sugee~>t tnat 

fer stars with B-V .fv ,mo 
.l. • th t f. t · 1 -'- 1 Om< -, e ·xans 01·rn;-.J. ~.on errors are ess 1,1Jm1 • )J, 

'l'he observing prO[;,Tam was desig~1ed to keep the internal standard 

[ J -'- f ~ b - . J . . ' t - 1 Orn07. error o :::. mean resu . ... or a s · ... c.,r o se:r.·vea on a s1np,· .e incn be ow • :> in 

V nnd B-V and below d~OI). :i.n U-B. Where necessary, re1)ea t observations 

were added to bring the observed s.e. of the mean within the desired range. 

On certain nights the zero point variations durine the observinc run 

exceeded the desired precision and on occasion multiple observations 

obstinately continued to y~eld standard errors laree:r: than was satisf<tctory. 

Where either measure of the error may exceed twice the desired precision the 

re::iuJ. ts m~e included in the finn.l means with half 1'1eight while observations 

with possible errors exceedine three hmes the desired criteria of acci.:.racy 

were rejected. Bxceptions were occasionally allowed when sufficient 

additional measures of the offending star have not been obtained; no such 

exceptions were made in NGC 2243. 

Below are tabulated the mean internal standard errors of the 

final results in NGC 2243 and in NGC 2204, an'other cluster observed in 

this program. 

V Range Mean s .e. (.Y) Mean s.e.(B-V) Mean s.e.(U-B) N. stars 

11 to 15 0.013 0.010 0.020 15 

15 to 16 0.023 0.014 0.027 7 

16 to 17 0.023 0.037 0.038 6 

17 to 18 0~031 0.030 4 

... / 

weer! shm·! (Soon aL'TCC:11Cnt in V <.:.nd in B-V Vii tb those of Cannon and ~)toi:d.e. 

In the present pro~T11m stars of extreme colour have been observed in mCre 

than one instrumental system Hhercver possil)le. The results su,ggest that 

fer stars with :8-11 ~ ,mo 
-' . the -r.ransfol'me.tion errors are less thn.n d:U3. 

The obscrvinc' prob'TamvlaS designed to keep the internal standard 

f J ... f ~, . . 1 '" t - 1 am 07. BrrOr 0 :! mean resu." or 11 S'"f1r oose::'V8U on a s1ng' e nl{;rl be 0\1 .;; in 

V and B-V and b(~low 0~04_ in U-B. \~here necessary, repeat observationc 

\~ere n.dd,ed to brinG the observed 8.e. of the mean v:ithin the desired range. 

On ccrtain niBhts the zero point variations durine the observinG run, 

exceeded the desired precision and on occasion multiple observations 

obstinately continued to y~eld standard errors lar{:,"€:r;' than vJas satisfcJ.ctory. 

vmere either measure of the error may exceed twice the desired preci sian the 

results are included in th(,! final means vJi th half MHght while observations 

with possible errors exceedine three times the desired criteria of accuracy 

to/ere rejected. Exceptions were occasionally allov1ed when sufficient 

additional measures of the offending star have not been obtained; no such 

exceptions were made in NGC 2243. 

Below are tabula ted the mean in tarnal standard errors of the 

final results in NGG 2243 and in NGG 2204, an'other cluster observed in 

thi s program. 

V Range Hean s.e.(-Y) I'lean s.e. (B-V) !llean s.e.(U-B) N. stars 

11 to 15 0.013 0.010 0.020 15 

15 to 16 0.023 0.014 0.027 7 

16 to 17 0.023 0.037 0.038 6 

17 to 18 O~031 0.030 4 
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This observing strateb'Y ru...YJ.s contrery to that norma.lly s.dopted 

in the establishment of faint photoeJ.ectric standard seqy.ences for the 

calibration of photo.t,ira:rhic photometry. It is common for observers to 

measure many stars w:L th low precision rather than a few stars to high 

accuracy, as was attempted here. The uitirnate results must then rely on 

photobrra.phic smoothing. This policy is necessary when serious bac.l:ground 

problems occur. It is viable provided a laree number cf photoelectrically 

observable stars are available and a good collection of photoe·raphic 

plates can b~ obtained, None of these circumstances occuredin llGC 2243. 
/ 

In this · and in other clusters of this program I have a. ttempted to 

obtain photoelectric observations of a precision equal to or better than 

that \·lhich micht be ex11ccted from good l)hotocraphic photometry at the same 

magnitude level. 

Table I gives the results of the photoelectric photometry in 

NGC 2243. The star numbers specify quadra.nt and radial zone as the 

firGt and second dieits respechvely. Stars and recions are identified in 

Plate I which is a reproduction of a 30 minute exposure :i.n V obtained .,,j_th 

the Radcliffe teJ.t=1scope at full aperture in unusually 8'0ocl secine. 'J.'he 

colwnn headed N gives the number of nie;hts from which observations of the 

star have been retained. 

Tnis s tra teL'Y runs con to that normal 

in the esto.t)lishment of faint photoelectric stcmdard BeqLJ.ences for the 

bration of c ph It is comnon for to 

measure iilany s tars wi th 10l.J sion ra.ther than a few stars to 

accuracy, as "las attmnpted here. The ultimate results must then on 

c This cy is necessary I-Ih8n serious 

occur. It is viable provided a number of toelectrical 

observable stars are available and a collee tion of c 

tos C3.n be obtained. None of these c tances 3. 

In this and in other c of this program I 

obtain toelectric ob~lervations of a precision ter them 

tha t \'lhich mi be from 

tude level. 

Table I the results of 

NGC 2 'I'hr: star numbers spec 

fir:,t and second di ts reSPG 

PIa te I wh ieh is a 1",O,,.n',',rI tion of a 

the te1(o'JSC(),P8 nt 

col umn headed N the number of 

sta2.' have been re tained. 

c at the same 

pho ectric photorne jn 

zone as trw 

Stars and ons are identified in 

minu te exposure in V 

. l Hi unusua~ 'I'he 

from Hhich observations of the 
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Plate 1. Identification chart for stars in NGC 2243 for which photometry is 

given in the text. The radii of the circles are approximately 75, 150 

and 225 seconds of arc. The original plate is a 45 minute exposure in 

Yellow light taken with the Radcliffe 188cm telescope at full aperture 

in good seeing. 
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Plate 1. Identification chart for stars in NGC 2243 for which photometry is 

given in the text. The radii of the circles are approximately 75, 150 
and 225 seconds of arc. The original plate is a 45 minute exposure in 

Yellow light taken with the Radcliffe ISHcm telescope at full aperture 

in good seeing. 
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Table I 

Photoelectric Results for Stars in NGC 2243 

Star v B-V U-B n Remarks 

B 9.97 0.33 -0.01 1 =C. Pl> -31° 119" 

A 11. 20 o.65 0.18 9 Std 

c 11.36 0.66 0.16 2 =CPD -3/0 II 'i/7 

1219 11.81 1.09 1.00 1 

4209 12.03 1.43 1.40 2 

2307 12.18 0.79 0.49 1 

4110 12.85 1.11 0.80 3 May be double 

2314 13.60 0.98 1 c 

. 2308 13.62 0.98 0.52 2 

4303 13.73 0.94 0.50 2 

2245 14.11 0.94 1 c 

4301 14.18 0.86 0.49 3 

4236 15.15 0.89 . 0.43 2 

2227 15.69 0.57 -0.01 2 

3216 15.86 0.52 0.02 2 

3119 16.17 0.47 -0.02 2 

2230 16.62 0.49 -0.06 3 

3222 16.92 0.59 2 

2233 17. 23 0.61 3 

3208 17.36 0.52 1 

3221 17.95 0.67 2 

1206 17.98 0.65 2 

N.B. The two stars observed only at the Cape, marked C, have not been 

used in the photographic reductions. 
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Table I 

Photoelectric Results for stars in NGG 2243 

Star V B-V U-B n Remarks 

B 9.97 0.33 -0.01 1 :: C. P.D _31 0 
119" 

A 1l.20 0.65 0.18 9 Std 

C 11.36 0.66 0.16 2 =CPD _3/ 0 II f/7 

1219 11.81 1.09 1.00 1 

4209 12.03 1.43 1.40 2 

2307 12.18 0.79 0.49 1 

4110 12.85 loll 0.80 3 Hay be double 

2314 13.60 0.98 1 C 

. 2308 13.62 0.98 0.52 2 

4303 13.73 0.94 0·50 2 

2245 14.11 0.94 1 C 

4301 14.18 0.86 0.49 3 

4236 15.15 0.89 ·0.43 2 

2227 15.69 0.57 -0.01 2 

3216 15.86 0.52 0.02 2 

3119 16.17 0.47 -0.02 2 

2230 16.62 0.49 -0.06 3 

3222 16.92 0.59 2 

2233 17.23 0.61 3 

3208 17.36 0.52 1 

3221 17.95 0.67 2 

1206 17.98 0.65 2 

N.B. The two stars observed only at the Cape, marked C, have not been 

used in the photographic reductions. 
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3. Photos;raphic Photometry 

Five V and five B plates have been obtained with the McClean 

refractors and with the Radcliffe telescope used both at full aperture 

(188cms) and stopped down to 112 ems. Details of these plates are t,'iven 

in Table II. 

The full-aperture Radcliffe plates have a coma-free field about 
,.._.:,.,,--__..,,..,.., 

170 seconds of arc in radius. The zone boundaries in Plate/I I/ · /are 
j' "-~---J·-' 

at radii of about 75, 150 and 225 seconds and measures on the full-aperture 

plates have therefore been confined to zones 1 and 2 only. On the 

remaining plates all uncrowded images in the three zones have been 

measured, down to the lim~t of reasonable accuracy on each plate. The 

measures were obtained with the Askania Iris Photometer at the S.A.A.O. 

The results for the photoelectric standards in Table I were 

used to construct hand-drawn calibration curves for each plate. Iris 

readings were plotted against a photographic magnitude Mpg given by the 

usual colour equation 1-kMpg + {j (B-V), M. being the photoelectric 

magnitude on the UBV system. For the Radcliffe V plates the usual value 

of (3 for the plate-filter combination used here is 0.07 (Menzies, 1972) 

. and this value appeared satisfactory. For the Radcliffe B plates a value 

p =0 was suggested by LLoyd-Evans (private communication) and has also 

proved adequate. After some experimentation values of 0.16 and 0.02 

were adopted for the Mcclean V and B plates respectively. These values 

differ from those which I have obtained for similar plates using other 

sequences more suited to such analysis; the shortcomings of the present 

sequence in this respect have been remarked upon. The colour equations 

must be regarded as uncertain and the photographic results for stars 

which lie far from the principal cluster sequences in the CM diagram 

may be systematically in error by several hundredths or even tenths of a 

... / 

3. 

Fi ve V and five B plates have been obtained with the I'lcClean 

refractors and with the Radcliffe telescope used both at full aperture 

(188cms) and stopped down to 112 cms •. .Details of these plates are given 

in Table II. 

The full-aperture Radcliffe plates have a coma-free field about 

170 seconds of arc in radius. 
/re~.+",,~ 

The zone boundaries in Plate/! I/~ . ) are 
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at radii of about 75, 150 and 225 seconds and measures on the full-aperture 

plates have therefore been confined to zones 1 and 2 only, On the 

remaining plates all uncrowded images in the three zones have been 

measured, down to the lim~t of reasonable accuracy on each plate. The 

measures were obtained with the Askania Iris Photometer at the S.A.A.O. 

The results for the photoelectric sta..'1dards in Table I were 

used to construct hand-drawn calibration curves for each plate. Iris 

readings were plotted against a photographic magnitude Mpg given by the 

usual colour equation 1-1=:Jl1pg + (3 (B-V) , M. being the photoelectric 

magnitude on the UBV system. For the Radcliffe V plates the usual value 

of P for the plate-filter combination used here is 0.07 (Menzies, 1972) 

and this value appeared satisfactory. For the Radcliffe B plates a value 

p =0 was. suggested by LLoyd-Eva..'1s (private communication) and has also 

proved adequate. After some experimentation values of 0.16 and 0.02 

were adopted for the McClean V and B plates respectively. These values 

differ from those which I have obtained for similar pia tes using other 

sequences more suited to such analysis; the shortcomings of the present 

sequence in this respect have been remarked upon. The colour equations 

must be regarded as uncertain and the photographic results for stars 

which lie far from the principal cluster sequences in the eM diagram 

may be systematically in error by several hundredths or even tenths of a 
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Table 11 

Plates used in Photographic Photometry of NGC 2243 

Plate Type Telescope Exposure Date 

A 7065 v Radcliffe (188cm) 30 min 1972 Feb 11 

A 7093 v Radcliffe (112cm) 20 min 1972 }'eb 13 

47121V v Mc Clean (46cm) 90 min 1971 No:v .19 

47106v v II 60 min 1971 Nov 13 

45941v v " 34 min 1970 Nov 4 

A 7066 B Radcliffe (188cm) 30 min 1972 Feb 11 

A 7094 B Radcliffe (112cm) 20 min 1972 Feb 13 

4 7121P B Mcclean (6lcm) 90 min 1971 Nov 19 

47106P B " 60 min 1971 Nov 13 

45941P B " 34 min 1971 Nov 4 

9 

Table 11 

Plates used in Photographic Photometry of NGC 2243 

Plate Type Telescope Exposure Date 

A 7065 V Radcliffe (lS8cm) 30 min 1972 Feb 11 

A 7093 V Radcliffe (1l2cm) 20 min 1972 Feb 13 

47121V V McClean (46cm) 90 min 1971 NoV" ,19 

47106V V " 60 min 1971 Nov 13 

45941V V II 34 min 1970 Nov 4 

A 7066 B Radcliffe (188cm) 30 min 1972 Feb 11 

A 7094 B Radcliffe ( 112cm) 20 min 1972 Feb 13 

47121P B McClean (61cm) 90 min 1971 Nov 19 

47106P B It 60 min 1971 Nov 13 

45941P B If 34 min 1971 Nov 4 
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magnitude. The large proportion of cluster members among the photoelectric 

standards ensures that the better populated features of the CM diagram are 

not significantly affected. 

A computer program was used to interpolate between points read 

off from the final calibration curves. A second progr&~ combined the 

resulting magnitudes and applied the colour equations before deriving the 

residuals from the mean for each star of the measures on the individual 

plates. These residuals were scrutinised and a few outstandingly 

inconsistent measures were deleted from the final results. The mean internal 

standard errors of these results for stars with more than one measure in the 

m m 
appropriate colour are 0.024 in V and 0.038 in B. 

Table III lists the final results for the stars measured photo-

graphically. The numbering system is the same as that used in Table I and 

the stars are among those identified on Plate I. 

I 

magnitude. The large proportion of cluster members among the photoelectric 

standards ensures that the better populated features of the CH diagram are 

not significantly affected. 

A computer program was used to interpolate between points read 

off from the final cali bra tion curves. A second program combined the 

resulting magnitudes and applied the colour equations before deriving the 

residuals from the mean for each star of the measures on the individual 

plates. These residuals were scrutinised and a few outstandingly 

inconsistent measures were deleted from the final results. The mean internal 

standard errors of these results for stars with more than one measure in the 

ni m 
appropriate colour are 0.024 in V and 0.038 in B. 

Table III lists the final results for the stars measured photo-

graphically. The numbering system is the same as that used in Table I arid 

the stars are among those identified on Plate I. 
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Table III 

Photographic photometry of stars in NOC 2243. Results indicated by a (: )' 

were derived from measures on a single plate in one oJ,both of V and E. 

STAR 

1 1 02 
1 }(~5 
1107 
1 11 2 
1 1 1 3 

21 09 
21 1 3 
21 1 4 
2115 

3101 
3106 
311 0 
31 1 5 
3119 
31.20 

4107 
4109 
411 0 
Lj 1 1 5 
411 6 

1201 
1204 
1206 
1207 
120R 
1.209 
1 21 1 
1215 

2201 
2205 
2207 
22 H'J 
221 1 
2213 
2215 
2216 
2218 

v 

16.06: 
1 6· 3 7: 
1 7. 59 : 
16·42 
1 6· 01 

B-V 

0. 4 6; 
0• L12: 
0. 53: 
0·46 
0.45 

J 7. 22: 0. 49: 
15·31 0·16 
1 6· 56: 0. 40: 
16.42 ri.51 

15.92: 0.1.13: 
17-10: 0·56: 
13·70 
15.9 7 
1 6· 1 6 
1 6· /.j 1 

16·23: 
1 5. 64: 
12· 8 5 
14.43: 
t 6. 26: 

16·27 
1 7. 54 : 
17.96: 
1 5. 73 
11.16: 
1 5. 28 
11.s1: 
16. 51 

1 6· 34: 
17·36: 
1 5. 9 2: 
18. 26 : 
16-70: 
11.90: 
18-13: 
l 6· 50 
17.95: 

0.99 
0·70 
0.s0 
0·40 

0· 55:, 
0.s1: 
1. 09 
0· 73: 
0. 62: 

0·48 
0. 65: 
0. 52: 
0· 52 
0. 58 :. 
0. 1 7 
0.63: 
0.33 

0·42: 
0·63: 
0·44: 
0. 42 :· 
0. 38 :· 
0·66: 
0·53: 
0. 63 
0· 3 6:· 

STAR 

1 1 1 7 
1 l 1 '5 
1 1 21 
11 22 
11 25 

2118 
2119 
2126 
2130 

3122 
31?3 
3124 
3125 
3126 
3128 

·4123 
4126 
4128 
4129 
Li 130 

1217 
1218 
1219 
1220 
1222 . 
1224 
1225 
12?9 

2219 
2222 
2223 
2224 
2226 
2227 
2230 
2231 
2232 

v B-V 

RI ,\JG 

17e22; 0e47: ~ 

1 7. 5 0 : 0. 63: 
14-17 0·15 
1 6. 9 1 : 0. 48 : 
15-86 fJ.51 

1 5. 69 : 
17·76: 
17·33: 
l 6· 8 1 : 

1 6· 09 
1 6· 5 Pl 
1 6· 79 
1 6· 2S:: 
15.9 1 
13.9 7 

14.18 
1 5. 52 
1.s.s0: 
16·76 
17·80: 

RING 2 

(?I. 52: 
(7). 3 6: 
(i). 63: 
(7,. 4 7: 

0· 50 
Q1. 4 6 
0. 57 
0· 4 6 
0.40 
0·W3 

0.99 
0· 60 
QJ.50: 
0.33 
0.49: 

11.30: 0.55: 
16·74: 0.47: 
11.~1 :·1.v.11: 
15·LJ5: 0.81: 
i1.·03: (?J.56: 
11.61: 0.s6: 
rn.35: e • .i4: 
13.73 0.92 

14·76 
l 6· 42 
1 5. 32 
15·42 
18·03: 
1 5. 70 
1 6. 61 
1 6· 9 0 : 
15.8 7 

(?). 59 
0.45 
0.3 0 
(il. 41 
0. 51: 
C7i. 5 5 
0· 51 
0. 51 : 
0.12 

STAR 

1 l 29 
1133 
1 l 34 
1 l 3 5 
1 13~ 

213 6 
213'3 
2140 
21 Lj l 

3129 
3133 
31 34 
3135 

4131 
4133 
4134 

1232 
1233 
1234 
1239 
1240 
1241 
1242 
1243 

2233 
2?3Li 
2236 
2239 
22L10 
22L;J 
22LJ~ 

2245 
2246 

v 

l 5. 78: 
16·12c: 
1~·27: 

16·95: 
1 6· 53 

16·Ll(li 
15.9 7 
P3-1 (il: 
l 4. 9 6: 

1 6· 1 8 
1 6. 5'3 
1 6· 5 6 
17·36: 

1-.-v 

0· 54: 
r-1. 5 J : 
(il. 2~: 

(?,. 50: 
r1. 3 7 

0.45 
(1. 4 6 
0·35: 
0. ~ 3: 

(il. L17 

0.-n 
0.45 
0·7'?: 

'17·Ll2: Vi-55: 
15·60 0.77 
1 60.LJ 6 0• 61 

1 6· 34 
15·91 
17.}6: 
1 6· 54 
l 5· R 5 

0.47 
0· ~ 1 
0·35: 
(i1. 46 
0. Lj 4 

17·2LJ: 0·55: 
13.20: 0.4(,: 
1 6. 63 : 0. 4 5 : 

17·21: 0-6~~= 
16·79: 0.5-::;;: 
16.qLJ 0· 17 
16·73: 0-75: 
17·92: V'!-5?: 
1~·10:0-LJPi: 

1 6· 2'\ (,1. 4 s 
14·20 0·96 
15.q9 (?l.4r, 

II. 

Ta ble III 
I \' 

Photographic photometry of stars in NOC 2243. Results indicated by a l:) 

were derived from measures on (j single plate in one o;:r.,botb of V and E. 

STAR 

1 1 02 
1 1 (ilS 
1 107 
1 1 1 2 
1 1 1 3 

2109 
21 13 
21 14 
21 15 

3101 
3106 
31 10 
31 15 
31 19 
3120 

4107 
4109 
Lj J 1 0 
Lj 1 1 5 
41 16 

1201 
120Ll 
1206 
1207 
120R 
1.209 
1 21 1 
121 5 

2201 
2205 
2207 
2210 
221 1 
2213 
2215 
2216 
2218 

v 8-V 

16.1'16: 0.Llbj 
16.37: 0.LI2: 
17.59: 0.53: 
16.42 0.46 
16.010.45 

J7.22: 0·49: 
15.310·16 
16.56: 0.40: 
16.Ll2 0.51 

15.92: 0.LI3: 
17.10: 0.56: 
13.70 0.99 
15.97 0.70 
16016 0.50 
16.41 fhLl0 

16.23: 0.55:. 
15.64: 0.81: 
12 .. 85 1 .09 
lLl.Ll3: 0 .. 73: 
16.26: 0.62: 

16.27 
17.5Ll: 
17.96: 
1 5.73 
17016: 
1 5.23 
17.51 : 
16.51 

16.3Ll: 
17.36: 
1 5.92 : 
IS. 26 : 
16.70; 
11.90: 
13.t3: 
16. 50 
17.95: 

0.43 
0.65 : 
0.52: 
0. 52 
0 .. 58 :. 
0. 17 
0.63: 
0.33 

0.Ll2: 
0.63: 
0.LlLl: 
0.Ll2: 
(1. 313 ;' 
0.66: 
0.53: 
0. 63 
0.36; 

ST.t::l,R 

1 1 1 7 
1 1 1 ~ 
1 121 
1122 
1125 

21 18 
21 19 
2126 
2130 

3122 
31?3 
312Ll 
3125 
3126 
3128 

Ll123 
Ll126 
4128 
4129 
Ll130 

12] 7 
1218 
1219 
1220 
1222 . 
122Ll 
1225 
1229 

2219 
2222 
2223 
222Ll 
2226 
2227 
2230 
2231 
2232 

v 8-V 

R I ,\J G 

17.22; 0.47: -
17.50: VldJ3: 
14'}7 0.1.5 
16.91: 0.Ll»! 
15.86 0.51 

1 5.69: 0. 52: 
17.76: 0.36: 
17.33: 0.63: 
16.81: (/I.Ll7: 

1 6. 09 
] 6. 5rJ 
1 6. 79 
1 6. 2!i 
15.91 
13·97 

l/h 1 R 
] 5.52 
15·80 : 
1 6. 76 
17.S0: 

RIN G 2 

0. 50 
(I,.Ll6 

0.57 
0. LA 6 
tIl.4(il 

0·fF~ 

(~. 99 
0.60 
0.50: 
0.33 
0 • .49: 

17.30: 0.55: 
16.7Ll: 0.Ll7: 
11.!=\1 ;'1.07; 
15.Ll5: !?l.SI: 
17.03:rJ.56: 
17.61: 0.56: 
P3.35: 0014: 
13.73 0.92 

1Ll.76 
1 6. Ll2 
15.32 
15.Ll2 
lSd:i3: 
15.70 
1 6. 61 
16.90 : 
] 5·87 

0.59 
0.45 
0.30 
VI. Lll 
0.51 : 
vi. 55 
0. 51 
0·51 : 
0.72 

STAR 

11?9 
1133 
1 ] 34 
1 135 
1 1 3:~ 

2136 
213'3 
21Ll0 
2141 

3129 
3133 
3134 
3135 

Ll131 
Ll133 
4134 

1232 
1233 
1234 
1239 
] 24(1 
1241 
12Ll2 
1243 

2233 
223 /1 

2236 
2239 
22 /10 
22Ll3 
22LlL: 
22/-/5 

.22Ll6 

v 

1 5. 7 '7.: Pi· 5 4 : 
1 (-,. 1:}: ~1.51: 

]>'1·27: 0·2~: 

16.95: 0.S(il: 
16.53 (1).37 

16.L1(1j 0.45 
1 5.97 [1. 46 
If3olVl: 0·35: 
lLl.96: 0·'13: 

16.J8 ('J./17 

1 6. 5::1 0· Ll7 
16.56 0.45 
17.36: 0·7,;): 

'17. Ll2: 0.55: 
15.60 0·77 
1 6 .... ~·16 0. 6} 

1 6. 3Ll 
15.9] 
17-16: 
1 6. 54 
15. R 5 
17·2Ll: 
18.20: 
16.613: 

fJ.47 
0·ql 
0·35: 
01.46 
(JI.LlLl 
0· 55 : 
0·Ll6: 
VJ. 45 : 

17.21: r".M~: 

1 6. 79: p;. 5?, : 
16.q4 01·17 
16.73: 0·75: 
17.92: 
18·10: 
1 6. 2"'1 

14·20 
15·q9 

(1. 5?: 

171.45 

0.96 
Pi. Ll6 
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Table III (continued) 

# 

STAR v B-V STAR v 8-V ST~R v F:l-V 

3201 1 6. 32 0· 66 3212 rn.15: (1.L(3: 3229 i~.ris: 0·37: 
3202 18·37: 0 .• 4LJ: 3216 15.q7 0· .1,9 3230 16-?.7: q. LJ·~: 

3203 16·89: 0. 48:, 3219 1 6° 9 (i'I: 0· 31: 3234 1 7. (;i3 : 1 • 7 1 : 
320L1 17·30: 0· 53: 3220 17-36: (il. 62: 3235 17·26: (). l.i 1 : 
3?05 11.75: 0. 78: 3221 18. 02: 0· 70: 3236 1 7. 20, : 01. 51!: 
3206 17·57: 0. 63! 3222 16.92: 0· 50: 3237 IS· l l : 0.55: 
3207 1 6· l 2 0· 94 . 3225 1 5. 72 0· 51 323'3 1 5. L13 (fj. 4? 

3208 17·36! 0· 53: 3227 17·25: ~.g 4: 3239 1 2· 55 0·70 
321 1 11.92: 0."43! 3228 1 6· 62 (i'i.Ll7 

4202 17-10! 0· .q9: 421 7 1 6· 69 : (i). 4 6! 4?.25 1 6· ?Li 0· q 6 
L:203 1 6. 7 6: 0. 4 }! L121S 1 6· 69 : 0· 4 6! 4231 1 5. 9 (?'! p,. 7 3 
4204 l 6· 52 0.93 4219 1 6· La3 (J. 53 LJ23Li l 7. 61 . (il.f,'?! . 
420~ l 7·f32: 0.39: 4220 1 6· 09 (ij. 51 4?.35 1 fio 57 Vl· 4 7 
4209 t 2. t 1 1. 35 4222 1 6· 77 0· 4 6 4236 1 5. 1 3 0·91 
-4212 15.2q 0.7g 4223 1 5. '32 0.5.Li 4237 16·94! 1·0Li: 

4215 1 5.g9 0. 4 6 4224 l 6· 73 Pl• L(l 

RING 3 

l 3Pl1 15·72 e;. 59 130'3 . 1 6-18 oi. 5c:: 1 31 3 l 6· 41 ri. 72 : 

1302 l 5o 22 008 7 1309 l 6. 34 0o 51 1314 1 6· 02 : C'I. 35: 

1306 1 60 48 0o46 l 31 0 15°70 0· 61 l 31 7 l 6° 53 : 1-10: 

1307 16·24 0o5l 1 31 1 l 5o 72 (i'lo8 6 1321 l 5. 62 : ~.35: 

2301 1 5. 1 6 C?I· 79 2303 13. 62 0· 9 4 2313 1 6· 3-4 9io'17 

2307 1 2o 13 0o81 2310 15·72 0.57 2314 13. 68 1 •(~LI 

3301 1 5. 07 0o93 3313 1 60 34 0.57 3319 16· 4 6 VJ. 5'3 

3308 1s.92 0.47 3315 1 5. 72 QJ. 54 3320 1 6° 32 (/lo 67 

3310 1 60 42 0.44 3316 13·76 1 • 04 
3312 140 1 1 0·87 331'3 16·40 0o56 

4301 14·13 0088 4308 1508 3 0· 51 4313 . 1 6· 01 0· 63 
4303 13.74 0. 9 5 4309 l 6 0 28 : (7). 56 :x Ll31 5 1 3. 51 0· 62 
4306 15004 0·74 4310 1 60 1 6 : 0· 9 5 :~ 4321 1 5. 67 0·54 
4307 1 6· 07 0.49 4312 1 60 32 : 0o 50 !l( 

, 
Table III (continued) 

# 

STAR V B-V STAR V B- V STAR V Fl-V 

32~1 1 6.32 0.66 3212 1R.15: ~.L{3: :1229 PidilS! (1. 3/: 
3202 18·37: ~. LJ il: 3216 15.'37 0. /,9 3230 16.?7: 11. 4'-~ : 
3203 1 6.89 : 0. LJ8: ' 3219 1 6.90 : 0.31 : 323LJ 1 7. '~3 : 1 • 71 : 
32rMI 17.30: 0.53: 3220 17·36: 0. 62: 3235 I 7.2 IS : O. /.; 1 : 
3205 17.75: 0.78: 3221 18.02 : lll.70: 3236 1 7. 20, : 01. 51!: 
3206 17.57: 0. 63: 3222 1 6.92 : 0.58 : 3237 18· 1 J : 0.55: 
3207 1 6. 12 0.9 LJ . 3225 1 5. 72 0. 51 323'3 15. ,11:1 Vi. 47 

3208 17.36: 0.53: 3227 17.25: (i).gij: 3239 12. 55 0·70 
321 1 17.92: g;ij3: 3223 1 6. 62 (Ii. LJ 7 

LJ202 17010: 0.LJ9: 4217 1 6. 69 : 0.46: LJ?25 1 6. ?L; (Ii. 0, 6 
L1203 16.76: 0.LJl: ,1121 S 1 6. 69 : 0. LJ 6: LJ231 ! 5.9 (?l fIi.73 
LJ20LJ 16. 52 0.98 LJ219 1 6. L;3 0·53 LJ23LJ J 7. 61 : 7J. IS? : 

LJ208 17·132: 0.39: LJ220 16.09 0.51 LJ235 1 6. 57 0. 47 
LJ209 t 2. 1 1 1 .35 LJ222 1 6. 77 0. LJ 6 LJ236 15. 13 Vl. 9 J 

LJ212 15.28 0.78 4223 15·132 0.5LJ LJ237 16.94: 1. 011: 

4215 1 5.89 (3. LJ 6 4224 16. 73 0.LJ'1 

RING 3 

1301 15.72 0.59 130~ '16018 OJ. 50, 1313 1 6. 41 (li.7?: 

1302 1 5.22 0.~n ] 309 16.3LJ 0·51 131LJ 1 6· 02 : (7).35: 

1306 1 6. LJ8 0.LJ6 1310 15.70 0. 61 ]317 1 6. 53 : 1. 1(3 : 

1307 1 6. 2LJ 0.51 131 1 15.72 t71.q 6 1321 1 5. 62 : ~.35: 

2301 1 5. 1 6 0.79 23013 13.62 0.9 LJ 2313 16·34 PJ.LJ7 

2307 12. 13 0.81 2310 15.72 13.57 231LJ 1 3. 6'3 1 • 1~4 

3301 1 5.137 13.93 3313 1 6. 3LJ 0.57 3319 16.LJ6 (IJ. 5'3 

3308 1 5.92 0.LJ7 3315 15.72 Q50 5LJ 3320 1 6·32 (il. 67 

3310 16.LJ2 (h 4LJ 3316 13.76 1 • 0-4 
3312 1-4.11 0.87 331q 16.40 0.56 

-4301 14·18 0.g8 LJ308 15.83 0·51 LJ313 1 6.(1] (,>,. ('3 

LJ303 13.7LJ 0.95 LJ309 1 6.28 : (7).56 :x LJ315 13·5] 0. 62 
LJ306 ]5.0LJ 0.7LJ LJ310 16.16 : 0.95:)< 4321 15.67 0. SLJ 
LJ307 16·07 i21.LJ9 4312 16.32 : kh 513 :l( 
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Fig. 1. The Qolour-Magnitude array of NOC 2243 from the photographic data. 

Filled circles represent stars me~sured on at least two plates in 

each colour and the circled crosses show the two faintest photo

electric standard~. 
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Fig. 1. The qolour-Magnitude array of NGG 2243 from the photographic data. 

Filled circles represent stars measured on at least two plates in 

each colour and the circled crosses show the two faintest photo

electric standards. 
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4. The Colour-1"'.agnitude Diagram 

Figure 1 shows the CM diagram of NGC 2243, constructed from the 

photographic results in Table III. Stars measured on at least 2 plates 

in each colour are represented by filled circles, those measured on only 

one plate in one or both colours by open circles. 

Below V = 1 T.o the main sequence is ill-defined, partly because 

fainter stars were measured on only one plate in each colour and partly 

because these measures w¢re confined to zones 1 and 2 where· the number of 

measureable stars is severely restricted by crowding. The sparse 

.population of the lower main sequence in Fig.l, therefore, does not 

necessarily represent a real peculiarity of the luminosity function of the 

cluster. 

Th..e two circled crosses near V=l8~0 represent the photoelectric 

results for the two faintest standards. It is here that the attempt to 
, 

retain a relatively high precision in the photoelectric results for the 

faint stars appears valuable. The close agreement in the colours of these 

stars suggest that both are main-sequence cluster members, as does their 

location in the figure. 

m Above V=l7.0 most stars have been measured on two or more plates 

in each colour and the main sequence is consequently well defined, despite a 

scattering of deviant points. Many of these are presumably field stars and 

others have perhaps been systematically affected by crowding. Among the 

deviants are probably several unresolved binaries. A star in the vertical 

main sequence at V=l6~75, if combined with an unevolved main sequence star 

at V=l8~0 will appear in Fig.l 0~3 brighter and 0~06 redder. This region 

of the diagram is reminiscent of the CM diagram obtained by Racine (1971) 

for M67, which led him .to suggest that the main sequence of that cluster 

contains a large proportion of unresolved binaries. 

4. 

14 

Figure I shows the CM diagram of NGC 2243, constructed from the 

photographic results in Table III. stars measured on at least 2 plates 

in each colour are represented by filled circles, those measured on only 

one plate in one or both colours by open circles. 

Below V:::::: 1 Too the main sequence is ill-defined,partly because 

fainter stars were measured on only one plate in each colour and partly 

because these measures w~re confined to zones 1 and 2 where· the number of 

. measureable stars is severely restricted by crowding. The sparse 

population of the lower main sequence in Fig.l, therefore, does not 

necessarily represent a real peculiarity of the luminosity function of the 

cluster. 

T~e two circled crosses near V=18~O represent the photoelectric 

results for the two faintest standards. It is here that the attempt to 
, 

retain a relatively high precision in the photoelectric results for the 

faint stars appears valuable. The close a6Teement in the colours of these 

stars suggest that both are main-sequence cluster members, as does their 

location in the figure. 

Above V=17~O mOst stars have been measured on two or more plates 

in each colour and the main sequence is consequently well defined, despite a 

scattering of deviant points. Many of these are presumably field stars and 

others have perhaps been systematically affected by crowding. Among the 

deviants are probably several unresolved binaries. A star in the vertical 

main sequence at V=16~75, if combined with an unevolved main sequence star 

at V"'18~O Hill appear in Fig.l O~3 brighter and o~o6 redder. This region 

of the diagram is reminiscent of the eM diagram obtained by Racine (1971) 

for M67, which led him .to suggest that the main sequence of that cluster 

contains a large proportion of unresolved binaries. 
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The upper main sequence exhibits a distinct gap at V=l6r~o5. The 

ridge line deviates markedly to the red below this level and above it 

m 
commences about 0.06 to the blue. The gap is therefore principally a 

discontinµity in colour rather than in magnitude. 

Above the gap the main sequence deviates rapidly to the red, with 

a peak luminosity around V=l5~70. m m 
Three stars near V=l5.9, B-V=0.71 

suggest the existence of a horizontal subgiant branch. m 
Centred at V=l5.5, 

m 
B-V=0.8 lies a loose groupine of starswhich are presumably subgiants 

commencing their evolution up the giant branch. m The area between V=l5.0 

and V=l6~0 with 0.7 ~ B-V ~ 1.0 contains 14 points, 4 from zone 3 and 10 

from zones 1 and 2 which together have only 4/5 the area of zone 3. 

Furthermore the representation of the 2 inner regions in Fig.l is severely 

reduced by crowding problems; it therefore appears that most of the stars 

in the area indicated are cluster members. 

About 2m above the main sequence termination appears a group of 

m m 11 stars centred at V=l3.90, B-V=0.95. These represent the giant branch 

clump or red horizontal branch. Above them again 2 stars are located 

suggestively near the expected giant locus; somewhat to the blue lie four 

stars of uncertain identity. The membership of several of these bright 

stars is discussed in more detail below. 

/ 

The upper ma.in sequence exhi.bits a distinct gap at V==16r:05. The 

ridse line deviates markedly to the red be 10\>1 this level and above it 
. m 

commences about 0.06 to the blue. The gap is therefore principally a 

discontin~ity in colour rather than in magnitude. 

Above the gap the main sequence deviates rapidly to the red, with 

a peak luminoSity around V~15~70. Three stars near V=15~9, B-V==0~71 

SUgb~st the existence of a horizontal subgiant branch. m 
Centred at V=15.5, 

B-V=0~8 lies a loose grouping of starswhich are presumably subgiants 

commencing their evolution up the giant branch. m The area behreen V=15.0 

and V==16~0 with 0.7 ~ B-V ~ 1.0 contains 14 points, 4 from zone 3 and 10 

from zones 1 and 2 which together have only 4/5 the area of zone 3. 

Furthermore the representation of the 2 inner regions in Fig.l is severely 

reduced by crowding problems; it therefore appears that most of the stars 

in the area indicated are cluster members. 

About 2m above the main sequence termination appears a group of 

m m 11 stars centred at V=13.90, B-V=0.95. These represent the giant branch 

clump or red horizontal branch. Above them again 2 stars are located 

suggestively near the expected giant locus; some.that to the blue lie four 

stars of uncertain identity. The membership of several of these bright 

stars is discussed in more detail below. 

/ 
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Fig. 2. The 2-colour diagram for stars in NGC 2243 measured photoelectrically. 

Filled circles re~resent·probable cluster giants, the small filled circle~ 
represents a subgiant and the open circles indicate main seQuence stars. 

Filled squares show the position of these stars after the application of 

gravity corrections. The crosses show stars believed to be foreground 

ob~ects. The continuous curve is the Class V standard relationship and the 

broken curve is the combined Class III - Class V standard relationship. 

These are reddened by E(B-V) = 0~06 and E(B-V) =0~05 respectively. 
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Fig. 2. The 2-colour diagram for stars in NGC 2243 measured photoelectrically. 

Filled circles represent·probable cluster giants, the small filled circl~\ ,--. 

represents a subgiant and the open circles indicate main sequence stars. 

Filled squares show the position of these stars after the application of 

gravity corrections. The crosses show stars believed to be foreground 

ob~ects. The continuous curve is the Class V standard relationship and the 

broken curve is the com~ined Class III - Class V standard relationship. 

These are reddened by E(B-V) = OT06 and E(B-V) =O~05 respectively. 
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5. The 2-Colour Diagram and Cluster Membership 

Figure 2 shows the 2-Colour diagram of the stars in Table I for 

which U-B values are listed. The cluster CM diagram, Fig.l, has been used 

to identify probable members of the principal sequences. In Fig. 2 main 

_sequence stars are represented by open circles, the subgi.ant. oy a sma.11 filled 

circle, giants by filled circles and non-members by crosses. The filled 

squares indicate the location of the main sequence stars after correction 

for the gravity effect (section 6). 

The standard relationships for dwarf: (Class V) and giant (ClassIII) 

stars have been taken from Johnson (1966). These have been joined at their 

M 

point of intersection near B-V=l.0. Many recent workers including Cannon 

& Stobie (1973) and Eggen _& Sandage (1969 and, apparently, ·1964) have 

used this subterfuge in the analysis of the ultraviolet colours of subgiants, 

red horizontal branch stars and other objects which may be too blue to be 

accommodated in the colour range within which the standard Class III 2-colour 

relationship is defined. This practise is supported by the apparently smooth 

(\ . 
overlap of gian~}Jand dwarf relationships in the Hyades movi..YJ.g group. The 

Class III relation of Johnson, however, after crossing the locus of the 

dwarfs, terminates several hundredths of a magnitude bluer i 1n .. U-B than the 

Class V relationship at the same B-V. If this difference is real the use of 

a fused relationship in this vicinity may lead to a significant overestimate 

of the ultraviolet excess of the bluest giants. 

The standard relationships are shown in Fig.2, where the solid 

curve represents the Class V relationship and the dashed curve is the fused 

Class V-Class III curve. These have been reddened by amounts E(B-V) =0~0~ 

and 0~05 respectively, along the standard reddening trajectory. The 

derivation of these values is discussed in the next section. 
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and O~05 respectively, along the standard reddening trajectory. The 

derivation of these values is discussed in the next section. 
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Wnile none are certain, four of the symbols assisned to stars in 

Fig. 2 are particularly open to debate. Stars 2307 (V=l2~1 17, B-V=d~79, 

· m) ( m m m) · .U-B=0.49 and 1219 V::ll.81, B-V=l.09, U-B=l.00 are shown as non-members. 

They are much bluer than would be expected of normal eiants in Fig. 1 and, 

in Fig. 2, lie well below the stars with similar B-V colours which are better 

candidates for cluster membership. Conversely, the two putative red giants 

of Fig.l, Stars 4209 (V=l2~03, B-V=l~43, U-B=l~40) and 4110 (V=l2~86, B-V=l~ll, 

U-B=0~80) are shown in Fig.2 as cluster giants. Neither can be a normal fore-

ground dwarf: Star 4209 lies outside the possible dwarf domain in Fig.2 while 

4110 would have to be far more heavily reddened than the cluster stars if it 

were a normal foregrcund giant or dwarf. 

The use of comparative arguments of this type is dangerously circular. 

While this is recognised, it must be remembered that for present purposes we 

are concerned with obtaining as unexceptional a sample of cluster members as 

possible in order to use standard relationships for "normal" stars in their 

analysis. Occam's r~zor therefore indicates that the two first mentioned 

stars should be treated as non members and that the latter be accepted as 

cluster giants. On this basis, then, the analysis of Fig.2 is continued. 
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6. Reddening and Ultraviolet Excess 

The reddening and ultraviolet excess of NGC 2243 may be determined 

simultaneously by a method akin to that used by Eggen and Sandage (1964) in 

M67. To do this it is necessary to assume a relationship between the 

ultraviolet excesses of giants and dwarfs of similar composition and to 

make corrections for certain distorting effects. 

Eggen and Sandage assume that ~ (U-B) measured for giants near 

( B-V) =11:10 and for dwarfs near ( S-V) =Orff6 is the same for stars of the same 
0 0 

composition, an assertion supported by the approximate agreement between 

these quantities observed by Sandage (1970) in the globular clustersM15 

and M92 which have large ultraviolet excesses. Wallerstein (1962) and 

Wallerstein and Helfer (1966) have compared ~(U-B) with [Fe/H] determined 

from Coude spectroscopy of G dwarfs (relative to the sun) and of G and K. 

giants (relative to the Hyades), respectively. Abundances (Fe/H] relative 

to the sun have been _determined for Hyades dwarfs by Alexander (1967), by 

Griffin (1969), by Nissen (1970) and by Chaffee, Carbon and Strom (1971) 

who obtain, respectively, 0.25, 0.15, 0.38 and 0.15. The mean of these 

values [Fe/H] = O. 24 was applied to the zero-point of the abundance 

scale of the ~(U-B) vs [Fe/H] calibration obtained by Wallerstein and 

Helfer. Displaced by this amount the calibration for giants becomes almost 

indistinguishable from that for dwarfs, providing strong support for the 

asswnption of Eggen and Sandage.which is accordingly adopted here. 

Variation of £(u-B) with colour among dwarfs of similar 

composi tioii ·is discussed by Sandage (1969) who provides tables of the 

effect. Eggen and Sandage (1964) suggest that this guillotine effect, 

attributable to the variation with colour of the slope of the blanketing 

vector in the 2-colour diagram, may be small or absent in giants. This· 

surmise is supported by the recent ·extensive photoelectric results of 
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Cannon and Stobie (1973a;b) in the metal-poor globular clusters w Cen 

and NGC 6752 where the giants show little or no dependence of S(U-B) on 

colour. 

The last mentioned results do show a dependence of ~(U-B) on 

gravity amongst the subgi.ants, similar to that predicted by Sandage and 

Walker (1966) and by Bell (1970). This effect can also be seen in 47 Tue 

(Cannon, 1974). The effect results in larger S(U-B) values among the 

fainter subgi.ants. with higher gravities.· This can be detected in faint, 

red subgiants in NGC 2420 if the recent results of McClure, Forrester and 

Gibson (1974) (hereinafter referred to as MFG) are examined. The subgiant 

star 4236 in NGC 2243 has therefore been excluded from the analysis. 

decreases. 

As stars evolve off the main sequence their surface gravity 

In dwarfs with (B-V) between 0~2 and 0~6 the reduction in 
0 

gravity is accompanied by a reduction in electron pressure and hence in 

the H- opacity, which reduction enhances emission at wavelengths longwards 

of the Balmer discontinuity. The result is a depression of their (U-B) 

colours in the 2-colour diagram, relative to those of unevolved stars. 

Eggen (1966) provides a table by means of which the effect can be corrected 

provided that the luminosity excess LlMv of the evolved star above the 

ZAMS is known. This effect is ubiquitous in open clusters in the 

intermediate age group, being particularly prominent in NGC 752 (Arp, 1962; 

Gunn and Kraft, 1963; Eggen, 1963), in NGC 2360 (Eggen, 1968) and in IC 4651 

(Eggen, 1971). 

Variation of the reddening trajectory with colour has been examined 

in several open clusters by Hartwick and McClure (1972) who find that the 

colour excesses of giants and main sequence stars, determined by means of 

the standard trajectory, satisfy the relationship E(B-V) =0.82 E(B-V) • g m 

This has been found to hold for the. cluster NGC 6259 (Hawarden, 197·~:~ which 

has E(B-V)=01!165. 

blO 
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The ultraviolet excess and reddening are determined by an 

iterative process. An estimate of E(B-V) is made and the standard 
g 

. relationship, appropriately reddened in each case, is used to determine 

b (U-B) for the giants and dwarfs. The mean excess for the giants :i.s used 

to predict guillotined values for the dwarfs at their appropriate intrinsic 

colours. These values are compared with those derived from the 2-colour 

diagram ~sing the current estimate of E(B..:v) • , m If the measured values, 

'in the mean, are larger than those predicted then the reddening has been 

overestimated. The cycle is repeated usine an adjusted estimate of E(B-V), 

until the preducted and observed values of b (U-B) agree. 

The resulting ultraviolet excess is now used to derive a mean 

blanketing correction ~ (B-V) from the table provided by Wildey, Burbidge, 

Sandage and Burbidge, (1962) and the main sequence in the CM diagram is 

appropriately corrected and reddened, when it may be approximately fitted 

to the standard ZAMS. Values of AMV are now determined for the main 

sequence stars in the 2-colour diagram and appropriate gravity corrections 

are applied. The process of the previous paragraph is repeated.and new 

values of S(U-B) 0 •6 and E(B-V) are obtained. The ultraviolet excess will 

be increased and the reddening correspondingly decreased, relative to the 

first solution. The decreased reddening will act :to compensate for the 

resulting increased blanketing correction A CB-V); since the standard 

sequence changes slope rather slowly it is unlikely that the new solution 

will introduce significant changes in the.llMv values. If these occur the 

whole cycle must be repeated. 

In NGC 2243 the initial solution gives E(B-V) = 0~11, 
m 

8(U-B)0.6 = 0~095± or:1035. The uncertainty in the last result reflects 

the standard error of the mean ultraviolet excess of the giants. The 
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points representing the main sequence after the application of gravity 

corrections - filled squares in Fig. 2 -show an interesting reduction in 

sea tter. T::e final solution for NGC 2243 is then: 

E(B-V)m = 0.06; b(U-B)e = ~(U-B)o.6 ~ 0.15 ± 0.035 (s.e.) 

This is the largest ultravioiet excess that has yet been observed 

in an open cluster. It is therefore of interest to apply the method to 

other objects. Ege,·.e.'.1 (1969) obtains a reddening E(B-V) = 0~04 for the 

cluster NGC 3680 which leaves the giants with an ultraviolet excess relative to 

the main sequence stars. Application of the present method gives E(B-V) = 
m 

0~09, S(U:B) 0•6 = S(U-B)g= 0~04 ± 0~01. These results are in excellent 

agreement with those obtained by McClure (1972) using intermediate-band 

(DDO) photometry. 

Eggen (197la) has published detailed UBV photometry of IC 4651 

for which he obtains a reddening E(B-V) = 0~15 from nearby early-type 

stars. This leaves the cluster giants with zero u~traviolet excess as 

against S(U-B) = 0~06 for (unevolved) main sequence stars. The evolved 

main sequence shows an ultraviolet depression in excellent agreement with 

that expected from the tabulated values (Eggen, 1966) used earlier. The 

present method applied to IC 4651 gives E(B-V)m = 0~12, ~(U-B)006= 
S (U-B) = d~o5s ± 0~009. g 

The largest ultraviolet excess previously found in an open 

cluster is the value S(U-B)006 = 0~10 obtained by MFG for NGC 2420. 

These workers obtain a reddening E(B-V) m = 0.02 from DDO photometry. 

The present method was applied to 9 giants (excluding the subgiants, the 

BaII star X and the bluish giant F) and to 7 unevolved main sequence stars, 

giving E(B~V) = o~oo, S(U-B)g = S(U-B) 0 • 6 = 0~093 ± 0~012. If the 

evolved main sequence stars (mostly omitted by MFG) are used instead, the 

result after application of corrections for the gravity and guillotine 

points·representing the main sequence after the application of gravity 
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agreement with those obtained by McClure (1972) usin5 intermediate-band 

(nno) photometry. 
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for which he obtains a reddening E(B-V) = 0~15 from nearby early-type 

stars. This leaves the cluster giants with zero u~traviolet excess as 

against S(U-B) = 0~06 for (unevolved) main sequence stars. The evolved 
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that expected from the tabulated values (Eggen, 1966) used earlier.. The 

present method applied to Ie 4651 gives E(B-V) '" O~12, ~ (U-B)O ,= 
. ill .b 

S (U-B) '" d~05B ± cr.009. g 

The lexgest ultraviolet excess previously found in an open 

cluster is the value S(U-B)O.6 = 0~10 obtained by MFG for NGC 2420. 

These workers obtain a reddening E(B-V) "" 0~02 from 1)00 photometry. 

The present method was applied to 9 giants (excluding the subgiants, the 

Ball star X and the bluish giant F) and to 7unevolved main sequence stars, 

giving E(B-V) = O~OO, S(U-B) = S(U-B)0.6 ~ 0~093 ± 0~012. 
. g 

If the 

evolved main sequence stars (mostly omitted by 1'1FG) are used instead, the 

result after application of corrections for the gravity and guillotine 
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effects is 8(U-B) 0•6 
m 

0.097, in excellent a&Teement. Inclusion of the 
m . 

Giant F increases the reddening to 0.02 leaving the ultraviolet excess 

essentially unaffected. 

' / 

m 
effects is S(U-B)O r '" 0.097, in excellent u[,rreement. Inclusion of the 

.0 
m . 

Giant F increases the reddening to 0.02 leaving the ultraviolet excess 

essentially unaffected. 

, 
j 
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7. Chemical Composition 

The ultraviolet excess of NGC 2243 indicates a composition 

resembling the globular clusters NGC 6981 (Dickens, 1972) and NGC 6723 

(Menzies, 1974). The results of Alexander (1967) imply, for ~ (U-B) :f:: 

0.16 a relation {Fe/HJ= -4.68 S(U-B) relative to the Hyades. 

Combining this with the Hyades metal abundance [Fe/H] = 0.24 relative 

to the sun - derived in the previous section - gives the metal abundance 

of NGC 2243) likewise relative to the sunas[Fe/H] = -0.46. If a solar 

abundance Z = 0.02 is adopted a corresponding value Z = 0.0.06 is obtained 

for NGC 2243. 

Alexander's calibration is valid to g(U-B) = 0~16 only; the 

earlier calibration by Wallerstein (1962) begins to exhibit significant 

curvature near this point; above which (Fe/H] varies more rapidly with 

S(U-B). The present estimates of the heavy element abundance in NGC 

2243 may therefore prove to be rather high. 

The possibility exists that microturbulence in stellar aLmospheres 

may stimulate the effect on 8(U-B) of metal enrichment. This is 

discussed in section 10. It appears unlikely to be .of large influence 

here. 
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to the sun - derived in the previous section - gives the metal abundance 

of NGC 2243, likewise relative to the sun as[Fe/H] = -0.46. If a solar 

abundance Z = 0.02 is adopted a corresponciing value Z == 0.0.06 is obtained 

for NCC 2243. 

Alexander's calibration is valid to g(U-13) '" 0~16 only; the 

earlier calibration by Wallerstein (1962) begins to exhibit significant 

curvature near this point; above which (Fe/lI] varies more rapidly with 

8(U-B). The present estimates of the heavy element abundance in NGC 

2243 may therefore prove to be rather high. 

The possibility exists that microturbulence in stellar atmospheres 

may stimulate the effect on S(U-B) of metal enrichment. This is 

discussed in section 10. It appears unlikely to be .of large influence 

here. 
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8. '.foe Age of NGC 2243 

The effective temperatures of computed stellar models are very 

s~nsitive to uncertainties in the theory of surface convection (Demarque, 

1968) so that it is usual for cluster ages to be determined by comparison 

of observed and predicted turnoff luminosities (eg., Sandage, 1970) which 

a.re relatively unaffected by the treatment of convection. The distance 

modulus of NGC 2243 (discussed in section 9) is far from certain and a 

luminosity-based estimate of the age is likely to be correspondingly 

unreliable. The age of the cluster has therefore been derived from the 

turnoff colour by means of comparisons with other systems which have· 

relatively well-determined ages. Due account is taken of differences 

in heavy element abundance (Z) and, in principle, in Helium abundance (Y) 

from cluster to cluster. 

Turnoff temperatures were obtained from sets of theoretical 

isodhrones computed under identical conditions but for different 

compositions and ages. In some cases evolutionary tracks, rather than 

isochrones, were used. All isochrones which show a discontinuity resulting 

from rapid evolution during. the core hydrogen exhaustion phase (HEP) have 

maximum effective temperature T at the blue limit of the discontinuity. 
. e 

"Isochronal" turnoff temperatures and ages (T
9
) in uni ts of 109 years 

were therefore derived from the tracks by adopting the temperature and age 

of the first model subsequent to the rapid blueward evolution during the 

HEP. 
/ 

· Comparison of the temperatures and ages thus obtained yielded 

the values of the derivatives ( 'd log Te/ 'd log T9 ~, ( d log Te/;;:;} log Z) and 

( 'd log Te/d Y) which are given in Table IV.. Also specified are the 

conditions under which these values obtain- . and the sources of the 

8. The A{{0 of rICe 2243 

The effective temperatures of computed stellar models are very 

s~nsitive to uncertainties in the theory of surface convection (DemarQue, 

1968) so that it is usual for cluster ages to be determined by comparison 

of observed and predicted turnoff luminosities (eg., Sandage, 1970) which 

are relatively unaffected by the treatment of convection. The distance 

modulus of NGe 2243 (discussed in section 9) is far from certain a,nd a 

luminosity-based estimate of the age is likely to be correspondingly 

unreliable. The age of the cluster has therefore been derived from the 

turnoff colour by means of comparisons with other systems which have· 

relatively well-determined ages. Due account is taken of differences 

in heavy element abundance (Z) and, in principle, in Helium abundance (Y) 

from cluster to cluster. 

Turnoff temperatures were obtained from sets of theoretical 

isochrones computed under identical conditions but for different 

compositions and ages. In some cases evolutionary tracks, rather than 

isochrones, were used. All isochrones ,,,hich show i. discontinui ty resulting 

from rapid evolution during. the core hydrogen exhaustion phase (REP) have 

maximum effective temperature T at the blue limit of the discontinuity. 
.. e 

"Isochronal ll turnoff temperatures and ages (T
9
) in uni ts of 109 years 

were therefore derived from the tracks by adopting the temperature and age 

of the first model subseQuent to the rapid blueward evolution during the 

REP. 

Comparison of the temperatures and ages thus obtained yielded 

the values of the derivatives ( d 10gTe/ d log T9~' (d log .Te/ d log Z) and 

( d log Te/d Y) which are given in Table IV. Also specified are the 

condi tiona under which these values obtain· . and the sources of the 
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Table IV 

Dependence on Y, Z Hnd age of the turnoff temperature of theoretical icochroncs 

j Quantity 
I 

Bource ----· -~----i---· 
:rx;: Jsochrpnes 

ti 

fl 

HB: Isochrones 

ti 

II 

11 

ti 

ti 

ADM: Track C } 
and 0. 9 8 fit'.) 

I 
AD.VI: Tracks C & F I 

A 

ADM: Tracks C & EJJ 
HB: I~ochrones ~ B 

DMA: Singl~ tracksi 
And Z=lo-3 series~ 

" I 
I 

DMA: Isochrones 

" 

HB: Isochrones 

DG: Isochrones 

ADM:· Tracks A&E 

Qlog T e 

'd log Z 

c = 

I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
' • I 

l 
l 
I 
i 
i 

0.01 0.25 3.9 3.807 -0.153 

11 

If 

11 

11 

II 

II 

II 

II 

0.03 

3.9 3.818 

5.9 3.7ss· 

0.40 . 5.0 3.ao2 

0.35 

II 

ti 

0.30 

II 

0.20 

6.o 3. 792 

3.795 

3. 777 

3. 772 

II 11.0 3.754 

0.04 0.30 4.9 

0.02 0.30 4.9 

7.1 

3xlo-4 0.25 7.1 

0.01 

0.01 

0.03 

o. 37 10 

0.12 10 

0.30 6.o 

0.30 5.9 

0.30 4.9 

/ 

-0.184 

-0.122 

-0.142 

-0.096 

-0.119 

-0.105 

-0.105 

-0.092 

-0.110 

-0 .077: 

-0.046: 

-0.012 

-0.012 

0.336 

0.184 

0.05: 

0.08: 

0.08: 

Table IV 

Dependence on 1,:0 <Lrl.d age of the turnoff temperature of theoretical icochrones 

I Quantity 
I 

Source ----. --:"'---1---' 
DG: Isochrpnes 

II 

HB: Isochrones 

11 

II 

11 

ADr.1: Track C } 
and 0.98 VB 

, 

I 
AD.'1 : Tracks C & F I 
ADi'1: Tracks C & ,1 
HB: Isochrones ~ 

I 
D1I1A: Singls: tracksr 
And z=10-3 series~ 

" I 
I 

I 
DrtlA: Isochrones I 

II 

HB: Isochrones 

DC: Isochrones 

ADM:, Tracks A&E 

A 

B 

Qlog T e 

'd log Te 

d log Z 

c '" 'dlog Te 

'd Y 

i 0.01 0.25 3.9 3.807 
i 
! " , , 

It 

" 

II 

I " 
I 
I II 
! 

II 

0.03 

0.04 

I 0.02 , , 
I 

. I 

I 3xl0:" 3 
I 

I 3xl0-4 
i 
i 

10-3 

10-3 

0.01 

0.01 

0.03 

0.35 3.818 

II 5.9 3.788' 

0.40. 5.0 3.802 

II 

0.30 

0.20 

6.0 

5.0 

7.3 

7.3 

3.792 

3.795 

3.777 

3.772 

If 11.0 3.754 

0.30 4.9 

0.30 4.9 

0.25 7.1 

0.25 7.1 

0.37 10 

0.12 10 

0.30 6.0 

0.30 5·9 

0.30 4.9 

-0.153 

-0.184 

-0.122 

-0.142 

-0.096 

-0.119 

-0.105 

-0.105 

-0.092 

-0.110 

-0.077 : 

-0.046: 

-0.012 

-0.012 

0.336 

0. 184 

0.05: 

0.08: 

0.08: 
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isochrones and evolutionary tracks used. These sources, with the 

abbreviations used in Table IV and elsewhere hereinafter are: 

Aizenman, Demarque & ll'Iiller (1969)(ADM); Demarque, Mengel & Aizenman 

(197l)(D:MA); Hartwick & van den Berg (1973)(HB); Demarque & . Gisler 

( isochrones a...'1d theoretical main sequence loci published by MFG) (r.x:;.). 

Additional results by Demarque & Heasley (1971) and by Hartwicl<; & Hesser 

(1973) were investigated but do not add materially to the present data. 
I 

All the models used were computed with similar or identical programs and 

input physics. This might be expected to minimise the uncertainties which 

are introduced when models from different publications are compared. 

Investigation of variations of the values of the derivatives with 

composition and age must perforce be based on such comparisons. 

Derivative A= (dlog Te/ d·log T9) is rather closely dependant 
' 

on log Te. B = ( 'd log Te/(;) lo£~ ~aries with z but is unfortunately 
'1~_) 

poorly determined, as is C = (8 log Te/ d 1:~:~\·)Y,) which is also a function 

of z. 

The basic information used in comparing the clusters is given in 

Table V( a). Turnoff colours, reddening and blanketing values for M67 and 

NGC 188 were taken from Eggen & Sandage (1964;1969) and the cluster ages 

from Sandage & . Eggen (1969). The requisite values for NGC 2420 were 

taken from the results of ViFG but the mean blanketing corrections therein 

were replaced by values determined specifically for the main sequence 

turnoff. The age of NGC 2420 obtained by MFG may be in error, for reasons 
I 

discussed in section 9. Conversion of reddening-free blanketing-corrected 

turnoff colours to values of log Te was effected using the calibration by 

Schlesinger (1969). 

Heavy element abundances 2'.elative to the sun, given in Table V(a) 

were derived from several sources. Barry & Cromwell (1974) obtain 

spectroscopic abundances for stars in M67 and the Hyades which imply that 

isochrones and evolutionary tracKS used. These sources, with the 

aUbreviations used in Table IV and elsewhere hereinafter are: 

Aizenman, Demarque & ;'1iller (1969)(AD?1) i Demarque, Neneel & Aizenman 

(1971)(DN.A); Harhlick & van den Berg (1973)(HB)j Demarque &. Gisler 

(isochrones and theoretical main sequence loci published by X-lEG ) (n::;.). 

Adai tional results by Demarque & Heasley (1971) and by Hartwick & Hesser 

(1973) were investigated but do not add materially to the present data. 
I 

All the models used Were computed with similar or identical programs and 

input physics. This might be expected to minimise the uncertainties which 

are introduced when models from different publications are comp~red. 

Investigation of variations of the values of the derivatives with 

composition and age must perforce be based on such comparisons. 

Derivative A '" (d log Tel dlog T9) i s rather closely dependant 
\ 

on log Teo B;; (dlog Te/'alogCZ\) ~aries with z but is unfortunately 
',~~ 

poorly determined, as is C == (21 log Tel d ':~:.~:)y,) which is also a function 

of Z. 

The basic information used in comparing the clustersis given in 

Table V( a). Turnoff colours, reddening a..'1d blanketing values for ~167 and 

NGC 188 were taken from Eggen & Sandage (1964;1969) and the cluster ages 

from Sandage &. Eggen (1969). The requisite values for NGC 2420 were 

taken from the results of MFG but the mean blanketing corrections therein 

were replaced by values determined specifically for the main sequence 

turnoff. The age of NGC 2420 obtained by I1FG may be in error, for reasons 

discussed in section 9. Conversion of reddening-free blanketing-corrected 

turnoff colours to values of log Te was effected using the calibration by 

Schlesinger (1969). 

Heavy element abundances :r:elative to the sun, given in Table V(a) 

were derived from several sources. Barry & Cromwell (1974) obtain 

spec osc c abundances for stars in M67 and the Hyades which imply that 
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6D 

Table v 

(a) Properties of Clusters 

Cluster [Fe/H]8 (B-V)o 'T bi (B-V) (B-V) log Te T o,c 9 
m m m 

NGC 188 o.oo 0.59 0.03 0.62 . 3. 7 66 9.0 

M67 0.11 0.51 0.03 0.54 3.784 5.5 

NGC 2420 -0. 26 . 0.38 0.04 0.42 3.825 (3.3) 

NGC 2243 -0.46 0.39 0.06 0.45 3.815 

( b) Differential Age Determinations 

Cluster Reference A log T b. log Z A B T9 Cluster e 

NGC 2243 M67 0.031 -0.57 -0.145 -0.044 5.0 

NGC 2243 NGC 188 0.049 -0.46 -0.123 -0.040 5.1 

NGC 2420 M67 
•I 

0.041· -0.37 -0.152 -0.048 3.9 

6D 

Table V 

( a) Properties of Clusters 

Cl us tar [}1e/Hl~ (B-V) rp Ll (B-V) (B-V) lo~' T T 0,_ O,c ...., e 9 
ill m m 

NGe 188 0.00 0.59 0.03 0.62 . 3.766 9.0 

~167 0.11 0.51 0.03 0.54 3.784 5·5 

NGe 2420 -0.26. 0.38 0.04 0.42 3.825 (3.3) 

NGC 2243 -0.46 0.39 0.06 0.45 3.815 

(b) Differential Age Determinations 

elus ter Relerence Alog T 610g Z A B T9 elus ter e 

NGC 2243 M67 0.031 . -0·57 -0.145 -0.044 5.0 

NGC 2243 NGC 188 0.049 -0.46 -0.123 -0.040 5·1 
'1 

NGC 2420 H67 0.041' -0.37 -0.152 -0~048 3·9 
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~9 GI 

M 67 h;~ [Fe/H] = -0.13 relative to the Hyades. Intermediate band (DDO) 

photometry of the Hyades giants gives cyanogen strength indices with a 

mean excess SCN = 0~06 (McClure & van den Bergh, 1968; Demarque & 

McClure, 1973) while Janes (1974) a.vi.ct Osbourne (1974) obtain SCN= 0~103 

for M 67. McClure & Osbourne (1974) quotes a calibration of this index 

by Janes who obtains [Fe/H] = 4.5ScN -0.2, where[Fe/H] is given relative 

to the .sun. This implies an abundance for the Hyades, relative to the suri. 

of [Fe/H] = 0.07, an unacceptably low figure in view of the results of the 

recent determinations mentioned in secti'on 6. The present adopted abundance 

for the Hyades, [Fe/H] = G.24 rela'tive to the sun, indicates that a 

calibration [Fe/HJ = 4.5 ~CN -0.03 is more appropriate. Irrespective of the 

zero-point, Janes' calibration gives for M67 an abundance relative to the 

Hyades of [Fe/H] = -0.135 in excellent agreement with that derived from 

the results of Barry & Cromwell. 

Demarque &·McClure (1973) quote unpublished results by McClure 

who obtains SCN = 0.00 for giants in NGC 188. A solar abundance is therefore 

adopted in Table V(a). For NGC 2420 the reanalysis of the UBV photometry 

given by MFG which was performed in section 6 gives a mean S (U-B) 0• 6 = 0~095 

in agreement with the mean of the values for giants and dwarfs obtained by 

MFG. Their cyanogen-strength excess S CN = -or:1o6 implies (Fe/H]= -0.54 

relative to the Hyades while Alexander's calibration of s; (U-B) 0 . 6 gives an 

abundance relative to the Hyades of [Fe/H] = -0.44. The mean value adopted 

by MFG, (Fe/H] = -0.5 relative to the Hyades, is therefore accepted here; 

after correction for the Hyades abundance a value [Fe/H] = -0.26 relative 

to the sun is given in Table V(a). 

~rt should be noted that spectrum-scanner studies by Spinrad & 

Taylor (1969) and by Spinrad, Greenstein, Taylor & King (1970) are 

interpreted by these workers as indicating that M67 a.nd.NGC 188 are "Super 

.;29 GI 

M 67 h;~ [pa/E] == -0.13 relative to the Hyades. Intermediate band (DDO) 

photometry of the Hyades giants gives cyanogen strength indices with a 

mean excess SCN = 0n;06 (NcClure & van den Bergh, 1968; Demarque & 

NcClure, 1973) while Janes (1974) CL"ld Osbourne (1974) obtain S CN", 0~!03 

for 1'1 67. McClure & Osbourne (1974) quotes a calibration of tnis index 

by Janes who obtains [Fe/H] '" 4.5S CN -0.2, where [Fe/H] is given relative 

to the .sun. This implies an abundance for the Hyades, relative to the suri 

of [Fe/H] == 0.07, an unacceptably low fi{sl.lre in vim-l of the resul ts of the 

recent determinations mentioned in secti~n 6. The present adopted abundance 

for the Hyades, [Fe/H] == G.24 rela~ive to the sun, indicates that a 

calibration C"'e/H] == 4.5 ~CN -0.03 is more appropriate. Irrespective of the 

zero-point, Janes' calibration gives for M67 an abundance relative to the 

Hyades of [Fe/H] "" -0.135 in excellent agreement with that derived from 

the results of Barry & Cromwell. 

De marque &. i'1cClure (1973) quote unpublished results by McClure 

who obtains SCN '" 0.00 for giants in NGC 188. A solar abundance is therefore 

adopted in Table V(a). For NGC 2420 the reanalysis of the UBV photometry 

given by MFG ;.:hich was performed in section 6 gives a mean S (U-B)0.6 = 0n;095 

in agreement with the mean of the values for giants and dwarfs obtained by 

MFG. Their cjranogen-strength excess 8 CN "" -0~06 implies [Fe/H}: -0.54 

relative to the Hyades while Alexander's calibration of $; (U-B)0.6 gives an 

abundance relative to the Hyades of [Fe/H] '" -0.44. The mean value adopted 

by HFG, (Fe/H] == -0.5 relative to the Hyades, is therefore accepted here; 

after correction for the Hyades abundance a value [Fe/H] == -0.26 relative 

to the sun is given in Table V(a) • 

.... It should be noted that spectrum-scanner studie s by Spinrad & 

Taylor (1969) and by Spinrad, Greenstein, Taylor & King (1970) are 

interpreted by these workers as indicating that M67 and .NGC 188 are "Super 
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Meto.1-Rich", :i .• c. have abunda.nces much larger than the Hyades. Their 

·interpretation of the scanner results for field stars (Spinrad & Taylor, 

1969).have been criticised by Eggen (197lb) and more recently by Blanc-

Visiaga, Cayrel & Cayrel (1973). Furthermore all subsequent observational 

studies of M67 including the spectroscopy by Barry & - Cromwell (1974), the 

DDO photometry by Janes (1974) and Stromgren photometry by Bond & · Perry 

(1971) and by Strom, Strom & Bregman (1971) are unanimous in their 

rejection of the conclusions of Spinrad and his co-workers. Accordingly the 

metallicity estimates used here assume that the general results of wide-band 

(UBV) photometry are in fact correct. 

For each cluster comparison values of the derivatives A and B 

from Table IV were graphically interpolated according to the cluster 

characteristics in Table V(a). Differential ages were then obtained by 

assuming 

1 B C A log T
9 

= A.:6. log Te - A 6.log Z - A ~Y----(1) 

where the present estimates assume Y = 0.3 and thus !::.. Y = 0 in all cases. 

The estimated values of A and Bare given in Table V(b) together with the 

resulting age estimates for NGC 2243 and for NGC 2420 ~see section 10). 

The determinations of the derivatives inwolve considerable 

uncertainties and a single age estimate derived using (1) probably has a 

fra~tional standard error of about lofo. The observational determinations 

of log T and log Z for NGC 2243 generate additional uncertainties: if 
e 

the turnoff colour.has standard error± 01:102 and the s.e. of 8 (U-B) 0 •6 is 

01:1035 as given in section 6, the resulting fractional standard error of the 

age determination is about l~~' somewhat larger than the uncertainty 

inherent in the method. T.he age of NGC 2243 is then taken to be (5.o±o,s)x109 

years, slightly less than that of M67. 

~1etf.11-Rich", i. e. have abundfl,nces much larger than the Hyades. Their 

, interpretation of the scanner results for field stars (Spinrad & Taylor, 

1969) 'have been criticised by Eggen (1971b) and more recently by Blanc-

Visiaga, Cayrel & Cayrel (1973). Furthermore all subsequent observational 

studies of N67 including the spectroscopy by Barry & Cromwell (1974), the 

DDO photometry by Janes (1974) and stromgren photometry by Bond &. Perry 

(1971) and by Strom, Strom & Bregman (1971) are unanimous in their 

rejection of the conclusions of Spinrad and his co-workers. Accordingly the 

metallicity estimates used here assume that the general results of wide-band 

CUBV) photometry are in fact correct. 

For each cluster comparison values of the derivatives A and B 

from Table IV were graphically interpolated according to the cluster 

characteristics in Table v(a). Differential ages Here then obtained by 

assuming 

(1) 

where the present estimates assume Y '" 0.3 and thus /j, Y '" 0 in all cases. 

The estimated values of A and B are given in Table Y(b) together with the 

resulting age estimates for NGC 2243 and for NGC 2420 ~see section 10). 

The determinations of the derivatives inwolve conSiderable 

uncertainties and a sir-gle age estimate derived using (1) probably has a 

fractional standard error of about 1010. The observational determinations 

of log T and log Z for NGC 2243 generate additional uncertainties: if 
e 

the turnoff colour has standard error ± O~02 and the s.e. of 8. (U-B)0.6 is 

0~03S as given in section 6, the resulting fractional standard error of the 

age de termina ti on is abou t 15')t, s ome..m.a t larger than the unce rtai n ty 

inherent in the method. The age of NGC 2243 is then taken to be (S.0±0.S)Xl09 

years, slightly less than that of M67. 
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,. 
9. Distance Viodulus 2nd Location in the Galaxy 

Normal poiilts defining the main sequence of l\GC 2243 are listed in 

columns l and 2 of Table VI. These were derived from curves drawn by 

eye through the ridge line of the upper main sequence in Fig.l, smoothly 

extrapolated along the subgiant branch to the points near V =15~9, 

m d B-V = 0.7 an along the lower main sequence to the mean of the two faintest 

photoelectric standards. Because of these extrapolations the first two 

and the last points in Table VI are probably unreliable. 

Attempts to correct these points individually for the deblanketing 

effects of metal deficiency produce considerable distortion of the 

resulting sequences owing to the rapid variations of the e.,ruillotine and 

blanketing effects with colour. Mean blanketing corrections A(B-V) == d~lO 
. m 

and.6 V = -0.04 were therefore applied in deriving the unreddened, blanketing-

free points in columns 3 and 4 of Table VI. As a result the turnoff colour 

in column 4 is significantly redder than that given in Table V(a). The 

points in columns 3 and 4 were then compared with the standard ZAMS (Eggen, 

1965) to give the values of (V - M ) and M listed in columns 5 and 6 o,c v v 

and plotted in Fig. 3, the evolutionary deviation diagram. Those points 

considered to be unreliable are indicated in Fig. 3 by crosses. 

An evolutionary deviation curve derived from the DG isochrones 

is tabulated by MFG; this may be fitted to the points in Fig. 3 in two 

ways. The points derived from the main sequence above the HEP in Fig.l 

yield a distance modulus (ni-M) = 121!193 while those from below the 
0 

discontinuity give (m-M)
0 

= 12~63. The dashed line in Fig.3 shows the 

location of this theoretical curve fitted with the latter distance 

modulus. Evidently the main sequence gap in Fig. 1 is much less well 

developed than that shown by the models used in constructing the isochrone 

from which this evolutionary deviation curve was derived. 

9. 
\ 

Normal points defining the rn,.:;,in sequence of NGC 2243 are listed in 

columns 1 CL'1d 2 of Table VI. These 1r/ere derived from curve s drawn by 

eye through the ridge line of the upper T.lain sequence in Fig.l, smoothly 

extrapolated along the sQbgiant branch to the points near V - l5~9, 

m B-V = 0:7 and along the lower main sequence to the mean of the two faintest 

photoelectric standards. Because of these extrapolations the first hlO 

and the last points in Table VI ru:e probably unreliable. 

Attempts to correct these points individually for the deblanketing 

effects of metal deficiency produce considerable distortion of the 

resulting sequences owing to the rapid variations of the guillotine and 

blanketing effects wi th colour. l'jean blanketing corrections A(B-V) "" d~lO 
, m 

andA'l ':: -0.04 .. 'ere therefore applied in deriving the unreddened, blanketing-

free pOints in columns 3 and 4 of Table VI. As a result the turnoff colour 

in column 4 is significantly redder than that given in Table V(a). The 

points in columns 3 and 4 were then compared with the standard ZAHS (Eggen, 

1965) to give the values of (V - M ) and M listed in columns 5 and 6 o,c v v 

and plotted in Fig. 3, the evolutionary deviation diagram. Those points 

considered to be ~'1reliable are indicated in Fig. 3 by crosses. 

An evolutionary deviation curve derived from the DG isochrones 

is tabulated by MFGj this may be fitted to the points in Fig. 3 in two 

ways. The points derived from the main sequence above the REP in Fig.l 

yield a distance modulus (llf-H) 12r:93 '>"hile those from below the 
o 

discontinuity give (m-M)o ",," 12~63. The dashed line in Fig.3 ShO'IS the 

location of this theoretical curve fitted with the latter distance 

modulus. Evidently the main sequence gap in Fig. I is much less well 

developed than that sho~n by the models used in constructing the isochrone 

from which this evolutionary deviation curve was derived. 
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Table Vl 

Normal Points in l!JGC 2243 

v (:s~v) v (B-V) (V - M ) M o,c o,c o,c v v 

18.00: o. 65: 17. 76 o. 69 12.49 5.27 

i7.50: 0.57: 17. 24 0.61 12.42 4.82 

27.00 0.49 16.76 0.53 12.46 4.30 

16. 70 0.46 16.46 0.50 12.36 4.10 

16.50 0.46 16. 26 0.50 12.16 4.10 

16.20 0.48 15.96 0.52 11. 73 4.23 

16.08 0.51 15.83 o. 55 11.38 4.45 

16.05 0.45. 15.81 0.49 11. 76 4.05 

15.90 0.47 15. 66 0.51 ll.49 4.17 

15.80 0.49 15.56 . 0.53 11. 26 4.30 

15.75 0.52 15.50 0\56 11.00 4.50 

15.70 0.58 15.44 0.62 10.57 4.87 

15.80: o.67: 15.56 0.71 10.18 5.38 

Table Vl 

Normal Points in lfuC 2243 

V (B~V) V (B-V) (V - M ) }VI 
o,e o,e o,c v v 

18.00: 0.65: 17.76 0.69 12.49 5.27 

i7.50: 0.57: 17.24 0.61 12.42 4.82 

17. 00 0.49 16.76 0.53 12.46 4.30 

16.70 0.46 16.46 0.50 12.36 4.10 

16.50 0.46 16.26 0.50 12.16 4.10 

16.20 0.48 15.96 0.52 11. 73 4.23 

16.08 0.51 15.83 0.55 11.38 4.45 

16.05 0.45 . 15.81 0.49 11.76 4.05 

15.90 0.47 15.66 0.51 11.49 4.17 

15.80 0.49 15.56 ·0.53 11. 26 4.30 

15.75 0.52 15.50 0".56 11.00 4.50 

15.70 0.58 15.44 0.62 10.57 4.87 

15.80: 0.67: 15.56 0.71 10.18 5.38 
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Table Vll 

0 
Evolutionary Deviation Curve: 5x1o'J~, y == 0.30, z = 0.01 

I· 
! 

L'.\M M (ZJu"lS) v 

0.06 I 5.41 

0.13 5.17 
I 

1 
0.19 4.96 

I ; 

I 
0.24 4.71 

0.36 4.50 f 
. ~ 

I 
0.45 4.39 I 

I 
I 

0 .57 4.29 I 

I 0~67 4.25 I 

0.93 4.21 t 
! 
I 
l 

1.18 4.29 I 
1.68 4.50 ! 
1.86 4.71 I 
2.16 4.96 

l . 
I 

2.52 5.17 I 

I 
2.66 5.41 ' I 
2.88 ' 5 .61 l 

' I 

3 .11 5.84 I 
_J 

Table Vll 

. G 

Evolutionary Deviation Curve: 5xlO;.!:!, Y:: 0.30, Z:= 0.01 

0.13 5.17 
! 
J 

0.19 4.96 ! 
i 
i 

0.24 4.71 

I 
0.36 4.50 I 

I 
I 

0.45 4.39 I 
; 

0.57 4·29 
I 

I 0.67 4.25 I 

i 
0.93 4.21 

, 
I 
! 

1.18 4.29 ! 
1.68 4·50 

I 
I 

1.86 4.71 
I , , 
i 

2.16 4.96 
! , 
I 

2·52 5.17 ! 
! 
r 
I 

2.66 5.41 
I 

! 
2.88 ' 5.61 I 

3.11 
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Fig. 3. The evolutionary deviation curve of NGC 2243 derived from the normal 

points in Table VI. The broken curve is the theoretical evolutionary 

deviation curve from MFG shown with (m-M) = 12~63. The continuous c~rve 
0 

is derived from an isochrone by FIB and is shown fitted with (m-M) =12~85. 
0 
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Fig. 3. The evolutionary deviation curve of NGG 2243 derived from the normal 

points in Table VI. The broken curve is the theoretical evolutionary 

deviation curve from MFG shown with (m-M) = l2~63. The continuous c~rve 
o 

is derived from an isochrone by Jill and is shown fitted with (m-M) =12~85. 
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36 

10. Uncertainties :in the ZAIV:S luminosity 

In their determination of the distance modulus of NGC 2420 EFG 

apply a correction of 0~4 to allow for the depression of the main sequence 

luminosity with reduced heavy element abundance which is uniformly 

predicted by theoretical investigations. This effect is discussed by 

Faulkner (1967) and by Cayrel (1968); MFG derive their correction from 

theoretical main sequences computed for values of Z between 0.06 and 0.01 

by Demarque and Gisler. The corresponding correction for NGC 2243, 

assuming a Hyades abundance Z = 0.035 (Z0 = 0.02, Hyades [Fe/HJ = 0.24 

relative to the sun) is about 0~8. The corrected distance modulus would 

make the mean absolute magnitude of the horizontal branch in NGC 2243 

M ....., 1~7, fainter than any other known (Cannon, 1970). The distance 
v 

modulus derived by MFG for NGC 2420, adjusted for the higher Hyades 

abundance adopted here, makes the absolute magnitude of the horizontal 

branch M -1~1); the resulting suggestion of a downward trend of horizontal 
v 

branch lwninosi ty with decreasing metal abundance would have .alarmine; 

implications if extrapolated to the great globulars. 

In a study of the old disk stars in the solar neighbourhood 

Eggen (1973) has shown that while very metal deficient stars are indeed 

underluminous by about a magnitude in the (M, 1 R -I) plane, unevolved 
. . 00 ' 

stars with z>~oos lie along a main sequence locus indistinguishable from 

that of the Hyades. This is true also of the main sequences of the 

61 Cygni, Wolf 640 and Arcturus moving groups which have ultraviolet 

excesses b(U-B) 6 = d~075, 0~065 and 0~11 respectively. NGC 2243 has 
o. 

S(U-B) 0• 6 = cf.15 and it is therefore reassuring to note that the main 

sequence of the 6 Puppis group which has S (U-B) 0_6 = 0~17 coincides with 

that of the Arcturus group in the (Mbol, R -I) plane (Eggen, 197lb). The 

use of (R-I) colour_s in this context is particularly convenient because 

10. 

36 

In their determination of the distance modulus of NCG 2420 r{[i'G 

apply a correc tion of 0~4 to allow for the depression of the main sequence 

luminosity with reduced heavy element abundance which is uniformly 

predicted by theoretical investigations. This effect is discussed by 

Faulkner (1967) and by Gayrel (1968); ~1FG derive their correction from 

theoretical main sequences computed for values of Z between 0.06 and 0.01 

by Demarque and Gisler. The corresponding correction for NGG 2243, 

assuming a Hyades abundance Z '" 0.035 (Z(:/, 0.02, Hyades [Fe/H] '" 0.24 

relative to the sun) is about 0:8. The corrected distance modulus would 

make the mean absolute magnitude of the horizontal branch in NGG 2243 

M "V 1~7, fainter than any other known (Cannon, 1970). The distance v . 

modulus derived by MFG for NGC 2420, adjusted for the higher Hyades 

abundance adopted here, makes the absolute magnitude of the horizontal 

branch M · .... .rl~!3; the resulting suggestion of a dov.'l1ward trend of horizontal 
v 

branch lwninosi ty wi th decreasing metal abundance would have ,alarmine 

implications if extrapolated.to the great globulars. 

In a study of the old disk stars in the solar neighbourhood 

Eggen (1973) has shown that while very metal deficient stars are indeed 

underluminous by about a magnitude in the (K 1 R -I) plane I unevolved 
. . 00 , 

s'tars wi th Z> cr.008 lie along a main sequence locus indistinguishable f:tom 

tha t of the Hyades. This is true also of the main sequences of the 

61 Cygni, ItJolf 640 and Arcturus moving groups whi eh have ul travi olet 

excesses S(U-B) 6 = d~075, 0~065 and O~ll respectively. NGG 2243 has o. 

S(U-B)0.6 g if:l5 and it is therefore reassuring to note that the main 

sequence of the ~ Puppis group which has S (U-B)O.6 ~ 0~17 coincides with 

that of the Arcturus group in the (I>lbol , R -I) plane (Eggen, 1971b). The 

use of (R-1) colour_s in this context is particularly convenient because 
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they nre essentially unaffected by blanketine and therefore provide a 

measure of log T without the complications attendant upon the use of e 

blanketing corrections in B-V. Eggen derives an ultraviolet excess 

,,6. (U-B) in the (U-B, R-I) plane which is closely analogous to the blanketing 

correction Ll (U-B) tabulated by Wildey et al. (1962). Their values for 
IV\ 

B-V = 0.60 indicate that, to a good approximation, ~(U-B) 0 • 6 = 0.53i1(U-B). 

The smallest ultraviolet excess for which Eggen finds a significant luminosity 

deficiency is i~(U-B) = 07'23 which would appear to correspond to S (U-B) 0 •6 = 
m 

0.12. The star in question (-24°17814A) is rather red but this result serves 

to emphasise the fact that there is no reason to assume that the transition 

between Hyades-like and subdwarf-like luminosities must occur at a consistent 

value of 8 (U-B) 0•6• Thus, while the .observational evidence suggests that the 

distance moduli of NGC 2243 and NGC 2420 should be left _uncorrected for 

abundance-dependent luminosity effects, the results must be resarded with some 

caut.ion. 

The reason for the lack of a correlation between the main sequence 

luminosity deficiency and the heavy element abundance derived from the ultra-

violet excess is entirely unclear. Eggen (1973) suggests that the range in 

S (U-B) observed among disk stars may be generated by variations in micro-

turbulence in stellar atmospheres. On this assumption a population of homogeneous 

composition might include "pseudo-metal-rich" stars such as the Hyade~, With 

large microturbulent velocities and small ultraviolet excesses together with 

stars like the members of NGC 2243 and the cr- Puppis group with exceptionally 

low microturbulence and correspondingly high u1 traviolet ex.cesses. 

\./i thout entering this controversial field it may be remarked that 

the metal abundance differences found by Griffin (1969) in analyses of high-

they nre essentially unaffected by blanketing and therefore provide a 

measure of log T \{ithout the complications attendant upon the use of e 

blanketins' corrections in D-V. Eggen derives an ul traviolet excess 

b (U-B) in the (U-B I R-I) plane which is closely analogous to the blanketing 

correction L'l (U-B) tabulated by Wildey et ale (1962). Their values for 

"" B-V .. 0.60 indicate that, to a good approximation, ~(U-B)0.6 = 0.53l1(U-B). 

The smallest ul traviolet excess for \-/hich EgGen finds a significant luminosi ty 

deficiency is i~(U-B) "" 0'::'23 which would appear to correspond to b (U-B)0.6 .. 

m 
0.12. The star in question (-24°l78l4A) is rather red but this result serves 

to emphasise the fact that there is no reason to assume that the traJlsi tion 

between Hyades-like and subdwarf-like lurninosi ties must occur at a consistent 

value of 8 (U-B)0.6" Thus, while the ,observational evidence suggests that the 

distance moduli of NGe 2243 and NGG 2420 should be left uncorrected for 

abundance-dependent luminosity effects, the results must be regarded with some 

caution. 

The reason for the lack of a correlation between the main sequence 

llli~inosity dericiency and the heavy element abundance derived from the ultra-

violet excess is entirely unclear. Eggen (1973) suggests that the range in 

S (u-n) observed among disk stars may be generated by variations in micro-

turbulence in stellar atmospheres. On this assumption a popUlation of homogeneous 

composi tion might include "pseudo-metal-rich" stat's such as the Hyade;;, wi th 

large microturbulent velocities and small ultraviolet excesses together with 

stars like the members of NGe 2243 and the cr" Puppis group Hith exceptionally 

low microturbulence and correspond ingly high ul travi olet eX,cesses. 

VIi thout entering this controversial field it may be remarked that 

the metal abundance differences found by Griffin (1969) in analyses of high-
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dispersion spectrograms of Hyades stars and Arctur~s, which results are 

presumably almost immune to the effects of microturbulence, agree we.11 

with the abundance differences derived from the ultraviolet excesses of 

the Hyades cluster and the Arcturus group. Photoelectric measures of weak 

lines in Hyades stars by Nissen (1970) also indicate that this cluster 

does not owe its low ultraviolet excess to the effects of microturbulence. 

An alternative hyppthesis put forward by Eggen postulates a 

variation in \heliUiT. abundance among disk stars sufficient to offset the 

effects of the range in heavy-element abundances. For example Faulker 

(1967) gives a quasi-homology relation which implies that 

Log 1 = 2.67 log(X+0.4) +0.455 log(Z+0.01)+ Const --------(2) 

A constant main sequence luminosity can then be maintained in the face 

of variations in Z from, eg, 0.03 to 0.006 if Y is simultaneously reduced 

from a conventional O. 30 to 0.15. However the guillotining effect of the 

constant 0.01 in the second RHS term in (2) limits the excursions of the 

main sequence, for constant Y, to about orr;7 which is probably inadequate 

to explain the observed luminosity deficiency of the extreme subdwarfs • 

. Against the suggested variation in Y must be set the evidence of 

globular cluster studies which imply a primeval helium abundance around 

Y = 0.3 (Sandage, 1970). Although Koester & · Weidemann(l973) suggest 

that the Hyades have Y = 0.36 the general agreement between the globular 

cluster helium abundances and those few available for solar neighbourhood 

stars argues against the existence of the degree of variation required. 

There is thus little hope for a clarification of the problem of 

whether or not the distance modulus of NGC 2243 has been overestimated. 

The observational evidence indicates that the result derived in the 

previous section is correct in the present circumstances and that the 

adjustment of the distance modulus of NGC 2420 by MFG is unnecessary. The 

dispersion spectrograms of Hyades sta.rs and Arcturus I which .re~ul ts are 

presumably almost immune to the effects of mic:coturbulence, agree 'vlell 

Vlith th8 abundance differences derived from the ultraviolet excesses of 

the Hyades cluster and the Arcturus bTOUP. Photoelectric measures of weak 

lines in Hyades stars by Nissen (1970) also indicate that this cluster 

does not owe its low ultraviolet excess to the effects of microturbulence. 

An 0.1 ternative hyppthesis put forward by Eggen postulates a 

variation in \helilli~ abundance among disk stars sufficient to offset the 

·effects of the range in heavy-element abundances. For example Faulker 

(1967) gives a quasi-homology relation which implies that 

Log L • 2.67 log(X+0.4) +0.455 log(Z+O.Ol)+ Const --------(2) 

A constant main sequence luminosity can then be maintained in the face 

of variations in Z from, eg, 0.03 to 0.006 if Y is simultaneously reduced 

from a conventional 0.30 to 0.15. HO'v18ver the guillotining effect of the 

constant 0.01 in the second RHS term in (2) limits the excursions of the 

main sequence, for constant Y, to abou t 0~7 ,.hich is probably inadequate 

to explain the observed luminosity deficiency of the extreme subdwarfs • 

. Against the suggested variation in Y must be set the evidence of 

globular cluster studies which imply a primeval helium abundance around 

Y = 0.3 (Sandage, 1970). Although Koester &' Weidemann(1973) suggest 

tho. t the Hyades have Y '" 0.36 the general agreement behmen ti1e globular 

cluster helium abundances and those fe,v available for solar neighbourhood 

stars argues against the existence of the degree of variation required. 

There is thus little hope for a clarification of the problem of 

whether or not the distance modulus ofNGC 2243 has been overestimated. 

The observational evidence indicates that the result derived in the 

previous section is correct in the present circumstances and that the 

adjustment of the distance modulus of NGC 2420 by]\WG is unnecessary. The 
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39 

/ 

revised distance modulus for that cluster is (m-M) = llr~8 in good 
0 

agreer:wnt with the value (m-M) = 12~0 derived by MFG from intermediate 
. 0 

band (DDO) photometry of the _giants.· 

The assumption _of a constant mf?.in sequence location in the 

(Mbol' log Te) plane, independent of Z, leqds to complications in the use 

of luminosity-based age determinations. The blue edges of the HEP 

discontinuities in the DG isochrones for Z "' 0.01 and Y = O. 30 satisfy 

log Te = 0.~24 Mbol -0.526 ---~-------(3) 

which may be adjusted for variations in .Z by means of the relationship 

between log T
9

, !\
01

, log Z and Y given by HB. The latter used . 

isochrones exhibiting no REP discontinuity but differential application 

of their results to the relation (3) gives, for Z = 0.006, Y = 0.30 

log Te = 0.338 Mbol - 0.543 ------- (4) 

The blue edge of the gap in the main seq_uence of NGC 2243 lies 

m m 
at V = 16.05, B-V = 0.45. The adopted reddening and ultraviolet excess and 

the Bolometric Corrections of Schlesinger ( 1969) give Mbol = 15~83. If 

(m-M) = 12~85 the absolute bolometric magnitude of the turnoff, defined 
0 

. . m 
as above, is Mbol = 2.9. Substitution in (4) gives an age 2.7 x 109 years, 

far smaller than the value deduced from the turnoff colour. 

If metal abundance variations are constrained to affect only 

the shape of the evolved main seq_uence but not the location of the ZAMS 

in the (l\
01 

log Te) plane it appears logical (if naive) to adjust the 
' 

isochrones used in obtaining (3) and (4) to the standard ZAMS before 

deriving these expressions. The eq_uivalent effect can be obtained by 

using the "corrected" modulus of NGC 2243, (m-M)
0 

= 12~0 to derive the 

cluster age using (4). The resulting turnoff magnitude Mbol = 3~7 gives 

an age of 5.1 x 109 years in excellent agreement with that derived in Section 8. 

39 

/ 

revised distn.hce modulus for thn.t cluster is (m-II1) == llr~B in good 
o 

agreer:lcnt wi th the value (m-H) '" 12~O derived by l1FG from intermediate 
. 0 

band (DDO) photometry of the giants .. 

The n.s5umption of a constant r:lStin sequence location in the 

0\01' log Te) plano, independent of Z, 1eqds to complications in the use 

of luminosity-based age determinations. The blue edges of the REP 

discontinui ties in the DG isochrones for Z '" 0.01 and Y =: 0.30 satisfy 

log Te 0.~24 ~L 1 -0.526 ---~-------(3) 
bO 

which may be adjusted for variations in ,Z by means of the relationship 

between log T
9
, f1

bol
' log Z and Y givnn by lIB. The latter used. 

isochrones exhibiting no REP discontinuity but differential application 

of their results to the relation (3) gives, for Z '" 0.006, Y := 0.30 

log Te = 0.338 Mbol - 0·543 ------- (4) 

The blue edge of the gap in the main sequence of NGC 2243 lies 

at V 16~05, B-V '" 0~45. The adopted reddening and ultraviolet excess and 

the Bolometric Corrections of Schlesinger (1969) give M
bol 

== 15~83. If 

(m-M) '" i2;S5 the absolute bolometric magnitude of the turnoff, defined 
o 

, . m 
as above, is Hbol '" 2.9. Substitution in (4) gives an age 2.7 x 109 years, 

far smaller than the value deduced from the turnoff colour. 

If metal abundance variations are constrained to affect only 

the shape of the evolved main sequence but not the location of the ZAMS 

in the (M
bol 

log Te) plane it appears logical (if .naive) to adjust the , 
isochrones used in obtaining (3) and (4) to the standard ZAJ'vIS before 

deriving these expressions. The equivalent effect can be obtained by 

using the·"corrected" modulus of NGC 2243, (m-M)o '" 12~0 to derive the 

cluster age using (4). The resulting turnoff magnitude f1
bol

::::: 3~7 gives 

an age of 5.1 x 109 years in excellent agreement wi,th that derived in Section 8. 

I . 
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No account has been taken of the effects of differences in heliuin abundance 

from cluster to cluster which may well be substantial .if Egc;·en 1 s second 

surrgested explanation for the absence of Z-dependent main-sequence variations 

is correct. 

A realistic overall discussion of this 

proble;n will not be possible until consistent sets of isochrones have been 

computed for suitably wide ranges in Y and Z so that improved versions of 

the quasi-homology relation (2) can be derived. It does not appear useful, in 

the meantime, to attempt to refine further the age estL~ates obtained in this 

and other discussions of old open clusters. Such an attempt should await a 

convincing explanation of the constancy of the observed main sequence location~ 

No account has been taken of the effects of difl~erences in heliuill abund2J'lee 

from cluster to cluster "'Thieh may well be substantial ,if Egt~en I s second 

SU/2:8;ested explanation for the absence of Z-dependent main-sequence varia ti ons 

is correct. 

A realistic overall discussiort o.f this 

problem will not be possible until consistent sets of isochrones have been 

co:nputed for suitably wide .tanges in Y and Z so that improved versions of 

the quasi-homology relation (2) can be derived. I.t does not appear useful, in 

the meantime, to attempt to refine further the age estimates obtained in this 

and other discussions of old open clusters. Such Em attempt should awai t a 

convincing; explanation of the constancy of the observed main sequence location; 
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11. Discu s;,i on 

The observational properties of NGC 2243 are discussed below with 

emphasis on their relation to results for other clusters and on comparisons 
/ . 

with stellar evolution theory. It should be recognised that the deduced 

properties of this cluster have large uncertainties. Particularly critical 

is the ultraviolet excess which affects the estimates of reddening and 

distance modulus. The uncertainties in the physical theory upon which many 

of the results are based have been stressed in the relevant sections, above. 

(1) 

[ye/H] 

NGC 2243 has ultraviolet excess S(U-B) 006 cf.115 ±0~035 which implies 

= -0.46 relative to the Sun. The cluster is in this respect similar 

to the globular clusters NGC 6981 (Dickens, 1972) and NGC 6723 (Menzies, 1974). 

The absence of the blue horizontal branch and RR Lyrae variables present in 

these systems is presumably a consequence of the much lower age of NGC 2243. 

The correspondingly larger mass of the evolved cluster members confines them 

to the red end of the horizontal branch during the core helium-burning phase 

of their evolution (Gross, 1973; Demarque & Mengel, 1971). 

(2) NGC 2243 appears to lie about 1100 parsecs from the galactic plane, 

further than any other known open cluster. In this respect also, it suggests 

a condition intermediate between the open and globular clusters. The open 

clusters with distances from the galactic plane (/z/) most similar to that 

of NGC 2243 are NGC 2420 (/z/ = 800 pc if the distance modulus is revised as 

suggested in the previous section) which also has a large ultraviolet excess 

and a low heavy element content, Melotte 66 (Hawarden, 1974c) at /z/ - 1 kpc, 

also exceptionally metal pbor, and NGC 6791 for which Kinman (1965) derives 

/z/ = 970 pc. While Kinman suggests .that this cluster may be metal poor, the 

scanner results of Spinrad & Taylor ( 1971) give [Fe/HJ = 0.7 relative to 

the sun. More detailed analyses of NGC 6791 would be most valuable. 

ll. 

The observational propertics of NGC 2243 are discussed beloH wi.th 

emphasis on their reID. tion to resul ts for other clus ters and on comparisor,3 
~ . 

\.Ji th stellar evblu tion theory. I t should be recogni~ed that the deduced 

properties of this cluster have large uncertainties. Particularly critical 

is the ultraviolet excess which affects the estimates of reddening and 

distance modulus. The uncertainties in the physical theory upon which ffi3.ny 

of the results are based have been stressed in the relevant sections, above. 

(1) 

[!e/H] 

NGe 2243 has .ultraviolet excess 8(U-B)0.6 = 0r;;15 ±0r;;035 \olhich implies 

= -0.46 relative to the Sun. The cluster is in this respect similar 

to the globular clusters :t--lGC 6981 (Dickens, 1972) and NGe 67 23 (~1enzies, 1974). 

The absence of the blue horizontal branch and RR Lyrae variables present in 

these systems is presumably a consequence of the much lower age of NGC 2243. 

The correspondingly larger mass of the evolved cluster members confines them 

to the red end of; the horizontal branch during the core helium-burning phase 

of their evolution (Gross, 1973; Demarque & Mengel, 1971). 

(2) NGe 2243 appears to lie about 1100 parsecs from the galactic plane, 

further than any other known open cluster. In this respect also, it suggests 

a condition intermediate between the open and globular clusters. The open 

clusters with distances from the galactic plane (/Z/) most similar to that 

of NGG 2243 are NGe 2420 (/Z/ "'" 800 pc if the distance modulus is revised as 

suggested in the previous section) which also has a large ultraviolet excess 

and a loV! heavy element content, Melotte 66 (Hawarden, 1974c) at /z/ '" 1 kpc, 

also exceptionally metal pbor, and NGG 6791 for which KinJnan (1965) derives 

/z/ == 970 pc. \wile Kinman suggests .tha t this cluster may be metal poor, the 

scannerresul ts of Spim:ad & Taylor (1971) give [Fe/H] = 0.7 relative to 

the sun. 1'10re detailed analyses of NGG 6791 would be most valuable. 
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( 3) NGC 2243 exhibits a well-defined gap in the upper rw.in sequence 

whi.ch is principally manifest as a di sc~ntinui. ty in colour. The tendency of 

the mail']. sequence in I<'ig. 1 to deviate to the red immediately "below the gap 

is universally characteristic of those theoretical isochrmes which show the 

HBP discontinuity but has nowhere before been obser:ved so clearly in a real 

cluster. The normal points for l~GC 2420 listed by i'!J.i'G show this effect but 

these workers .f'.reely adnii t that they have introduced this deviation more to 

secure agreement with the 1)redictions of theory than to represent the observed 

CE diagram. In contrast, the CM diag-.cam of M67 derived by Racine (1971) which 

is of much higher precision than Fig. 1 shows little or no discontinuity in 

colour across the gap. 

(4) The main sequence in Fig.l rises about 01!135 above the upper edge of 

the &aP• Racine (1971) finds that the correspond'ing segment of the main 

sequence in M67 has a height~ M ,..., 01;5 which suggests a downward trend of~ M 

with decreasing z. This is in direct contradiction with the thenretical 

predictions of Demarque & Heasely (1971) who find that D.M should decrease 

with increasing z. However the results in NOC 2243, in M67 and ·in 11elotte 66 

(Hawarden, 1975b) are in excellent agreement with new model computations by 

M.J.Prather and P.Demarque (1974, Preprint) who include allowance for the 

effect of mi~ing by convective overshoot at the boundary of the core. The 

resulting admi~ture of hydrogen-rich material substantially prolongs the 

duration of core hydrogen-burning so that the post-HEP segment of t'he main 

sequence is considerably reduced~ Further~oie their isochrones for Y=0.25, 

Z=0.02 now exhibit significant gaps at ages up to 9 x io9 years which 

removes the necessity for invoking a high helium abundance to explain the . 

presence of a gap in NGC 2243 (Y>0.35 if DG results are used~. 

1·~v"C 22l2, ,-,-rh.l' b'; -;-,8 a '·,'ell-def-il1ea' ga._ . . -:'. in '-\-e u T '8 ~ -c~ " ,./ .... JW ~ __. _., '" ~ L.! ~r;J: . . ,,,,-,,In sequence 

which is .principally manifest as a disc_ntinuity in colou=. The tendency of 

the mail! sequence in 1'1.g. 1 to clevia te to -:he red immediately belm" the g'dp 

is ul1iV'ersa,lly cha:;:-J.cteristic of those theoretical isochrc)!,]8s which ShOi-l the 

REP discontinuity but has nOHhcre before been observed so clearly in a real 

cluster. The normal paints for fJGC 2420 listed by i"!}"G shol'; this effect but 

these workers l~reely admi t that they have introduced this devia tioY! more to 

secure aereement wi th the predictions of theory than to represent the observed 

eli! diagraHl. In contrast, the Cl1 diag-ram of M67 derived by Racine (1971) which 

is of much higher preCision than Fig. 1 shm'Is li ttle or no discontirlui ty in 

colour across the gap. 

The main sequence in Fig.l rises m about 0.35 above the upper edge of 

the gap. Racine (1971) finds that the correspond"ing segment of the main 

sequence in M67 has a height Ll M "" O~5 which suggests a dovmward t::::'end of..:::'J, l'1 

wi th decreasing Z. Thi sis indirect con tradi cti on with the thenretical 

predictions of Derr,arque & Heasely (1971) who find that t;:,.H should decrease 

\-ri th increasing Z. Hmvever the results in NGG 2243, in IvI67 and in Melotte 66 

(Hawarden, 1975b) are in excellent agreement with new model computations by 

M.J.Prather and P.Demarque (1974, Preprint) who include allowance for the 

effect of mi~ing by convective overshoot at the boundary of the core. The 

resulting admi~ture of hydrogen-rich material substantially prolongs the 

duration of core hydrogen-burning so that the post-HEP segment of t'he main 

sequence is considerably reduced. Further~o~e their isochrones for 1=0.25, 

Z",0.02 now exhibit significant gaps at ages up to 9 x 109 years which 

removes the necessity for invoking a high helium abundance to explain the 

presence of a gap in NGG 2243 (y > 0.35 if DG resul ts are used ~. 
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(5) The probable existence of a loose grouping of subgiants at the base 

of the rising eiant branch in Fig. 1 was demonstrated in section 4. The~e 

stars have mostly been measured on several plates and the apparent colour 

dispersion of the upper main sequence therefore suggests that their spread of 

about 0~2 in B-V is real. A similar spread ~s shown by the photoelectric 

results of Eggen & Sandage (1969) for corresponding stars in NGC 188 but no 

such scatter is apparent in the CM diagrams of ~fi67 (Racine, 1971) or NGC 2420. 

Current evolutionary theories offer no obvious explanation for such a scatter. 

Further and more detailed study of NGC 2243 is very desirable. 

Intermediate band photometry of giants on the DDO system would be especially 

valuable as a check on the very low heavy element abundance implied by the 

ultraviolet excess derived here. UBV photometry of additional main sequence 

stars and better definition of the lower main sequence is also urgently needed 

to confirm or improve the present results. Radial velocities of the brighter 

cluster members will improve the definition of the gia.YJ. t branch in the CM 

diagram and provide information about the kinematic properties o~ the cluster 

which are completely unknown at present. Segregation of members by proper 

motions cannot be achieved at present as no suitable first epoch plates are 

available. It nonetheless appears certain that this cluster will handsomely 

repay further investigation. 

(5) The probable existence of a loose grouping of subgiants at the bEl-se 

of the rising [Siant branch in Fig. 1 was demonstrated in section 4. rr'he.,:.e 

stars have mostly been measured on several plc.tes and the apparent colour 

dispersion of the upper main sequence therefore suggests that their spread of 

about O~2 in B-V is real. it simi lar spread is showTI by the photoelectric 

resul ts of EGGen & Sandage (1969) for corresponding stars in NGe 188 but no 

such scatter is apparent in the CN diagrams of r'i67 (Racine, 1971) or NGC 2420. 

Current evolutionary theories offer no obvious explanation for such a scatter. 

Further and more detailed study of NGC 2243 is very desirable. 

In termedia te band photometry of giants on the DDO system ,,/Ould be especislly 

valuable as a check on the very low heavy element abundance implied by the 

ultraviolet excess derived here. UEV photometry of additional main sequence 

stars and better defini tion of the Imler main sequence is also urgently needed 

to confirm or improve the present results. Radial velocities of the brighter 

clus ter members will improve the defini tion of the gia.'1t branch in the CIv! 

diagram and provide information about the kinematic properties o~ the cluster 

which are completely unknown at present. Segregation of members by proper 

motions carmot be achieved at present as no suitable first epoch plates are 

available. It nonetheless appears certain that this cluster Hill handsomely 

repay further investigation. 
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TEE OLD OPEN CLUSTER I'·lEL0rTE 66 

by 

T. G. Hawarden 

South African Astronomical Observatory 

P 0 Box 9 

Observatory 7935 

Cape 

Sou th Africa 

Summary 

Photoelectric UBV and photographic BV photometry of stars in and 

near the open cluster Melotte 66 shows that the cluster is probably 

exceptionally old. The CM diagram shows a long red giant branch, a 

prominent giant branch clump and a well-populated rising subgiant sequence. 

No horizontal subgiant sequence is detectable. The upper main sequence has 

a distinct gap and several blue stragglers are present. A group of bright blue 

stars may include clusters members. The red giant branch appears to be 

composed of two parallel sequences of stars, the bluer of these being 

preferentially populated by stars in the outer portions of the cluster. 

This feature is tentatively identified as an analogue of the asJmptotic 

branch in globular clusters. The 2-colour diagram indicates a small 

reddening and significant ultraviolet excess. Use is made of the colour 

difference between the main sequence turnoff and the subgiant branch in 

several clusters in an attempt to resolve uncertainties in the age and 

composition of Melotte 66. It is tentatively concluded that the cluster 

has E(B-V) = 0~17, ~ (U-B) o. 6 ,..., 01!11 and [Fe/~ tv -0. 2. A distance 

modulus (m-M) = 12~4 is derived which implies that Melotte 66 lies 750 
0 

parsecs from the galactic plane. The age of the cluster is believed to be 

about 7 x 109 years, intermediate between M67 and NGC 188. 
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Summary 

Photoelectric UBV and photographic BV photometry of stars in and 

near the open cluster Melotte 66 shows that the cluster is probably 

exceptionally old. The eM diagram shows a long red giant branch, a 

prominent giant branch clump and a well-populated rising subgiant sequence. 

No horizontal subgiant sequence is detectable. The upper main sequence has 

a distinct gap and several blue stragglers are present. A group of bright b~(e 

stars may include clusters members. The red giant branch appears to be 

composed of two parallel sequences of stars, the bluer of these being 

preferentially populated by stars in the outer portions of the cluster. 

This feature is tentatively identified as an analogue of the a8Jmptotic 

branch in globular clusters. The 2-colour diagram indicates a small 

reddening and significant ultraviolet excess. Use is made of the colour 

difference between the main sequence turnoff and the subgiant branch in 

several clusters in an attempt to resolve uncertainties in the age and 

composition of Melotte 66. It is tentatively concluded that the cluster 

has E(B-V) .... 0r:17, ~ (U-B)0.6 ...... 0:1. and (Fe/~l'V -0.2. A distance 

modulus (m-M) '" 12~4 is derived which implies that JvIelotte 66 lies 750 
0 

parsecs from the galactic plane. The age of the cluster is believed to 

about 7 x 109 years, intermediate between M67 and NGC 188. 
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I. 

l. Introduction 

h m ·· 
The open cluster Melotte 66 is located at d = 07 25.6, S= -47° 41' 

(i975) with l = 260°, b = -14°3. The cluster is no. 739 in the catalogue of 

Alter, Ruprecht and Vanysek (1970). 

Eggen & Stoy (1963) obtained photographic BV photometry based· on a 

photoelectric UBV sequence reaching V = 15~3. They derived a reddening value 

E(B-V) = 0~13 and their colour~magnitude (CM) diagram, heavily contaminated by 

field stars, showed a long giant branch, typical of an old cluster. At V l"V 15m 

a narrow Hertzsprung gap seemed to occur. On the basis of these results King 

. (1964) included the cluster in a list of open clusters believed to be older 

8 than 4 x 10 years. 

A chart of the cluster appears in the Atlas of Southern Open Clusters 

(Hogg, 1965). Star counts on this chart were used to construct a contour 

diagram of star,density in the cluster vicinity which showed a density excess 

with angular diameter about 13 arc minutes. A region of 5' radius centered on 

this excess was selected together with a comparison region in the form of a ring 

of .inner radius 10' concentric with .the central region but having twice the area. 

Two plates from the material used by Eggen & Stoy, 100 minute exposures in V 

(103a D + 0 mag 301) and in B(IIa-0 + GG13) were used for an initial study. 

These plates had been taken with the Mcclean 6lcm photographic and 46cm 

photovisual refractors at the Royal Observatory, Cape (now the South African 

Astronomical Observatory). 

The Askania Iris Photometer at the S A. A . 0 was used to measure on 

these plates all uncrowded stars brighter than V = 15~5· in the selected regions. 

The measures were calibrated by means of the existing photoelectric sequence. 

A rough-and-ready subtraction method was used to correct for the effects of 

contamination by non-members in the central region. The resulting CM diagram 

showed a long giant branch extending to below the calibration limit.· A 

1. Introduction 
h m ,. 

The open cluster Helotte 66 is located at or. "" 07 25.6, S = -47 0 41' 

The cluster is no. 739 in the catalogue of 

Alter, Ruprecht and Vanysek (1970). 

Eggen & Stoy (1963) obtained photographic BV photometry based' on a 

photoelectric UEV sequence reaching V = 15~3. They derived a reddening value 

E(B-V) = 0~13 and their colour-magnitude (eM) diagram, heavily contaminated by 

field stars, showed a long giant branch, typical of an old cluster. At V;'V 15m 

a narrow Hertzsprung gap seemed to occur. On the basis of these results King 

(1964) included the cluster in a list of open clusters believed to be older 

8 
than 4 x 10 years. 

A chart of the cluster appears in the Atlas of Southern Open Clusters 

(Hogg, 1965). Star counts on this chart were used to construct a contour 

diagram of star ,density in the cluster vicinity which showed a density excess 

wi th angular diameter about 13 arc minutes. A region of 5 I radius centered on 

this excess was selected together with a comparison region in the form of a ring 

of .inner radius 10' concentric with ,the central region but having twice the area. 

Two plates from the material used by Eggen & stoy, 100 minute exposures in V 

(103a D + 0 mag 301) and in B(IIa-O + GG13) were used for an initial study. 

These plates had been taken with the McClean 61cm photographic and 46cm 

photovisual refractors at the Royal Observatory, Cape (now the South African 

Astronomical Observatory). 

The Askania Irj,s Photometer at the S A./i..O was used to measure on 

these plates all uncrowded stars brighter than V = 15~5' in the selected regions. 

The measures were calibrated by means of the existing photoelectric sequence. 

A rough-and-ready subtraction method was used to correct for the effects of 

contamination by non-members in the central region. The resulting CM diagram 

showed a long giant branch extending to below the calibration limit., A 
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prominent grouping of giants was evident at V ,v 14~5; on the CM diagram of 

Eggen cc Stoy (196)) this feature combines with the distribution of the field 

stars to present the appearance of a Hertzsprung gap. 

The original plate material included a B and aVplate, both 60 minute 

exposures taken with the Radcliffe telescope diaphragmed to 112cms. This pair 

had been used by Eggen & Stoy for "extrapolation" photometry in the original 

study. Iris measures were made of all stars in a central 3' radius area on 

these plates in order to get some idea of the nature of the fainter r'egions of 

the CM diagram. A well populated main sequence appeared at "V." = 16~3 and 

. extended beyond the limit to which enthusiasm could be permitted to extrapolate 

m 
the photoelectric calibration, somewhat fainter than "V" = 17 • 

prominent grouping of giants was evident at V.-.J 14~5 j on the eM diagram of 

Eegen c.::. Stoy (196)) this feature combines wi th the distribution of the field 

stars to present the appearance of a Hertzsprung gap. 

The original plate material included a B and a V pla te, both 60 minute 

exposures taken with the Radcliffe telescope diaphrngmed to 112cms. This pair 

had been used by Eggen & Stoy for "extrapolation" photometry in the original 

study. Iris measures were made of all stars in a central 3' radius area on 

these plates in order to ge"t some idea of the nature of the fainter r'egions of 

the eM diagram. A well populated main sequence appeared at nv"" :: 16~3 and 

extended beyond the limit to which enthusiasm could be permitted to extrapolate 

m 
the photoelectric cali bra tion,somewha t fainter than "VII = 17 • 
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2. Photoelectric Photometry 

The ori&Lnal sequence by Eggen & Stoy is inadequate for further 

study of the cluster and a new sequence has therefore been observed. The 

stars marked E6 and E7 on Plate I were tied to the UBV system by observations 

of E region stars on 4 nights in 1970 and on 4 and 5 nights respectively in 

1974• The mean results are included in Table I and have internal standard 

errors less than 0~01. No suegestion of variability has been encountered~ 

The fainter stars observed were selected to include a high proportion 

of cluster members and care was taken to include stars covering a fairly wide 

range in colour in order to facilitate the determination of the photographic 

colour equations. 

The observations were made with the Cape lOOcm and the Radcliffe 

188cm reflectors in 1970 and with the lOOcm telescope at the Sutherland 
! 

observing station of the S A A .0 in 1974. Reductions were performed using 

mean extinction coefficients for each observing site and transformations to 

the UBV system were determined for each telescope-filter~photocathode 

combination from observations of numerous E-region stars. The transformations 

for the Radcliffe equipment in 1970 were determined by Dr. P.J. Andrews while 

those applied to observations at the Cape and at Sutherland were obtained 

from observations made on a regular basi.s by all observers using the equipment. 

' The transformations are generally almost linear with small coefficients and in 

all cases are known to be stable. 

In all, 27 stars with 8~03~ V ~ 17~62 have been observed. The 

@ 

results are given in Table I. The numbering system specifies the quadrant op. 

Plate I as the first digit and the radial zone as the second. Under the heading 

11Source 11 the letters R, C and S represent observations obtained at the 

Radcliffe, Cape and Sutherland Observatories, respectively. The column "n" 

gives the number of nights on which .the star was observed. Under "Notes" the 

letters G, HB, SG or M indicate respectively that the star is believed to be a 

~ -....---~"""-.. ----------------~---~-----------------'--------

2. Ehotoelectric Photometry 

The orieinal sequence by Eggen & Stoy is inadequate for further 

study of the cluster and a new sequence has therefore been observed. The 

stars marked E6 and E7 on Plate I were tied to the UBV system by observations 

of E region stars on 4 nights in 1970 and on 4 and 5 nights respectively in 

1974. The mean results are included in Table I and have internal standard 

m errors less than 0.01. No suegestion of variability has been encountered~ 

The fainter stars observed were selected to include a high proportion 

of cluster members and care was taken to include stars covering a fairly wide 

range in colour in order to facilitate the determination of the photographic 

colour equations. 

The observations were made with the Cape 100cm and the Radcliffe 

188cm reflectors in 1970 and with the lOOcm telescope at the Sutherland 
! 

observing station of the S A A ,0 in 1974. Reductions were performed using 

mean extinction coefficients for each observing site and transformations to 

the UBV system were determined for each telescope-filter-photocathode . ' 

combination from observations of numerous E-region stars. The transformations 

for the Radcliffe equipment in 1970 were determined by Dr. P.J. Andrews while 

those applied to observations at the Cape and at Sutherland were obtained 

from observations made on a regular basis by all observers using the equipment. 

The transformationS are generally almost linear with small coefficients and in 

all cases are known to be stable. 

In all, 27 stars with 8~03~ V ~ 17~62 have been observed. The 

results are given in Table I. The numbering system specifies the quadrant op 

Plate I as the first digit and the radial zone as the second. Under the heading 

"Source" the letters R, C and S represent observations obtained at the 

Radcliffe, Cape and Sutherland Observatories, respectively. The column "n" 

gives the number of nights on .,hich ,the star was observed. Under IINotes!1 the 

letters G, HB, SG or M indicate respectively that the star is believed to be a 

. ----~~. --------_ ......... _-------------'----------------------------
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Notes to TABLE 1. 

(1) 4151 and tll52 measured together; photoeraphic meqsures of 4152 suotracted 

above. 

(2) Not used in photographic reductions. 

(3) Image double on deep plates - not used in photographic reductions 

(4) Discordant photographic results - may be variable 

(5) Smoothed (photographic) V = 14.70 

(6) "Smoothed" (photographic) V = 17.48, B-V c: 0.68 

- --.,~--~-----~----. ----

Notes to TABLB 1. 

(1) 4151 and <1152 measured together; photographic meqsures of 4152 su'otracted 

above. 

(2) Not used in photographic reductions. 

(3) Image double on deep plates - not used in photographic reductions 

(4) Discordant photographic results - may be variable 

(5) Smoothed (photogra.phic) V := 14.70 

(6) IISmoothed" (photographic) V '" 17.48, B-V z:; 0.68 
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red giant, horizontal branch ("giant clump"), subgiant or main sequence 

cluster member on the b<;lsis of its location in the CM diagram. 

Most stars in Table I were observed on only one riight and the data 

is heterogeneous so that assessment of its precision is difficult. Experience 

with the same equipment used under similar conditions on other programs 

su56ests that the s.e. of a result based on measures from a single night 

varies from m () V m m. m 0.01 in V and B-V at = 8 to "'0.03 in V and ,v 0.04 in (B-V) 

In (U-B) at V = 16m, reaching,., orr:o6 in V and,.,,. orr:o1 in (B-V) at V = 17~6. 

m the s.e. may reach 0.05 for the faintest stars observed in u. 

Notwithstanding these estimates, the photographic results for stars 

3148 and 4121 are internally consistent but deviate markedly from the mean 

photoelectric results. In the final photographic reductions "smoothed" 

values have been used. These are given in the footnote to Table I. Since 

4121 is the faintest star in the sequence and determines the location of the 

calibration curves for the last orr;3 in each colour it can be regarded as 

"Smoothed" in a: .euphemistic sense only; the use of the last orr;3 of the main 

sequence in determining distance moduli, etc. must therefore be regarded with 

suitable suspicion. 

; 

@ 

, ./ 

6 

red giant, horizontal branch ("L,riant clumpH), subgiant or main sequence 

cluster member on the b~sis of its location in the CI"i diagram. 

'Host stars in Table I \,ere observed on only one niB'ht and the data 

is heterogeneous so that assessment of its precision is difficult. Experience 

wi th the same equipment used under similar conditions on other prOl.;"Yams 

suegests that the s.e. of a result based on measures from a sinele night 

varies from O~Ol in V and (B .. V) at V = 8
ID 

to IV 0~03 in V and rV d~04 in (B-V) 

at V == 16
m

, reaching '" 0~06 in V and ;v 0~07 in (B-V) at V '" 17~6. In (U-B) 

m 
the s.e. may reach 0.05 for the faintest stars observed in U. 

NotWithstanding these estimates t the phot06Taphic results for stars 

3148 and 4121 are internally consistent but deviate markedly from the mean 

photoelectric results. In the final photographic reductions "smoothed If 

values have been used. These are given in the footnote to Table I. Since 

4121 is the faintest star in the sequence and determines the location of the 

calibration curves for the last 0~3 in each colour it can be regarded as 

m 
"smoothed!! in a, ,euphemistic sense onlYi the use of the last 0.3 of the main 

sequence in determining distance moduli, etc. must therefore be regarded wi th 

suitable suspicion. 

j 

® 
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3. Photor;raphic Photometry 

Three V plates (103aD + GG 11) and 3 B plates (103a0 + GG 13) 

have been measured for the photographic photometry. All were taken with the 

Radcliffe telescope diaphragmed to 112ctns. One V and one B plate, each 

exposed for 60 minutes, form part of the plate .material used by Eggen & Stoy 

. (1963). The remaining plates were each exposed for 45 minutes. One of these, 

a V plate taken ih g-ood seeing, is reproduced in Plate I. The three regions 

outlined thereon have boundaries at radii of 3', 5' and.7' from the adopted 

cluster centre which is believed to lie within 30" of the true centroid of 

the cluster members. Within the two inner zones all uncrowded stars. brighter 

m than v~ 17.5 were measured on the three plates in each colour. The outer 

edge of zone 3 is close to the·coma-free limit of the Radcliffe telescope 
--.....__ 

used at 112cms aperture so that small systematic effects may be present. 

The uncrowded stars in this zone were therefore measured on the two plates 

in each colour taken under the worst seeing conditions. This measurement 

vas carried out separately from that of the stars in zones 1 and 2; the 

results were separately reduced and are therefore presented in a separate 

table. 

Calibration curves were drawn by hand using different values of an 

assumed linear colour transformation coefficient. The same value of this 

colour coefficient was used for all plates of one type. Points read from these 

curves were used for computer-interpolation of magnitudes in the photographic 

system from each plate which were then averaged and corrected for the assumed 

colour equation. The corrected results were then compared with the photoelectric 

measures and the colour coefficients appropriately adjusted for the next 

attempt. The final results show no detectable dependance of the residuals 

on colour (or on magnitude); these residuals, in the sense (M -M ), are pg pe 

shown in Figure l where the open circles denote the unsmoothed residuals for 

stars 3148 and 4121. The final .. colour equation adopted for the V plates 

agrees with that applied by Menzies (1972). The photographic B magnitudes 

3. Photogra12hic Photometry 

Three V plates (103aD + GG 11) and 3 B plates (103aO + GG 13) 

have been measured for the photographic photometry. All were taken with the 

Radcliffe telescope diaphraemed to 112clns. One V and one B plate, each 

exposed for 60 minutes, form part of the plate .material used by Eggen & Stoy 

.(1963). The remaining plates were each exposed for 45 minutes. One of these, 

a V plate taken in good seeing, is reproduced in Plate L The three regions 

outlined thereon have boundaries at radii of 3 I I 5' and· 7 I from the a.dopted 

cluster centre which is believed to lie wi thin 30" of the true centroid of 

the cluster members. Within the two inner zones all uncrowded stars. brighter 

m than V- 17.5 were measured on the three plates in each colour. The outer 

edge of zone 3 is close to the' coma-free limit of the Radcliffe telescope 
---... 

used at 112cms aperture so that small systematic effects may be present. 

The uncrowded stars in this zone were therefore measured on the two plates 

in each colour taken under the worst seeing conditions. This measurement 

was carried out separately from that of the stars in zones 1 and 2; the 

results were separately reduced and are therefore presented in a separate 

table. 

Cali bration curves were drawn by hand USing different values of an 

assumed linear colour transformation coefficient. The same value of this 

colour coefficient was used for all plates of one type. Points read from these 

curves were used for computer-interpolation of magnitudes in the photographic 

system from each plate which were then averaged and corrected for the assumed 

colour equation. The corrected results were then compared with the photoelectric 

measures and the colour coefficients appropriately adjusted for the next 

attempt. The final results show no detectable dependance of the residuals 

on colour (or on magnitude); these reSiduals, in the sense (M -M ), are pg pe 

shown in Figure 1 where the open circles denote the unsmoothed residuals for 

stars 3148 and 4121. The final .. colour equation adopted for the V plates 

agrees with that applied by Menzies (1972). The photographic B magnitudes 
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Fig. 1. Residuals of the photographic results in Table II from the 

photoelectric values of the .. same qu{:lnti ties in Ta.ble I, 

expressed in the sense ~Mpe -Mpg. The open circles indicate 

the unsmoothed residuals for stars 3148 and 4121. 
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Fig. 1. Residuals of the photographic results in Table II from the 

photoelectric values of the4same qu?ntities in TibIa I, 

expressed in the sense :::IMpe -Mpg_ The open circles indicate 

the unsmoothed residuals tor stars 3148 and 4121. 
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require a slightly larger coefficient that usually adopted for Radcliffe 

plates of the same type ,in order to remove all colour-dependance of the 

residuals. 

Table II lists the results for stars in zones 1 and 2 which are 

unaffected by crowding. All these results are derived from measures on at 

least two plates in each of Band V and stars with measures exhibiting a 

. ~ 

total range in either colour exceeding 0.30 have been exc'luded. The 

results retained include no individual measures deviating from the mean 

for that star by more than 3 times the average of the root-mean-square 

deviations for all plates of the particular type. These average r.m.s. 

deviations are, for th;- results retained, 0~045 in V ·and 0~053 in B. 

Table III lists the results of the measures in zone 3 which were 

reduced in a similar fashion to those in Table II. All stars in this table 

are represented by measures on both plates in each colour. The stars in 

Tables II and III are identified in Plate I according to the four-digit 

system used for the photoelectric results in Table I. 

) 

@ 

re(].uire a sli~-htly larger coefficient that usually adopted for Radcliffe 

plates of the same type ,in order to remove all colour-dependance of the 

residuals. 

Table II lists the results for stars in zones 1 and 2 which are 

unaffected by crowding. All these results are derived from measures on at 

least two plates in each of B and V and stars 'vi th measures exhi bi ting a 

. n'! 
total range in either colour exceeding 0.30 have been excluded. The 

results retained include no individual measures deviating from the mean 

for that star by more than 3 times the average of the root-mean-square 

deviations for all plates of the particular type. These average r.m.s. 
~-~- m 

deviations are, for the results retained, 0.045 in V and 0~053 in B. 

Table III lists the results of the measures in zone 3 which were 

reduced in a similar fashion to those in Table 11. All stars in this table 

are represented by measures on both plates in each colour. The stars in 

Tables II and III are identified in Plate I according to the four-di t 

system used for the photoelectric results in Table I. 

j 
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'11a ble II. F'hotocrarhic mP..gn i tudes and colours for stars within 5' of 

the center of Melotte 66. 

STAR v B-V STAR v B-V STAR v i3-V 

RING 

l 1 0 l 1 7. 22 . o. 67 1 12 1 l 6. 77 Oo 66 1143 17.37 0•89 
1 102 1 7. 0 6 0. 60 l 122 1 7.· 31 o; 59 1144 1 7. 05 0-67 
l 1 0 3 l 6· 4 7 0. 72 1 123 1 6· 31 o. 69 1 145 l 7; 04 0 ;g 2 

1 l 0 4 16 .. 98 o. 67 1 124 16· 74 l • 0 2 1147 16.- 45 0;75 
1105 is.- 58 1. 0 3 1 125 1 6° 69 0. 9 0 1148 15· 79 0;32 
1 1 0 7 l 7; 12 o. 71 l 12 6 1 6· 70 o. 59 i 149 13 .. 77 0°59 
1 l 08 is; s i o.56 1 12 7 1 6· 19 1 .- 0 l 1 15 0 13· 38 0 .. 62 
l l 09 1 7. 39 Q.89 1 128 l 7; 0 0 l • 14 l 151 l 7; 21. 0. 65 
l l l 0 17.26 o. 74 1129 15(74 o.·93 1152 l 7; l 1 o.- 69 
1 1 1 1 1 6. 12 0. 9 2 l 130 l 6. 53 0. 64 1153 16.- 78 0 .- 67 
l l 1 2 l 6. 42 o. 68 1 1 3 1 1 7. 1 7 o. 70 1154 17;05 o.- 70 
1 1 1 3 1 6. 0 7 0.94 1132 15.- 40 i .- 08 1158 l 7; 0 7 0 .- 63 
1 1 l 4 15· 46 o. 74 . 1135 14. 40 1. 13 1159 16.-94 0 .- 67 
1 1 1 5 1 7. 44 o. 74 1139 16 .. 49 0 .-10 1160 1 7. 23 0 .- 73 
1 1 1 6 17.- 26 o.66 1 1Li0 16.83 o-. 71 1164 17.·3 7 0 ;g 1 
1 l 19 . 17· 45 0. 70 1 141 . 14· 63 0. 71 
1120 15.91 0.99 1142 16 .. 98 0. 5 0 

2101 l 7. 27 0. 71 2122 1 6. 41 0. 70 . 2143 15.82 0.99 
2102 15. 8 7 o. 62 2123 . 1 5.· 4Ll 1 .. 08 2144 l 7; 12 0 .. 70 
2103 ·11.·1s o. 82 2124 16 .. 54 o.- 70 2145 16.-85 o.-88 
2105 1 7. 29 0;9 0 2. r·25 l 7. 1 7 o. 68 2146 15--9 0 o.- 74 
2107 14.- 69 l • 18 ;2127 l 6.- 71 0;9 6 2147 l 7; 08 0 .- 75 
21 08 1 5. 41 o.- 73 2128 16· 75 i •· 02 2148 16.- 78 o.- 61 
2109 l 7. 0 7 0 .- 77 2129 15.-88 0. 9 l 2149 16.-2 7 0 .-89 
21 l 1 16 .. 53 o. 70 2132 1 7. 43 o.s 0 2150 16.-59 0 .-ss ! 

. f 

2112 l 7. 0 7 0 .. 71 2133 13.- 16 l • 4 7 2151 16 .. 1 0 0 .-59 
2114 1 6.- 1 3 o.- 58 2135 17.-27 o.- 76 2152 1~--5 6 0 .- 60 
21 18 1 6.- 38 o. 37 2136 17;03 o.- 56 2153 l 7. 0 l o.-ss 
2119 160 77 o. 74' 2140 l 7. 02 o.- 69 2154 16· 73 1.-1 7 
2120 14· 44 1 .- 1 1 2141 16 .. 35 o.- 62 
2121 16 .. 8 7 o.- 68 2142 l 6.- 48 0 .- 61 

3101 15· 09 l • 09 3123 1 6. 57 o. 55 3148 14· 70 1 • 1 6 
3102 1 7; 34 o.-s2 3125 17.44 0 .- 71 3152 16· 22 0.-9 2 
3104 17.-36 o. 85 3126 is .. s 6 1 •· 0 1 315 7 1 7. 13 0 .. 66 
3105 1 7. 31 o; 73 3129 1 6. 08 o.- 62 3158 16.-58 o.- 65 
3106 16 .. 27. 0.52 3130 l 6· 41 o.- 64 3160 ·16. 8 6 o.- 65 
3107 16· 9 5 o. 65 3131 16 .. 89 o. 73 3162 l 7; 31 0 .- 77 
31 08 1 7. 0 2 o. 71 3132 l 7; 07 o.- 70 3163 16· 22 0 .- 4 7 
3109 l 7; 0 0 o. 73 3!33 14.- 0 6 l ·.26 3164 16.-8 6 0 .- 60 I 

' ,-
311 0 16· 66 0.47 3134 l 7; l 6 o.- 74 3165 17;39 0 ;3 6 
311 1 17.- 24 0 .- 73 3137 17;27 0 .- 77 3166 17.-2 7 0 .- 70 

L r 
·3112 15. 62 1. 0 0 3138 l 7. 12 o.- 67 3167 16.-49 0 .- 64 
3114 .· 16.-8 0 0 .- 73 3139 16. 52 o.- 66 3169 17;04 o.- 74 
3117 . 15 .. 52 o. 66 3142 15· 9·5 1.- 0 0 3170 16·· 65 0 .- 76 
3119 1 6; L10 o; 64 3143 1 7. 0 3 o.- 69 31 71 16·· 21 o.-ss 
3120 16.- 34 1.- 08 31 Li4 17;20 o.- 74 31 75 1 7; 44 0 .. 70 
3121 14· 5 0 1.- 05 3145 is.- 62 o.- 36 3176 17.-46 0;33 
3122 . 14· 27 o. 50 3147 16.- 79 o.- 69 3177 17;36 0 .. 65. 

_ .'_'.J'- .c '':.--, .. ~ •• , - -< "' -."_ .... ~,;~'""',:t..:,J.,.;.!,...!,1'~' • ,! l4£UIIIIlIf"'ilIC' ... 'V"'" .. 
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'l1a ble II. Ibotorrrarhicmagnitudes and colours for stars within 51 of 

the center of l'.Celotte 66. 

STAR V B-V STAR V B-V STAR V a-v 
RIN G 

110 1 17. 22 . O. 67 1 121 16. 77 0066 1 143 1 7. 37 0 .. 89· 

1 102 17. 06 O. 60 1 122 17. 31 0,; 59 1144 17.05 O. 67 
1 1 03 16.47 O. 72 1 123 16.31 0.69 1 145 17: 04 0:82 
1 1 04 16;98 O. 67 1124 16. 74 1. 02 1147 16; 45 0; 75 

1 105 15; 58 1. 03 1 125 16. 69 0.90 1 1 L-IS 15. 79 0."32 
1 1 07 17"12 0. 71 1 126 16. 70 O. 59 1 149 13; 77 0.59 
1 1 08 IS; 81 0.56 1 127 1 6. 19 1 .- 0 1 1 150 13.38 0: 62 
1 109 1 7. 39 . 0.89 1 128 17. 00 1. 14 1 15 1 17" 2 1 . O. 65 
1 1 1 0 17.26 O. 74 1 129 15'(74 0;98 1 152 . 1 7: 11 0" 69 
1 1 1 1 1 6. 12 0.92 1 130 16. 53 0.64 1153 16; 78 0.- 67 
1 1 12 16.42 O. 68 1 131 1 7. 17 O. 70 1154 17; 05 0.' 70 
1 113 16. 07 0.94 1 132 15'- 4 0 1" 08 1158 1 7; 0 7 0" 63 
1 1 1 4 15. 46 0.74 ·1 135 14.40 1 • 13 1 159 16'-94 0.- 67 
1 1 15 17.44 0.74 1 139 16; 49 0" 10 1 1 6 0 1 7. 23 0; 73 
1 1 1 6 17; 26 0.66 1 iLl 0 16.83 0-' 71 1164 17; 3 7 0;81 
1 1 19 " 17.45 0.70 1141 ·14. 63 O. 71 
1120 15. 9 1 0.99· 1 142 16'- 98 0.50 

2101 17.27 O. 71 2122 16.41 O. 70 " 2143 15.82 0.99 
2102 15.87 O. 62 2123 ' 15." 4Ll 1" 06 2144 1 7.' 12 0" 70 
2103 ·17; 18 0.82 2124 16; 54 0.' 70 2145 16;85 0;88 
2105 17.29 0.90 2. 1"25 17. 17 O. 68 2146 15':90 0" 74 
2107 14.69 1. 18 , 2127 16; 71 0': 96 2147 17.'08 0" 75 
2108 15.41 0'- 73 2128 16. 75 1. 02 2148 16. 78 0" 61 
2109 1 7. 07 O. 77 2129 15':88 0 .. 91 2149 16.27 0'-89 
2 I 1 1 16'- 53 O. 70 2132 17.43 0;80 2150 1 6.- 59 0'- 58 
21 12 17. 07 O. 71 2133 13.- 1 6 1. 47 2151 16. 1 0 0.- 59 
21 14 16; 13 0.: 58 2135 17; 2 7 0;76 2152 1;5':56 O. 60 
21 18 16; 38 O. 37 2136 17. 03 00- 56 2153 17. 01 o .-S8 
2119 16. 77 0.74 , 2140 1 7. 02 0: 69 2154 16. 73 1.- 1 7 
2120 14.44 1" 1 1 2141 16; 35 0: 62 
2121 1 6: 8 7 0; 68 2142 16,,' 48 0'- 61 

i 

3101 15. 09 I. 09 31:23 16.57 0 .. 55 3148 14. 70 10 16 
3102 17.34 0.82 312.5 17.44 O. 71 3152 16.22 0.92 
3104 17.-36 0.85 3126 15 .. 8 6 1 ~' 0 1 3157 1 7. 13 0.' 66 
3105 17. 31 0':73 3129 16. 08 0'- 62 3158 16.58 O. 65 
3106 16.27. O~52 3130 16. 41 0 .. 64 3160 '16.8 6 0; 65 
3107 16.95 O. 65 3131 16.89 O. 73 3162 1 7; 31 0:77 
3108 17. 02 O. 71 3132 17." 07 0'- 70 3163 16. 22 0" 4 7 
3109 17 .. 00 O. 73 3133 14:06 1.,26 3164 16.86 0.- 60 
31 1 0 16. 66 0.47 3134 17'-16 0'- 74 3165 . 17; 39 0;86 
311 1 17.24 0.73 3137 1 7. 27 0.' 77 3166 17;27 0" 70 ~ 

~ 
. -3112 15. 62 1. 00 3138 17. 12 0.' 67 3167 16; 49 0'- 64 

3114 16;S 0 0'- 73 3139 16.52 0 .. 66 3169 "17"OL~ 0'- 74 
3117 15.52 O. 66 3142 15.9'5 1" 0 0 3170 16. 65 0" 76 
3119 1 6. 40 0.64 3143 17. 03 0'- 69 3171 16.' 21 0.-88 
3120 16; 34 1': 08 31 Li4 17 .. 20 O. 74 3175 17: 44 0.' 70 
3121 14.50 1;05 3145 15: 62 0.- 36 3176 17.' 4 6 0:83 
3122 . 14.27 0.50 3147 16':79 0.- 69 3177 17; 36 0" 65. 
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Tabla II (continued). 

STAR v B-V STAR v B-V STAR v B-V 

4101 15. 56 0.25 4120 1 6· 9 1 0. 63 4142 15·33 0. 62 
4102 15· 76 Oo 8 3 4121 l 7. 46 0. 68 4144 l 6· 62 o;s4 
4103 · 16.·53 o.· 62 4122 1 6· 62 o.· 52 41 L!5 1 7; 0 7 0 .. 61 
4107 16· 19 0;57 4123 15 .. 79 0. 9 7 4146 16; 63 0 .- 79 
41 08 1 7. 25 o. 66 4124 1 60 68 o.- 56 4147 16 .. 53 . 0 0. 63 
411 0 14 .. 54 1. 0 6 4125 1 7; l 7 . o.- 59 4150 17.-18 0 .. 5 7 
LJ 1 1 2 I 6; 51 o. 62 4128 160"86 0. 66 4151 12· 69 1.- 5 6 
41 1 3 14.· 46 o. 73 4131 15. 0 0 o.·94 4153 16 .. 78 0 .-94 
4114 l 7.· 15 o.- 56 4133 l 7. 0 7 o. 65 4154 16· 70 0;59 
41 15 l 7. 0 6 o. 56 L! 134 1 7. 28 o.- 1s 4155 1 6· 13 o.·9s 
411 6 1s.80 0;93 4135. l 60 9 2 0 .. 71 4156 1 7. 41 0 .- 65 
41 l 7 16· 67 l. 0 0 4138 16. 56 o.- 62 4159 1 7. 24 o.· 1s 
4118 14· 51 1; 1 0 4139 17.44 0. 69 
4119 13· 20 o. 43 . 4140 16 .. 82 o. 59 

RING 2 

12 0 1 15.24 1. 0 0 1219 16. 69 o. 66 1236 1 7. 25 o. 78 
1202 16· 49 o. 58 1.22 0 l 6.· 5 0 0. 61 1237 16°42 o.- 59 . 
1203 14· 19 l • 05 1221 16· 54 o; 59 1238 17; 3 7 o.-so 
1204 1 6· 1 0 l .- 0 0 1223 l 6; 14 o; 62 1239 16·-05 l •· 19 
1205 14.43 le 08 1224 16.-9 7 o.- 56 1240 15;5 7 0 •· 73 
1207 17; 42 o; 68 1225 15; 64 o .-so 1241 1 60. 1 1 0 .. 63 
12 09 16 .. 66 0. 70 1226 l 7 0 14 o.- 73 l 2Li2 12 .. 3 1 1.-5 6 
I 21 0 15.-9 0 o. 94 1227 17;23 o; 76 1244 14 ... 22 0.-9 6 
121 l 16.-8 7 o; 58 1229 15.-21 o.- 69 1245 14.-41 i .- 19 
1212 16.-9 5 o.· 54 1230 15;34 1.- 02 1246 13; 57 0 .- 5 6 
1213 15· 73 o.- 79 1231 i 6.-ss o; 67 1250 15; 13 i .- 0 3 
1214 is; 46 o.- 79 1232 l 7; 06 . o.-ss 1251 l 6.- 71 0 .- 64 
1215 16· 60 0;55 1233 16 .. 99 0;9 6 1252 16; 38 0 ;3 5 
1216 16 .. 67 o.- 52 1234 l 7.- 0 3 o. 72 1300 1 7;29 . o.· 59 
1218 16; 65 o. 72 1235 16.9 0 o.- 70 

2201 1 6. 71 o. 68 2228 16· 52 l • 05 2251 16· 65 o. 9 l 
2202 14· 18 1 .. 02 2229 16; 57 o. 62 2252 16; 29 0 ... 64 
2203 16; 46 0 .- 7 0 2230 1 7.· 1 0 o.· 10 2253 14; 71 0 .-5 7 
2204 14 .. 56 l • 22 2231 16.-98 o.- 70 2254 16; 53 o:s2 
2206 l 2o 59 1. 46 2232 1 6· 13 o.: 66 2256 17.-21 o.-s6 
2207 16.-9 7 o. 71 2233 15; 39 1 .- 05 2259 13 .. 28 0 ;9 6 
2208 16; 05 1.; 20 2234 1 7 .- 08 o.- 69 2261 13; 58 1;25 
2209 16· 9 7 o. 71 2235 16; 54 l • 0 6 2262 . 15.- 79 0 .. 75 
2210 16; 22 o.- 63 2236 16; 45 o.- 65 2265 13 .. 39 0;47 
2211 13;37 0. 5 0 2238 l 6; 31 0;39 2266 1 6.- 67 0:99 
2212 l 7; 18 o. 53 2239 l i .-8 3 1.-59 2267 16; 65 o.- 53 
2213 16.-9 3 0 .. 71 2240 16.-47 1 • 0 0 2268 16.-52 0;44 
2215 13;47 1-- 66 2241 16; 48 o.- 69 2269 14.-19 l .. 0 1 
2216 l 7; 04 o.- 10 2242 16; 47 o.- 66 2271" l 6.- 75 1.-15 
2217 14; 05 1;32 2243 17;33 o.- 66 2272 16.-53 0 ;g 6 
2220 17 .. 23 0. 79 2244 14;43 1 .. l 0 2274 16; 34 0;9 7 
2221 14 .. 51 1 • 14 2245 15; 64 1 .. 02 2275. 14.-92 o.-s 6 
2222 15; 33 o;s 6 2246 1 6.- 69 o; 68 2277 13; 75 1 .- 79 

·2223 1 7; 21 0;73 2249 16 .. 47 o.- 67 2279 16.-94 o.- 68. 

2224 16 .. 97 0; 61 2250 16~88 o.- 11 228 0 16.-8 6 1 .. 0 1 

Tabla II (continued). 

S Tfl.R V B-V STAR V a-v STAR v B-V 

4101 15. 56 0.25 4120 1 6.9 1 O. 63 4142 15.33 0.62 
4102 15. 76 0 .. 83 4121 17.46 0.68 4144 16·62 0;84 
4103 16.53 0'- 62 4122 16. 62 0 .. 52 41 LIS 1 7." 0 7 O. 61 
4107 16. 19 0;57 L.l123 l5~ 79 0.97 4146 16. 63 o. 79 
4108 17.25 O. 66 4124 16. 68 0.56 41 L.l7 16.53 00' 63 
41 1 0 14:54 1. 06 4125 1 70" 1 7 ' 0'- 59 4150 170 18 0.57 
41 12 16. 51 O. 62 4128 1 6~ 8 6 O. 68 4151 12. 69 I'-56 
4113 14;46 O. 73 4131 15. 00 0;94 4153 16. 78 0.94 
4114 17; 15 0.56 4133 1 7. 07 O. 65 4154 16. 70 0:59 
41 15 I 7. 06 0.56 £1134 17.28 O. 78 4155 16. 13 00"98 
4116 15.80 0.93 4135, 16.92 O. 71 4156 1 7. 41 0: 65 
4117 16. 67 1. 00 4138 16.56 O. 62 4159 17.24 0" 78 
4118 14.51 1" 1 0 4139 1 7. 44 0.69 
41 19 13. 20 0.43 ' 4140 16.82 O. 59 

RIN G 2 

120 1 15.24 1. 00 1219 16.69 O. 66 1236 1 7. 25 O. 78 
1202 16.49 0.58 1,220 16.50 O. 6l 1237 16.42 0: 59 , 
1203 14. 19 1 .. 05 1221 16.54 0; 59 1238 17; 3 7 0;80 
1204 16. 10 1" 0 0 1223 16; 14 O. 62 1239 16. 05 1. 19 
1205 14.43 1. 08 1224 16;97 0.56 1240 15:57 00' 73 
1207 17; 42 0" 68 1225 15; 64 0.80 1241 1 6w' 1 1 0'- 68 
1209 16.66 O. 70 1226 17. 14 0; 73 1242 12.31 1 .- 56 
121 0 15.90 0.9 L.l 1227 17,; 23 0: 76 1244 14:22 0:96 
121 1 16.87 0: 58 1229 15.- 21 0" 69 1245 14.41 1 • 19 
1212 16:95 00" 54 1230 15.84 1;02 1246 13; 5 7 0'- 56 
1213 15. 73 0'- 79 1231 16;88 O. 67 1250 15;13 1;03 
1214 15;46 0': 79 1232 17; 06 . 0'-88 1251 16; 71 0." 64 
1215 16. 60 0.55 1233 16:99 0;96 1252 16; 38 0."85 
1216 16; 67 o G 52 1234 17; 03 0.72 1300 17:29 0." 59 
1218 16': 65 O. 72 1235 16.90 0: 70 

2201 16. 71 O. 68 2228 16.52 1. 05 2251 16. 65 0.91 
2202 14. 18 1. 02 2229 16.57 O. 62 2252 16':29 0" 64 
2203 16.46 0: 70 2230 17" 1 0 0" 70 2253 lL1;71 0;87 
2204 14;56 1. 22 2231 16':98 Do" 70 2254 16;53 0."82 
2206 12 .. 59 1.46 2232 16. 13 0': 66 2256 1 7 ~ 21 0'- 5 6 
2207 16;97 O. 71 2233 15: 39 1. 05 2259 13; 28 0."96 
2208 16. 05 I': 20 2234 17; 08 0'- 69 2261 13.58 1;25 
2209 16.97 O. 71 2235 16.54 1. 06 2262 15; 79 0: 75 
2210 16; 22 0': 63 2236 16;45 O. 65 2265 13:39 0." 47 
221 1 13'-37 0.50 2238 16: 31 0·89 2266 16. 67 0."99 
2212 17; 18 0.53 2239 11;83 1. 59 2267 16.65 0.- 53 
2213 16.93 0" 71 2240 1 6." 4 7 1 • 0 0 2268 ' 1 6.- 52 0:44 
2215 13:47 1; 66 2241 1 6. 48 O. 69 2269 14:19 1 .: 0 1 
2216 17: 04 0: 70 2242 16;47 0'- 66 2271' 16; 75 1;15 
2217 14: 05 1 .. 32 2243 17'- 33 0;66 2272 16. 53 0;86 
2220 17.-23 0 .. 79 2244 14;43 I; 10 2274 16; 34 0'-97 
2221 14. 51 1. 14 2245 15;64 1." 02 2275 ' 14:92 O~'8 6 
2222 IS; 33 0.86 2246 16; 69 0'- 68 2277 13.-75 1; 79 

'2223 17': 21 0.78 2249 16; 47 O. 67 2279 16.94 0" 68' 
2224 16;97 0: 61 2250 16~88 0: 71 2280 1 6.-8 6 1 .. 0 1 
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Tuble II (continued) 

STAR v B-V STAR v 13-V STAR v B-V 

3201 l So 9 5 0.11 3227 13· 04 0. 61 3245 1 7. 1 6 0 • 7-Ll 
3205 l 6. 2 0 0. 61 3229 13;9 0 l •· 18 32Ll6 16.·2 6 0;99 
3207 1 7. 27 0. 8 0 3230 is.- 62 0. 70 3247 17.·43 0 .- 66 
3208 l 5; 8 6 o. 8 3 3234 1 6.- 79 o.s9 32LJ9 17.-07 0 0 69 
3209 16.- 33 lo 08 3235 14.- 63 1.- 12 3251 1s.-55 0 ;92 
321 l l 7.-22 o.· 66 3236 17;46 0 .- 61 3252 15· 68 0 .- 70 
3213 14.- 42 1. 15 3238 16.38 o,; s5 32S3 1 6; 7 6 1.-20 
3214 16· 33 o. 78 3239 15;99 0;3 6 3258 l 7; 0 7 0 .- 71 
3216 15.-93 o. 75 32L!l 1 7; 33 o.- 74 32S9 14.- 38 l • 12 
3219 14·· 71 l • 09 3242 l 7; 0 1 o.· 43 3260 14-SO l .- 25 
3221 17.30 o. 7S 3243 1 6; 5 1 0 ;3 4 3261 1 7. 18 0 ;32 
3226 16· 60 Q. 88 3244 1 3; 72 0 .- 56 3263 i 7. 0 2 0 .- 71 

1-.12 0 1 1 6. 0 1 o. 62 4220 l 6· 84 0. 70 4239. l 7. 12 o. S7 
4202 16· 63 o.· 66 4221 is.- 67 0 .- 63 4241 16· 73 0 .- 72 
4203 15.- 1 6 1 • 1 0 4222 17;34 o.- 66 4245 .16.-57 0 ;92 
420Ll 1 6.- 38 0;93 4223 1s;35 o.- 67 4247 l 6.- 0 1 o; 64 
4205 l4o45 1.- 21 4224 16 .. 72 o.· 61 4248 1 6.- 54 0 .- 60 
4207 l 7. 43 o.- 72 4225 16.- 75 0;39 42~9 l 6.- 4 7 0. 66 
4208 15.-s o o. 74 4226 l 6.- 78 0;9 7 4250 l 6.- 58 0; 65 
4209 16.51 o.- 62 4227 15.- 56 l .- 0 l 4252 16.-95 0 .- 70 
4210 is.- 09 1 .- 09 4228 l 6.· 19 o.- 54 4253 . l 7; 2 7 0 .-s 0 
421 l l 7; 35 o. 64 4229 13· 61 1.- 36 4254 17.-18 o:s 1 
Ll2 l 2 1 7. 44 o. 36 4230 1 LJ; 73 o.-85 4258 1 7; 24 o.- 79 
4213 1 7. 35 o.- 74 4231 170- 19 o.- 66 4259 16.- 59 0;93 
4214 13; 13 0;9 0 4232 15; 08 Oo. 66 4262 1 5; 34 1 .- 0 3 
4216 16.-92 o.- 63 4233 16.-3 7 1 0. 0 0 4264 14.- 74 1.- 12 
4217 1 7. 43 o.- 69 L1236 1 7; 25 0 .- 61 4265 14·- 0 1 1;26 
4218 16.-8 7 o.- 69 4237 1 6~.40 0;33 4266 14.-56 r.- 12 
4219 13.- 78 o.- 57 4238 15.-50 1 .- 0 3 

•.···-- ••••• .. e-·· 

Tuble II (continued) 

STAR V B-V STAR V I3-V STAR V B-V 

3201 15.95 o. 77 3227 13. 04 0 .. 61 3245 1 7. 16 o. 74 
3205 16.20 O. 61 3229 13 .. 9 0 1.' 18 32116 1 6~" 2 6 0."99 
3207 17.27 0.80 3230 IS; 62 O. 70 3247 17.' 43 0'- 66 
3208 15;86 0.83 3234 16." 79 0.89 32 /49 17. 07 O. 69 
3209 16. 33 1. OB 3235 14.' 63 I; 12 3251 15." 5 5 0:92 
321 1 17;22 ' 0'- 66 3236 17:46 0" 61 3252 15.68 0." 70 
3213 14:42 1. 15 3238 16.88 0:55 3253 16." 76 1. 20 
3214 16. 33 O. 78 3239 15.-99 0."86 3258 1 7. 07 0" 71 
3216 15.93 O. 75 32Lil 17: 33 0'- 74 3259 14." 38 1 .. 12 
3219 14; 71 1. 09 3242 1 7; 01 0.43 3260 14.50 1." 25 
3221 17. 30 O. 75 3243 16;51 0."84 3261 1 7. 13 0.-82 
3226 16. 60 0.83 3244 13.- 72 0;56 3263 17. 02 0.- 71 

Li201 16. 0 1 O. 62 4220 16.84 O. 70 4239 . 17 .. 12 0.57 
4202 16. 63 0 .. 66 ,4221 15.'67 0; 63 4241 16. 73 0.' 72 
4203 15': 16 1 • 1 0 4222 17.34 0.- 66 4245 1 6.- 57 0':92 
420 II 16.' 38 0;98 4223 15;35 O. 67 4247 16; 0 1 . 0'- 64 
4205 14.45 1': 21 4224 16; 72 0" 61 4248 16; 54 0" 6 0 
4207 1 7. 43 0" 72 4225 1 6.75 0.-89 42~9 1 6; 47 0 .. 66 
4208 15.80 0.74 4226 16.- 78 0.-97 4250 16; 58 0': 65 
4209 16. 51 0;62 4227 15 .. 56 1" 0 1 4252 16;95 0.- 70 
4210 IS; 09 1. 09 4228 16; 19 0:54 4253 ' 17.27 0;80 
4211 17; 35 O. 64 4229 13. 61 1; 36 4254 1 7.- 18 0:81 
L1212 17.44 0.36 4230 Ill.-73 0'-85 4258 1 7. 24 0.- 79 
4213 1 7. 35 0.74 4231 , 1 7,," 19 0':66 4259 16; 59 0;98 
4214 13': 13 0;90 4232 15':08 00' 66 4262 15.- 34 1.- 03 
4216 16;92 0.' 63 4233 1 6.- 37 1 ~- 00 4264 14; 74 1.' 12 
4217 17.43 O. 69 4236 1 7.- 25 0; 61 4265 14;01 1 :26 
4218 16;87 0.69 4237 1 6~ 40 0;83 4266 14.-56 1.- 12 
4219 13; 78 0.57 4238 15.-'50 1': 03 
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Tu ble lJI. I'llotoGrtt.phic r.,:.;,_Gnitu.de:3 <:tnd colours for stars from 5' to T' 

from the center of llelo t te 66. 

STAR v B-V STAR v B-V STAR v B-V 

RING 3 

1 3 0 1 l 7. 28 o. 57 1 31 6 l 6. 31 l. 0 l 1331 17· 0 5 o. 53 
1302 15· 39 2. 29 131.8 1 7. 36 0. 65 1332 14.37 1 .- 15 
1303 l 6. 3 0 0 •· 71 1319 16.·03 o.- 64 1333 1 7. 1 5 0 .- 76 
1 3 0 4 1 7. 29 o. 63 1320 l 7; 04 l. 21 1334 17;01 o.·99 
1305 16. 8 2 o. 84 1321 12.·9 6 l • 5 6 1335 l 6··8 1 0. 65 
1307 1 7. 48 o. 55 1322 13. 32 o.- 62 133 6 15· 48 1 .- 12 
1308 1 7. 0 l 0. 62 1323 15.- 58 0."9 0 1337 1 6• Li.Li 0 .- 75 
1309 16· 9 5 o.-s o 1324 16. 36 1 .. 49 1338 16.- 43 0;99 
l 31 0 13· 8 1 o. 66 1325 1 7. 0 3 o.- 62 1339 17.·0 7 Q.52 
1 31 I 14• L19 0. 12 132 6 14 .. 18 o. 56 1341 17."16 0 .- 49 
1312 16 .. 24 0.55 1328 15;35 l • 24 1344 1 7; 0 l -0;5 6 
1313 16.- 59 o. 56 1329 1 7. 43 o. 63 
1314 l 7. 09 0. 60 1330 16. 69 o. 72 

2303 I 3. 3 0 0. 9 2 2326 1 6. l 7 0. 9 1 2342 13· 39 l. 2 7 
2304 16.- 24 o. 64 2329 1 Li_- 3 0 i: 1 0 23L!3 16.- 73 o.- 68 
2307 14 .. 9 1 o. 64 2332 17;24 o.- 73 2345 l 7; 1 0 0 .- 68 
2308 12;99 o;s 1 2333 1 7; l 7 o. 66 2346 l 6.-8 0 o.- 59 
2309 1 3.; 41 l • 21 233L1 14.- 70 o. 76 2348 16.- 0 6 1 .- 0 6 
2312 16· 65 0 ;9 6 2336 15 •. 82. 0.-57 2349 16,;29 0 .- 7 0 
2314 1 6.- 63 o.-s3 2337 l 6.- 31 0.-22 2350 16.- 12 0 .- 76 
2315 16··54 o. 84 2338 14.; 09 l .- 14 2352 l 6.- 31 1 .- 08 
2321 is.- 88 o. 61 2339 1 6.· 30 o.-s 3 2353 17;01 o.- 62 
2323 15· 09 0.-93 2341. 14.-81 0 .- 58 2360 15.-13 0.; 75 

3301 15.56 0. 61 3332 16. 62 1. 15 3355 l 60 73 1 .- 13 
3305 l 7.· 14 0. 70 3334 13.- 39 0;35 3356 1?o-39 0 .- 62 
3307 l 5o. 18 1 0° 1 0 3335 16.-24 0 .- 79 3359 1 6.-9 0 i:23 
3312 15.- 38 o.- 79 3336 15~·32 Oo- 72 3363 16.- 2 7 0 .-9 4 
3313 160 5 0 o.- 76 3337 17;32 o. 74 3364 14; 71 1.-2 5 
3314 12· 9 2 1.- 3 3 3338 160 68 o.- 71 3365 16.-84 0;9 7 
3318 l 60 70 0 .-s 6 3340 1 ?. 28 1.- 02 3366 13.-95 1 .- 0 0 
3319 i s.·94 0.-9 4 3343 14 .. 16 0;54 3368 16.-01 0 .- 71 
3323 16.-84 10 0 5 33L16 l So 8 0 0 0 9 l 3369 16 .. 76 0 .- 79 
3324 1 6.- 44. lo 1 0 3347 1 7., 0 6 o.· 68 3370 l 6.- 38 0. 9 1 
3327 1 6.- 18 i.- 24 3348 1 6.- 63 1. 0 l 3372 l 6.-9 7 0 .- 7 0 
3328 14.- 60 i: 08 3354 ·11.-21. 0 .- 68 3373 16 .. 04 o.- 64 

4304 1 7. 1 0 o. 70 4319 l 6. 8 0 1. 0 0 43L! l 1 7. 14 0. 70 
4305 11:04 o. 61 4320 16.- 15 0 ;9 1 4342 15.-96 1.- 0 7 
4306 i5;35 o.- 67 4326 12.· 66 i.- 32 4343 17.-23 0 .- 59 
4307 1 6.- 79 o. 8 7 4327 1 6.- 42 0 .- 64 4345 1.7.- 28 o.- 54 
4308 16.-84 0.-9 7 L1329 13 .. · 58 . o.- 76 Ll347 14.-37 l .- l l 

. 4309 is.-21 0.-99 4330 15;03 i .- 14 4349 16.-22 0 .- 21 
4311 l 6;99 0 ;9 1 4331 l 6.- 55 0;53 4351 l3o-l5 i .- 4 0 
4312 15 .. 9 3 o:s 3 4332 16.-91 o.- 63 4352 16.-92 1 ;26 
4313 16· 43 o.- 73 4335 is: 64 1; 1 1 4354 1 6.- 2 1 o:ss 
4314 15.-50 O·" 24 4337 15." 70 0;53 4355 14.-8 l 1 .- 0 7 
4316 1 6.- 51 0 .- 61 4338 16.-40 0 .- 58 
4318 16.-34 o.- 66 4340 16 .. 59 0;99 
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Fig. 2. The Photographic Go lour-Magnitude diagram of Melotte 66 sho.:ving 

(a) stars within 3' of the adopted cluster outer, (b) stars within 

~' of the centre. The main sequence gap is prominent in both diagrams 
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Fig. 2. The Photographic Colour-Magnitude diagram of Melotta 66 showing 

(a) stars within ]' of the adopted cluster outer, (b) stars within 
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~I nf the centre. The main sequence gap is prominent in both diagrams 
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4. The Colour-I'f;a5ni tude Diagra.rri 

Figs. 2(a) and (b) show the CM diagrams of the photographic results 

for stars in zone 1 (0 1 to 3' from the cluster centre) and zones 1 and 2 

(0 1 to 5') respectively. The principal features of the CM diagram of an old 

open cluster are. clearly outlined. A well populated main sequence terminates 

at V tv 16~4 and exhibits a distinct gap, centered at V = 16~7, in both diagrams. 

There is no evidence of a horizontal subgiant sequence but the rising subgiant 

branch is very prominent and is most heavily populated at its faint end near 

6m m m V = 1 .o. A group of stars near V = 14.6,. B-V = 1.05 represents the giant 

branch clump or red horizontal branch (Cannon, 1970). Above this lies a 

m sparse, rather scattered red giant branch which may extend to V = 11.8, 

(B-V) = 1~5. A scattering of stars to the blue of the main sequence turnoff 

suggests the presence of a number of blue stragglers. These stars are aimost all 

confined to zone 1 which may be interpreted as supporting the suggestion of 

HcCrea (1964) that they represent close bfoaries which have undergone mass 

exchange.· Such binaries would be expected to behave as super-massive stars 

during the dynamic evolution of the cluster, becoming strongly concentrated 

to the cluster centre. Conversely the members of the giant clump are much 

less strongly concentrated; indeed, their density in zone 2 is higher than in 

zone 1. 

Fig. 3(a). shows the CM diagram of the stars in zone 3, lying between 

3' and 5' from the cluster centre. The CM diagram of stars in the comparison 

zone (inner radius 10') which were measured in the preliminary study 

(Hawarden, 1970) is shown in Fig. 3(b) • This' outer zone has twice the combined area 

of zones 1 and 2; zone 3 has almost the same area as the combined inner zones. 

Comparison of Figs. 3(a) and (b) indicate that the former includes a number of 

red giants and giant branch clump stars and probably also a substantial number 

of main sequence cluster members, at least below V = l~O. 

4. 

115 

Figs. 2(a) and (b) show the CJl1 diagrams of the photographic results 

for stars in zone 1 (0 I to 3' from the cluster centre ) and zones 1 and 2 

(0' to 5') respectively. The principal features of the eM diagram of an old 

open cluster are clearly outlined. A well populated main sequence terminates 

at V AI 16~4 and exhibits a distinct [Sl3.p, centered at V '" 16~7, in both diagrams. 

There is no evidence of a horizontal subgiant sequence but the rising subgiant 

branch is very prominent and is most heavily populated at its faint end near 

, 6m 
V "" 1 .0. A group of stars near V == 14~6,. 13-V "" 1~05 represents the giant 

branch clump or red horizontal branch (Cannon, 1970). Above this lies a 

m sparse, rather scattered red giant branch which may extend to V = 11.8, 

eB-V) = 1~5. A scattering of stars to the blue of the main sequence turnoff 

suggests the presence of a number of blue stragglers. These stars are aimostall 

confined to zone 1 which may be interpreted as supporting the suggestion of 

McCrea (1964) that they represent close blnaries which have undergone mass 

exchange. - Such binaries "lOuld be expected to behave as super-massive stars 

during the dynamic -evolution of the cluster, becoming strongly concentrated 

to the cluster centre. Conversely the members of the giant clump are much 

less strongly concentratedj indeed, their density in zone 2 is higher than in 

zone 1. 

Fig. ,(a), shows the eM diagram of the stars in zone " lying between 

" and 5' from the cluster centre. The eM diagram of stars in the comparison 

zone (inner radius 10') which '.Jere measured in the preliminary study 

(Hawarden, 1970) is shown in Fig. 3(b) . This'outer zone has twice the combined area 

of zones 1 and 2;, zone 3 has almost the same area as the combined inner zones. 

Comparison of Figs. ,(a) and (b) indicate that the former includes a number of 

red giants and giant branch clump stars and probably also a substantial number 

of main sequence cluster members, at least below V= 11::0. 
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Fig 3. The Photographic CM diagrams (a) of stars between 51 and 7i from the 

centre of Melotte 66 (b) stars i~ the annular region between 10' and 

12' .. 24 from the cluster centre. Outlined in Fig. 3(a) are three of 

the areas in which star ~cunts were carried out~ The dashed curve 

__ shows the 42prot~ma te locus of the red g_:han ts in Fig. 2( b). 
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Star counts in a suitably located box in the CM diagram (V between 16r:10 

and 161~3, (B-V) between 0~50 and the bou.nda.ry of area C) indicate an excess 

of 'i] ± 4 stars in zones· 1 and 2 relative to zone 3. Approximate 'f, 2 

teots indicate about one chance in five tha.t this excess is accidental. 

I 
I 

(9 

Star counts in a suitably located box in the eM diagram (V between 16~O 

and 161~3, (B-V) between O~50 and the boundary of area C) indicate an excess 

of 9 ± 4 stars in zones land 2 relative to zone 3. Approximate 1.- 2 

tests indicate about one chance in five that this excess is accidental. 
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Fig. 4, Integral distribution diagram of stars near the main seQuence in 

Fig. 2, the CM diagram of the central 3' rad~us region of Melotte 66. 
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Fig. 4. Integral distribation diagram of stars near the main sequence in 

Fig. 2, the eM diagram of the central 3 1 rad~us region of Melotte 66. 
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5". Ul trn.violet Excess, Age and Distance: Problems of Interpretation 

The stars in Table 1 are shown plotted in the 2-colour (U-B, B-V) plane 

in Fig. 5. Their location in the CM dia&rram Fig. 2(b) has been used to select 

those which appear likely to be cluster members •. In Fig. 5 probable main 

sequence members· are indicated by open cj.rcles' cluster giants by filJ.ed circles 

and non-members by crosses. Two further stars which may be cluster giants are 

indicated by circled crosses. The continuous curve is the standard relation 

for Class V stars given by Johnson (1966) and the broken curve is a combination 

of the relations for Class III and Class V stars from the same source. These 

have been displaced by a.mounts appropriate to reddenings E(B-V) = 0~14 and 0~12 

respectively. The derivation of these values is discussed below. 

In an investigation of the.old, metal-poor open cluster NGC 2243 

(Hawarden, 1975b) a method is described whereby the reddening and ultraviolet 

excess of a cluster may be derived from the 2-colour diagram of giant and.main

sequence members. The method resembles that used by Eggen & Sandag~ (1964) 

but provision is made for corrections for the guillotine effect in dwarfs 

(Sandage, 1969) and for the effects of gravity on the (U-B) colours of evolved 

main sequence stars (Eggen, 1966). A value of the reddening is sought which 

equates the mean ultraviolet excess of the cluster giants with that observed 

for the main sequence stars after the abovementioned corrections have been 

applied. In assigning values of reddening E(B-V)m and E(B-V)g respectively 

to the dwarfs and giants in the. same 2-colour diagram the standard trajectory 

is used together with the empirical rela ticnship E(B-V )g = 0.82 E(B-V) 
; m 

derived by Hartwick and McClure (1972). 

The two circled crosses in Fig. 5 represent stars 2261 (V=l3~60, 

B~V=l~25, U-B=l~26) and 2238 (V=ll~84, B-V=l~58, U-B=l~84) which lie somewhat 

above the mean giant locus in the CM diagram. 

11•.• 

21 

The stars in Table 1 are shown plotted in the 2-colour (U-B, B-V) plane 

in Fig. 5. Their location in the Cl1 diabrram Fig. 2(b) has been used to select 

those \.11ich appear likely to be cluster members •. In Fig. 5 probable ma.in· 

sequence members' are indicated by open circles, cluster giants by fined circles 

and non-members by crosses. Two further stars which may be cluster giants are 

indicated by circled crosses. The continuous curve is the standard relation 

for Class V stars given by Johnson (1966) and the broken curve is a combination 

of the relations for Class III and Class V stars from the same source. These 

have been displaced by aJl10unts appropriate to reddenings E(B-V) '" cf.14 and 0~12 

respectively. The derivation of these values is discussed below. 

In an investigation of the. old, metal-poor open cluster NGC 2243 

(Hawarden, 1975b) a method is described whereby the reddening and ultraviolet 

excess of a cluster may be derived from the 2-colour diagram of giant and main-

sequence members. The method resembles that used by Eggen & Sandage (1964) 

but provision is made for corrections for the guillotine effect in dwarfs 

(Sandab~' 1969) and for the effects of gravity on the (U-B) colours of evolved 

main sequence stars (Eggen, 1966). A value of the reddening is sought which 

equates the mean ultraviolet excess of the cluster giants with that observed 

for the main sequence stars after the abovementioned corrections have been 

applied. In assigning .values of reddening E(B-V)m and E(B-V)g respectively 

to the dwarfs and giants in the. Same 2-colour diagram the standard trajectory 

is used together \vi th the empirical rela ticnship E(B-V)g = 

derived by Hartwick and McClure (1972). 

0.82 E(B-V) 
(' m 

The two circled crosses in Fig. 5 represent stars 2261 (V=13~60, 

. ill m 6) (m m m ) B~V=1.25, U-B=1.2 and 2238 V=11.84, D-V=1.58, U-B=1.84 which lie somewhat 

above the mean giant locus in the eM diagram. 
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Fig~ 5. The 2-colour diagram of the stars in Table I. stars believed to be 

cluster members are shown as filled circles (normal giants and giant 

branch clump stars), open circles (main sequence stars) and circled 

ceosses (asymptotic branch or eveolved giant stars). The continuous 

and dashed curces represent the standard 2-colour relationships 

reddened by E(E-V)=OT14 and 0T12 respectively. 
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Fig~ 5. The 2-colour diagram of the stars in Table I. stars believed to be 

cluster members are shown as filled circles (normal giants and giant 

branch clump stars), open circles (main sequence stars) and circled 

c~osses (asymptotic branch or eveolved giant stars). The continuous 

and dashed curces represent the standard 2-colour relationships 

recidened by E(E-V)=O~14 and OT12 respectively. 
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As is 

noted 1)elo~1, thesEi may be asymptotic-branch stars or otherwise somewhat 

peculiar and in Fig. 5 they lie well below the main locus of the other giants. 

If they are included in the analysis of Fie.5 the results obtained 

by the process outlined al)ove are: S (U-B)
0

• 6=0~13, E(B-V)m=0~
110. If these 

stars are omitted, 'S (U-B) 0• 6==0.14.:!:_0.03(s.e.) and E(B-V)m=0.14. T'nus the 

exclusion of these stars has little effect on the ultraviolet excess but 

significantly reduces the reddening estimate. 

The cali bra ti on of [Fe/HJ against ~ (U-B) obtained by Alexander 

(1967), adjusted for a Hyades abundance {!e/H]= 0.24 relative to the sun 

(Hawarden, 1975b) gives an abundance [Fe/H] = -0.4 relative to the sun for 

Melotte 66. 

The bluest point on the main sequence in Fig. 2(a) and (b) lies just 

above the gap at V=l6~60, B-V=0~62. The larger reddening given above implies 

an unreddened colour (B-V) =0~48 at the turnoff while the corresponding 
0 

blanketing correction (Wildey, Burbidge, Sandage & Burbidge, 1962) is 

iJ.(B-V)=O~lO so that the fully-corrected turnoff colour is (B-V) =0~58. o,c 

The corresponding turnoff colours of M67 (age 5.5x109 years) and NGC 188 

(age"'9xl09 years) are (B-V) =· 0~54 and 0~62 respectively, if the reddening o,c 

values of Sandage & Eggen (1969) are applied to the normal points for these 

clusters listed in the same paper. In the investigation of NGC 2243 mentioned 

;D3 

above a method is presented whereby cluster ages may be estimated differentially 

from the effective temperature of the turnoff. Variations of heavy element 

abundance (and, in principle, of helium abundance) between clusters are allowed 

for by means of corrections determihed from comparisons of the turnoff 

temperatures of theoretical isochrones calculated under identical conditions 

from models of different abundances. In general a given turnoff temperature 

corresponds to a larger age in models with lower heavy element contents 

(cf, for exfu~ple, the evolutionary tracks of Aizenman, Demarque & Miller, 1969). 

.. "" "-"" "----"---------------....... 

"As :l s " 

noted belO~I, thes~ may be asymptotic-branch stars or othen!ise somewhat 

peculiar and in Fig. 5 they lie well belo\{ the main locus of the other giants. 

If they are included in the analysis of Fie.5 the results obtained 

by the process outlined above DIe: S (U-B)O 6",d~13, E(B-V) ",0~II0. If these 
• m 

stars are omitted, OS (U-B)0.6",O.14.::!:.O.03(s.e.) andE(E-V)m=O.14. T'nus the 

exclusion of these stars has little effect on the ultraviolet excess but 

significantly reduces the reddening estimate. 

The calibration of [Fe/H] against 'b (U-B) obtained by Alexander 

(1967), adjusted for a Hyades abundance [Fe/H] '" 0. 24 relative to the sun 

(Hawarden, 1975b) gives an abundance [Fe/H] =: -0.4 relative to the sun for 

Melotte 66. 

The bluest point on the main sequence in Fig. 2(a) and (b) lies just 

m m6 above the gap at V=16.60, IJ-V=O. 2. The larger reddening given above implies 

an unreddened colour (B-V) ;;:O~48 at the turnoff while the corresponding 
" 0 

blanketing correction (Wildey, Burbidge, Sandage & Burbidge, 1962) is 

LJ.(B-V)==O~lO so that the fully-corrected turnoff colour is (B-V) =0~58. 
o,c 

The correspondi'ng turnoff colours of M67 (age 5.5=<109 years) and NGC 188 

(age.-v9xI09 years) are (B-V) ;;: d~54 andO~62 respectively, if the reddening 
. O,C 

values of Sandage & Eggen (1969) are applied to the normal points for these 

clusters listed in the sa~e paper. In the investigation of NGC 2243 mentioned 

abovearnethod is presented whereby cluster ages may be estimated differentially 

from the effective temperature of the turnoff. Variations of heavy element 

abundance (and, in principle, of helium abundance) between clusters are allowed 

for by means of corrections determined from comparisons of the turnoff 

temperatures of theoretical isochrones calculated under identical conditions 

from models of different abundances. In general a given turnoff temperature 

corresponds to a larger age in models with lower heavy element contents 

(tt, for eXa.'nple~ the evolutionary tracks of Aizenman, Demarque & !'liller, 1969). 
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In the process of estimating the age of NGC 2243 abundances [Fe/I~=0.11 and 

0.00 relative to. the sun were adopted for M67 and NGC 188. Allowance for the 

differences between these values aJ1d those obtained above for Melotte 66, 

together with .the observed differences in turnoff colour yields "turnoff" 

ages.for the present cluster of ll.2x109 years (from:M67) and 11.4x109 year's 

(from NGC 188). 

Gaps such as that in the main sequence of Melotte 66 are believed 

to result from a period of rapid evolution during the internal contraction of 

the stars of the upper main sequence subsequent to the exhaustion of hydrogen 

in a convective core. Aizenman, Demarque & Miller (1969) and Dernarq_;.ie & 

Heasely (1971) have shown that the existence of such a core is dependent on 

the stellar mass, heavy element abund~nce and helium abundance in such a 

fashion that all must be high enough if convection is to occur. Hecent 

isochrones by M.J. Prather oncl P.DernarquE(r974-J pre..pr1.t'"\t) .. • for models with Z=0.02 

show a discontinuity corresponding to the core hydrogen exhaustion phase (HEP) 

for age 9 xl09 years with Y=O. 2.5 An isochrone for the same composition but 
on llj . 

with ae,re 10 xl09 years showsA. a.. trace of a discontinuity.: These ~socnrones a.re 

the first. to include allowances for convective over shoot mixing at the core . . . 

boundary and are the oldest yet der·ived· to show ·a ga-0 .for so low ·a· heavy 

·element content. 

The ultraviolet excess derived above implies that Melotte ~6 has a 

heavy element abundance Z less than 0.01. It appears , unlikely that 

a cluster so deficient in hea.vy elements which exhibits a gap as prominent 

as that in Fig.2 could be older ~.an. . the most extreme isochrones 

for which a gap is predicted by evolution theory. 

The lower value of the reddening which results if stars 2261 EµJ.d 2238 

are included in the analysis of Fig.4 only makes matters worse: the unreddened 

In the process of estimating the age of NGG 2243 abundances [Fe/I~ ",0.11 and 

0.00 relative to the sun Here adopted for }167 a.'1d NGC 188. AlloVlance for the 

differences betHeen these values cLl1d those obtained above for Nelotte 66, 

together wi th the observed differences in turnoff colour yields "turnoff" 

ae,J"Els for the present cluster of 11. 2xl09 years (from !lJ.67) and 11. 4xl09 year's 

(from NGG 188). 

Gaps such as that in the main sequence of I"Ielotte 66 are believed 

to result from a period of rapid evolution during the internal contraction of 

the stars of the upper main sequence subsequent to the exhaustion of hydrogen 

in a convective core. Aizenman, Demarque & Hiller (1969) and Demarque & 

Reasely (1971) have shown that the existence of such a core is dependent on 

the stellar mass, heavy element abund~nce and helium abundance in such a 

fashion that all must be high enough if convection is to occur. Hecent 

isochrones by nJ. Prathe(' qncl P.De(V\C\(qUE'(r974-) pre.pr,'d), ,. for models with Z=0.02 

shoyr a discontinui ty corresponding to the core hydrogen eXl'1austion phase (REP) 

for age 9 xl09 years wi th y==o. 2.5 An isochrone for the same composi tion but 
on 1'1 . 

\..rith a€,re /0 xl09 years ShO\>ISA a.. traqe of a discontinuity.; These ~socnrones clI'e 

the first, to include allmvances for convective over shoot mixing at the core 
, .. 

boundary and ~rethe oldest yet derive~ to show a ga~ ,for io low 'i heavy 

'8 lemen t con ten t. 

The ultraviolet excess derived above implies that Nelotte ~6 has a 

heavy element abundance Z less than 0.01. It appears , unlikely that 

a cluster so defiCient in he~vy elements which exhibits a gap as prominent 

as that in Fig.2 could be older . the most extrerr:e isochrones 

for which a gap is predicted by evolution theory. 

The 10vrer value of the reddening which results if stars 2261 Ejpd 2238 

are included in the analysis of Fig.4 only makes matters worse: the unreddened 
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is [Fe/HJ ::-0.26 relative to the sun and the mean age estimated from 

comparisons with M 67 and NGC 188 is T){.109 years. · 'J;'~e apparent distance 

modulus is 12~9 giving a clump absolute magnitude M =lr~7 which is comparable . v 

with the faintest listed by Cannon. 

It might be assumed that the observed ultraviolet colours of the 

main sequence stars in Fig. 4 have been affected by an unknown systematic 

error. If these stars are ignored and the ultraviolet excess of the giants 

is assumed to be zero the resultant reddening is E(B-V) =0~27. The turnoff m 

colour is then (B-V) =0.35, implying an age -'V 3xlo9 years. The determination 
0 

of this value from the turnoff colour involves considerable extrapolation of 

the theoretical results and is correspondingly unreliable. The distance 

modulus,on·these...assumptions, is (m-M)=l4~0 and the clump absolute magnitude 

is M =0~6 which is unusually bright! 
v 

is [Fe/HJ ",-0.26 relative to the sun and the mean age estimated from 

comparisons \fl. th tvr 67 and l\1GC 188 is 74109 years. ~~e apparent distance 

modulus is 12;;r9 giving a clump absolute magnitude M =lr~7 which is comparable 
v 

with the faintest listed by Cannon. 

It might be assumed that the observed ultraviolet colours of the 

main sequence stars in Fig. 4 have been affected by an ur~own systematic 

error. If these stars are ignored and the ultraviolet excess of the giants 

is assumed to be zero the resultant reddening is E(B-V) =0~27. 
m 

The turnoff 

colour is then (B-V) =0.35, implying an age rv 3xl09 years. The determination 
o 

of this value from the turnoff colour involves considerable extrapolation of 

the theoretical results and is correspondingly unreliable. The distance 

modulus,on-these..assumptions, is (m-H)=14r:!0 and the clump absolute magnitude 

is M =0~6 which is unusually bright! 
v 
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6. Ernpir)cal Estimates of Ac;e, Comnosi tion and Distance 

Kinman (1965) pointed out that subgiants and giants in clusters with 

higher heavy element abundances should have lower effective temperatures and 

defined a corresponding parameter D(B-V), the colour difference between the 

main sequence turnoff and the subgin.nt branch at a point l~O br).e;bter in V. 

This parruneter is independent of .reddenint; but will be sensitive to djfferences 

in age as the turnoff in young~r clusters is bluer and brighter. 

Table IV lists D and [Fe/E]efor several clusters for which 

reasonably consistent ages are available. For M3, Ml3, Ml5 and M92 the values 

of D were derived ffom the normal curves tabulated by Sandage (1970) and the 

heavy element abundance for Ml5 is taken from the same paper. The normal 

curve by Arp (1962) was used to obtain D for M5. The abundances of M3, MS, 

Ml3 and M92 were taken from the results of DDO photometry by Osbourne (1973) 

and that for 47 Tue from McClure & Osbourne (1974) using the calibration of 

the S GN index quoted by these workers but adjusted for a Hyades abundance 

[Fe/H] =0.24 (Hawarden l975b). The result from the DDO photometry is in 
CS> 

excellent agreement with that implied by the ultraviolet excess adopted in 

compromise by Cannon (1974). The value of D for 47 Tue was derived from the 

normal points listed by Tifft (1963). Menzies (1973) gives corrections to 

Tifft's photographic photometry based on photoelectric measures of brighter 

stars. These corrections, -if extrapolated, suggest that the value of D in 

m Table IV may be rv 0~03 too large. The value of D for NGC 188 was derived 

from curves drawn by eye through the CM diae;,-rams of Eggen & Sandage ( 1969). 

For M67 t~is quantity was obtained from the normal points listed by Sandage & 

Eggen (1969). For NGC 2420 (McClure, Forrester & Gibson, 1974) and NGC 2243 

(Hawarden, 1975b) values of D were derived from the appropriate CM diagr~~s 

while the heavy element abundances and ages were taken from the latter 

investigation. The ill defined nature of the lower subgiant branches of 

NGC 2243 and NGC 188 was remarked upon in the paper on NGC 2243; the values 

6. Empirica.l Estimates of Ar;e, Composition and Distance 

Kimnan (1965) pointed out that subgiants and giants in clusters with 

higher heavy element abundances should have lower effective temperatures aXld 

defined a correspond ing para.l1eter D( B-V), the colour difference betHeen the 

main sequence turnoff and the subgiant branch at a point 1~0 brie;hter in V. 

This part:l.ll1eter is independent of reddening but will be sensi tive to djfferences 

in age as the turnoff in younger clusters is bluer and brighter. 

Table IV lists D and [Fe/H] for several clusters for which e 

reasonably consistent ages are available. For M3, M13, 1'115 and T192 the values 

of D were derived from the nonIlal curves tabulated by Sandage (1970) and the 

heavy element abundance for M15 is taken from the same paper. The normal 

curve by Arp (1962) was used to obtain D for I'-15. The abundances of M3, MS, 

H13 and M92 were taken from the results of DDO photometry by Osbourne (1973) 

and that for 47 Tuc from McClure & Osbourne (1974) using the calibration of 

the S C.N index quoted by these workers but adjusted for a Hyades abundance 

[Fe/H] =0.24 (Hawarden 1975b). The result from the DDO photometry is in 
G 

excellent agreement with that implied by the ultraviolet excess adopted in 

compromise by Cannon (1974). The value of D for 47 Tuc was derived from the 

normal points listed by Tifft (1963). Menzies (1973) gives corrections to 

Tifft's photographic photometry based on photoelectric measures of brighter 

stars. These correcti ons, ·if extrapolated, sumrest that the value of D in 

m 
Table IV may be I'V 0;03 too large. The value of D for NGC 188 .. las derived 

from curves drawn by eye through the CM diagrams of Eggen & Sandage (1969). 

For M67 t~is quanti ty was obtained from the normal points listed by Sandage & 

Eggen (1969). For NGC 2420 (McClure, Forrester & Gibson, 1974) and NGC 2243 

(Hawarden, 1975b) values of D were derived from the appropriate CM diagra~s 

while the heavy element abundances and ages were taken from the latter 

investigation. The ill defined nature of the lower subgiant branches of 

NGe 2243 and NGe 188 was remarked upon in the paper on NGG 2243; the values 
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Table lV 

Kirnnn.n 's (1965) parameter D( 3-V) together with composition and age estimates 
for open o.nd g1obu1nr cJuste::.·s 

Cluster D(B-V) (mag) [ Fe/H] 0 Ae;e (lo9y) 

M92 0.22 -1.96 12 

Ml5 0.15 -2.l " 

Ml3 0.17 -1.69 ff 

1'13 0.25 -1.01 " 
' 

MS 0.22 -0.68 " 

47 Tue 0.27 -0.35: 12 

NGC 188 0.38: o.oo 9 

M67 0.48 0.11 5.5 

NGC 2420 0.50: -0.26 4 

NGC 2243 o. 44: . -0.46 5.0 

{ 
-0.40 11.j 

Mel 66 0.40 -0.26 7.0 

0.24 . ·3.0:: 

/ 

Table IV 

Kinman'S (19 65) ]::arameter D(B-V) togc: ther wi th composition and age estimates for open and globular cluste::?s 

Cluster D( B-V) (mag) [Fe/HJ 0 Ae;e (109y ) 

t192 0.22 -1.96 12 

11115 0.15 -2.1 H 

M13 0.17 -1.69 If 

}\'~3 0.25 -1.01 II 

"' 
H5 0.22 -0.68 II 

47 Tue 0.27 -0.35: 12 

NGC 188 0.38: 0.00 9 

M67 0.48 0.11 5.5 

NGC 2420 0.50: -0.26 4 

NGC 2243 0.44: . -0.46 5.0 

{ 
-0.40 11.3 

Mel 66 0.40 -0.26 7.0 

0.24 . 3.0: : 

. I , 
/ I 

I 
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Fig. 6. The variation of the main se~uence-subgiant colour difference D(B-V) ! ,, 
with ~omposi tion [Fe/H]0 for several globular clusters (crosses) and ! 

i 

open clusters (filled cicrles). The dashed arrow shows the effect of 

applying Menzies' (1973) suggested corrections to the photometry of 

47 Tue. Approximate lines of constant age are shown. The open circles: 
i 

re present possible positions of nf.elotte 66 for various assumed values ·. 

of S(U-B) and age. The shaded area shows the most probable location : 

of Melotte 66 from the observed values.of D(B-V) and o(U-B). 
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Fig. 6. The variation of the main sequence-subgiant colour difference D(B-V) ! 
" 

wi th ~omposi tion [Fe/HJ0 for several globular clus ters (crosses) and ! 
i 

open clusters (filled cicrles). The dashed arrow shows the effect of 

applying Menzies' (1973) suggested corrections to the photometry of 

47 Tuc. Approximate lines of constant age are shown. The open circles: 
i 

represent possible positions of Xelotte 66 for various assumed values " 

of S(U-B) and age. The shaded area shows the most probable location 

of Melotte 66 from the observed values,of D(B-V) and S(U-B). 
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of D for these clusters are correspondingly difficult to determine. The ages 

of the six globular clusters have been assumed to be 12xl09 years; the 

precise value is not critical but consi.st<rit independent determinations are 

lacking •. 

The rcculting ~alues of D ancl [Fe/HJ are shown plotted in Fig. 6 
(!) 

where filled circles and crosses denot4 open and globular clusters respectively. 

Tentn:tive loci for constant ages of 1.2 a."ld 5 x 109 years are shown as heavy 

lines; fainter lines chow even ·more speculative loci for ages between 5xl0
9 

years and 9xl09 years, 'the latter be:11Ag" defined by the adopted location of 

NGC Hl8. The dashed line for 109 years is little better than the crudest of 

approximations. 

Notwithstanding the tentativeness with which these loci are specified, 

the generally strong variation of D with Jige and the lesse'r variation with 

composition appear clear, suggesting that the diagram may provide useable age 

and abundance information. 

In Section 5 three possible values of 
and corresponding 

ages were suggested for Melotte 66., These are listed in Table IV anci are 

plotted as open circles in Fig. 6. The proper locations of the upper and 

lower points are uncertain owing tG the poor definition of the constant 

age loci in these portions of the diagram. 

The estimate of 8 (U-B)
0

• 6 obtained by direct analysis of Fig. 5 

implies [Fe/B;]0 = -0.4 while a reduction by 36 implies [Fe/H] 
0 

= 0.0. 

The observed value of D(B-V) from Fig. 3 has an uncertainty of about 

± 0~02 so that it would be expected that Melotte 66 would be properly 

represented in Fig. 6 by a point lying somewh(;)re within the crosshatched 

rectangle. Thus, the location wi th:Ln this area of the open circle 

corresponding to· [Fe/H] 
0 

== 0.26 and ago""' 7x109 year's strongly suggests 

of D for these clusters are correspondingly difficul t to determine. The ages 

of the six globular clusters have been assumed to be 12xl09 years' the v , 

precise value is not critical but consist:-<"1t independent determinations are 

lacki~s •. 

The rccultlnc values of D anol [Fe/FJ are shown plotted in Fig. 6 
(!) 

where filled circles and crosses deno"t4 oren and globular clusters respectively. 

Tenta"i:;ive loci for constant ages of 12 tt.'1d 5 x 109 years are shewn as heavy 

lines; fainter lines Dhow even more speculative loci for ages between 5xl0
9 

years ahd 9xl09 years, 'the latter bejv.if defined by the adopted location of 

NGC 188. The dashed line for 109 years i8 little better than the crudest of 

approxima tions. 

Notwithstanding the tentativeness with which these loci are specified, 

the generally strong variation of D with Jige and the lesse'r variation with 

composition appear clear, suggesting that the diagram may provide useable age 

and abundance information. 

In Section 5 three possible values of [ F e /HJr,-. and 
1.:1 corresponding 

ages were suggested for Melotte 66.. These are listed in Table" IV and are 

plotted as open circles in Fig. 6. The proper locations of the upper and 

lower points are uncertain owing tQ the poor definition of the constant 

age loci in these portions of the diagra.m. 

The estimate of 8 (U-B)O.6 obtained by direct analysis of Fig. 5 

implies [Fe/H;J0'" -0.4 while a reduction by 36 implies [F'e/H] 8 '" 0.0. 

The observed value of D(B-V) from Fig. 3 has an uncertainty of about 

± O~02 so that it would be expected that Helotte 66 would be properly 

represented in Fig. 6 by a point lying somewhere ,vi thin the crosshatched 

rectangle. Thus, the location within this area of the open circle 

corresponding to ' [Fe/H]' 0 '" 0.26 and ago"", 7xl09 yeat's strongly sutSg'ests 
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that these estimates are close to the col.'rect values. It mP.y also be 

tentati.vely concluded that the ultraviolet excess of the cluster is 

S (U-B) 6 ~ 01:11 and that the reddening is in the vicinity of E(B-V) = 
o. m 

A distance modulus (m-Vi) = 12~4 is thereby implied, corresponding to a 
0 

m 0.17. 

location·~ 3 kpc from the sun. With b = -14~3 the cluster therefore lies 

some 750 pc from the galactic plane. 

that theGG esti;nates are close to the correct values. It Jil£>.Y also be 

tentatJ.vely concluded th~l.t the ultraviolet excess of the cluster is 

s (u - B) 6!!:! O~ 1 a.nd the t o. 
the reddening is in the vicinity of E(B-V) ;: . m 

A distance modulus (m-H) 
o 

'" l2~4 is thereby implied, corresponding to 11 

location ~3 kpc from the sun. With b = -14:3 the cluster therefore lies 

some 750 pc from the galactic plane. 
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7. The Strucfore of th2 Gia."1t Bri:mch 

It was remarked in section 4 that the density of horizontal 

branch stars in zone 1 is lower than in zone 2. A further sugc;estion 

of a variation in the structure of the giant branch with radial position 

in the cluster is provided by u comparison of the colours of the bricht 

red giants in the inner and outer zones. In Fig. 3(a) the approxirna te . 

locus defined by the three red giants in zone 1 is shown as a dashed 

curve. Most of the red giants in this figu.re lie well to the blue of 

this curve• Since the CM Diagram of the field star sample, Fig. 3(b), 

indicates that this region of the diagram is very little contaminated 

by non-members it is profitable to examine the situation more closely. 

Table II contains 7 stars from zone 1 and 17 stars from zone 

m m m · m 
2 which have V between 14.0 and 15~0 with B-V between 0.95 and 1.25, 

inclusive. Similarly th~re arc 60 stars in zone l and 46 in zone 2 

with V between 161:13 and 17~1 and B-V between 0~55 and orr;75. This last 

region of the CM diagram should contain a fairly pure S?Jllple of main 

sequence stars. These counts may be c'ombined in a 2 x 2 contingency 

table. After Yates corrections are applied a value of 't, 2 
= 4.85 is 

obtained. With 1 degree of freedom this implies a probability P. IV 0.03 

that the observed difference in the distributions of the horizontal 

brf;nch and main sequence stars in zones 1 and 2 is a chance effect. 

Before it is concluded that the clump stars are significantly 

less concentrated towards the cluster centre than the members of the 

upper main sequence is should be remarked that the result for.X,..
2 

is 

critically dependent on the choice of the radius at which the sampling 

zones are divided. If this be increased until the inner zone contains 

13 clump stars the new counts in the two zones give j.., 2 
= o.is6. and 

P "'O. 7 ., Conversely contracting the inner zone until 53 main sequence 

stars are contained in either sampling area gives "'j.... 2
:: 2.63 so that 

It Was remarked in section 4 that the demji ty of horizontal 

brDneh stars in zone 1 is 101'101' than zone 2. A further suggestion 

of a vuriation in the structure of the g'iant branch wi th radial tion 

in the cluster is provided by n comparison of the colours of the brit:ht 

redrriants in the inner ",nd outer zones. In 3 (IJ.) the approximate, 

locus defined by the three red giants in zone 1 is shown as a dashed 

curve. Host of the red giants in this figure lie 'vIell to the blue of 

this curve. Since the Cjvj Diagram of the field star sample I Fig. 3(b), 

indicates that this region of the diagram is veryli ttle contaminated 

by non-members it is profitable to examine the situation more closely. 

Table II contains 7 stars from zone 1 and 17 stars from zone 

m m m . . m 
2 which have V between 14.0 and 15~0 with E-V between 0.95 and 1.25, 

inclusive. Similarly th~re nre 60 stars in zone 1 and 46 in zone 2 

,.ith V betweep. 16~3 and l7~land B-V between O~55 and O~75. This last 

region of the eM diagram should contain a fairly pure s?Jllple of main 

sequence s tc'1.rs. These counts may be 60mbined in a 2 x 2 contingency 

table. After Yates corrections are applied a value of )( 2 = 4.85 is 

obtained. Hi th 1 degree of freedom this implies a probabili ty p. IV 0.03 

that the observed difference in the distributions of the horizontal 

br~ch and main sequence stars in zones 1 and 2 is a chance effect. 

Before it is concluded that the clump stars are sibmificantly 

less concentrated towards the cluster centre than the members of the 

upper main sequence is should be remarked that the resul t for.X~} is 

critically dependent on the choice of the radius at which the sampling 

zones are divided. If this be increased until the inner zone contains 

13 clump stars the neH counts in the two zones give t 2 
"" o. i86. and 

P NO.7., Conversely contracting the inner zone until 53 main sequence 

stars are contained in ei ther sampling area gives j 2 '" 2.63 so that 
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Fig. 7. The CM diagrarr: of the giant branch of Melotte 66. Stars fr0rn zones 

1, 2 and 3 are represented by filled circles, open circles and crosses, 

respectively. The dashed curve indicates the approximate locus of the 

giants'in the central region of the cluster. 
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P "'0.11. Evidently the dividing line between zones 1 and 2 in Fi.g. 1 is so 

located as to maximise the apparent contrast between the derived distributions 

of the horizontal branch and ir.ain sequence stars. Nonetheless a clear 

impression remains that the horizontal branch stars in Melotte 66 are less 

centrally concentrated than the stars of the upper main sequence. A similar 

effect can be seen in other open clusters older than the Hyades a..n.d its 

presence in NGC 2477 was remarked·· 1.:J.pon1 by~-::g;gc,en & Sandage (1961). 

This phenomenon is discussed in more detail ip another paper, one 

of the conclusions of which is anticipated here, namely, the likelihood that 

the horizontal branch stars in old open clusters have lost mass since leaving 

the main sequence. If this is the case, any mass dependant process of 

radial segregation which has operated to produce a detectable outward dispersion 

of the horizontal branch stars will have had considerably longer toJoperate on 

any stars which are in a post-horizontal-branch evolutionary phase such as, 

for example, the asymptotic branch stage. 

The distinct tendency of the red giants in the outer regions of 

Melotte 66 to be bluer in colour than those in the inner regions is well 

illustrated in Fig. 7, the combined CM diagram of the giants in zones 1, 2 

and 3. Stars from these zones a.re shown as filled circles, open circles and 

crosses, respectively. The dashed curve illustrates the approximate locus 

of the giant branch in zone 1. Four stars from zone 2 and two from zone 3 

also lie near this curve but three more stars from zone 2 and four or five 

m from zone 3 appear to lie along a parallel locus some 0.15 to the blue. That 

this difference is not a product of random photometric errors in zone 2 

coupled with sys.tematic errors in the results for the separately-measured 

stars of zone.3 is strongly indicated by the location of the five horizontal 

branch stars from zone three, ;;1hich fall amongst the main qoncentra ti on of 

these stars from zone 2 at the blue end of the stubby horizontal branch. 

P IV 0.11. Evidently the dividing line bet,,,een zones 1 and 2 in Fig. 1 is 80 

located as to maximise the apparent contrast between the derived distributions 

of the horizontal branch and main sequence stars. Nonetheless a clear 

impression remains that the horizontal branch stars in J'~elotte 66 are less 

CEntrally concentrated than the stars of the upper main sequence. A similax 

effect can be seen in other open clusters older than the Hyades and i t8 

presence in NGe 2477 was remat:ked': llPon1 by'':~geen & Sandage (1961). 

This phenomenon is discussed in more detail ip another paper r One· 

of the conclusions of \-Ihich is anticipated here, namely, the likelihood that 

the horizontal branch stars in old open clusters have lost mass since leaving 

the main sequence. If this is the case, any mass dependant process of 

radial segregation which ha,s operated to produce a detectable out'darddispersion 

of the horizontal brancl} stars '..rill have had considerably longer toloperate on 

any stars \<Ihich are in a post-horizontal-branch evolutionary phase such as, 

for example, the asymptotic branch stage. 

The distinct tendency of the red giants in the outer regions of 

Helotte 66 to be bluer in colour than those in the in.Yler regions is well 

illustrated in Fig. 7, the combined CIVj diagram of the giants in zones 1, 2 

and 3. Stars from these zones areshovm as filled circles, open circles and 

crosses, respectively. The dashed curve illustrates the approximate locus 

of the giant branch in ZOne 1. Four stars from zone 2 and two from zone 3 

also lie near this curve but three more stars from zone 2 and four or five 

m 
from zone 3 appear to lie along 2, parallel locus some 0.15 to the blue. That 

this difference is not a product of random photometric errors in zone 2 

coupled with sys"tematic errors in the resul ts for the separately-measured 

stars of zone 3 is strongly indicated by the location of the five horizontal 

b.ranch stars from zone three, "hich fall amonGst the main Goncentra tion of' 

these stars from zone 2 at the blue end of the stubby horizontal branch. 
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It apricars likely, therefo.re, thc.t the bluer Giants. of Melotte 66 

n.re in a post horizontal-branch evolutionary phase and may represent a 

Population 1 analo0ue of the asymptotic l)ranch of globular clusters. 

The present chain of supposition is too long to permit profitable speculation 

as to why these stars in Melotte 66 retain their blueward displacement as 

they move upward in the CM dia1.:.rram once again. 

In support of the tentative identification of these stars as 

asymptotic--,bra.nch objects it may be recalled that the two members of this 

group which have been measured photoelectrically lie significantly below the 

locus of the "normal" giants in the two-colour diagram. It is highly 

desirable that photoelectric and spectroscopic observations should be 

obtained for as many as possible of these potentially intriguing stars. 

It appears likely, therefore, that the bluer eiants.of Nelotte 66 

ure in a post horizontal-branch evolutionary phase and may represent a 

Population 1 analoeue of the asymptotic l)ranch ofglobule.r clusters. 

The present chain of supposition is too long to permit profitable speculation 

as to why these stars in Melotte 66 retain their blueward displacement as 

they move upward in the eN dial.:,'Tam once again. 

In support of the tentative identifica tioD of these 8 tars as 

asymptotic~brrunch objects it may be recalled that the two members of this 

group which have been measured photoelectrically lie significantly below the 

locus of the "normal" giants in the two-colour diagram. It is highly 

desirable that photoelectric and spectroscopic observations should he 

obtained for as many as possible of these potentially intriguing stars. 
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8. Di.scusnion o.nd Surr:m<i.rv 

·The decidedly tentative nature of many of the results of this 

investigation is unfortunate in view of their potential interest. It is 

important that further observations of Eelotte 66 should be undertaken to 

clear up the numerous uncertainties and to confirm or refute the su{SGested 

interpretations put forward in proceeding sectionsof this paper. Nonetheless, 

Melotte 66 is evidently an exceptional cluster. If the heavy ele;nent 

abundance has been underestimated here then its distance has been likewise; 

a heavy element content similar to that of the Hyades would place Vielotte 66 

more than a kiloparsec from the [(cl.lactic plane, a remarkable location for an 

open cluster, especially one with so large a metal abundance. The cluster 

NGC 6791 (Kinman, 1965) may lie about a kiloparsec from the plane and 

scanner spectrophotometry by Spinrad & Taylor (1971) indicates an abundance 

[Fe/H] = 0.7 r~lative to the sun. Conversely,Kinman's estimate of 

D(B-V) = 0~38 would suggest, from Fig. 6, a value much lower thal'l.. 

this, similar to that adopted here fo'r Melotte 66. Further observations of 

NGC 6791 are urgently needed to confirm or refute the controversial scanner 

results. 

If the heavy element abundance of Melotte 66 has been overestimated 

here an exceptionally large age would be implied. This would give rise to 

marked disa[,>reements between observation and theory, chief of which would be 

the presence of a prominent main sequence gap in a cluster both older and 

less metal rich than NGC 188. The absolute magnitude of the horizontal 

branch, too, would then appear to be exceptionally faint. 

Further observations of Melotte 66 are, therefore, urgently required. 

ln particular, intermediate-band (DDO) observations of giants should clarify 

the ambiguities in the present estimate of the heav.y element abundance and 

thus, hopefully, provide a better estimate of the cluster age· and distance. 

8. Di.8cUsGion and Surr.mary 

. The decidedly ten taU ve nature of many of the resul ts of tt'd. s 

investigation is unfortunate in vie", of their potential interes"t. It is 

important that further ot)servations of Eelotte 66 should be undertaken to 

clear up the numerous uncertainties and to confirm or refute the suge'ested 

interpreta ti ons put forvrard in proceeding sectionsof this paper. Nonetheless, 

Melottc 66 is evidently an exceptional cluster. If the heavy element 

abundance has been underestimated here then its distance has been likewise; 

a heavy element content similar to that of the Hyades "lould place Nelotte 66 

more than a kiloparsec from the [;,dlactic plane, a remarkable location for an 

open cluster, especially one with so large a metal abundance. The cluster 

NGC 6791 (Kinman, 1965) may lie about a kiloparsec from the plane and 

scanner spectrophotometry by Spinrad & Taylor (1971) indicates an abundance 

[Fe/H] ::: O. 7 r~lati ve to the sun. Conversely, Kinman's estimate of 

D(B-V) = O~38 would suggest, from Fig. 6, a value much lower tha~ 

this, similar to that adopted here fo'r JvIelotte 66. Further observations of 

NGC 6791 are urgently needed to confirm or refute the controversial scanner 

results. 

If the heavy element abundance of Melotte 66 has been overestimated 

here an exceptionally large age "!ould be implied. This would give rise to 

marked disab'Teements betvleen observation and theory, chief of which would be 

the presence of a prominent main sequence gap in a cluster both older cilld 

less metal rich than NGC 188. The absolute magnitude of the horizontal 

branch, too, would then appear to be exceptionally faint. 

Further observations of r.lelotte 66 are, therefore, urgently required. 

In particular, intermediate-band (DDO) observations of giants should clarify 

the ambiguities in the present estimate of the heavy element abundance and 

thus, hopefully, provide a better estimate of the cluster age· and distance. 
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i• nimilar ir:iprovement could be obtained from UJW observations of more and 

fn.in ter r...::..in nequence sti'.l.rs by eliminating the necessity for deter:nining 

the rcdder.ing and ul tro.violet excess by methods involving comparisons ':)etween 
. . 

evolved main sequence stars ax1d (possibly peculiar) giants. Spectroscopic 

or other radial velocity meq,surements of the brighter stars would.help to 

confirm or refute the pre Gent speculations concerning the structure of the 

giant brn.nch and .would est<.tblish whether or not the cluster does in fact 

possess bluish giants ·more luminous than the horizontal brand~. The kinematic 

properties of the cluster are also wholly unknown at present. 

The present study, then, yields tbe following results: 

(a) Melotte 66 possesses a well-defined gap in the upper main sequence. 

(b) The giant branch shows a double structure, tbe bluer portion of which 

is populated preferentially by stars from the outer portions of the 

cluster and may therefore re present a Population I analogue of the 

asymptotic branch of globular clusters. 

(c) The heavy element abundance of Melotte 66 is low, probably correspondine 

to a value of [Fe/H }v -0. 2 relative to the sun. If so, the age of the 

9 cluster is in the vicinity of 7xl0 years. 

(d) The reddening of the cluster is near E(B-V) = 0~17 and the true distance 

modulus adopted here, (m-M) = 12~4 indicates that it lies about 3 Kpc 
. 0 

from the sun and about 750 pc from the galactic plane. 

I 

/ 

f-,. 

~'l Gimil,:tr ir:1provement could be obtained from iJJW observ;:-,.tions of more and 

fninter r..<::..in sequence sttlrs by eliminating the necessi for deter:nining 

the rcddc:-;ine and ultro.violet excess by me~hods involving comparisons:)etween 
. . 

evolved main sequence stars and (possibly peculiar) giants. Spectroscopic 

or other radial veloel ty men,surements of the brighter stars \{Quld help to 

confirm or refute the present speculations concerning the structu.re of the 

eiD.nt brrrnch and .would est8blish whether or not the cluster does in fact 

pOSSElGsbluish giants 'more luminous than the horizontal branch. The kinematic 

properties of the cluster are also wholly unkno~~ at present. 

The present study, then, yields the following results: 

(a) Melotte 66 possesses a well-de.finE~d gap in the upper main sequence. 

(b) The giant branch shows a double structure, the bluer portion of which 

is populated preferentially by stars from the outer portions of the 

cluster and may therefore represent a Population I analogue of the 

asymptotic branch of globular clusters. 

(c) The heavy element abundance of Nelotte 66 is 10\1, probably correspondin5 

to a value of [Fe/H}v -0.2 relative to the sun. If so,the age of the 

9 cluster is in the vicinity of 7xlO years. 

(d) The reddening of the cluster is near E(B-V) = 0~17 and the true distance 

modulus adopted here, (m-rvI) = l2~4 indicates that it lies about 3 Kpc . 0 _ 

from the sun and about 750 pc from the galactiC pla.'1e. 
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NGC 2204 An Old Open Cluster in the Halo 

by 

T.G. Hawarden 

SAAO 

P 0 Box 9 

Observatory 7935 

Cape 

South Africa 

----v -
Summary 

Photographic JN and photoelectric UBV photometry of stars in the 

open cluster NGC 2204 is presented •. The cluster is abou.t 3 x 109 years old. 

It has a broad giant branch reaching (B-V) 
0 

'V 1 ~8 which probably includes 

a red variable of substantial amplitude •. The main sequence exhibits a 

distinct gap about cf.4 below its brightest point. 

A reddening E(~-V) = d1:os and ultraviolet excess b (U-B)0•6 = 

0~095 % 0~024 are derived from the 2-colour (U•B, B-V) diagram of cluster 

members. This ultraviolet excess implies a logarithmic abundance [Ee/H] 0 = 

-0.20 and the cluster therefore appears to be somewhat poorer in heavy 

elements than most members of Population I, which is not inappropriate in 

view of its exceptionally large distance from the galactic plane, /2/ = 1250 pc 

if (m-!-1) 
0 

• 131:125 as here derived. The blue stragglers present appear to be 

strongly centrally cencentrated; the possible implications thereof are 

briefly discussed. 
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Summary 

Photographic BY and photoelectric UBV photometry of stars in the 

open cluster NGC 2204 is presented •. The cluster is about 3 x 109 years old. 

It has a broad giant branch reaching (B-V) IV 1 ~B which probably includes 
o 

a red variable of substantial ampli tude., The main sequence exhibits a 

distinct gap about cF.4 below its brightest paint. 

A reddening E(~-V) co d~08 and ul traviolet excess b (U-B)0.6 ... 

0~095 t 0~024 are derived from the 2-colour (U~Bt B-V) diagram of cluster 

members. This ul traviolet excess implies a logarithmic abundance [Ee/H J 0 

-0.20 and the cluster therefore appears to be somewhat poorer in heavy 

elements than most members of Population It which is not inappropriate in 

view of its exceptionally large distance from the galactic plane, /.2/ = 1250 pc 

if (m-M; - 13~25 as here deri~ed. The blue stragglers present appear to be 
o 

strongly centrally cencentrated; the possible implications thereof are 

briefly discussed. 
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1. · Introduction 

NCC 2204 is a rich, rather diffuse open cluster in Canis Major 

at 0<.= 06h 14~4, ~ = -18° 38' (1975) with galactic coordinates 

l = 226:0, b = -16~1. Its appearance on the Palomar Sky Survey charts 

led King (1964) to list it amongst those clusters which he judged were 

likely to prove older than the Hyades. It was therefore included in a 

search for old open clusters (Hawarden, 1975a) which amply confirmed 

King's suggestion: the resulting pseudo Colour-Magnitude (CM) diagram 

showed a strong and compact group of reddish stars together with the top 

of a well-populated main sequence which appeared co~siderably fainter. 

The large difference in luminosity betwee~ the giant clump, identified by 

Cannon (1970) as the Population I analogue of the red horizontal branch, 

with absolute magnitude M rv li:1o and the upper extremity of the main 
v . '· 

sequence is a reliable indication of a substantial age, probably in excess 

, of 109 years. 

The apparent magnitude of the clump was estimated to be in the 

vicinity of V = 13~5 implying a distance modulus of about lt.15 or slightly 

less; at b "' -16~1 this suggested that the cluster lies more than 800 

parsecs from the galactic plane. It was therefore included in a program 

of photographic and photoelectric .photometry with the results presented here. 

I am not aware of any other published or unpublished photometry of this 

system. 

Initial preparations included the selection of a projected 

cluster center based on star counts in the vicinity. The diffuse nature 

.of the cluster-. led to the underestimation of its diameter at this· 

stage and the resulting adopted center, shown on the identification chart 

(Plate I) may be in error by about one arc minute. The angular diameter . 

of the cluster is probably between 14' and 18 1 • 

L 

1. Introduction 

. 
NGC 2204 is a rich, rather diffuse open cluster in Canis Major 

at 0<.= 06
h 14~4, ~.,. -18'" 38' (1975) with galactic coordinates 

1 = 226~0, b = -16~1. Its appearance on the Palomar Sky Survey charts 

led King (1964) to list it amongst those clusters which he judged w'ere 

likely to prove older than the Hyades. It was therefore included in a 

search for old open clusters (Hawarden, 1975a) which amply confirmed 

King's suggestion: the resulting pseudo Colour-Magnitude (CM) diagram 

showed a strong and compact group of reddish stars together with the top 

of a well-populated main sequence which appeared co~siderably fainter. 

The large difference in luminosity betwee~ the giant clump, identified by 

Cannon (1970) as the Population I analogue of the red horizontal branch, 

wi th absolute magnitude M ,...., 1~0 and the upper extremity of the main 
v . '. 

sequence is a reliable indication of a substantial age, probably in excess 

, of 109 years. 

The apparent magnitude of the clump was estimated to be in the 

vicinity of V "" l3~5 implying a distance modulus of about 1~5 or slightly 

less; at b c -16~1 this suggested that the cluster lies IDore than 800 

parsecs from the galactic plane. It was therefore included in a program 

of photographic and photoelectric ,photometry with the results presented here. 

I am not aware of any other published or unpublished photometry of this 

system. 

Initial preparations included the selection of a projected 

cluster center based on star counts in the vicinity. The diffuse nature 

,of the cluster-, led to the underestimation of its diameter at this' 

stage and the resulting adopted center, shown on the identification chart 

(Plate I) may be in error by about one arc minute. The angular diameter . 

of the cluster is probably between 14' and 18'. 
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2. Photoelectric Photometry 

Two local standard stars HD 43429 and star 24 in quadrant 1, 

zone 2 of Plate I were tied to the UBV system by observations of E region 

stars at equal or synrnetric altitudes on 13 and 11 nights respectively. 

The mean results of these transfer observations are.g_iven in Table I and 

have internal SE 1 s less than 0~01 in all cases. No suggestion of 

variability was encountered and it may be assumed that the zero points of 

the present photoelectric results are correspondingly well defined. 

The fainter sequence stars were observed relative to one or both 

of the two standards. On most nights these were supplemented by observations 

of E region stars at equal altitudes~ The fainter ~tars, select¢d to 

include a high proportion of cluster members, were checked for the presence 

of companions on a Radcliffe plate with an estimated limit near V = 19~5. 

A general description of the observing program which included 

NGC 2204 has been given elsewhere (Hawarden, 1975b). Initial observations 

, of brighter stars were made with the 100 cm telescope at the Cape in 1971 

and some supplementary observations were made with the Radcliffe 188 cm 

telescope in 1972 but were not included in the final results. The bulk of 

the faint stars were observed in 1973 and early 1974 with the 100 cm 

telescope at the Sutherland observing station of the SAAO. The 1973 

observations - which comprise the.great majority - were made with a 2-channel 

"Peoples" photometer used in single channel mode with focal plane diaphragm 
•t n 

apertures of 12.6 and 19.0. The 1974 observations were made with a 

semiautomatic pulse-counting photometer (van Breda, Carr . &·.Kelly, 1974) 

" using a diaphragm aperture of 11.0 • 

The results are listed in Table I where the stars are identified 

by a four-digit serial number, the first ,two digits of which specify 

respectively the quadrant and radial zone in which the star is to be found 

on Plate I. The mean results listed have internal SE's reaching about 0~05 

2. Photoelectric Photometry 

Two local standard stars liD 43429 and star 24 in quadrant 1, 

zone 2 of Plate I were tied to the UBV system by observations of E region 

stars at equal or symmetric altitudes on 13 and 11 nights respectively. 

The mean results of these transfer observations are.given in Table I and 

have internal SE's less than 0~01 in all cases. No suggestion of 

variability was encountered and it may be assumed that the zero pOints of 

the present photoelectric results are correspondingly well defined. 

The fainter sequence stars were observed relative to one or both 

of the two standards. On most nights these were supplemented by observations 

of E region stars at equal altitudes~ The fainter ~tars, select~d to 

include a high proportion of cluster members, were checked for the presence 

m of companions on a Radcliffe plate with an estimated limit near V c 19.5. 

A general descriptio~ of the observing program which included 

NGC 2204 has been given elsewhere (Hawarden, 1975b). Initial observations 

I of brighter stars were made with the 100 em telescope at the Cape in 1971 

and some supplementary observations were made with the Radcliffe 188 em 

telescope in 1972 but were not included in the final results. The bulk of 

the faint stars were observed in 1973 and early 1974 with the 100 em 

telescope at the Sutherland observing station of the SAAO. The 1973 

observations - which comprise the,great majority - were made with a 2-channel 

"Peoples" photometer used in single channel mode with focal plane diaphragm 
., !l 

apertures of 12.6 and 19.0. The 1974 observations were made with a 

eomiautomaticpulse-counting photometer (van Breda, Carr. &.Kelly, 1974) 
II 

using a diaphragm aperture of 11.0 • 

The results are listed in Table I where the stars are identified 

by a four-digit serial number, the first ,two digits of which specify 

respectively the quadrant and radial zone in which the star is to be found 

on Plate I. The mean results listed have internal SEfs reaching about 0~05 
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TABLE I 

Results of Photoelectric Photometry of Stars in NGC 2204 

Star v B-V U-B n 

HD 43429 5.98 1.06 0.94 13 

1224 8.81 0.96 o.67 10 

4206 10.01 0.36 0.03 2 

1329 11.49 1.17 1.20: 1 

2120 11.66 1. 29 ' 1.19 2 

1227 12.20 0.47 -0.03 1 

3304 ' 12.28 1.42 1.46' 2 

2318 12.50 0.53 0.08 1 

2212 12. 76 1.21 1 

3213 13.28 0.38 1 

2311 13.62 1.04 0.71 2 

1309 13.65 1.02 0.73 2 

3215 13. 72 1.00 o.68 2 

4210 13.78 0.98 0.70 2 

2222 13 .8.2 1.29 1 

4223 13.86 1.02 0.58 2 

1212 13.93 0.97 1 

2224 14.19 0.90 0.46 2 

3109 14.84 0.16 0.09 2 

3223 15.44 0.44 0.03 2 

4221 15.53 0.44 0.04 2 

3222 15.62 0.37 -0.04: 3 

4131 15.63 0.42 0.11 1 

4111 15.79: 0.37 0.11 3 

2228 15.84 0.50 0.03 1 

2143 16.24 0.46 0.02 2 

2207 16.43 0.48 0.02 3 

1128 16.63 0.44 - 2 

2108 16.92 0.58 3 

2107 17.13: 0.42 3 J 
3112 17.25 0.43 1 

1103 17.42 0.54 1 

3141 17.52: 0.61: 2 

~ 
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Results of Photoelectric Photometry of stars in NGC 2204 

Star V B-V U-B n 

HD 43429 5.98 1.06 0.94 13 

1224 8.81 0.96 0.67 10 
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1329 11.49 1.17 1.20: 1 
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2318 12.50 0.53 0.08 1 

2212 12.76 1.21 1 

3213 13.28 0.38 1 

2311 13.62 1.04 0.71 2 
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2222 13.82 1.29 1 

4223 13.86 1.02 0.58 2 

1212 13.93 0.97 1 

2224 14.19 0.90 0.46 2 

3109 14.84 0.16 0.09 2 

3223 15.44 0.44 0.03 2 

4221 15.53 0.44 0.04 2 

3222 15.62 0.37 -0.04: 3 

4131 15.63 0.42 0.11 1 

4111 15.79: 0.37 0.11 3 

2228 15.84 0.50 0.03 1 

2143 16.24 0.46 0.02 2 

2207 16.43 0.48 0.02 3 

1128 16.63 0.44 - 2 
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3112 17.25 0.43 1 

1103 17.42 0.54 1 

3141 17.52: 0.61: 2 
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in V, B-V and U-B for the faintest stars observed in each colour. A few 

individual results have larger internal errors and are indicated in Table I 

by a colon(:). In all, 77 observations of 32 stars were obtained. 

The identification chart, Plate I, is a reproduction of a V 

plate exposed for 30 minutes with the Radcliffe 188 cm telescope at full 

aperture in good seeing. The boundaries of the radial zones are 3', 5' 

and 7' from the adopted cluster center. As indicated above, ·the cluster 

is believed to extend sl·ightly beyond the outer boundary of zone 3. 

inV, B-V and U-B for the faintest stars observed in each colour. A few 

individual results have larger internal errors and are indicated in Table I 

by a colon (:). "In all, 77 observations of 32 stars were obtained. 

The identification chart, Plate I, is a reproduction of a V 

plate exposed for 30 minutes with the Radcliffe 188 cm telescope at full 

aperture in good seeing. The boundaries of the radial zones are 3', 5' 
-

and 7' from the adopted cluster center. As indicated above, "the cluster 

is believed to extend s1ightly beyond the outer boundary of zone 3. 
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;. Photographic Photometri 

Details of the photographic material used are given in Table II. 

The plates were measured on the Askania Iris Photometer at the SAAO. 

Measures on the Radcliffe plates taken at full aperture were confined to 

the coma-free field which is slightly larger than zone 1; within this zone 

all uncrowded stars brighter than V=lf.15 were measured. In the two outer 

. 6m zones the measuring limit is in the vicinity of V=l .8. 

The reduction procedures used have been described elsewhere 

(Hawarden, 1975 b,c). Little or no colour dependence of the final (pe-pg) 

residuals is apparent~ The r.m.s. deviation of the measures on the 

m · m individual plates from the final means average 0.052 in V and 0.043 in B. 

The results are listed in Table III where the stars are identified 

according to the system used in Table I. Those.stars which have been 

measured on only one plate in either or both colours because of crowding 

or faintness are indicated by a colon(:). 

"'/ 

). Photographic Photometrx 

Details of the photographic material used are given in Table II. 

The plates were measured on the Askania Iris Photometer at the SAAO. 

Measures on the Radcliffe plates taken at full aperture were confined to 

the coma-free field which is slightly larger than zone li within this zone 

all uncrowded stars brighter thanV",1f.!5 were measured. In the two outer 

. 6m zones the measuring limit is in the vicinity of Vel .8. 

The reduction procedures used have been described elsewhere 

(Hawarden, 1975 b,c). Li ttle or no colour dependence of the final (pe-pg) 

residuals is apparent~ The r.m.s. deviation of the measures on the 

.. individual plates from the final means average O~052'in V and O~043 in B. 

The results are listed in Table III where the stars are identified 

according to the system used in Table I. Tho,~starB which have been 

measured on only one plate in either or both colours because of crowding 

or faintness are indicated by a colon (:). 
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TABLE II 

Plates Measured in the Photographic Photometry of NGC 2204 

Plate Telescope Emulsion Exposure Date 
' (mine) & Filter 

A 7064 Radcliffe, 188 cm 103aD+GGll (v) 20 1972 Feb 11 

A 7067 Radcliffe, 188 cm IIaO+GG13 (B) 30 1972 Feb 12 

A 7095 Radcliffe, 112 cm 103aD+GGll ( V) 20 1972 Feb 13 

A 7096 Radcliffe, 112 cm IIaO+GG13 (B) 20 1972 Feb 14 

" i 47197V Mcclean, 46 cm 
'' ,' ""· -,, . 

..- 47197P Mc Clean, \~~~)cm 

103aD+Omag 301 

~ 
1971 Dec 21. 

IIaO (B) 80 

.• 

TABLE II 

Plates Measured in the Photographic Photometry of NGe 2204 

Plate Telescope Emulsion Exposure Date 
.... 

(mins) & FH ter 

A 7064 Radcliffe, 188 cm 103aD+GGll (V) 20 1972 Feb 11 

A 7067 Radcliffe, 188 em IIaOtGG13 (B) 30 1972 Feb 12 

A 7095 Radcliffe I 112 em 103aD+GG11 (V) 20 1972 Feb 13· 

A 7096 Radcliffe, 112 em IIaOtGG13 (B) 20 1972 Feb 14 

"' ..- 47l97V McClean, 46 em 
\ , , . 

-- 41197P MCClean'\,~J'cm 

103aD+Omag 301 

~ 
1971 Dec 21· 

IIa.O (B) 80 

.' 

/ 
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Table III. 

Results of Photographic Photometry in NCC 2204. 

\/ 

ilOi: 17.!.i'J 0-56 
1102 1(;.25 Q.1~6 

l 1 u 3: 1 7. 3 0 0. 6!'.J 
I l 0 G: l 7. 1 0 0. 6 7 
1107: 17.1-16 0.61 
1103 17.09 .0.57 
1113 1s.o.c1 u.33 
1 l 1 /j: 1 7. 2 5 0 • 5 6 
l 1 1 5 1 5 • !~ Lj 0 • 6 2 
1 1 l 6: 1 7 • L1 7 0 • 7 l 
1 1 1 7 1 6 • LJ 3 Q • Li 1 
1 1 1 :3: . 1 7. 0 9 0. 53 

2 1 0 1 
2103 
? 1 0 Lj 

21 05 
2106 
2 10 7 
21 03 
21 1 0: 
2 1 1 1 
2 l 1 2 

13.83 
1 3. 52 
15-34 
1 (>. 63 
1 (;. 2 7 
1 7. 09 
16-9 2 
15-1-!0 
1 6. 77 
1 7. 0 0 

0. 58 
0. 09 
0 • Li 0 
0. 4 3 
0. 3 6 
0 • L;9 

0. 5 6 
0. 52 
0-33 1

• 

0. 40 
2113 15- 03 o. 51 

3103 
3 1 0 Lj 

3105 
31 0 6 
3 1 0 7 
3103 
3 ·i 09 
3 1 l 0: 
31 1 2 
31 1 3 
3 l 1 L! 

41 0 l 
L! 1 0 2 
4103 
/.1 l 0 5 
4107 
41 08 
41 09 
4 1 1 l 
Lj l 1 2 
Lj l l 3 
4 1 1 /.1 

l 6· 79 
15· 6 0 
1 6. 7 6 
1 6. 34 
1 s. 5 3 
16.LiO 
14. 9 5 
16·:33 
1 7. 2 /..j 
1 5. 39 
1 5. 5 1 

1 (:.. 3 7 
15· 9 7 
13.SB 
15· 7 0 
1 6. 1 3 
15- 3 4 
1 6- 9 ~~ 
l 5. 3 2 
l 6. 65 
15.99 
1 6. 1 2 

0. 46 
0. 35 . 
0. 53 
0. 62 
0. 35 
0. 39 
0. 03 
0. 79 
0. 42 
0. Lj 1 
0. 3 6 

0. 4 0 
0. 4 0 
0. 9 2 
0. 3 7 
0 • LJ6 

0. 4 0 
0-42 
0. 32 
1 • 0 1 
0. 41 
0. 3 6 

\/ lJ- \] 

i 1?0 15· SJ Q. 50 
i 1 2 l i 6. LJ.9 
112L1:~ 13.·75 
1127: 16·30 
112-3 16-65 
1129 l:0:.71 
11:30 i!..1.21 
1131 ll'.1.1.12 
1132 15-51 
1133 13-76 
1131-l: 17-29 
1135 15.36 

2115 15.53 
2116 16.99 
2 l 1 iJ 1 5 • l.i L! 

2119 15.'/I'.! 
2120 11-66 
2123 16-33 
2125 1 Li. 7G 
2126: 16°1.!3 
2127 15· lC3 
2128 l 6. 33 

0. 5 ~?, 
1 • 0 0 
0. 59 
0 • 1-!5 

1. 1:5 
0. c 6 
0. 60 
0.23 
1 • 0 0 
0 • 6L; 
0.55 

0 • Lj l 
0. L1S 

0 ~ 7 0 
0. 63 
1 • 2f) 
0 • LJJ 

0. 60 
0-32 
0. 3.3 
0. 5 l 

2129 16.04 0.35 

3 l 1 5 
31 i 6 
3 1 1 7 
3 1 19: 
3120 
3121 
3122 
3123 
3125 
3126 
3127 

Li 1 1 5 

4 l 1 6 
4 l i 7 

< 4 1 1 9: 
L112 0 
Li 122 
LJ 123 
L! 1 24 
L! 125 
4126 
Ll! 2 7 

I 6· 1 3 
l 6· 79 
l 6· 1-l? 
1 7 • Ll 5 

15· 0 2 
1 6· 2 7 
l 7. 1 0 
l 5. 79 
l 6· 23 
l 5. 6 7 
l 7. 0 I 

l ,'.J. l 6 
l 3. 9 5 
l 6. l 0 
l 3. 75 
1 6· 63 
1 6· 79 
l 3. 9 7 
l 6· 75 
1 6. 3 7 
l 6. 73 
1 6. 3 7 

0.32 
0. 5 l 
0. 4 i 
Q • L! 7 
0. 53 
0. 35 
0 • L\3 
0 .- L! o-~ ·--
0 ~ 3 7 . 
0. 4 0 
O.-L~6 

0. 9 6 
0.93 
0. Lj 1 
0. s 7 
0. 3 7 
0 • L!3 
0. 9 6 
0. 8 7 

. 0. 43 
0. 1-!4 

0. 3 l 

~~~--,-------- -~-·--· -·---·-----.------

ij 

1136 12-71 
l 1 33 
1 l 39 
i l /j Q 
1 l Lli 
il!.!~-~ 

1 i /.13 

i i 1-!/.J. 

1 145 
l 1 L; 7 
l l l..iJ 

l l l.-19 

2 l 3 1 
n . ") r 

7 C.. 1 u~ 

2133 
2136 
2137 
213G 
2 i Lj 0 
2141 
2 l 42 
2 l l.J3 

3 i 29 
3130 
3 l 31 
3132 
3 l 3Ll 

3136 
3137 
31Lj0 
3 l L! L; 

3145 

LJ 129 . 
4130 
Lj 1 3 l 
4132 
4133 
L) 1 34 
4135 
4136 
Lj 1 3 7 
4139 

15· GS 
1 7. 52 

1 6° 63 
15.')5 
15-55 
1 7. 0 2 
l 5. 6/i 
l 6. 9 /j 
l 7. /.j 3 

l 5. 5 1 
l 7 • Lt i 
l /~. 9 0 
1 3. 0 6 
1 7. 0 5 
l 6. 7 0 
i 5. 8 6 
1 7. 1 2 
15. L!2 

l 6. 23 

15-26 
1 6. 3 1 
1 6. 23 
1 6. 72 
16· 1'.!l 

1 6. 23 
15. 63 
1L; .. 9 1 
15. 72 
1 3 .. l l 

16·93 
l 6· 0 6 
1 5. 65 
1 l • 18 
1 .. 5. 9 0 
1 6° 33 
15·50 
1 6· I 7 
l 1 • 7 6 
1 6. 66 

j:_;- \i 

1. 71.J 

0. 32: 
li • Lj 3: 

0. 35 
0. 3) 
0. 61: 
(, • LJ2 

0 • L1LJ 

0. 6'3: 

0 • Li 7 
0. 7G: 
0 • L!S 

I· 1 3 
0 • :s 1-! 

G. 41..i 

Q • Ll l 
0. 40 

0 • G 5 
0. 39 . 

Q •Lio 

0. 4 6 
0 • 4Ll 

0 • 7 I 
0. 4~2 
0. l'.13 
G0 35 
0. 5 i 
0. Lj i 
l .. 0 0 

0. 5 G 
0. 5 0 
0 • Li5 

1. s 2 
0. 3 6 
0. 7 6 
0. 70 
Q. L.!:3 
1. 63 
0.52 

Table III. 

Results of Fho~ographic Photometry in NGC 2204. 

s L~- i.,] 

1101: 17.1.!,) .0.56 
1102 1(;.25 O.1~6 

1 1 03: 
1 1 0 C: 
1 i 07: 
1 1 O:!, 
1 I 1 3 
1 i 1 /]: 
1 1 1 5 
1 1 1 (;: 
I 1 1 7 
1 1 1:3: 

2 1 0 1 
2103 
2104 
2105 
2106 
2 10 '7 
21 03 
2 I I 0: 
21 I I 
21 12 
21 13 

3103 
3104 
310.5 
3106 
3107 
3103 
3109 
31 10: 
31 12 
31 13 
3 1 1 Ll 

4 1 ;] 1 

4102 
4103 
Lil 05 
4107 
41 08 
4 1 09 
Lj 1 1 I 
41 12 
41 I 3 
4 1 1 Lj 

1 7. 30 G. 6,~j 

17.IU 0.67 
17.46 0.61 
17.09.0.57 
1 5. 01-) Q. 33 
17.25 0.56 
1 .5. 14 LJ O. 62 
17.47 0.71 
1 6. LJ 3 O. Li 1 

,17.09 0.513 

13.33 
13. 52 
15.3 Lj 

1 (>. 63 
1 (;. 27 
1 7. 09 
16.92 
I 5. 1-\ 0 
16. 77 
1 7. 0 0 
15. 03 

1 6. 79 
15. 60 
16. 76 
1 6. 34 
15. 53 
1 6. L! 0 
14.95 
16. S 3 
I 7. 2/.,[ 

15. 39 
1 5. 5 I 

1 6. 37 
15.97 
13. S () 
15. 70 
1 6. 1 3 
15. :3 4 
1 6. 92 
15. (32 
16. 65 
15.99 
1 6. 12 

O. 58 
O. 09 
O. Li 0 
O. 1.13 

O. 36 
O. L19 

O. 56 
O. 52 
0.33', 
O. 40 
D. 51 

O. /-! 6 
. O. 35 . 

O. 53 
O. 62 
O. 35 
O. 39 
O. 0,3 
O. 79 
O. 42 
O. 4 1 
O. 36 

O. L: 0 
O. 40 
0.92 
O. 37 
O. Ll6 

O. 40 
0.42 
O. 32' 
1 • 0 1 
O. 41 
D. 36 

S Tf'lIl v 13 .... \l 

i l?O 15.53 0.50 
112116.490.52 
1124~ 13.75 
1127: 16.30 
112316.65 
1129 12.71 
1 1:3 01/..j. 2 1 
113111.L.1.12 
1132 15.51 
1133 13.76 
1 i 3/.1: 17.29 
1135 15.36 

2115 15.58 
2116 16.99 
211J 15./.J4 
2119 IS.7L! 
2120 11.66 
2123 1 6. 33 
2125 1 L~. 78 
2126: 16.l.i3 
212715.1,3 
2 1 22i 1 6. 30 
2129 16.04 

311516.13 
3 1 1 6 1 6. 79 
3117 ·16./-17 
3119: 17.Ll5 
3120 15.02 
312i 16.27 
3122 17.10 
312:3 15. 79 
3125 16.23 
3126 15.67 
3127 17.01 

4115 1£1.16 
4116 13·95 
411716.10 

-: 4119: 13.75 
L112016.63 
Li 1 22 1 6. 79 
4123 13.97 
L112416.75 
Ll12516.37 
1.:1126 16.73 
[1127 16.37 

I • 0 0 
O. 59 
O. Lj 5 
1 • 1:::; 
(}. L t 
O. 60 
0·23 
I. 0 0 
O. 6L; 

O. 55 

o • Lj 1 
O. LIS 

o ~ 70 
O. 63 
I • 28 
O. Ll] 
i). 60 
O. 32 
O. 3,3 
O. 51 
O. :3 5 

O. 32 
O. 51 
O. I·d 
O. L17 
O. 53 
o. 35 
O. Ll3 
O. 4 O-~ .--

0: 37 
O. 40 
0:46 

0.98 
O. 41 
O. S 7 
O. 37 

. O. LI3 

0·96 
0.:3 7 

. 0 ~ 43 
O. 1-44 

O. 8 1 

1 i 

" 

i 1 3 6 1 2. 7 I 1. 7 i.1· 

1133 15·(;5 li.36 

I lid) 
lILt 1 

11l~~"~ 

I 1 ~13 
1 144 
1 1 4:J 
I 11.;7 
I 1 L13 

1 1 ,~9 

2 1 3 1 
'r 2132 

2133 
2136 
2137 
213[5 
2140 
2141 
2142 
211.13 

:3 1 29 
3130 
3131 
3132 
313LJ 

3136 
3137 
31 Lj 0 
.3 I 4Ll 
3145 

L1129 
4130 
4 1 3 1 
4132 
4133 
Lll 34 
4135 
4136 
4137 
4139 

1 7,. :5 2 

15. 3S 
16· 03 
15.')5 
15. 55 
1 7. 02 
15. 61.1 

1 6.9 Ii 
17.'~13 

I 5. 5 1 
1 7. L\ 1 

1:2. 06 
1 7. 0.3 
1 6. 70 

1 7. 12 
15·L!2 
1 6. 23 

15·26 
1 6. 3 1 

1 6. 72 

I 6. 
15· 63 
l Ll.91 
15. 72 
1 3· 1 I 

16.9<3 
16.:3 6 
15· 65 
1 1 • 18 
1:5.9 0 
16. 33 
15. 50 
1 6. 1 7 
1 1 • 76 
1 6. 66 

ij.Ll3: 
U • /J /.1 

O· 35 
O. 3') 
O. G 1: 
C. Lj 2 
O. 1.,1.1 

O. 68: 

O. Ll7 
O. 70: 
O. itS 
1. 1 3 
O. 51.! 

G. 4!..: 
O. Li 1 
O. 49 
O· G 5 
O. 39 

D. Llo 

O. 46 
o • 4L~ 
O. 71 
0;42 
O. 1.13 

G.35 
o· 5 1 
D • 4 1 
! . 0 0 

O· 5 G 
o· 50 
O. LiS 

1. S 2 
O. 36 
O. 76 
O. 70 
O. 4:3 
I • 63 
0.52 
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1· ,. L-V 

12.01: lG-70 Q.l.Jl: 

i202 15-65 Q.LJ! 
1 2 0 3 1 6. 5G 0. 113 

1201-! 15.50 Q.L;S 
1 2 0 5 i 6. 1 7 0 • L1C 

1206 16-1.;l o.so 
1207 lG-76 0.112 
1203 16-22 0-71 

2201 l(,~6Q 0.L;O 
2202 15.36 
2203 lCi-13 
2204 15-')0 
2205 lG-20 
2206 16-13 
2207: 16-22 
2 2 0 3 l LJ. li9 

2209 '15. 33 
2210: is.1.12 

3201 15-19 
3202 15-52 
3 2 G 3 1 1-i • 1.1 0 
3205 13.GS 
3 2 0 6 1 6-. 1-i 0 
32 0 7: 1 2. 69 
3203 16-26 
3209 15-36 

4203 15.90 
LJ204 16.75 
42 0 7 1 5. 0 f.J 

/..J20G: 16.3/i 
4209: 16-93 
Lj 2 1 0 l 3. 73 
·4211 13- 62 
4212 12-36 

1301 13- 07 
1302 16-44 
1303 16-50 
130LJ 15-52 
1305 16-05 
1 3 0 6 1 6- 43 
1307 16-54 
1303 15.;0/.J 
1309 13-61'! 
1310: 16-54 
1311 15-43 
131:'.: 15-07 

Q. LO 
0. S2 
0. l-13 

Q. 60 
0. 75 
1 • 3 l 
0. 09 
0. 45 
0 • 9 Lj. 

0. 9 2 
0. 41 
0. 66 
0. 9 5 
0. 6\3 
l • 0 7 
0. l.16 

0. L! 0 

0 • Lll 
0. 42 
0. ;j 2 
0. 5(3 

0.9;:; 
1 • 0 L.j 

0-98 

0. 55 

0 • 5LJ 
0. G 3 
0. LJ4 
0. 8 7 
Q. 59 
0. 5 l 
0. 9 7 
1. 0 2 
0. 7 /..j 
0 ._43 
0. l.!9 

Table III (continued) 

1210 16. IJ Q.L1G 

1211 15·61 0-67 
1212 13.J7 o.::ui 
1 2 l 3 1 (> • 5 0 0 • L1 1 
1214 160(,7 Q.L;L; 

1 2 1 5 : 1 7. 0 3 0 • 3·) 
1216 15-54 0-<~9 

1217 11~1-62 1-06 

2211: 13-00 Q.')i, 

2 21 2 1 2. 79 
2213 15-93 
2215 16-22 
22i6 16· QLl 

2217 JG.47 
'2213 16-05 
2:~19 16· 06 
2221 16-19 
?.222 13-85 

3210: 16-07 
3 2 l 1 l 6- 69 
3212 JS. 09 
3213 i3-22 
3 2 1 I! . 1 5 • LJ9 

3215 13-W 
3216 15-89 
3217 16-10 

/~21LJ 16.35 
LJ215: 16.::-;7 
L1216 13.70 
4217 13· 73 
4213 15- 31 
L12i9: 16.56 
4.220 15- 52 

RHJ G 3 

1313: 15- //.:, 
131LJ 15.0LJ 
1315 lS-51 
1316 15-36 
1317: 16-67 
1313 16-09 
1319 15· 71 
1320 12-62 
1321 16-~0 

1322 16-06 
1323: 16-94 

·1324: 15-70 

1 • 13 
0. 33 
0. 33 
0. 39 

0. 3 7 
Q • Ll 0 
0. L.J2 
i. 23 

0.55 
0. 61 
0. 51.l 
0. 52 
0. 5 0 
l • 03 
0.45 
0. 4 3 

0. 9 5 
0. l.15 

0. SJ 
1 • 0 5 
0. 61 
0. 5 6 
0. s 7 
0. 4 5 

0. 35 
0. 9 7 
0. 53 
0. G 1 
0. 75 
0. LJo 

0. s 6 
1 • 0 9 
0.44 
0. 41 
0. 3 6 
0. 44 

/ 

l ;~ 1;:; 
1219 
1228 
1221 
1223 
1 "'·0 :
i G '" ::.J 

1226 
1227 

2223 
2224 
2225 
222G 
2227 
222.3 
2 22') 
~?23 0 
2231 
2232 

321G 
3219 
3220 
3221 
3222 
3223 

L122 1 
11222 
4223 
4224 
4225 
4226 

1325 
1326 
1327 
1323 
1329 
1330 
1 33 l 
1,,...., ,...,,.., 
.JJ<::: 

l 331.1 
1335 

···- 1· 

l :.> • G G 0 • L; l 
l 5 • s 4 :j • l; 7 
16-27 J.1.;J 
1 5 · 3:) G • GL!: 
16-67 (J.45 
13·6~2 J.2(; 
15.;_;5 0-40 
i6.2-3 Q.L;_i 

16-73 0.33 
14· i3 G-36 
1s. 7{} 1·3G: 
16-37 0°51: 
13-25 1-3.J 

.15-35 C·Sl 
13°01 i:;.95 
i 5'• 5 2 0 • l.l 2 
16·16 0.33 
16-35 0.37 

lS-30 0°L10 
15-26 0.55 
i5-9LJ 0·51 
iG-57 0:93: 
1 5. 59 0. Li G 
1 5 • 33 · 0 • LJ L1 

15-51 0.1-tLl 

is.o3 o:L;3 
13-37 1.03 
15-05 0.77 
1 6 • 713 . 0 • LI 5 
17.-11 ·0-35: 

15-90 0.59 
16-06 0.1.13 
1 2 • 2 0 0 • L! 7 
16.45 Q.L17 

1 1 • LJ 9 1 • 1 3 
13-70 1:04: 
15-36 0.75 
1 6. 0 6 0 • 9 6 
15-91 0.39 
16-52 0°61: 

t 
! 

I ::.. 0 1: 

1203 
1::': 0 l! 

12QS 
12 Q G 
1207 
1203 

2201 
2202 
2203 
2204 

I' 

" 

1 G. 70 
15. 65 
16. 5<3 
15.~)O 

1 6. 1 7 
1 (,. /.; 1 
lC;.76 
16. 22 

1 (,. 6 a 
1 ,. .,' :J. w \) 

1 C). 13 
15.')0 

j;- \,1 

[]. /.j I: 

O. L! 1 
O. I.i 3 
O. liS 

o. 
[]. 50 
O. -42 
G. 71 

o. L; Q 

O· 49 
O. ::52 
O. /.j 3 

2 2 0 5 1 G. 2 J o. (,0 
220G IGdS 0.75 
2207: 16.22 1.31 
220.3 11.1. /:9 0.09 
220915.33 0.45 
;~210: 15.1.120.91.1· 

3201 15.190.')2 
3202 15.52 0.-41 
3 2 0 3 1 I~. /.1 0 O. 66 
3205 13.38 0.95 
3 2 0 6 1 6· /~ 0 0 • 6g 
32D7~ 12.69 1.07 
:; 2 0 3 1 6. 2 6 0 • Ll 6 
3 2 0 9 1 5. 3 6 O. il 0 

4203 15.90 0.41 
L1204 16.75 0.42 
42 0 7 1 5. 0 IJ. O. g 2 
/-J.20f5: 16.3L: O.St] 
4209: 1 6. 9 3 O. 3D 
42 1 0 1 3. 73 O. 9,j 
,42 1 1 1 3. 62 1. 0 4 
4212 12.36 0.98 

1301 13.07 
1302 16./~4 

13D316.50 
1304 15.52 
1305 16.05 
1306 '1 6. 43 
1307 16.54 
130Cr 15.0 /.) 
1 309 1 3. 6,11 

1310: 16.54 
1311 15./..J3 
131215.07 

. ' 

D. 55 
0.54 
O. S 3 
O. 44 
O. S 7 
O. 59 
O. 51 
0.97 
1 • 02 
O. 7!-J. 
0 •. 43 . 
O. 1~9 

Table III (continued) 

\i 

Ell G '2 

1210 16.1;3 
1211 15.61 
1212 13.07 
12.13 16.50 
i214 ie.C)7 
1215: 17.03 
1~~16 15.54 
1217 1·cl.62 

2211:13.00 
221 2 1 2. 7) 
2213 15.93 
221516.22 

D. 1..1 G 
O. 67 

O. 1..11 

O. ill; 

O. 30 
O. ,39 
1 • 06 

O. 'J L 
1. 13 
O. 33 
8. 33 

22 1 6 1 6. 0 LID. 39 
~!2.17 16.47 0.35 

'2213 16.05 0.37 
221916.06 a.LiO 
2221 16010 0. /-:2 
?222 13.85 1.23 

3210: 16.07 0.55 
3 :2 1 1 1 6. 69 0 • 6 1 
32 1 2 1 5. 09 O. 5 Ll 

3213 13.22 0·52 
321415;49 0.50 
3 2 1 5 1 3. 63 i • 0;3 
3216 15.89 0.45 
3217 16.10 0.43 

4213 15·16 0.95 
I..: 2 1 LI 1 6. 3 5 \) • ,11 5 
1..121 5: 1 6. (') 7 0 • 53 
L!216 13.701.05 
4217 13.73 0.61 
4213 i5.31 0.56 
4219; 16.56 0.137 
4,220 15.52 0.L:5 

Eli\! G 3 

1313: 15.7L; 0.33 
131LI15.0L.O.97 
1315 15.51 0.53 
1316 15.36 0.31 
1317: 16.67 0.75 
1313 16.09 O.Llo 
1319 15· 71 0.36 
132012.621.09 
1321 16· ~O 0.44 

·1322 16.06 0.41 
1323: 16.94 0·36 

·1324: 15.70 0.44 

/ 

\,r 

1219 15.54 
1228 ·16.~~7 

1221. i5.3:; 
1~";23 16.67 
1225 13.62 
1226 5.:]5 
1227 16.2,3 

2223 16.73 
2224 14·13 
'?2~5 15· 7e. 
22~G 16.37 

u • /:; 1 
J. L; 7 
Q. L; 3 
J. GLl: 
lJ • .q:5 
1 • 2 (; 

O· -4 J 
O '.' • <.,. 1 

2227 13.25 1'03 
222315;35 C·Sl 
222J 13,01 G.95 
223 0 I 5'. 52 0 • I.l2 

2231 16·16 G·36 
?232 16.35 0.37 

32iG 15·30 O·lID 
3219 15.26 0.55 
3220 15.94 0.51 
3221 IG·57 0·93: 
3222 15.59 0.40 
J 223 1 5. 33 O. Lj Lj 

4221 15.51 0.44 
4222 15.33 O:~3 

l)223 13.37 1.03 
4224 15.05 G.77 
L: 2 2::3 1 6. 713' O. Ll S 
/-!226 17.'11 ,1}.35: 

1325 
1326 
1327 
1323 
1329 
1330 
1331 
1332 
1331.1 
1335 

15.90 
16. U 6 
12. 20 
16.43 
1 1 • L19 

1:3. 70 
15.36 
1 6. 06 
15·9 1 
1 6. 52 

0·59 

O. ,:\ 7 
O. L17 

1 • 13 
1 • 04 : 

O· 75 
0·96 
0.39 
O. 61 : 

l 
~ 

f , 
( 
I 
i 
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ST!\.}~ 

~30 1: 
~~ 3 0 2 
2303 
2 3 0 /~ 
2305 
;.; 3 0 (>: 

2307 
2 3 0~3 
2309: 
231 0: 
2 31 1 
2312 

3301 
3302 
3303 
3 3 0 Lj 

3306 
330 7: 
3300 
3309 
3310 

l-13 0 1 
4302 
4303 
4305 
4306 
4307 
4308 
l.!309 
LJ 3 1 0 
4 31 1 

v 

1 7. 0 4 
i 5. C) 
i (:;. 3 l 
1 G. 1 6 
1 G. 39 
1 (). 5 0 
1 6. 32 
1 5. 3 6 
l L:. 3 2 
13•,0 5 
l 3. 66 
1 5. 25 

1 6. 1-!6 

1 5. 1-12 
1 6. 51 
1 2. 21-1 
1 6. 12 
l(;.36 
1 6. 52 
15· 0 5 
1 6. 0 3 

1 5. G L! 

is: s 3 
13.GS 
15.Lil 
1 5. Li2 
14. L1Q 

1 3. 53 
1 6. 2Ll 
16· L{) 

l 6. 0 7 

L-V 

G. 1-17 
0. /..; l 
Q • LJ2 

0. 32 
c. 3 1 
0. !.;J 

0.39 
0 o1'.J 7 
0. 5 1 
0. 61 
0. 9 5 
0 • L15 

0. 5 7 
0. 5 6 
0. 62 
l. 4 0 
0. 33 

.C • 33 
0. 3 3. 
0. 5 G 
0. 33 

0. 66 
Q • Ll9 

0. 9 5 
0. 7 1 
0. 7 6 
Q. 7 l 
0. 61 
0. 45 
0. 7 0 
0. 33 

Table III (continued). 

STi'.1E 

2313 
2314 
2315 
23 i 6: 
2317 
2313 
2319 
2320 
2321 
2322 
2323 
2.324 

3 31 1 
3312 
33i3 
33 i Ll 

3315: 
3 ~3 1 6: 
3317 
3319 
3320: 

LJ3 l 2 
4313 
431 LJ 
LJ 31 6 
4317 
L!318 
LJ 3 19 
L132 0 
L1321 
4322 

ij 

i \:. 1 7 
l 6o 60 
l 6. 5 7 
1 6. 73 
16.LJ7 
l 2. 53 
l L1. 99 
i G. 0 1 
l (i. 67 
ls:22 
l 6. 73 
1 6· 69 

l 6. 53 
l 6· 25 
l 6· 3 7 
1 6. 1'5 
l 6. 9 6 
15-99 
l 6. OL.i 

1 6. 7 0 
l 7. 09 

15. 69 
1 s. 7 6 

14-93 
15.32 
1 Li. 35 
i 3. 9 3 
13.QLl 
l 6. 53 
1 5. 6 1 
l 5. L! l 

s- \i 

0. 5 7 
0. ()3 

0. 3 7 
0. 65 
0. 5 l 
G. 1..17 

. 1 • 5..3 
0. 59 
...... r-.. .~, u. Jb 

0. G 2 'l 
0. 4 7 
0. 29 

Q. L; 7 
0. 5 7 
0. 9 4 
0. Ll2 

0. 3 l 
0 • ::; l 
0 • L~ 1 
0. Li 7 
0. 3 0 

Q. L!S 

o.s9 
0 • LJ3 

0. 5 0 
0: 69 
0. 9 8 
1 • 1 7 
0. 49 
0. 5 1 
1 • 1 L1 

/ 

.-:> 1 P.:. 

232 .. , 

2331 
2333 

2335 
2336 
2337 
2333 

3321 
3322 
3323 
3324 
~ r, ,.-, ,. 
'-'JC::~ 

3326 
3327: 
3329: 

1

4323: 
432L~ 

l.1325 
LJ326 
L;32 7 
4323 
433 1 
4332 
LJ333 

v 

1 G. 1 Q 

1 3. 9 6 
1 {~. /~ 5 

15· G 3 
1 3. 73 
i 5. 33 
1 6· 32 
1 6· 6C 
1 L! • u 0 
I 6.• 2 6 

13· 73 
l 6· l!Ll 

1J.QL1 
12· 3 3 
11• L!LJ 

l 6· 58 
14·90 
15· 08 

1 6· 9 6 
1 6· l 5 
15· 69 
1 6· 1 /.j 
15• Lil 
15. 0 2 
16·s7 
1L1.-8Q 

l 6· 71 

u. 3.'~ 

(j. 3 :> 
0. /t (; 

0.57 
1 • c l 
s. /.J 7 
0. :) 4 
c. 39 
c. 3 1 

0. 70 
0. 9 2 

1. 0 4 

0. 7 7 
1. 3 u 
l • 0.0 
c. 44 
o. 63 
0. 79 

c.33 
0. L: 5 
0. 4 6 
o. 33 
c .. Lj 2 
G. 5 7 
0.43 
G. 6 7 
0. 1-!3 

- ---- --------· ---------

Table III (con tinued ). 

ST!\}: V L- iJ S'TA}~ V s- \)' ,':; TP.;', V t;- \J 

230 1: 1 7" 04 G· In 2313 1 C. j 7 O. ,- ~ 
232~) lL~.::~5 O. -, , v, 

~; 302 1 5. (,r5 O. J..; 1 2314 1 6. GO o • C3 2326 1 G. i 0 0.3S 
2303 1 G. 3 1 O. /.J 2 2315 1 6. 57 o. '") '7 232 'I 1 6. r.:} O. 11 U v I ,,:"J 

2:3 0 I~ 1 G. 16. 00 32 2316: 1 6. 73 O. 65 232) 13.96 0.57 
2305 1 6. 39 c. 31 2317 1 6. /.17 o. '.) 1 r,r. ..... ..-, 

CJJU i '-I. 145 1 • c: i 
230()'. 1 (l. 50 O. I.,n 

~tJ 2313 1 2. 53 G. 1..17 2331 15. (' ~ 
u..5 S. /.1. 7 

2307 1 6. "'0 0.39 2319 11.1.90 , 1 ~ r;:" " 2333 1 ':, 73 O. J il .J ,~ ;.;,j V O 

2 3 O~3 1 5. 36 O. i.J7 2320 1 6. o 1 O. 59 0') ,,) 'I 
r.. ... vv L ,: 15. "l'J C.39 "'''' 

2309: 1 Li. 82 8. 51 2321 1 6. 67 o. ""'" .~! 

Jb ;'=';335 1 6. ')f') 
..... <- C" 3 1 

2310, 1 3",05 Q. 61 2322 15:22 0.82-: 2336 1 6. 60 Q • J-! /~ 

231 1 ' " I ,J '* 66 0.95 2323 i 6. 73 0.47 2337 iLl. C Q O. 70 
2312 15. 25 O. L15 2.324 1 6. 69 0·29 r) "7{ ') '/' 

C.vvu 16. 26 (j. -;1 2 

3301 1 6. /-! 6 O. 57 331 1 i 6. S8 0·1.:7 3321 1 3 ° 73 1 ° 04 
3302 1 5. ,~2 o. 56 3312 1 6. 25 O. 57 3322 16. ilLl o • Llo 

3303 1 6. 51 O. 62 33i3 16. 37 0.94 3323 1 3. 01.1 o. 77 
3JDil 12.24 1 • 1j 0 331 L1 1 6. 15 O. L12 3324 12.33 1 • 3 U 
3306 1 6. 12 U. 33 3315: 16.96 O. 31 {.-.,-.,r-

u.j';:::~ 1 1. 114 1 • [) 0 
3387: 1 G. 36 C. ~~) 

Ju 331 6: 15.99 o • ::i 1 3326 1 6. 58 C.~4 

3303 1 6. 52 o ,.,., 
.. J v, 3317 1 6. OL.j O. Ln 3327: 14.98 c. 63 

3J00 15. 05 O. 50 3319 1 6. 70 D.il7 3329 : 15. 08 O. 79 
331 0 1 6. 03 O. 38 3320: 1 7. 09 O. 3D 

4301 15. G Lj C. 66 L]312 j 5. 69 o. L15 
I 

4323: 16.96 G.33 
4302 15:S3 C. L!9 4313 1 5. 76 0.69 432 11 1 6.' 15 O. L: 5 

il303 13.38 0.95 43111 14;93 O. L!S /.1325 15. 69 O. il 6 
4305 1 5. Ll 1 O. 71 Lj J 1 6 15.32 O. 50 Lj326 1 6. j I.j O. 33 
4306 15.42 O. 76 4317 1 Lj. 35 0: 69 li327 15. ill [.42 
4307 14. 110 o· 71 4313 13.9:3 0.93 4326 15. 02 G. 57 
4308 1 3. 53 O. 61 Ii 3 19 13. 011 1 • 1 7 4331 16.57 0.43 
1.1309 1 6. 2Ll O. ilS /1320 1 6. 53 o. 49 4332 1 il: 8 0 G·67 
4310 i 6. f19 o • 70 1.1321 15. 6 i o • 51 4'":>";":l ,"",vw 1 6. 71 0.LJ3 
431 1 1 6. 07 Q. 38 4322 1 5. ill 1 • III 

/ 
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4, The Colour-Magnitude Diagram 

Figure 1 shows the CM diagram of the photographic results for 

stars within 5' of the cluster center (zones 1 and 2). Open circles denote 

stars which have been measured on only one plate in one or both colours 

because of crowding or faintness. The features of this CM diagram are 

those of a cluster of substantial age; a long, sparse giant branch extends 

m m . · m m 
from V=ll,2, B-V=l.8 to the horizontal branch centered at V=l3.82, B-Va0.98 

whilst a rich main sequence commences at v~15~5, ·passes through its bluest 

point with B-v ... 01;140 ±o~Ol at about V-=16m and extends to the cali'bration 

limit at V =l 'f.15. 

The CM diagrams of field stars near Malotte 66 (Ha~arden, 1975c) 

" ~t la260°, ba-14,3 and near NGC 2420 (McClure, Forrester &·Gibson, 1974) 

at 1=198°, b=20° include very few stars brighter than V=l4m with B-V..> l~l, 

which suggests that most of the stars in Fig. 1 which are redder and brighter 

than the horizontal branch are likely to be red giant or asymptotic branch 

members of NGC 2204. Evidently this cluster has the broad giant branch 

structure possessed by NGC 188 (Eggen & Sandage, 1969) and Melotte 66 

(Hawarden, 1975c), Figs. 2, 3 and 4 show the·separate CM diagrams of stars 

in zones 1 (0' to 3'), 2(3'-5') and 3 (5'-7.') respectively. There is no 

apparent systematic dependance of 'the colour of the giant branch on radial 

position such as is shown by Malotte 66. Proper elucidation of the structure 

of the giant branch in NGC 2204 must await the determination of radial 

velocities for most of the brighter stars in Frigs. i and 4. ) 

The giant clump or horizontal branch in Fig. 1 exhibits a distinct 

downward slope to the blue. This is also shown by the available photoelectric 

results for clump stars (Table I) which suggests that the phenomenon is not a 

manifestation of the error distribution resulting from similar, independent 

random errors in the B and V photographic magnitudes. The members of the clump 

.. 
Figure 1 sho ..... s the CHdiagram of the photographic results for 

stars ..... ithin 5' of the cluster center (zones 1 and 2). Open circles denote 

stars which have been measured on only one plate in one or both colours 

because of cro ..... ding or faintness. The features of this CM diagram are 

those of a cluster of substantial agej a long, sparse giant branch extends 

m m . . m m 
from V=11.2, B-Vcl.8 to the horizontal branch centered at Vc13.82, B-V c O.98 

m whilst a rich main sequence commences at V=15.5,passes through its bluest 

point with B-V .. 0~40 ±0~0l at about V=16m and extends to the cali"bration 

limi t at V",l 'f.5 .. 

The CM diagrams of field stars near Melotte 66 (Ha~arden, 1975c) 
o 

at la260°, h=-14.3 and near NGC 2420 (McClure, Forrester & Gibson, 1974) 

at lu198°, b~20° include very few stars brighter than V~14m ..... ith B-V ~ l~l, 

which suggests that most of the stars in Fig. 1 .... hich are redder and brighter 

than the horizontal branch are likely to be red giant or asymptotic branch 

members of NGC 2204. Evidently this cluster has the broad giant branch 

structure possessed by NGC 188 (Eggen & Sandage, 1969) and Melotte 66 

(Haward.en, 1975c). Figs. 2, 3 and 4 show the ·separate CM diagrams of stars 

in zones 1 (0' to 3'), 2(31-5') and 3 (5'-7') respectively. There is no 

apparent systematic dependance of 'the colour of the giant branch on radial 

position such as is shown by Melotte 66. Proper elucidation of the structure 

of the giant branch in NGC 2204 must a ..... ait the determination .ofradial 

velocities for most of the brighter stars in Rigs. l and 4. 
) 

/ 

The giant clump or horizontal branch in Fig. 1 exhibits a distinct 

down ..... ard. slope to the blue. This is also shown by the available photoelectric 

results for clump stars (Table I) which suggests that the phenomenon is not a 

manifestation of the error distribution resultIng from similar, independent 

random errors in the B and V photographic magnitudes. The members of the clump 
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also show a slight tendency to avoid zone l when compared to the stars of 

the upper main sequence; this fact is discussed elsewhere (Hawarden, 1975d) 

where it is used in support of the hypothesis that clump stars in old open 

clusters h.q.ve lost mass during .their post-main-sequence evolution. 

Below the giant clump there is little evidence for a rising 

subgiant branch apart from three suggestively located stars in Fig. 4• 

However Figs. 1 and 2 convey a distinct impression that a horizontal 

subgiant branch across the Hertzsprung gap is present, terminating in Fig. l 

near V=l51!14, B-V=0~9 in an amorphous group of stars reminiscent of the 

corresponding portions of the CM diagrams of NGC 188. and NGC 2243 (Hawarden, 

1975b). 

Centered near V=l5~73 in the upper main sequence there appears in 

Fig. 1 - and, more prominently, in Fig. 3 - a narrow gap. This is well 

shown in Fig. 5 which is the integral distribution diagram of stars in 

Fig. l with V > 14i:18 and with B-V between 0:130 and P~55. The. diagram 

was constructed by projecting these stars along lines of slope - 0.5 in the 

CM diagram, onto the locus with B-V=01!143. This slope is that of the major 

axis of the error ellipse generated by equal random errors in the B and V 

magnitudes (Aizerunan, Demarque & Miller, 1969). ·The reality of the gap is 

supported by the fact that if the projection exercise is omitted the 

discontinuity in the resulting.integral distribution diagram is markedly 

reduced while projection along a line of slope 0.5 obliterates the 

discontinuity. / 

In common with most other main sequence gaps in open clusters, no 

discontinuity is apparent in the colour of the main sequence on either side 

of the gap. The presence of this feature is explained by stellar evolution 

theory as the phase of rapid contrac.tion on a gravitational timescale 

subsequent to the exhaustion of hydrogen in the central convective core of 

I 

• 

.. 

also show a slight tendency to avoid zone 1 when compared to the stars of 

the upper main sequence; this fact is discussed elsewhere (Hawarden, 1975d) 

where it is used in support of the hypothesis that clump stars in old open 

clusters hq.ve lost mass during their post-main-sequence evolution. 

Below the giant clwnp there is little evidence for a rising 

subgiant br~~ch apart from three suggestively located stars in Fig. 4. 

However Figs. I and 2 convey a distinct impression that a horizontal 

subgiant branch across the Hertzsprung gap is present, terminating in Fig. 1 

near V=15~4, B-V=0~9 in an amorphous group of stars reminiscent of the 

corresp.onding portions of the CM diagrams of NGC :LaB. and NGC 2243 (Hawarden, 

1975b) • 

m 
Centered near V=15.73 in the upper main sequence there appears in 

Fig. I - and, more prominently, in Fig. 3 - a narrow gap. This is well 

shown in Fig. 5 which is the integxal distribution diagram of stars in 

Fig. I with V > 14~B and with B-V between 0~30 and P~55. The diagram 

was constructed by projecting these stars along lines of slope- 0.5 in the 

CM diagram, onto the locus with B-V=0~43. This slope is that of· the major 

axis of the error ellipse generated by equal random errors in the B and V 

magnitudes (Aizenman, Demarque & Miller, 1969). The reali tyof the gap is 

supported by the fact that if the projection exercise is omitted the 

discontinuity in the resulting integxal distribution diagram is markedly 

reduced while projection along a line of slope 0.5 obliterates the 

discontinuity_ 

In common with most other main sequence gaps in open clusters, no 

discontinuity is apparent in the colour of the main sequence onsi ther side 

of the gap. The presence of this feature is explained by stellar evolution 

theory as the phase of rapid contraction on a graVitational timescale 

subsequent to the exhaustion of hydrogen in the central convective COre of 

I 
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shown. 
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the stars concerned. 11.s has been noted elsewhere (Hawarden, 1975b) 

theoretical evolutionary calculations uniformly predict that stars on the 

evolved main sequence above the gap should be appreciably bluer than those 

below. 

In their initial discussion of the uses of integral distribution 

diagrams such as Fig. 5 Aizenman et al (1969) pointed out that evolutionary 

theory also predicts that the density of stars per magnitude immediately 

above the gap should be substantially lo\ver than that below. Tlfey note that 

in both M 67 and NGC 188 the opposite is the case, the star density being 

distinctly higher in the upper main sequence. Fig. 5 indicates that 

-rhe sta.r dens~f-!:J in rfhe. vicini:iiJ of arid CLbove.. 

the gap is noticeably higher than the average for the segment of the main 

sequence studied. rrhe corresponding diagram for Melotte 66 (Hawarden, 19750) 

shows the same effect as M67 and NGC 188. 

Returning to the CM diagrams, it may be noted that the region with 

V between 141:18 and 15:125 and with B-V between orr:30 and or:16o contains, in 

Fig. 1, a scattered group of 7 stars of.which only one is from zone 2. 

The same area in Fig. 4 contains 6 stars; as the areas of the three zones 

are in the ratio 9:16:24 there is evidently a density excess of these stars 

in zone 1 which suggests that the group is a real feature of the cluster 

CM diagram. While the statistics are scarcely compelling it is of interest 

to compare this group of stars (which appear in Fig. 5 to be distinctly 

separate from the main sequence itself) with the "second turnoff" found 

in NGC 188 by' Eggen & Sandage (1969) and with a similar feature in the CM 

diagram of Malotte 66 (Hawarden, 1975c). Verification of the membership of 

these stars by radial velocity methods, while difficult, would obviously be 

of great importance. Their resemblance to the classical "blue stragglers" 

discussed in the next section was noted by Eggen & Sandage and it may be 

that the putative blue stragglers studied by Conti, Hensberge, van deh 

Heuvel & Stickland (1974) resemble these stars. The possibility that they 

J ' 

the stars concerned. j,s has been noted elsewhere (Hai.rarden, 1975b) 

theoretical evolutionary calculations uniformly predict that stars on the 

evolved main sequence above the gap shoul·d be appreciably bluer than those 

below. 

In their ini tial discus sian of the uses of integral dis tri bu ti on 

diagrams such as Fig. 5 Aizer~anet al (1969) pOinted out that evolutionary 

theory also predicts that the density of stars per magni~~de irr~ediately 

above the gap should be substantially lO\-ler than that below. They note that 

in both 11 67 and l~GC 188 the opposite is the case, the star density being 

distinctly higher in the upper main sequence. Fig. 5 indicates that 

'the sta.r dellsi;t!:J in ?the. viclnlil.J of alief (lbove. 

the gap is noticeably higher than the average for the segment of the main 

" sequence studied. 'I'he corresponding diagram for Nelotte 66 (Hawarden, 1975~) 

shows the same effect as M67 and NGe 18B. 

Returning to the 'C1-1 diagrams, it may be noted that the region wi th 

V between 14~8 and 15r:!25 and with B-V between dr:30 and O~60 contains, in 

Fig. 1, a scattered group of 7 stars of·which only one is from zone 2. 

The same area in Fig. 4 contains 6 stars; as the areas of the three zones 

are in the ratio 9:16:24 there is evidently a density excess of these stars 

in zone 1 "/hieh suggests that the group is a real feature of the cluster 

eM diagram. While the statistics are scarcely compelling it is of interest 

to compare this group of stars (which appear in Fig. 5 to be distinctly 

separate from the main sequencei tself) with the Hsecond turnoffll found 

in NGC lSS by Eggen & Sandage (1969) and with a similar feature in the CM 

diagram of Melotte 66 (Hawarden, 1975c). Verification of the membership of 

these stars by radial velocity methods, while difficult, would obviously be 

of great importance. Their resemblance to the classical Hblne stragglers" 

discussed in the next section .... 'as noted by Eggen & Sandage and it may be 

that the putative blue stragglers studied by Conti, Hensberge, van den 

Heuvel & Stickland (1974) resemble these stars. The possibility that they 
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represent the pr()geny of. bursts of sta:r formation su·osequent to the xain 

for:nation episode in these clusters cannot be ruled out. 

-

represent the progeny of· bursts of star formation su'Dsequent to the n:a.in 

formation episode in these clusters cannot be ruled out. 
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9. 

5. The Blue Stragglers - A continuing Puzzle 

Five stars in Fig. 1 lie on or above the original main sequence 

location~ substantially bluer and brighter than the unevolved stars remaining. 

Four of these blue stragglers are from zone 1 while none occur in zone 3. 

In contrast, main sequence stars with V between 15~5 and 16~0, B-V between 

m m 
0.30 and: 0.50 number 38, 34 and 28 in zones l, 2 and 3 respectively. It 

would appear that the blue stragglers are strongly concentrated towards the 
. \'\ 

cluster center, as is the case in M 67 (Murray, Corben & Allchorn, 196s) 
,·;~) 

and in Melotte 66 (Hawarden, 19751~) suggesting that, in these clusters at 
1}' 

least, the blue stragglers are considerably more massive than the surviving 

main sequence stars. In M 67 this has been confirmed by the results of 

intermediate-band (Stromgren) photometry by Bond & Pe:o::y (1971) and by Strom, 

Strom & Br~n (1971). 

McC±ea (1964) suggested that the blue stragglers are a consequence 

of mass exchange in close ,_ji-~e~·te-~ "j which would be expected to behave as 
.. ·---,_,.-.........-..,....-~~-,... . 

extra massiva stars; these (if the ~~sults of-calcul~tions by Wiel~n (1967) 

and (~enoh~~;(1971) are to be beiieved) would congregata in the center .-e'f the 

cluster over time~ of the. order io8 years.· 

In the paper referred to in connection with the "second turnoff" 

stars Conti et al· (1974) present high-quality radial velocities for blue 

stragglers in the Hyades, Praesepe and M 7(NGC 6475) which show no signs 

of the variations to be expected if the stars were a.lose binaries. They · 

obtain a spectroscopic mass similar to that of a main seque'nce star for the 

blue straggler in the Hyades (68 Tauri) and attribute the blueward displace~ 

ment of this star to recent completion of the contraction phase subsequen~ 

to core hydrogen exhaustion. This eKplanation appears unlikely; as was 

pointed out in the previous section the extent of this blue-.rard evolution 

across the main sequence gap in open clusters is generally observed to be 

9, 

5. The Blue Stragalers - A continuing Puzzle 

Five stars in Fig. 1 lie on or above the original main sequence 

location; substantially bluer and brighter than the unevolved stars remaining. 

Four of these blue stragglers are from zone 1 while none occur in zone ,. 

In contrast, main sequence stars with V between 15~5 and l6~O, B-V between 

cP.,O and- cr.50 number 38, 34 and 28 in zone s l, 2 and 3 respectively. It 

would appear that the blue stragglers are strongly concentrated towards the 
I r", 

cluster center, as is the case in M 67 (Murray, Corben & Allchorn, 196~) 
f ..... / 

Wid in Melotte 66 (Hawarden, 1975Ii~» suggesting that, in these clusters at 

least, the blue stragglers are considerably more massive than the surviving 

main sequence stars. In M 67 this has been confirmed by the results of 

interr.nediate-band (stromgren) photometry by Bond & Perry (1971) and by strom, 

strom & Br~n (1971). 

McCtea (1964) suggested that the blue stragglers are a consequence 

of mass exchange in close which would be expected to behave as 

extra mSBsiva stars; thes~(if the r~sultB of-calcul~tions by Wie1~n (1967) 

ahd (1971) are to be believed) would congregate in the center·-of the _ ........ _-_ .. , 

cluster overtime~ of the order 108 years. 

In the paper referred to in connection wi th the "second turnoffll 

stars Conti et 81 (1974) present high-quality radial velocities for blue 

stragglers in the Hyades, Praesepe and M 7(NGC 6475) which show no signs 

of the variations to be expected if the stars were olose binaries. They . 

obtain a spectroscopic mass similar to that of a main seque'nce star for the 

blue straggler in the Hyades (68 Tauri) and attribute the blueward displace .. 

ment of this star to recent completion of the contraction phase subsequenij; 

to core hydrogen exhaustion. This eKplanation appears unlikely; as Was 

pOinted out in the previous section the extent of this blu~d evolution 

across the main sequence gap in open clusters is generally observed to be 
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considerably less than predicted by theory. The density in V of stars which 

have just passed through this phase is likewise observed to be generally the 

same as or hi&her than that of the stars approaching the 6.iap; the postulated 

pr0sence in the Hyade~ of a single star above the gap, together with many 

stars below would seem to be distinctly ·improba'ole. 

Conti et al obtain rather lower masses for the other two blue 

stragglers (l.ll\b for 40 Caneri in Praesepe and l.6M8 for HD'l62374 in M 7) 

and suggest that these stars may be blue horizontal branch objects which 

have lost mass while traversing the giant branch. Unfortunately there is 

no evidence ~rom theoretical studies to suggest that core-helium-burning 

stars in this mass range attain effective temperatures even remotely high 

enough to approach the domain of the blue stragglers. Indeed, the recent 

horizontal branch models of Gross (1973) require masses less than o. 5M8 

before a model with Z=O.?l approaches log Te~ 4.0. His models with 

M=l.35 JVf0 have a minimum log Te corresponding to B-V""'0~9; even this value 

requires a heavy element abundance an order of magnitude less than is 

generally accepted for clusters like Praesepe. -·It is far more likely that 

Cannon's (1970) identification of the Population I horizontal branch with 

the giant branch clump is correct and that other eA-planations must be 

sought for the results of Conti et al. 

by these 

and the 

If the lack of variation shown by the radial velocities obtained 
........ --. 

authors (is' \taken 
\,_/.,....J 

high masses of the 

to rule out the binary theory of McCrea (1964) 

blue stragglers in M 67 (and, presumably, in 

Malotte 66 and NGC 2204) are accepted as generally characteristic of these 

stars there appears to remain only one explanation for the blue stragglers 

amongst those suggested heretofore, namely, that these.stars were in fact 

formed much later than the other members of the clusters. The colours of 

the bluest s~ragglers in M 67 and in some globular clusters imply, on this 

consid . 

have just 

same as or 

less than icted theory. The density in V of stars which 

ed thiG is likewise observed to be the 

than that of the stars appr the gap; the pos 

presence in the of a si star above the ther with many 

stars below would seem to be distinc "improbable. 

Conti et 0.1 n rather lower maSses for the other two blue 

stragglers (1. for 40 Caneri in 1. 6fi'0 for HD' 16 in M 7) 

and suggest that these stars may be blue horizontal branch objects which 

lost masS while the ant branch. there is 

no ence ~rom theoretical studieS to suggest that core-helium-burning 

stars in this mass range attain effective 

to the d of the blue s 

branch models of Gross ( 3) 

with Z==O.Ol 

have a. minimum corres 

ers. Ind the recent 

masses less than 0.51'18 

4.0. His models wi 

to B-V", • ; even this value 

a element a.bundance an order of less than is 

generally acc 

Cannon's ( 

for clusters like Praesepe. ,It is more 1 

zontal branch 

that 

th identification of the ation I 

the branch clump is correct and that other must be 

for the results of et 0.1. 

If the lack of variation shown by the radial velocities obtained 

these authors i to rule out the of McCrea ( ) 

and the high masses of blue s (and, pre I in 

Melotte and ) are ac characteristic of these 

stars there to remain one on for the blue 

t those suggested heretofore, that these. stars were in fact 

members of the clusters. The colours formed much later than the 

the bluest s in 1'1 and in some obular clusters I on 
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l 1. 

hypothesis, that these stars have ages which are essentially negligible 

compared with those of the parent clusters. It is clear that such a 

suggestion must be regarded with considerable suspicion in the absence of 

any other evidence whatsoever that star formation in old clusters of all 

types is a continuing process. 

, 

- •: ,. 

.. 

II. 

hypothesis, that these stars have ages which are essentially negligible 

compared with those of the parent clusters. It is clear that such a 

suggestion must be regarded with considerable suspicion in the absence of 

any other evidence whatsoever that star formation in old clusters of all 

t,ypes is a continuing process. 

, 
" 
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6. The 2-Colour Diagram : Reddening and Heavy Element Abundance 

Comparison of the results in Table I with the CM diagram indicates 

that essent~ally all the stars fainter than Vel3~5 which have been observed 

in U a.re cluster members. Identification of the brighter cluster giants 

is less certain·. · 

Figure 6 shows the 2-colour (U-B, B-V) diagram of the results in 

Table I. Obvious non-members ar~ shown as crosses, stars believed to be 

cluster giants as filled circle a and main sequence stars as open circles. 

The location of the latter stars, which are all somewhat evolved, is affected 

by their reduced surface gravity. Their positions·after application of t~e 

appropriate corrections are shown as filled squares. 

The circled cross represents the star 1329 which is the bluest and 

brightest among those in Table I which could be cluster giants. It lies 

significantly below the other stars in this group, suggesting that it may 

1 be a foreground object or in some fashion peculiar. It'has been omitted 

from the subsequent analysis. 

The method for the simultaneous determination of the reddening and 

ultraviolet excess of a cluster from the 2-colour diagram of its giants and 

main sequence members when the latter occupy a small range in B-V has been 

discussed in considerable detail elsewhere (Hawarden, 1975b). It is 

assumed that the ultraviolet excess of main sequence stars with (B-V) = 
0 

0~6, inferred from that of the observed, rather bluer, stars by application 

of gravity corrections derived from Eggen (1966) and guillotine corrections 

from Sandage (1969) is to be equated with that of the cluster giants. A 

·reddening value is thereby derived, using the result of Hartwick & McClure 

(1972) relating the reddeni~gs of giants and dwarfs in the same system 

when the standard reddening trajectory is used for both groups of stars. 

I;. 

6. The 2-Colour Diagram : Reddening and Heavy Element Abundance 

Comparison of the results in Table I with the CM diagram indicates 

that esaentfally all the stars fainter than Vcl'~5 which have been observed 

in U are cluster members. Identification of the brighter cluster giants 

. is less certain'. 

Figure 6 shows the 2-colour (U-B, B-V) diagram of the results in 

Table I. Obvious non-members ar~ shown as crosses, stars believed to be 

cluster giants as filled circles and main sequence stars as open circles. 

The location of the latter stars, which are all somewhat evolved, is affected 

by their reduced surface gravity_ Their positions-after application of tl1e 

appropriate corrections are shown as filled squares. 

The circled cross represents the star 1329 which is the bluest and 

brightest among those in Table I which could be cluster giants. It lies 

significantly below the other stars in this group, suggesting that it may 

I be a foreground object or in some fashion peculiar. It'has been omitted 

from the subsequent analysis. 

The method for the simultaneous determination of the reddening and 

ultraviolet excess of a cluster from the 2-colour diagram of its giants and 

main sequence members when the latter occupy a small range in B-V has been 

discussed in considerable detail elsewhere (Hawarden, 1975b). It is 

assumed that the ultraviolet excess of main sequence stars with (B-V) E 
o 

O~6, inferred from that of the observed, rather bluer, stars by application 

of gravity corrections derived from Eggen (1966) and guillotine corrections 

from Sandage (1969) is to be equated with that of the cluster giants. A 

"reddening value is thereby derived, using the result of Hartwick & McClure 

(1972) relating the reddenipgs of giants and dwarfs in the same system 

when the standard reddening trajectory is used for both groups of stars. 
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Fig. 6. Photoelectric 2-colour diagram for stars in NGC 2204. Giant and dwarf 

members are shown ty filled and open circles respectively. Filled squares 

represent the latter after correction for gravity effects. Crosses 

indicate non members. The standard relatioships for dwarfs (full curve) 

and gi an ts (da shed curve) are shown reddened by E( B-V) '" O~i08 and O~06 5 
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The standard 2-colour relationships for stars of .luminosity Class V 

and a combination of classes 111 & V derived from those given by Johnson (1966) 

are shown in Fig. 6 by a continuous and a dashed curve, respectively. These 

have been reddened by E(B-V) = 0~08 and orr;o65, the values determined by an 

analysis of the sort described above. The corresponding ultraviolet excess is 
'th ('(\ 

~(U-B)006 a 0.095 ± 0.024 (SE) where the uncertainty chiefly reflects the 

scatter in ·the observed ultraviolet excess of the giants. That some of this 

scatter may be Astrophysical in origin is indicated, firstl.vby the relatively , .. 

low internal uncertainties in the observed (U-B)'s, most of which have formal 

internal SE's less than 0.03, and secondly by the marked vertical separation 

. in Fig.6 between star 4223 and the rest of the clump stars with 0~98 <. B-V< 
.·m 
~.04. The indicated star appears to· be slightly less luminous than the rest 

of the group,so that their smallerSW~B)values may reflect an intrinsic property 

of the stars such as reduced surface gravity owing to mass loss. If these four 

points are omitted, a solution using only the four remaining giants gives a 

main-sequence reddening E(B-V)m = Oi:110 with ~(U-B)0 • 6 .= orr:13 ± 01;103. Conversely, 

if only the four clump stars with the reddest U-B colours are used, the solution 

yields E(B-V)m ... orr;o6, ~(U-B)d.'6 ... orr:o1. 

The intermediate solution derived first is to be favoured as involving 

the fewest assumptions concerning the peculiar natures of the stars included. 

The ultraviolet excess derived is unusually large but not uniqu~ among open 

clusters. NGC 2420 (McClure, Forrester & Gibson, 1974) also has S (U-B) in the 

vicinity of oi:11 as may Melotte 66 (Hawarden, .1975c). The cluster NGC 2243 

probably has a considerably larger excess, in the vicinity of ~ (U-B) 6 = orr;15. o. 

The calibration of ~ (U-B) a~inst [Fe/HJ obtained by Alexander (1967) 

implies that NGC 2204 has a logarithmic metal abundance [!e/HJ = -0.20 

relative to the sun or · [F~/HJ = -0.44 relative to the Hyades if the latter 

are assumed to have [Fe/H] 0 a o.24 (Hawarden, 1975b). 

The standard 2-colour relationships for stars of lUminosity Class V 

and a combination of classes III & V derived from those given by Johnson (1966) 

are shown in Fig. 6 by a continuous and a dashed curve, respectively. These 

have been reddened by E(B-V) = 0~08 and 0~065, the values determined by an 

analysis of the sort described above. The corresponding ultraviolet excess is 
m rn 

~(U-B)0.6 c 0.095 ± 0.024 (SE) where the uncertainty chiefly reflects the 

scatter in the observed ultraviolet excess of the giants. That some of this 

scatter may be Astrophysical in origin is indicated, firstly by the relatively , . 
low internal uncertainties in the observed (U-B)ts, most of which have formal 

internal SEts less than 0.0" and secondly by the marked vertical separation 

, in Fig.6 between star 4223 and the rest of the clump stars wi th 0~ge <. B-V< 

,'m 
~04. The indicated star appears to be slightly less luminous than the rest 

of the group, so that their smallerS(u-B) values may reflect an intrinsic property 

of the stars such as reduced surface gravity owing to mass loss. If these four 

points are omitted, a solution using only the four remaining giants gives a 

;, main-sequence reddening E(B-V)m == 0~10 with S(U-B)O.6''''' O~l'± 0~03. Conversely, 

if only the four clump stars with the reddest U-B colours are used, the solution 

The intermediate solution derived first is to be favoured as involving 

the fewest assumptions concerning the peculiar natures of the stars included. 

The ultraviolet excess derived is unusually large but not uniqu~ among open 

clusters. NGC 2420 (McClure, Forrester & Gibson, 1974) also has S (U-B) in the 

vicinity of O~l as may Melette 66 (Hawarden, 1975c). The cluster NGC 2243 

probably has a considerably larger excess, in the vicinity of b (U-B) 6 '" 0~15. o. 

The calibration of 8 (U-B) a~inst [Fe/RJ obtained by Alexander (1967) 

implies that NGC 2204 has a logarithmic metal abundance [Fe/RJ = -0.20 

relative to the sun or . [F~/HJ ~ -0.44 relative to the Hyades if the latter 

are assumed to have (Fe/H] 0 g 0.24 (Hawarden, 1975b). 
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7. Ar,e, Distance ModW.us and Distance from the Galactic Plane 

In the paper on NGC 2243 which has been ref erred to several times in 

preceding sections, an age determination method, based on the main sequence 

turnoff colour, was presented and discussed. An expression 

L'i.log 1'= A-l ( Ll log Te - B .0.log Z) •.•.•• (1) 

is used to derive difference .6log T
9

. between the ages of two clusters (in 
\~ 

units of 109 years) in terms of the difference ~log T between the effective 
e 

temperatures of their main sequence turnoffs and the difference .6.log Z between 

their heavy element abundances. The coefficients A = 'd log Te/ "d log T.:91and 
: ' ~ 

B = ;::,log T / Cl log Z are evaluated from sets of theoretieal isochrone~'d 
e 

calculated 'under similar conditions. Values of these coefficients are tabulated 

in the original discussion (Hawarden, 1975b) and may be_ used to allow for 

variations in A and B with log T and log Z~ e 

The reddening E(B-V) = 0~08 adopted for the main sequence implies 

an unreddened turnoff colour (B•V) = 0~32. The observed (gravity-corrected) 
0 

ultraviolet excess of the main sequence stars is 0~08 giving blanketing 

corrections .6(B-V) = 0~04, 6.V = -0~03 (Wiidey, Burbidge, Sandage & Burbidge, 

1962). Thus the blanketing-corrected, reddening free turnoff colour is 

(B-V) = 0.36 whence, from the table by Schlesinger (1969) log T = 3.849. o,c e 

The cluster M 67 appears to have a well-determined age near 5.5 x 109 

years (Sandage & Eggen, 1969). The heavy element abundance is probably near 

[Fe/H] 0 ~ 0.11 (Barry & Cromwell, 1974; Hawarden 1975b) and the unreddened, 

blanketing-free turnoff colour is (B-V) = 0~51. The Tables of A and B o,c f 

referred to above may be used to derive interpolated values of these 

derivatives appro~-:9iate to a comparison of NGC. 2204 with M 67, giving A= -0,17 

B = -0.051. Thus, the expression (1) above gives a differentially-determined 

age of NGC 2204 of 2.8 x 109 years. A similar comparison with NGC 188 gives 

3.1 x 109 year~ if the age of NGC 188 is""' 9 x 109 lfears (Sandage & Eggen, 1969). 

7. ARe, Distance NodUlus and Distance from the Galactic Plane 

In the paper on NGC 2243 which has been referred to several times in 

preceding sections, an age determination method, based on the main sequence 

turnoff colour, was presented and discussed. An expression 

D10g ~ .. A-I ( t::. log Te - B 610g Z) •...•. (1) 

is used to derive difference Lllog T9 between the ages of two clusters (in 
\.:9 

units of 109 years) in terms of the difference Lllog T between the effective 
e 

tempera tures of their main sequence turnoffs and the difference L\log Z between 

their heavy element abundances. The coefficients A = d log Tel d log T9~\and 
: f 

B "" .c)log T / d log Z are evaluated from sets of theoretical isochrones-'.i 
e . 

calculated 'under similar conditions. Values of these coefficients are tabulated 

in the original discussion (Hawarden, 1975b) and may be. used to allow for 

variations in A and B with log T and log Z~ 
e 

The reddening E(B-V) '" 0~08 adopted for the main sequence implies 

an unreddened turnoff colour (B--V) := 0~32. The observed (gravity-corrected) 
o 

ultraviolet excess of the main sequence stars is 0~08 giving blanketing 

corrections 6(B-V) = 0~04, ~V = -0~03 (Wiidey, Burbidge, Sandage & Burbidge, 

1962). Thus the blanketing-corrected, reddening free turnoff colour is 

(B-V) '" 0.36 whence,from the table by Schlesinger (1969) log Te '" 3.849. 
0,<:' 

The cluster M 67 appears to have a we11-determined age near 5.5 x 109 

years (Sandage & Eggen, 1969). The heavy element abundance is probably near 

[Fe/HJ0 = 0.11 (Barry & Cromwell, 1974; Hawarden 1975b) and the unreddened, 

blanketing-free turnoff colour is (B-V) = 0~51. The Tables of A and B o,c 

referred to above may be used to derive interpolated values of these 

.~ 

. derivatives approp,Siate to a comparison of NGO· 2204 wi th M 67, giving A :::: -0.17 

B '" -0.051. Thus, the expression (1) above gives a differentially-determined 

age of NGO 2204 of 2.8 x 109 years. A similar comparison with NGC 188 gives 

3.1 x 109 year~ if the age of NGe 188 is '""" 9 x 109 i)Tears (Sandage & Eggen, 1969). 
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TABLE IV 

Normal Points and Evolutionary Deviation of the Main Sequence 

of NGC 2204 
(assuming E(B-V) ,'] 0~08, 8(u-B)0•6 · ... 0~095) 

V B-V V - M o,c v M v 

17.48 0.60 12.71 4.50 

17 .26 0.55 12.81 4.18 

17.00 0.50 12.90 3.83 

16.69 0.45 12.93 3,49 

16.38 0.42 12.75 3.36 

16.oo 0.40 12.54 3.19 

15.80 0.40 12 .36. 3.19 

15.70 0.40 12.24 3.19 

15.54. 0.42 11.91 3.36 

15.45 0.48 11.48 3,70 

) 

TABLE IV 

Normal POints and Evolutionary Deviation of the Main Sequence 

of NGG 2204 

(assuming E(B-Y) <-:;; O~08, 8 (U-B)O. 6' '" 0~095) 

V B-Y v - M M O,e v v 

17.48 0.60 12.71 4·50 

17.26 0.55 12.81 4.18 

17.00 0.50 12.90 3.83 

16.69 0.45 12.93 3.49 

16.38 0.42 12·75 3.36 

16.00 0.40 12.54 3.19 

15.80 0.40 12.36. 3.19 

15.70 0.40 12.24 3.19 

15.54. 0.42 11.91 3.36 

15.45 0.48 11.48 ·3.70 

/ 
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NGC 2204 is evidently slightly younger than NGC 2420 which it resembles in 

composition. 

Running mean values of V and B-V along the main sequence of NGC 2204 

were plotted and smoothed to give normal points in the CM diagram. These are 

listed in Table lV. After application of reddening and blanketing corrections 

these were aompared with the standard ZAMS listed by Eggen (1965) to give the 

listed results for V - M and M ; these are shown plotted in Fig. ?. In o,c v v 

the above much-quoted study of NGC 2243 (Hawarden, 1975b) an evolutionary 

deviation curve was derived from an isochrone by ~~rtwick & van den Berg (1973) 

for age 5 x 109 years, Y = 0.30, Z = 0.01. This heavy element abundance is 

also appropriate to NGC 2204 (Z=0.013 if 20· = 0.02); the evolutionary deviation 

curve can be fitted to the points in Fig.7, as shown, by assuming a true 

distance modulus (m-M) = 13~25±0~2 for NGC 2204. . 0 

It is noteworthy that the slope of the lower main sequence in Fig. 2 

(from which the points in Fig 7 are derived) is significantly smaller than 

that of the ZAMS, as is reflected by the divergence of the points in Fig. 7 

from the theoretical curve. This introduces most of the. internal uncertainty 

present in the adopted distance modulus. Before this discrepancy in the shape 

of the main sequence is ascribed to systematic errors in the photometry (which· 

is not unlikely since these points depend on one plate pair only) it may be 

noted that a vecy similar effect is shown by the early results in M 67 (_E~~ 

Murray et al, 1965). 

The distance modulus derivation is almost insensitive to the adopted 
I 

values of b(U-B)0•6 and E(B-V); the two alternative solution~ given in the 

previous section alter (m-M) by no more than a few hundredths of a magnitude. 
0 . 

NGC 2204 is evidently slightly younger than NGe 2420 which it resembles in 

composi tiona 

Running mean values of V and B-V along the main sequence of NGe 2204 

were plotted and smoothed to give normal points in the eM diagram. These are 

listed in Tabla IV. After application of reddening and blanketing corrections 

these were ~ompared with the standard ZAMS listed by Eggen (1965) to give the 

listed results for ¥ - M and M i these are shown plotted in Fig. 1. In o,c v v 

the above much-quoted study of NGC 2243 (Hawarden, 1915b) an evolutionary 

deviation curve Was derived from an isochrone by ti~rtwick & van den Berg (1973) 

for age 5 x 109 years, Y = 0.30, Z = 0.01. This heavy element abundance is 

also appropriate to NGC 2204 (Ze O.013 if ~ = 0.02); the evolutionary deviation 

curve can be fitted to the points in Fig.1, as shown, by assuming a true 

distance modulus (m~) = l3~25~0~2 for NGC 2204. , 0 

It is noteworthy that the slope of the lower main sequence in Fig. 2 

(from which the points in Fig 1 are derived) is significantly smaller than 

that of the ZAMS, as is reflected by the divergence of the points in Fig. 7 

from the theoretical curve. This introduces most of the, internal uncertainty 

present in the adopted distance modulus. Before this discrepancy in the shape 

of the main sequence is ascribed to systematic errors in the photometry (which' 

is not unlikely since these pOints depend on one plate pair only) it may be 

noted that a very similar effect :l.S shown by the early results in M 61 (tf' 
'v.rl' 

Murray et al, 1965). 

The distance modulus derivation is almost insensitive to the adopted 
I 

values of b(U-B)0.6 and E(B-V)i the two alternative solution~ given in the 

previous section alter (m-M) by no more than a few hundredths of a magnitude. 
o 
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Fig. 7. The evolutionary deviation diagram of the normal points in NGC 2204 

(Table IV). A theoretical curve, derived from an isochrone for age 

5xl09 years and Z=0.01, is shown fitted to these points with 

(m~M) = l.3~25. 
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Fig. 7. The evolutionary deviation diagram of the normal points in NGC 2204 

(Table IV). A theoretical curve, derived from an isochrone for age 

5xl09 years and Z=O.Ol, is shown fitted to these points with 

(m-M) = U~25. 
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If (m-M) 0 = 13.25 and R = Av/E(B-V) = 3 the apparent visual distance 

modulus is (tn-M)A V = 13~49· As noted above, the giant cluJnp has its centroid at 
' 

V = 13~82 so that the mean absolute magnitude of the horizontal branch of 

NGC 2204 is M = 0~33, a value reminiscent of that of NGC 2158 (M ""'0~4·according ' v v 

to Cannon, 1970). 

This unusually bright giant clump is not the only exceptional feature 

of NGC 2204. If (m-M) 0 = 13~25 the distance of the cluster from the sun is 

4.46 kilopa.rsecs. With a galactic latitude of -16~1 the cluster must therefore 

lie 1250 parsecs south of the galactic plane. This is significantly further 

than any other cluster of Population I and is rivalled only by NGC 2243 at 

about 1100 Kpc and NGC 6891 which is about a kiloparsec from the plane. The 

combination of large /z/ with an apparently overluminous horizontal branch 

suggests that the distance modulus has been overestimated. In view of its 

stability with respect to the reddening and ultraviolet excess, the only 

obvious source of such error lies in the fitting of the evolutionary deviation 

curve in Fig. 7. Clearly it will be of importance to investigate further the 

apparent anomalies in the slope of the lower main sequence. 

• 
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4.46 kiloparsecs. With a galactic latitude of -16~1 the cluster must therefore 

lie 1250 parsecs south of the galactic plane. This is significantly further 

than any other cluster of Population I and is rivalled only by NGC 2243 at 

about 1100 Kpc and NGG 6891 which is about a kiloparsec from the plane. The 

combination of large /Z/ with an apparently overluminous horizontal branch 

suggests that the distance modulus has been overestimated. In view of its 

stability with respect to the reddening and ultraviolet excess, the only 

obvious source of such error lies in the fitting of the evolutionary deviation 

curve in Fig. 7. Clearly it will be of importance to investigate further the 

apparent anomalies in the slope of the Ibwer main sequence. 
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A Red Variable in the Giant Branch. 

The large distance of the cluster from the galactic plane supports the 

contention that most of the stars reddu~ and brighter than the giant clump are 

probably cluster members. In this con.~ection star number 1136 is noteworthy. 

With a mean V = 12~82 (Table III) it lies about 2m below the probable location 

of the giant branch at its colour, B - V = 1~7; stars of this colour are 

~distinctly rare in the halo. If "itis regarded as a distant field star, it must 

lie more than 2.5 kpc from the galactic plane, about 11 kpc from the sun in the 

approximate direction of the anticenter. Membership of the cluster therefore 

appears rather likely. 

This star is probably variable; on 1971 December 21 it had V = 131!11 O while 

on 1972 February 1~ and 13 it averaged V = 121!171. The B'. magnitudes show a similar· 

variation. If', at maximum, it lies on the giant branch after the manner of the 

variables in the Hyades group (Eggen, 1972) it may be a long period variable of 

substantial amptitude. The luminosity f'!!tnction derived by Eggen for the giants 

in the Hyades group suggests that M and S type variables are very rare among these 

stars, although almost all the giants redder than B - V:; 11;15 appea;r to vary. 

Eggen predicts that a Hyades - like cluster should have at least 100 clump stars 

before the probability of its containing a variable of this type becomes significant. 

· This number will presumably drop when older populations are examined as the rate of 

evolution along the giant branch may be expected to be lower for stars of lower 

mass (cf. Cannon, 1970) but it is nonetheless interesting that NGC2204,which contains 

only 20 or 30 clump members has at least four stars redder than B - V = 1~5 which 

may be presumed to be members of the cluster. Two very red stars below the giant 

' branch. are also present in Melotte 66 (Hawarden, 19'75c) It would be interesting 

to undertake photoelectric photometry of such stars in order to determine (a) whether 

they are giants, and therefore presumably members of the clusters and (b) whether 

they are variable, as suggested by Eggen's results. 

• 
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contention that most of the stars reddm:' and brighter than the giant clump are 
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With a mean V =12~82 (Table III) it lies about 2m below the probable location 
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~distinctly rare in the halo. If kis regarded as a distant field star, it must 
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variation. If, at maximum, it lies on the giant branch after the manner of the 

variables in the Hyades group (Eggen, 1972) it may be a long period variable of 

substantial amptitude. The luminosity ~ction derived by Eggen for the giants 

in the Hyades group suggests that M and S type variables are very rare among these 

stars, although almost all the giants redder than B - V::;, 1 ~5 appe8;r to vary. 

Eggen predicts that a Hyades - like cluster should have at least 100 clump stars 

before the probability of its containing a variable of this type becomes significant • 

. This number will presumably drop when older populations are examined as the rate of 

evolution along the giant branch may be expected to be lower·for stars of lower 

mass (cf. Cannon, 1970) but it is nonetheless interesting that NGC2204, which conti:.tins 

only 20 or 30 clump members has at least four stars redder than B - V = 1f!!S which 

may be presumed to be members of the cluster. Two very red stars below the giant 

i branch. are also present in Melotte 66 (Hawarden, 19'7"5c) It would be interesting 

to undertake photoelectric photometry of such stars in order to determine (a) whether 

they are giants, and therefore presumably members of the clusters and (b) whether 

they are variable, as suggested by Eggen's results. 
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( 9) C omuar:i.s on With NGC 2243. 

NGC 2204 resembles its neighbour NGC 2243 in its large distance from 

the galactic plane, its considerable age and its significant heavy element 

deficiency. If the distance moduli of these clusters are even approximately 

correct there is a very marked difference in the spatial structure of the two 

systems.· As indicated in the introduction NGC 2204 probably has an overall 

angular diameter of about 18 arc minutes corresponding to a linear diameter 

of more than 20 parsecs. Conversely, NGC 2243 has an angular diameter which 

is less than 10 arc minutes so that at a distance of 3.6 kpc its linear 

diameter is less than 10 parsecs. In addition NGC 2243 is strongly concentrated 

towards its central region while NGC 2204 shows the looser, relatively ill-defined 

structure more typical of old open clusters. Clearly the dynamic history of 

NGC 2243 must be x very different from that of its neighbour and it would be of 

- great .interest to obtain the radial velocities of these clusters as a first step - towards the investigation of their gwlactic orbits. It is unf'ortunate that high-

quality proper motions of the two sys terns will riot be obtainable for some decades. yet! 
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(10) Conclusions • 

NGC 2204 is about 3 x 109 years old. The cluster is moderately 

deficient in heavy elements, having $( U - B)o. 6 = Oll1095±oT024 corresponding. 

to a logarithmic abundance [Fe/H]o = -0.20. It has a small reddening, 

believed to be ifi the vicinity of E(B-V) = 01!108. A distance modulus 

(m -Ni)o = 13~25 has been derived, which places the cluster 1250 parsecs 

from the galactic plane, substantially further than any other lmown open 

cluster. 

The giant branch probably resembles those of NGC188 and Melotte 66 

in its loose structure and the cluster contains at l.east one red variable, 

star 1136, which ·is likely to be a member. A very prominent red horizontal 

branch is centered at V = 13~82, B-V = 0~98. The stars thereof appear to be 

slightly less centrally concentrated than those of the upper main sequence. 

The latter feature has a gap centered at V = 151!1 73, about oip3 belovr the 

· final turnoff to the red. A scattering of subgiants may, be present in the 
. 

Hertzsprung gap but rlising subgiants are probably absent. Several blue 

stragglets are present and are strongly concentrated to the cluster center, 

suggesting that they have large masses. 

) 

• (10) Conclusions • 

NGC2204 is about 3 x 109 years old. The cluster is moderately 

deficient in heavy elements, having b(U - B)0.6 :::: OIP095±or.!'024 corresponding 

to a logarithmic abundance [Fe/H]Q :::: -0.20. It has a small reddening, 

believed to be ill the vicinity of E( B-V) :::: O!,!lOB. A distance modulus 

(m -AA)o :::: 13~25 has been derived, which places the cluster 1250 parsecs 

from the galactic plane, substantially further than any other lmown open 

cluster. 

The giant branch probably resembles those of NGC188 and Melotte 66 

in its loose structure and the cluster contains at l,east one red variable, . 

star 1136, which 'is likely to be a member. A very prominent red horizontal 

branch is centered at V :::: 13T82, B-V :::: 0!,!l98. The stars thereof appear to be 

slightly less centrally concentrated than those of the upper main sequence. 

The latter feature has a gap centered at V :::: 15~ 73, about OlP3 belaVI' the 

final turnoff to the red. A scattering of subgiants ma~ be present in the 
. 

Hertzsprung gap but r~sing subgiants are probably absent. Several blue 

stragglet5 are present and are strongly concentrated to the cluster oenter, 

suggesting that they have large masses. 

! 
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Summary 

Mass Loss From Red Giants in Old Open Clusters 

by 

T.G. Hawarden 
SAAO 

P 0 Box 9 
Observatory 7935 

Cape 
South Africa 

The stars of the giant branch clump or red horizontal branch in· . . 

\all members of a sample of 6 open clusters older than the Hyades are found 
I 
to be less concentrated towards the cluster'centre than the stars of the 

upper main sequence. In.the cluster NGC 2158 the effect is very prominent 

and.is shown to be a real physical property of.the cluster. A similar 
\ 

strong effect in NGC 2477 is believed to be largely, but not entirely, a 

consequence of a systematic variation of reddening With radial position in 

the cluster. The fact that all six old clusters studied show the 

deconcentration phenomenon in the same sense is taken as evidence that the 

phenomenon is a general property of the horizontal branches of Jopulation 

I systems. It is argued that the phenomenon is a consequence 6f mass loss 

during the most luminous phas~s of red giant evolution, probably by a 

stellar wind mechanism. 
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1. Introduction 

Dickens & Rolland (1972) have summarised the extensive observational 

evidence suggesting that horizontal branch stars in several globular clusters 

are less strongly concentrated to the cluster centre than the red giants and 

other, less evolved, cluster stars. These differences in radial distribution 

are commonly interpreted as a result of mass segregation consequent on 

dynamic relaxation of the clusters concerned although Dickens & Rolland 

{among others) point out that classical relaxation theory predicts timescales 

for ma.as segregation which are; .in all but the poorest globulars, far longer 

than any reasonable estimate of the duration of the horizontal branch stage. 

Iben (1972) polnts out in a review off the present theoretical picture 

that masses of about 0.5Mc:, are required if the existence of blue horizontal 

branch (BHB) stare in globulars is to be explained, notwithstanding that the 

stars at the main sequence turnoff are believed to have masses near o. filh• 
The results of Stromgren photometry of BHB stars have been summarised by 

1 Newell (1972) who concludes that their masses do indeed average about 0.5Y0• 

Further evidence that the horizontal branch stars have lost mass is provided 

by the intermediate band (DDO) photometry of Osbourne (1973) who finds that 

red horizontal branch and asymptotic branch stars in M3, M5, MlO, Ml3, q.nd 

M92 have on average about 0.6 ·of the mass of giants in the respective clusters. 

Numerical models of small clusters with realistic mass spectra 

studied by Wielen (1967) and by Henon (1971), who used a different num~rical 

technique, all show marked mass segregation on a timescale ....,1q8 years which 
J 

is of the same order as the rates of relaxation predicted for small systems 

from classical relaxation theory· by Chandrasekhar (1942). · Such segregation 

effects are indeed observable in the main sequences of M37 (Brosterhus, 1963) 

and M67 (Murray, Corben & Allchorn, 1965). Their presence in the first of 

these clusters (which is only a few times 108 years old} confirms that the 

theoretical predictions do give at least an approximation to the actual 

.timescale of this prooes·e in open clusters. 

-... 
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1. Introduction 

Dickens & Rolland (1972) have summarised the extensive observational 

evidence suggesting that horizontal branch stars in several globular clusters 

are less strongly concentrated to. the cluster centre than the red giants and 

other, less evolved, cluster stars. TheBe differences in radial distribution 

are commonly interpretedaa a result of mass segregation consequent on 

dynamic relaxation of the clUsters concerned although Dickens & Rolland 

(omong others) point out that classical relaxation theory predicts timescales 

for mass segregation which are,. in all but thli poorest globulars, far longer 

than any reasonable estimate of the duration of the horizontal branch stage. 

Iben (1972) poInts out in a review off the present theoretical picture 

that masses Of about O.5~ are required if the existence of blue hOriZontal 

branch (Blrn) stars in globulars is to be explained, notwithstanding that the 

stars at the main sequence turnoff are believed to have masses near O.BM
0

" 

The results of Stromgren photometry of BHBstars have been summarised by 

i Newell (1972) who concludes that their masses do indeed average about O.5~0. 

Further evidence that the horizontal branch stars have lost mass is provided 

by the intermediate band (Dna) photometry of Osbourne (1973) who finds that 

red horizontal branch and asymptotic branch stars in M3, M5, MIO, M13, qnd 

M92 have on average about 0.6 ·of the mass of giants in the respective clusters. 

Numerical models of small clusters with realistic mass spectra 

studied by Wielen (1961) and by H;non (1911), who used a different num~rical 

technique, all show marked mass segregation on a timescale N lq8 years which 
) 

is of the same order as the rates of relaxation predicted for small systems 

from classical relaxation theory' by Chandrasekhar (1942). ' Such segregation 

effects are indeed observable in the main sequences of M31 (Brosterhus, 1963) 

and M61 (Murray, Corben & Allchorn, 1965). Their presence in the first of 

these clusters (which is only a few times 108 years old) confirms that the 

theoretical predictions do give at least an approximation to the actual 

~imeacale ot this prooea~ in open olusters. 
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Arp & Cuffey (1962) noted that the red giants in NGC 2158 

appeared slightly less concentrated to· the centre oi the cluster than did 

the main sequence stars, a result which they attributed to selective 

crowding effects in the inner regions. A similar but much stronger 

effect was noted in: NGC .2477 by ~ggen & Stoy (1961). Thus when a preliminary 

study of the old o·pen cluster Melotte 66 (Hawarden, 1970) suggested that the 

·stars of the horizontal branch. of this cluster were also appreciably less 

concentrated to the cluster centre than the members of the upper main sequencee 

it appeared profitable to investigate whether this phenomenon is of general 

occurrence in old open clusters ~nd whether any conciusions could be drawn 

therefrom concerning the evolution of stars in these systems, 

/ 
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Arp & Cuffey (1962) noted tha,t the red giants in NGC 2158 

appeared slightly less concentrated to' the centre of the cluster than did 

the main sequence stars, a result which they attributed to selective 

crowding effects in the inner regions. A similar but much stronger 

effect was noted in: NGC ,2477 by ;Eggen & Stoy (1961). Thus when a preliminary 

study of the old open cluster Melotte 66 (Hawarden, 1970) suggested that the 

'stars of the horizontal branch of this cluster were also appreciably les8 

concentrated to the cluster centre than the members of the upper main aequencee 

it appeared profitable to investi~~te whether this phenomenon is of general 

occurrence in old open clusters and whether any conclusions could be drawn 

therefrom concerning the evolution of stars in these systems • 

,; 

~---""'-----------' 
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The results are listed in Table I. The two entri'es for Melotte 

66 illustrate the marked effect which small changes in the dividing radius 

can have on the significance of the results when the sample of clump stars 

is small. 

- I 

_, 

) 

. . 
-. 

--
The reaultsaxe listed in Table I. The two entri"es for Melotta 

66 illustrate the marked effect which small changes in the dividing radius 

ca.n have on the significance of the resul ts When the sample of clump stars 

is small • 

. , 

., 

,; 
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Cluster 

NGC 2158 

Mel. 66 
(a) 

Mel. 66 

(b) 

NGc .... 2477 
(a) 

NGC 2477 
(b) 

NGC 2264. 

'. 

NGC' 6939 

NGC 7789 

TABLF. I 

Radial Distributions of Clump and Main Sequence stars 

in Old Open Clusters. 

Sample No. Clump No. M/S c 2 

x zones stars stars 

Rings 1, 2 & 3 22 117 0.27 13.5 
Rings 4 & 5 24 34 

0"-180 11 7 60 0.32 4.85 
180"-300" 17 .46 

0"-167 11 ·7 53 0.41 2.63 

167"-300'i 17 53 

0'-5' 34 . 57 0.51 3.55 
5'-10' 36 31 

0'-5' 34 57 0.81 o. 27 
5 I -10' 36 49 

0'-3' 7 23 o. 53 0.87 

3'-7' 15 26 

0"-292" 10 74 0;64 0.40 

.292"-423 9 43 

0"-292" 30 121 0.83 0.17 

29 2"-5 77" 22 74 

)· 

p 

0.005 

0.026 

0.11 

0.06 

0.59 

0.27 

0.53 

0.67 

Cluster 

NGC 2158 

Mel. 66 

(a) 

Mel. 66 

(b) 

NGC ..... 2477 
(a) 

NGC 2477 
(b) 

NGe 2204. 

, . 

NGC' 6939 

NGC 7789 

Radial Distributions of Clump and Nain Sequence stars 

in Old Open Clusters 

Sample No. Clump No. MiS C 
2 

X zones stars stars 

Rinff.3 1,2 & 3 22 117 0.27 13.5 
Rings 4 & 5 24 34 

0"-180" 7 60 0.32 4.85 
180"-300" 17 .46 

0"-167" 7 53 0.41 2.63 

167"-300 'i 17 53 

0'-5' 34 . 57 0.51 3.55 
5'-10' 36 31 

0'-5' 34 57 0.81 0.27 
5'-10t 36 49 

0'-3' 7 23 0.53 0.87 

3' -7' 15 26 

on -29 2" 10 74 0;64 0.40 

.292"-423 9 43 

0"- 29 2" 30 121 0.83 0.17 

292" -577" 22 74 

) 

P 

0.005 

, 0.026 

0.11 

0.06 

0.59 

0.27 

0.53 

0.67 
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3. Rndinl Variations of Reddening in NGC 2477 

The first entry (a·) in Table I for NGC 2477 shows the results of 

a straichtforward analysis of Cannon's photometry. The main sequence 

sample m m was taken from between V ~ 12.0 and V = 13.0. Cannon has remarked 

that the clump stars in the outer zone are systematically redder and fa.inter 

than those in the inner region, an effect which is also noticeable in the CM 

diagram of Eggen & Stoy (1961). He poin~s out that this could he a 

consequence of systematically larger reddening in the outer portion of the 

cluster. Photoelectric observations by Hartwick, Hesser and McClure (1972) 

indicate considerable variations of reddening from star to star, with 

average reddening values E(B-V) ~ 0~29 in the inner zone and 0~34 in the 

outer area. This systematic difference implies an averae;e excess visual 
,.... 

absorption in the outer zone of about 0.15 if R = Av/E(B-V) = 3.0. 

",r., 
The second entry (b) for NGC 2477 in Table I resemble'$\ the first . ',) 

except that the ·main sequence sample from the outer zone includes stars between 

V:12~2 and 13~2. The shift of 0~2 represents a slight over corr~ction of the 

radial reddening variation indicated by the photoelectric results. This 

correction drastically reduces both the extent and the significance of the 

observed difference in the radial distributions of the clump and the main 

sequence samples al though_ -the sense of the effect is unchanged in that ·C 

. remains less than unity despite the fact that the correction applied may be 

slightly too large. 

6, 

3. Rudinl Varia ti ons of Reddenine in NGC 2477 

The first entry (a') in Table I for NGe 2477 shoHS the results of 

a straiGhtforward analysis of Cannon's photometry. The main sequence 

sample m m was taken from between V ~ 12.0 and V = 13.0. Cannon has remarked 

that the clump stars in the outer zone are systematically redder and fe,inter 

than those in the inner region, an effect which is also noticeable in the eM 

diagram of Eggen & Stoy (1961). He poin~s out that this could he a 

consequence of systematically larger reddening in the outer portion of the 

cluster. Photoelectric observations by HartWick, Hesser and McClure (1972) 

indicate considerable variations of reddening from star to star, vii th 

average reddening values E(n-V) "" 0~29 in the inner zone and 0~34 in the 

outer area. This systematic difference implies an averace excess visual 
,... 

absorption in the outer zone of about 0.15 if R cAv/E(B-V) = 3.0. 

The second entry (b) for NGe 2477 in Table I resemble'~'1 the first 
. • ',J 

except that the 'main sequence sample from the outer zone includes stars between 

V=12~2 and 13~2. The shift of 0~2 represents a slight overcorr~ction of the 

radial reddening variation indicated by the photoelectric results. This 

correction drastically reduces both the extent and the Significance of the 

observed difference in the radial distributions of the clump and the main 

sequence samples although ,the sense of the effect is unchanged in that ,C 

,remains less than unity despite the fact that the correction applied may be 

slightly too large. 
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4. NGC 2158 

The analysis in Table I shows a very marked and highly significruit 

difference between the distributions of the clump and main sequence samples 

in this cluster. The clump sample incluqed all stars listed by Arp & Cuffey 

( ) 
m m m m . 1962 with V between 14.70 and 15.70 and B-V between 1.20 and 1.50 while 

the main sequence sample has V between 16~50 and 17~00 with B-V between 

m m 0.70 and o.a5. 

Before the high significance attributed to the concentr3.tion 

differences by the results in Table I can be accepted it is necessary to 

consider the remarks made by Arp & Guffey who sugges~ that the giant stars, 

being more luminous, are proportionally more seriously affected by crowding 

in the central regions and that their consequent omission from the photometry 

is responsible for their apparent de:arth in the inner parts of the cluster. 

In order to remove the apparent difference in the distributions 

of the two groups of stars it would be necessary to postulate that about 60 

members of the clump sample in zones 1, 2 and 3 are miss~ng. If any main 

sequence stars are affected the correction required is higher still. It is 

likely that at least one star has been omitted from the main sequence 

sample for each clump star likevnse afflicted, especially since the brighter 

clump stars are likely to be measurable on plates of shorter exposure. 

If this 1:1 ratio is assumed,- it becomes necessary to add 206 stars to both 

the observed samples if the apparent difference in their radial distributions 

is to be removed. Since the selected samples include only 139 stars actually 

measured in the inner region this correction is clearly ludicrously excessive 

and would make complete nonsense of Arp & Cuffey's attempts to assess the 

effects of field star contamination, in which they apply crowding corrections 

of only a few percent to their main ~equence sample. 

Stars with V::>l6r~O and B-V > 1~5 are almost entirely red giant 

cluster members. They are for the most part brighter than the clump stars 

and should therefore be even more subject to the selective crowding effects 

'1. 

4. NGe 2158 

The analysis in Table I shows a very marked and highly significant 

difference between the distributions of the clump and main sequence samples 

in this cluster. The clump sample incluqed all stars listed by Arp & Cuffey 

(1962) with V between 14~70 and 15~70 and B-V between 1~20 and 1~50 while 

the main sequence sample has V between 16~50 and 17~00 with B-V between 

m m 0.70 and 0.85. 

Before the high significance attributed to the concentra.tion 

differences by the results in Table I can be accepted it is necessary to 

consider the remarks made by Arp & Cuffey who sugges~ that the giant stars, 

being more luminous, are proportionally more seriously affected by crowd 

in the central regions and that their consequent omission from the photometry 

is responsible for their apparent dearth in the inner parts of the cluster. 

In order to remove the apparent difference in the distributions 

of the two groups of stars it would be necessary to postulate that about 60 

members of the clump sample in zones 1, 2 and 3 are miss~ng. If any main 

sequence stars are affected the correction required is higher still. It is 

likely that at least one star has been omitted from the main sequence 

sample for each clump star like.nse afflicted, especially since the brighter 

cl ump s tars are likely to be measurable on plates of shorter exposure. 

If this 1:1 ratio is assumed, it becomes necessary to add 206 stars to both 

the observed samples if the apparent difference in their radial distributions 

is to be removed. Since the selected samples include only 139 stars actually 

measured in the inner region this correction is clearly ludicrously excessive 

and would make complete nonsense of Arp & Cuffey's attempts to assess the 

effects of field star contamination, in which they apply crowding corrections 

of only a few percent to their main gequence sample. 

Stars wi th V>16r~0 and B-V :;::--1~5 are almost entirely red giant 

cluster members. They are for the most part brighter than the clump stars 

and should therefore be even more subject to the selective crowding effects 
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Jiostulated by Arp & Cuffey. The numbers of these stars in the va.rious 

rndin.l zones, together with the ·numbers from the clump and ma.in sequence 

samples, are listed in columns 2, 3 and 4 of Table II, rcopectively. 

The projected densities of the respective groups, ncrmalised to a value of 

100 in zone 1, are listed in columns 5, 6 and 7.. The tabulated densities of 

the red giants are in close ac;reement with those of the main sequence sample 

and show no sien whatever of the large excess in the outer zones exhibited 

by the cJump stars, as would be expected if this excess was a result of 

crowdin~ rather than a real property of the giant clump sample. 

In the absence of significant crowding effects it remains conceivable 

that NGC 2158 suffers from a radial absorption gradient similar to that found 

in NGC 2477. Column 8 of Table II con to.ins the mean colours of the main 

sequence samples in each zone. These means have internal SE's well below 

0~01 so that it is likely that the systematic variations shown are not the 

result of random errors. They are most unlikely to be a result of a reddening 

gradient, however. Arp & Cuffey were forced to omit from their results all 

stars fainter than V=l8~0 in zones 1 and 2 (where the significant variations 

in colour occur) because excessive background fog from scattered light 

generated intolerable systematic errors in the measures of the fainter stars 

on the B plates. An enhanced background will produce a spuriously bright 

magnitude when iris measures of a star thus afflicted are calibrated using 

standard stars in areas with less background fog. It is thus probable that 

the slightly bluer mean colours of the main sequence samples in zones l and 2 

simply reflect in le.~, extreme form the problems encountered by Arp & Cuffey in 

their reductions of the fainter stars. 

The rejection of reddening effects as an explanation for the 

observed dj_fferences in the radial distributions of the main sequence and clump 

.stars is strongly supported by the o1:G erved distribution· of the red giants. 

8 .. 

postulllted by Arp & Cuffey. The numbers of these stars in the v8.riou8 

radial zones, together with the 'numbers from the clump and main sequence 

samples, are listed in columns 2, 3 and 4 of Table II, rc::opectively. 

The projected densities of the respecti Vel groups, ncrmalised to a value of 

100 in zone 1, are listed in columns 5, 6 and 7.. The tabulated densi ties of 

the red gi.ants are in close nc;reement with those of the main sequence sample 

and show no sien whatever of the large excess in the outer zones exhibited 

by the clump stars, as would be expected if this excess was a result of 

crowdinG rather than a real property of the giant clump semple. 

In the absence of significant crowding effects it remains conceivable 

that NGC 2158 suffers from a radial absorption gradient similar to that found 

in NGe 2477. Column 8 of Table II conta.ins the mean colours of the ma.in 

sequence samples in each zone. These means have internal S.E's well below 

O~Ol so that it is likely that the systematic variations shown are not the 

resul t of random errors. They are most unlikely to be a resul t of a reddening 

gradient, however. Arp& Cuffey were forced to omit from their results all 

. . m 
stars fainter than V:::::18.0 in zones 1 and 2 (where the significant va.riations 

in colour occur) because excessive background fog from scattered light 

generated intolerable systematic errors in the measures. of the fainter stars 

on the B plates. An enhanced background will produce a spuriously bright 

magnitude when iris measures of a star thus afflicted are calibrated using 

standllrd stars in areas wi th less backgTound fog. It is thus probable that 

the slightly bluer mean colours of the main sequence samples in zones I and 2 

simply reflect in le.~, extreme fann the problems encountered by Arp & Cuffey in 

their reductions of the fainter stars. 

The rejection of reddening effects as an explanation for the 

observed differences in the radial distributions of the main sequence and clump 

.stars is strongly supported by the oro erved distribution' of the red giants. 
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Zone 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

No. Red 
Giants 

4 

7· 

2 

4 

1 

Cf. 

TABLE II 

Radial Distribuhons of Stars in NGC 2158 

No. Clump 
.Sta.rs 

4 

12 

6 

15 

9 

No. M/S 
Stars 

36 

53 

28 

24 

10 

Density of 
Giants 

100 

58 

10 

14 

3 

Density of 
Clump stars 

100 

100 

30 

54 

25 

Densjty 
of ~·~/ s 

St8-rS 

100 

49 

16 

9 

3 

(B-V) 
(mac)m 

o. 75 

0.76 

0.78 

o. 77 

0.78 

Zone 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

No. Red 
Giants 

4 

7' 

2 

4 

1 

TABLE II 

Radial. Distributions of Stars in NGe 2150 

No. Clump 
Stars 

4 

12 

6 

15 

9 

No. r.r/S 
Stars 

36 

53 

28 

24 

10 

Density of 
Giants 

100 

50 

10 

14 

3 

Densi ty of 
Clump stars 

100 

100 

30 

54 

25 

Density 
of r,~/ s 

st8-rs 

100 

49 

16 

9 

3 

0.75 

0.76 

0.78 

0.77 

0.78 
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If the outer regions of the cluster suffer excesn absorption the a:ppo.rent 

luminofli ty function of these regions is disp1aced towards fainter mncn:i tudes. 

Thus the main sequence termination point in the central region will appear 

briGhter and the number of stars from the outer regions ·falling within the 

main sequence sample interval will be reduced so that the main sequence 

sample appears to have a hieher degree of central concentration than is in 

fact the case. Since the red giants in NGC 2158 show the same distribution 

as the main sequence stars it is clear that radial variations in absorption 

cannot be the reason for the observed concentration of the main sequence 

sample. 

It roust be concluded, therefore, that the gia.nt clump stars in 

NGC 2158 are markedly less centrally concentrated than the brightest stars 

remaining on the main sequence and that the high significance obtained for 

this result in Table I is realistic. 

/ 

10 

If the outer reC;ions of the cluster suffe.::: exeesn nbnorption the 

luminofli ty function of these reGions is displaced to'vl:,:rr.ds fainter macnj tudes. 

ThuD the main sequence termina ti on point in the central re on will n.ppcn:r 

briGhter and the number of stars from the outer regions <falling wi thin the 

main sequence sample interval will be reduced so that the main oequence 

sample appears to have a hieher degree of central concentration than is in 

fa.ct the case. Since the red giants in NGC 215B show the same distribution 

as the main sequence stars it is clear that radial variations in absorption 

cannot be the reason for the observed concentration of the main sequence 

sample. 

It must be concluded, therefore, that the giant clump stars in 

NGC 2158 are markedly less centrally concentrated than the brightest stars 

remainin~ on the main sequence and that the high Significance obtained for 

this result in Table I is realistiC. 
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5. CJ.ump Concentration as a Gener0,l Property of Old Open Clusters 

With the notable exception of NCC 2158 none of the individual results 

for the 6 clusters in Table I is statistically significant. However all the cluster 

listed have clump concentration parameters C <: 1. 

On the null hypothesis that the clump and ma.in sequence samples have 

the same radial distri bu ti on the probability that a given cluster will have C <. 1 

by chance is 1/2. 1J1hus the probability of findine this result in all five 

remaining clustern is the same as the l~kelihood of· scoring 5 heads on tossine 

-5 a coin five times, namely 2 or 0.031. A danger of a'postiori statistics 

exists here, as NGC 2477 and Melotte 66 were both believed to have C < 1 at 

the start of the investirra tion. However the fact tho.t C remains less than 

unity in NGC 2477 even after application of a generous correction for the 

radial reddening effect, which was unknown a~ the start of the investit.;ation, 

coupled with the use of completely new photometry in Melotte 66 serves to restore 

confidence in the level of significance implied by the probability derived above. 

It thus appears likely that the giant branch clump stars in old open 

· clusters are in general less centrally concentrated than the brightest stars 

remaining on the upper ma:i,,n sequence. Since mass stratification effects are knowr 

to be present in the main sequences of similar clusters it may safely be concluded 

that these stars have lost mass during their intervening evolution. 

·The contrast between the decree of deconcentration exhibited by the 

clump stars in NGC 2158 and in NGC 7789 which has a generally similar structure 

and appearance would seem to indicate that the amount of mass lost varies from 

cluster to cluster for reasons which are as yet uncertain. Such variation would 

not be unexpected since it is believed thnt the amount of mass lost must vary 

from star to star in the same cluster if the observed width in colour of the 

globular cluster horizontal branches is to be explained (cf the review article 

by Iben, referred to earlier). The evident variation from cluster to cluster 

II. 

5. Clump Concentration as a GenerO-I Property of Old Open Clusters 

~/i th the notable excepti on of NGC 2158 none of the ind i vidual results 

for the 6 clusters in Table I is statisti'cally significant. Ho.,ever 8,11 the cluster 

listed have clump concentration parameters C « 1. 

On the null hypothesis that the clump and main sequence samples have 

the same radial distdbution the probability that a given cluster will have C <. 1 

by chance is 1/2. 'rhuG the probability of findine this result in all five 

remaini!~ clusterG is the same as the l;kelihood of'scoring 5 heads on tossine 

-5 a coin five times, namely 2 or 0.031. A danger of a'postiori statistics 

exists here, ao NGC 2477 and Helotte 66 were both believed to have C -<: 1 at 

the start of the investiGation. However the fact that C remains less than 

uni ty in NGC 2477 even after application of a generous correction for the 

radial reddening effect, vlhich was unkno"'m at the start of the investieation, 

coupled with the use of completely new photometry in Melotte 66 serves to restore 

confidence in the level of Significance implied by the probability derived above. 

It thus appoars likely that the eiant branch clump stars in old open 

, clusters are in general less centrally concentrated than the brightest stars 

remaining on the upper ma:i,.n sequence. Since mass stra tifica tion effects are knowr 

to be present in the main sequences of similar clusters it may safely be concluded 

that these stars have lost mass during their intervening evolution • 

. The contrast between the de[;Tee of deconcentration exhibi ted by the 

clump stars in NGe 2158 and in NGC 7789 which has a generally similar structure 

and appearance would Sgem to indicate that the amount of mass lost varies from 

cluster to cluster for reasons which are as yet uncertain. Such variation would 

not be unexpected since it is believed that the amount of mass lost must vary 

from star to star in the same cluster if the observed "'lid th in colour of the 

globular cluster horizontal branches is to be explained (cf the review article 

by iben, referred to earlier). The evident 'Variation frotn cluster to cluster 
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would o.lso remove the nnornaly of Jane's (197~) conchrnion t},u.t his unr.i1ysis of 

DDO photometry of M67 does not reveal any significant mass deficiency in the 

ata.rs of the giant branch clump. DDO photometry of e;iants in NCC 2150, while 

difficult, should prove i1lumino.. ting. 

) 

.. 

I~. 

would also remove the nnornaly of Jane's (197~) conclusion tLut his umllysin of 

DDO photomotry ofM67 does not reveal any significant mass deficiency in the 

ntars of the giant branch clump. DDO photometry of 6iants in NGe 2150, '<lhUe 

difficult, should prove illuminating. 

/ 

.. ' 
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6. Mass Loss from Luminous Red Giants 

The clusters in Table I are all older than the Hyades so that their 

clump stars may· be presumed to have passed through the high-luminosity phases of 

red giant evolution prior to the helium flash before arriving in the horizontal 

branch (Cannon, 1970). The identification of the phase of maximum lum:i.nosi ty 

:;o.s that durincr which mass is lost most rapidly is· indicated by the results 

in·the globular clusters, especially thos.e of Osbo~rne (1973) who used red giants 

in his mass comparisons but still found that the horizontal branch and 

asymptotic branch stars were relatively undermassive, thus effectively 

eliminating the possibility that the mass loss implied by Newell's (1972) results 

for the blue horizontal branch stars could be aenerated by ejection of significant· 

n.mountn of matter well before the stars reach their highest luminosities near 

the giant branch tip. 

This construction is supported also by the fact that the red giants 
·I 

I in NGC 2158, most of which are still well below the giant branch tip, still 

conform closely to the.radial distribution of the upper main sequence stars. 

The only mechanisms known to the writer whereby it has been sugi;ested that 

rapid mass loss should occur specifically at the most luminous red giant phases· :· 

are the scaled stellar winds postulated by Heasley & Mengel (1972), the 

efficienGy of which is critically aependent on luminosity in two of their three 

models. Osbourne's results would a.ppear to eliminate their third model, in 

which the rate of ma.ss loss is a function of the mass. fraction in the convective 
I 

envelope of the red giants and · ·· peaks well before the/red giant tip is 

reached. 

If the red giant phases of high luminosity are postulated to be the 

dominant epochs for mass loss, as in the stellar wind models, it would be 

expected that red giants of lower luminosity which have not yet passed through 

such phases would retain their main sequence masses and hence their main sequence 

6. 

The clusters in Table I are all older than the Hyades So. that their 

clump stars may' be pr,esumed to have passed through the high-luminosity phases of 

red Biant evolution prior to the helium flash before arriving in the horizontal 

braneh (Cannon, 1970). The identifiea tion of the phase of maximum luminosi ty 

:..s that durinff ",hieh muss is lost most rapidly is' indicated by the resul ts 
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in his mass comparisons but still found that the horizontal .branch and 

asymptotic branch stars were relatively undermassive, thus effectively 

eliminating the possibility that the maS8 10S3 implied by Newell's (1972) results 

for tho blue horizontal branch stars could be ffenerated by ejection of significant 

I)mountn of matter well before the stars rea.ch their highest luminosi ties near 

the giant branch tip. 

This construction is supported also by the fact that the red giants 
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\ in NGe 2158, most of which are still well bela,., the giant branch tip, still 

conform closely to the. radial distribution of the upper main sequence stars. 

The only mechanisms Y~own to the writer whereby it has been suggested that 

rapid mass 10813 should occur specifically at the most luminous red giant phases 

are the scaled stellar winds postulated by Heasley & Nengel (1972) I the 

efficientyof which is critically dependent on luminosity in two of their three 

models. Osbourne's results would appear to eliminate their third model, in 

which the rate Of mass loss is a function of the mass fra.cti on in the convective 

envelope of the red giants and·; peaks well before the/red giant tip is 

reached. 

If the red giant phases of high luminOSity are postulated to be the 

dominant epochs for mass loss, as in the stellar wind models, it would be 

expected tha.t red giants of lower luminord ty which have not yet pa.ssed throu@ 

such phases would retain their main sequence masses and hence their main sequence 
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